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Part I.
The Power Flow Problem
1

1. On the Importance of the Power
Flow Problem
In the year 2003, the failure of a single power line led to a blackout of almost the entire
Northeastern United States, affecting more than 50 million people including the metropoli-
tan ares of New York City, Toronto and Detroit [98]. In its core, a power grid consists of
consumers and power plants, connected by transmission lines. Each transmission line has
a maximal capacity of flow that it can transport without failing and a line failure often
results in physical damage to the line. Therefore, a failed line can not be restored easily.
On August 14, 2003, a single line of the Northeastern U.S. power grid was rendered in-
operable by a tree. Although the power flow was redistributed in the remaining grid, the
chosen lines turned out to be unsuitable to carry the increased load, leading to additional
failing lines. This effect, the failure of multiple lines due to a single incident, is called a
cascade. The impact of the 2003 cascade could even be observed from space, as can be
seen in Figure 1.1. For some cities, power was not restored for four days and the total
costs for the U.S. alone were estimated between 4 and 10 billion dollars; see the report by
the U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force [98] for additional information on this
incident. While negligence in maintenance is considered to be one major reason for the
cascade, an additional one was the lack of computational tools available to the grid oper-
ators. While the companies have many methods and tools at their disposal to determine
the behavior of grids, most of these tools fail when considering grids in distress [10]. In
order to overcome these drawbacks, grid operators often rely on precomputed contingency
plans to counter line failures [44], but obviously those plans can not account for all possi-
ble failures and especially do not consider cascades. In 2006, a paper by Yang et al. [103]
showed that there existed a possible strategy to circumvent this blackout: By switching off
multiple lines, the power grid operators could have contained the outage to a small area.
However, due to the lack of the necessary mathematical tools, the operators were unable to
derive this solution. Thus recent studies have tried to construct faster algorithms to derive
contingency solutions in time. In addition, the interest in designing more reliable grids to
circumvent future cascades has been raised [11].
A second reason for the interest in power grid design is given by the transition towards
renewable energy sources. The European Union’s 2020 agenda demands that its members
derive at least 20 percent of their energy from renewable sources till the year 2020 [32].
This agenda calls for the extension of the existing power grids, for example in order to in-
corporate the offshore wind farms in Northern Germany into the present grid [16]. The re-
cent incident at the Fukushima nuclear power plant [90] has further increased the people’s
desire for such a transition. However, these changes demand major reconstructions and
extensions of the existing German power grid [18]. The methods to derive a cost-optimal
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Figure 1.1.: The Northeastern U.S., 20 hours before and 7 hours after the blackout. [72]
grid often depend on heuristics like local search [92] or genetic programming [77]. While
these methods can derive good solutions, they are unable to guarantee a globally optimal
solution or to provide any information at all if they fail.
These two developments have led to an increased interest in power grid design and op-
eration by the discrete optimization community. The raised numbers of sessions and talks
on energy at the INFORMS Annual Meetings in the last years [49] are a good indicator
for this increased interest. Encouraged by recent developments in the design of other net-
works, e.g. telecommunication networks [59], authors tried to transfer these results to the
power grid design problem. However, the problem has proven to be considerably more
difficult to handle than other network design problems. This is due to the fact that the
power flows are subject to physical constraints, similar to gas and water flows. As these
physical constraints are given by nonlinear and nonconvex equations, we replace them by
linearized conditions. In this work we give an in-depth analysis of the problems arising
when designing a cost-optimal power grid using linearized power flows. We discuss two
different linearizations, one of which is the well-established DC formulation. We conclude
this chapter by giving an outline of this work and highlighting our own contribution.
The general focus of this work lies on linearizing the power flow and power grid design
problem and analyzing the mathematical properties of these problems. We introduce a
linearization which takes care of some of the drawbacks of the well-established DC for-
mulation. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of this formulation on the design problem
and consider theoretical and practical points of view. In addition, we study the power grid
design polytope with a focus on the DC formulation. This thesis is divided into two parts,
the first dealing with the power flow problem while the second analyzes the power grid
design problem. As we consider linearized flows, we present solutions to the nonlinear
problem as a basis of comparison. Therefore, after an overview of the physics behind
power flows, we discuss the nonlinear power flow problem in Chapter 3, analyzing the-
oretical properties and the computational performance of the problem. In Chapter 5 we
consider the well-established DC power flow linearization and derive a combinatorial for-
mula for solving the problem. Our main contribution is the consecutive thorough analysis
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of the newly introduced AC-linear formulation, discussed in Chapter 6. We show the ex-
istence of combinatorial structures in the problem, which involve the class of bispanning
trees. The first part concludes with a computational comparison of the quality of the two
discussed linearizations in Chapter 7. We are able to show, that the AC-linear formulation
is superior to the DC one when interested in active and reactive flow information.
In the second part of this work we consider the power grid design problem. We dis-
cuss the unbounded and bounded variants of the DC design problem in Chapters 9 and
10 and show that the unbounded problem can be considered as a partition problem with-
out the involvement of power flow equations. The same can not be said for the bounded
problems. In Chapter 11 we consider the AC-linear power grid design problem and dis-
cuss its similarities and differences when compared with the DC problem. As the set of
feasible power grid designs is given by a polytope, we study its structure in Chapter 12.
In addition, we consider a special case of the DC power grid design polytope, where the
polytope’s dimension is easily determinable. We are able to derive some facets for the
polytope, utilizing results of both the connected-subgraph and the knapsack polytope. We
then perform a computational study in order to determine the tractability of the two lin-
earizations on modern integer programming solvers. While the DC model significantly
outperforms the AC-linear one, its computed designs do not allow for a feasible AC power
flow. We show that the designs derived by using the AC-linear formulation are superior
with regards to this property. Thus the newly introduced formulation allows for a more
accurate approximation of the power grid design problem. We conclude our work with a
summary of our results, a discussion of open questions and an outlook on potential further
research topics.
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2. Notation and Fundamental
Concepts
2.1. Graph Theoretical Notation
To remove ambiguity we now state the mathematical notation used in this work. Let
G = (V, E) denote an undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Using the common
terms of electrical engineering we often refer to the vertices as nodes or buses and to the
edges as lines. We further introduce the notation V(G) := V and E(G) := E to refer to the
vertex and edge set of G. For a subset of vertices S ⊆ V let E[S ] denote the set of edges
where both vertices are elements of S , i.e., E[S ] B {{v,w} ∈ E | v,w ∈ S }. Given a vertex
v we denote by δ(v) ⊆ E the set of edges incident with v. For a set of vertices C ⊆ V we
define the set of cut-edges induced by C as δ(C) B {{v,w} ∈ E |v ∈ C and w ∈ V \C }. We
call N(v) ⊆ V the neighborhood of v where N(v) is defined as the set of vertices adjacent
to v.
Given a subset of edges U ⊆ E(G) we define the induced subgraph of G as G [U] B
(V(G),U). We define the subgraph G [S ] induced by a subset of vertices S ⊆ V(G) in a
similar fashion, i.e., G [S ] B (S , E[S ]).
In order to simplify notation we make the following remark. If we consider a pair of
vertices va, vb ∈ V(G) and a corresponding edge e = {va, vb} ∈ E(G) we sometimes use
the shortened notation e = {a, b} when referring to the edge. This is mostly used in cases
where e is used as an index and improves the readability of the formulas.
2.2. Physical Basics
In the following, we state the basic physical concepts necessary in order to understand the
mathematics behind power flows.
The two major factors in power grids are voltages and currents. In order to further
familiarize oneself with these two concepts consider the following analogy from water
systems. Here we have a network of pipes which contain a flow of water. The physical
concept responsible for moving the water through the system is the pressure. In electrical
systems the voltage is analogous to the pressure and the current to the flow of water [85].
The most vital term is “electrical power”: it is a measure of physical work in an electric
circuit and it depends on voltages and currents. However, in colloquial speech the term
“electrical energy” or just “energy” is often used when speaking about power systems. We
like to stress the fact that electrical energy describes an entirely different physical concept,
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as it is defined as the product of electrical power and time. Hence, we do not use the term
“electrical energy” in this work when we refer to electrical power.
We now state the necessary physical parameters and their units of measure. In addition,
we give their common abbreviation in brackets. We have to differentiate between direct
currents (DC), where the electric current flows in a constant direction, and the alternating
current (AC), where the currents change directions. We start with stating results for direct
currents, which are often used in electrical appliances.
The electrical power (P) is a measure of work done per unit of time in an electric circuit
and is given in watt [W]. In order to compute the power delivered by a source one needs
the compliance voltage (UQ) of the source measured in volt [V] and the electric current (I)
measured in ampere [A] flowing through it. Then the power can be computed as [93]
P = UQ · I (2.1)
If we consider a current through a conductor the voltage or potential difference (∆U), also
measured in volt, between entry and exit point is of great interest. Voltage and current
are connected by Ohm’s Law which states a relation between those two values and the
conductor’s physical properties. The conductor’s resistance (R) is measured in units of
ohms [Ω] and the law states the relation as [93]
I =
∆U
R
. (2.2)
These two formulas are well known and are fundamental to DC power flows.
Power Grids however, are operated using alternating currents. Here the voltages and
currents alternate 60 times per second and thereby create two separate flows which change
their direction constantly. This induces two powers called active and reactive power. The
reactive power is a by-product of the physical process of alternating currents and can not
be monetized. While the active power can be sold to households the power company has to
ensure that the grid’s reactive power demands are fulfilled in order to maintain its stability.
Due to its nature, the active power is often referred to as “real” power [85].
The two powers induce corresponding currents, called active and reactive current, re-
spectively. There are multiple ways of computing their values; we use a technique which
introduces complex numbers for currents, powers, voltages and resistances. The upside of
this approach is the resemblance of the new equations towards the ones known for direct
current calculations. The real part of the complex numbers has a connection to the active
power, while the imaginary part is used to store information about the reactive powers.
We now consider two points (or nodes) v and w connected via a conductor (or line)
e = {v,w}. For alternating currents the concept of electrical resistance is extended to the
complex valued impedance (Z) measured in ohm [Ω]. The impedance’s real part is again
called resistance (R) and its imaginary part reactance (X), both are given in ohm[Ω]. The
inverse of the impedance is called admittance (Y) with its real part called conductance (G)
and its imaginary part susceptance (B). The admittance and its real and imaginary parts
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are measured in units of siemens [S ] or sometimes in units of mho [f].
Usually, a conductor’s reactance is abbreviated by “x”, but this creates confusion in the
later sections when we talk about network design problems where the design variables
are also usually denoted by “x”. As the main focus of this work lies on mathematics, we
choose to reserve the “x” for the design variable. Therefore we denote the resistance of
conductor e by re, its reactance by ae and its impedance by ze B re + iae. We compute the
conductor’s admittance as follows:
ye = z−1e =
re − iae
r2e + a2e
=
re
r2e + a2e︸  ︷︷  ︸
Cγe
+i
−ae
r2e + a2e︸  ︷︷  ︸
Cβe
, (2.3)
where γe denotes its conductance and βe its susceptance. For real world networks the
values re and ae are positive and thus γe is positive and βe is negative [4].
The complex voltage of node v is given as Uv · eiϑv where we call Uv the voltage magni-
tude and ϑv the voltage angle or phase angle. The complex current Ivw from node v to w is
then defined as [4]
Ivw = z−1vw
(
Uveiϑv − Uweiϑw
)
(2.4)
which can be seen as a complex version of Ohm’s law (2.2). Similar to (2.1), the complex
power S vw is defined as [4]
S vw = Pvw + iQvw = Uveiϑv ·
(
Ivw
)
, (2.5)
where Ivw denotes the complex conjugate of Ivw. Here Pvw denotes the active power flow
while Qvw denotes the reactive power flow from node v to node w. By combining the
formulas (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we derive explicit expressions for the active and reactive
power flows:
S vw =Uveiϑv ·
(
Ivw
)
= Uveiϑv · z−1vw
(
Uve−iϑv − Uwe−iϑw
)
= (γvw − iβvw)
(
U2v − UvUwei(ϑv−ϑw)
)
= (γvw − iβvw)
(
U2v − UvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − iUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
)
=
(
γvwU2v − γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
)
+ i
(
−βvwU2v + βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
)
Definition 2.1. The AC power flows fp(v,w) and fq(v,w) from point v to w, connected by
a conductor {v,w} with admittance yvw = γvw + iβvw are given by the reactive and imaginary
parts of S vw:
fp(v,w) B γvwU2v − γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw), (2.6)
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fq(v,w) B −βvwU2v + βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw). (2.7)
We call fp(v,w) the active power flow and fq(v,w) the reactive power flow.
It is easy to see that the value of the flow depends on its direction therefore
∣∣∣ fp(v,w)∣∣∣ ,∣∣∣ fp(w, v)∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣ fq(v,w)∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣ fq(w, v)∣∣∣ hold. The active and reactive power losses are defined
as follows [4]:
Remark 2.2. The active power loss on the conductor {v,w} is defined as
fp(v,w) + fp(w, v) = γvw
(
U2v + U
2
w − 2UvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw)
)
and the reactive power loss by
fq(v,w) + fq(w, v) = −βvw
(
U2v + U
2
w − 2UvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw)
)
.
Note, that the stated equations follow as yvw = ywv, cos (ϑv − ϑw) = cos (−ϑv + ϑw) and
sin (ϑv − ϑw) = − sin (−ϑv + ϑw) hold.
As mentioned before, electricity is defined by voltages and currents rather than by volt-
ages and powers. But due to the definition of the power in (2.5) we can use the more
common concept of power flows without losing any information. Given a power flow and
a corresponding voltage it is easy to compute their respective current.
Keep in mind that real world power grids consist of more than just nodes and transmis-
sion lines (e.g., transformers) and the electrical properties of transmission lines and the
impact of generators can be modeled in much more detail. We refer to the lecture notes
of Andersson [4] for an overview. Nevertheless, the above stated properties allow us to
understand and extend well known power grid models which are already mathematically
challenging. In addition, we neglect the units of measurement for the remainder of this
work. We note that all voltages are given in kilovolt [kV] and thus all supplies, demands
and power flows are considered to be in megawatt [MW].
2.3. Power Grid Foundations
We now give an overview of the general concepts of power grids and power distribution.
In most cases, power plants are located afar from the customers, this is due to health risks
(e.g., nuclear power plants), pollution (e.g., coal power plants) or resource availability
(e.g., wind or water power plants). Therefore the generated electricity must be transported
to customers via a power grid. The two typical means of transportation are either over-
head transmission lines or underground cables, the later ones are mostly used under water
or in inhabited regions, i.e., cities. Regardless of their actual type, we will refer to the
conductors as “lines” during the remainder of this work.
Although most of our daily appliances need DCs, the electricity we get from our power
sockets are ACs. This is due to the fact that power companies use ACs to transfer power.
There are multiple reasons for this decision, most of them based on the outcome of the
10
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so called “War of Currents”. In the beginning years of electricity distribution direct and
alternating current were used for transmitting power. After some years the alternating
current distribution got the upper hand due to its ability to be easily converted to lower
and higher voltages, which could not be achieved for direct currents. The higher voltage
distribution proved to have less transmission losses and AC was implemented by most
power companies [43]. Until today AC is still the most common way of distributing power,
although high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission grids have been implemented
in the last years [43]. They use technology not available at the time of the “war” but
are still much more expensive than AC grids. On the one hand they are superior to AC
transmission when it comes to undersea cables which are for example used to interconnect
Scandinavia and Central Europe or to connect off-shore wind farms to the power grid [58].
But the main disadvantage of the HVDC transmission is much higher equipment costs
when compared with AC transmission [69]. See the paper by Molburg et al. [69] for a
discussion of the pros and cons of HVDC transmission. Due to these drawbacks, the use
of alternating currents is still the standard for transmitting power.
As mentioned before, electricity is transmitted with high voltages to reduce power losses
due to heat at the conductors. We will illustrate that fact using the physical relations for
DC flows stated in the previous chapter. The power loss at a conductor connected to a
source with power P and compliance voltage UQ due to heat is given by Jules Law [93]
Ploss = I2 · R (2.1)= P
2
U2Q
· R.
As the transmitted power P and the conductors resistance R are fixed we can decrease the
heat losses Ploss by increasing the compliance voltage UQ. While this fact holds for direct
and alternating currents, increasing the voltage can be achieved more easily for alternating
currents [43]. See the book by Haubrich [43] for an overview on the historical development
of the usage of AC and DC flows in power transmission.
Generally, there are four types of transmission grids in Europe, classified by their oper-
ational level of voltage. The extra-high voltage grids operate at 380 kV or 220 kV and are
mainly used to transfer great amounts of power over long distances. All big conventional
power plants are connected to these grids and they interconnect the national power grids
of Europe. As the transmission networks are owned by different companies many of them
are organized in the ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity) in order to coordinate their network operations and develop expansion plans
[31]. High voltage transmission grids (60 kV up to 220 kV) are used to connect the local
distribution networks to the extra-high voltage grid. Additionally, industrial businesses
with high power consumption are served by this network. The distribution networks may
either operate at medium voltage (6 kV up to 60 kV) or low voltage (400 V or 230 V)
based on different factors like geographic properties, existence of customers with high
energy consumption (small factories or hospitals) and previously installed systems [18].
While power grids on different continents may operate at other voltage levels, the general
concept of different types of operational voltage levels is given, nevertheless. The map in
11
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Figure 2.1.: The German grid with extra-high (red) and high voltage lines (green) [31].
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Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the German power grid. Note that each black dot denotes
a substation and the pink transmission lines in the north sea are part of an HVDC network.
The map in Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the complexity and interconnectedness of the
European grid.
In addition, the multiple interconnecting networks of different levels of voltage are used
to improve the reliability of the network in case of line or power plant failures. Also, this
allows the network operators to react to changes in customer loads and to transfer power
from different parts of the grid to areas where it is needed most. The transfer of power
is a very important factor in every-day life, as power plants and power grids are owned
by multiple companies who compete for the best prices. Therefore, despite having power
available at your house every day, it can originate from a different location than the day
before. Although the power’s quality is equal regardless of the source of generation, there
have been recent political movements to change the power generation in order to improve
their eco-friendliness. For example, the European Commission requests their members to
generate at least 20% of their electrical power from renewable resources by 2020 [32].
As renewable power plants are subject to changing output levels it is more important than
ever to have a reliable interconnected power grid to compensate for those fluctuations. In
addition, the existing networks have to be extended which calls for smart algorithms and
methods as discussed in the first chapter.
We now consider the properties of the topologies of transmission grids. As stated before
it consists of vertices and edges, usually called nodes and lines, respectively. While we
generally do not distinguish between different types of lines (they differ only in their phys-
ical values) we have to distinguish between generating and non-generating nodes. The
latter can be seen as a customer or an access point to a different subnetwork which oper-
ates on a lower voltage level. These nodes usually have a demand of active power known
upfront. The generating nodes represent power plants or access points to supply networks
with a higher level of voltage. Due to the use of transformers at access points, the voltage
levels of the corresponding networks can be regulated independently [70]. This allows us
to consider the subnetworks of the power grid which operate on the same level of voltage,
autonomously. In order for the transformers to work properly one needs to ensure that
the voltage in the network does not exceed given levels. On the other hand the voltage
is not allowed to drop below a certain level to guarantee the usability for the customers.
Therefore, we consider subnetworks of the power grid which operate on a given level of
voltage for the remainder of this work. In order for this assumption to be valid we must
ensure that voltages in the grid do not violate given bounds. Due to the nature of the AC
power flow, the reactive power flow has to be considered as well. For each non-generating
node a specific demand of reactive power is given, which has to be fulfilled in order for the
network to operate properly. Therefore, at each non-generating node two different power
demands have to be served by the grid by two dependent flows.
In addition to being subject to the physics stated in the previous section, power flows in
networks are influenced by Kirchhoff’s circuit laws [93]. We discuss these in detail in the
13
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Figure 2.2.: Section of the European transmission network [31].
following chapter, but for now we consider them only as further restrictions on the voltages
and currents in the power grids. While network flows have been considered in great detail
[1], the laws of physics are what makes the power flows behave in a special way. In the
general network flow problem we have given a topology and supplies and demands at the
nodes. We are interested in routing the flows in the network in such a way that all demands
are fulfilled. However, physical flows behave in a different way: For a given topology and
supplies and demands the flow is already determined by the properties of the topology and
the laws of physics. In addition to electrical transmission, this property also holds for gas
and water transmission [40]. Although there exist techniques to influence the flow of the
currents in real world network operations (like load shedding and line switching [34]), we
14
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assume for the remainder of this work that the flow can only be influenced by changing
voltages, supplies or demands. The term load shedding refers to the procedure of decreas-
ing supplied power at some nodes, i.e. not fulfilling their entire power demands. While
this may lead to blackouts in underlying grids, this process influences the power flow in
the network and is considered as a method to avoid a blackout of the entire network. The
process of line switching enables and disables specific power lines in order the reroute the
flows. See the paper by Fisher et al. [34] for further information on line switching and load
shedding and how these techniques are used to circumvent blackouts.
As to the economical nature of power generation and transportation there is not much
publicly available data concerning the real world properties of power grids. Some publi-
cations state aggregated results on line properties [82], give fictional grids based on real
world experiences [67, 70] or use standardized test case data [48]. Even though we use
these information to create “real-world-like” power grid data sets to test our concepts, we
like to stress the fact that the main focus of this thesis is to understand the underlying math-
ematical and structural properties. Therefore we state counter-examples and grids which
might not exist in reality and are unsound from a pure technical point of view.
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3. The Nonlinear Power Flow
Formulation
3.1. The AC Power Flow Problem
In this chapter we discuss the modeling of power grids by using the nonlinear functions
stated in Definition 2.1. Given a graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E we
call G a topology, V its set of nodes or buses and E its set of lines. For each line e ∈ E a
conductance γe ≥ 0 and susceptance βe ≤ 0 are given and at each node v ∈ V we have a
demand for active power dpv ≤ 0 and a demand for reactive power dqv ≤ 0.
As stated before, we have to differ between generating nodes and non-generating nodes.
At each generating node v ∈ V we have some source of power to which we will refer to as
“generator”. We assume that each generator supplies a power up to gmaxv > 0. For a simpler
notation, we define that non-generating nodes w ∈ V have a power supply of gmaxw = 0.
Definition 3.1. Given a six-tuple P := (G, β, γ, p, q, g) where G = (V, E) is a connected
graph with vertex set V and edge set E and the functions β, γ, p, q and g are defined as
follows
• β : E → R≤0, e 7→ βe,
• γ : E → R≥0, e 7→ γe,
• p : V → R≤0, v 7→ dpv ,
• q : V → R≤0, v 7→ dqv ,
• g : V → R≥0, v 7→ gmaxv .
We call P a power grid and refer to the graph G as the topology of P. Furthermore,
we define V(P) := V , E(P) := E and G(P) := G. In addition, we define G := {v ∈
V(P) ∣∣∣gmaxv > 0 } as the grid’s set of generation nodes.
Therefore, when talking about nodes or lines of power grids we refer to the nodes or
lines of the respective topology. Furthermore, given a line e ∈ E we use the notation βe
instead of β(e). The same holds for the other defined functions.
In a power grid the active and reactive flows fp and fq have to fulfill the corresponding
demands of the nodes and are subject to Kirchhoff’s circuit laws which are stated as follows
[93]:
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Definition 3.2. Given a power grid P, then for every node v ∈ V(P) the following con-
straints hold ∑
w∈N(v)
fp(v,w) = dpv + g
p
v ,
∑
w∈N(v)
fq(v,w) = dqv + g
q
v , (3.1)
where gpv ≥ 0 denotes the active power generated at node v and gqv ≥ 0 the respective
reactive power.
These constraints seem to resemble the well known flow conservation constraints known
from general network flow problems [1]. However, these equations model a more complex
behavior of the flows, as previously discussed. At first, note that for each flow from v to
w we get a flow from w to v. Therefore it makes no sense to consider equations which
compare the outflow and inflow at all nodes. In addition, flow losses occur throughout the
system as discussed in Remark 2.2, therefore it is unsuitable to speak of a “conservation”
of flow.
The power flow problem consists of determining the active and reactive flows in the
grid such that all necessary constraints (bounds, demands, Kirchhoff’s law) are fulfilled.
Therefore we need to know the voltage magnitude Uv and angle ϑv at every node v ∈ V(P)
and the active and reactive power generation gpw and g
q
w at every generation node w ∈ V(P).
We consider the following:
Definition 3.3. Given a power grid P, and the constraints∑
w∈N(v)
γvwU2v − γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) = dpv + gpv ∀v ∈ V(P) (3.2a)∑
w∈N(v)
−βvwU2v + βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) = dqv + gqv ∀v ∈ V(P) (3.2b)
gpv + g
q
v ≤ gmaxv ∀v ∈ V(P) (3.2c)
Then determining the set
PF(P) B
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ R|V(P)| × R3|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) fulfills
(3.2a), (3.2b) and (3.2c)

is called the power flow problem of P.
In order for this system of nonlinear equations and inequalities to model the behavoir of
a power grid, addtional constraints are necessary. As mentioned above, every power grid
operates on a fixed level of voltage determined by its generators. We call this value the
operational voltage level of the grid and denote it by Uop > 0. Hence, for each generating
node w ∈ V(P) the voltage magnitude is given as Uw = Uop. As we defined gmaxv B 0 for
each non-generating node v ∈ V(P), we derive gpv = gqv = 0 from inequality (3.2c). This
means, that for each non-generating node only the voltage magnitude and angle need to
be computed. Generally, the active power output at each generating node is know upfront.
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However, from a technical point of view it is impossible to determine the generated reactive
power at a generating node [4]. Thus at each generating node the amount of generated
reactive power and the voltage angle need to be determined.
Further restrictions to ensure feasibility are necessary and result in the introduction of a
so called “slack node” or “reference node”. This node is chosen from the set of generating
nodes and has different properties. From a mathematically point of view it is a necessary
condition for the existence of a (possibly) unique solution to the nonlinear system due
to the following two facts: As stated in Remark 2.2, power losses occur throughout the
system. If the generated amount of active power was given at every node, it would be
impossible to compensate for these losses without knowing the solution to the power flow
problem beforehand. A necessary condition for existence of a unique solution can be
derived from the following property: For every ϑ feasible for (3.2a) and (3.2b) and for
every constant c ∈ R, the vector ϑ + c · 1 is feasible as well, where 1 denotes the vector
of all ones. To overcome these two issues, we force the voltage angle at the slack-node
to be zero and assume that its active power generation is not given. It is recommended
to choose a connection to a higher voltage level for the slack node, as the power reserve
at those connecting nodes is usually sufficient to compensate for any losses [14]. Hence,
the slack-node is a generating node where voltage magnitude and angle are given and the
amount of generated active and reactive power is unknown. From an applications point of
view, the slack node is seen as a node which balances loads and compensates for losses.
In addition, it serves as a reference point for the voltage angle (hence the name reference
node [4]).
To summarize, we distinguish three kinds of nodes. The following notation is commonly
used in electrotechnical literature [4]:
PQ-nodes: active and reactive power values are known
PV-nodes: active power value and voltage magnitude are known
Vϑ-node: voltage magnitude and angle are known
This allows us to formulate the AC power flow problem as follows.
Definition 3.4. Given a power gridP, its operational voltage level Uop, its set of generation
nodes G := {v ∈ V(P) ∣∣∣gmaxv > 0 } and a node s ∈ G chosen as the slack node. The amount
of generated active power Pv ≥ 0 is known for every v ∈ G\{s}. Then determining the set
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ACPF(P) :=

(ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ R|V(P)| × R3|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) fulfills
(3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2c) and
Uv = Uop ∀v ∈ G
gpv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
gpv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s}
gqv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
ϑs = 0

is called the AC power flow problem of P.
If we ignore the inequalities (3.2c), the AC power flow problem aims at finding a solu-
tion for a system of 2|V(P)| nonlinear equations with
(|V(P)| − 1)︸        ︷︷        ︸
ϑ
+ (|V(P)| − |G|)︸          ︷︷          ︸
U
+ 1︸︷︷︸
gp
+ |G|︸︷︷︸
gq
= 2|V(P)|
unknowns. While we lack the theoretical methods of determining whether this system is
feasible or has a unique solution, we can expect to get an at least locally unique solution
for it [26]. We can determine such a solution by using iterative algorithms like Newton’s
method as described in Section 3.3.
3.2. Properties of the AC Power Flow
We now analyze the theoretical properties of the system of nonlinear equations. We prove
in the following that the equations are nonconvex.
Lemma 3.5. Consider a pair of nodes v,w ∈ V(P) with an existing line {v,w} ∈ E(P). For
each (γvw, βvw)-pair with γvw > 0 and βvw < 0, there exists a number ε > 0 such that for all
ϑw ∈ (−ε, ε) the following holds:
βvw cos(ϑw) + γvw sin(ϑw) , 0.
Proof. Let ε < pi2 hold, therefore we have cos(ϑw) > 0. As tan(ϑw) is invertible for ϑw ∈
(−pi2 , pi2 ) we derive
βvw cos(ϑw) + γvw sin(ϑw) = 0
⇔ γvw sin(ϑw) = −βvw cos(ϑw)
⇔ sin(ϑw)
cos(ϑw)
= −βvw
γvw
⇔ ϑw = arctan
(
−βvw
γvw
)
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Note that
0 < arctan
(
−βvw
γvw
)
<
pi
2
holds, as − βvw
γvw
> 0. Thus, there does not exist a ϑw ∈ (−ε, ε) with
βvw cos(ϑw) + γvw sin(ϑw) = 0
when
ε = arctan
(
−βvw
γvw
)
is chosen. 
In order to prove the nonconvexity we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Given a pair of nodes v,w ∈ V(P) with an existing line {v,w} ∈ E(P),
consider the projection of fp(v,w) into the space of (Uw, ϑw) by setting Uv = Uop and
ϑv = 0. The resulting function is neither convex nor concave.
Proof. The projection of fp(v,w) is given by
f p(v,w) B γvwU
2
op − γvwUopUw cos (−ϑw) − βvwUopUw sin (−ϑw)
= γvwU2op − γvwUopUw cos (ϑw) + βvwUopUw sin (ϑw).
The function f is continuous and twice differentiable, thus it is convex if and only if its
Hessian H( f ) is positive semidefinite. The function is concave if and only if its Hessian is
negative semidefinite. The Hessian of the considered function is given by
H
(
f p(v,w)
)
=
[
0 γvwUop sin (ϑw) + βvwUop cos (ϑw)
γvwUop sin (ϑw) + βvwUop cos (ϑw) γvwUopUw cos (ϑw) − βvwUopUw sin (ϑw)
]
.
and its eigenvalues are
e1 =
1
2
Uop
(
a +
√
a2 + b2
)
and e2 =
1
2
Uop
(
a −
√
a2 + b2
)
,
where a and b are defined as
a B γvwUw cos(ϑw) − βvwUw sin(ϑw),
b B 2βvw cos(ϑw) + 2γvw sin(ϑw).
As b2 ≥ 0 holds, we have
|a| ≤
√
a2 + b2
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with equality if and only if b = 0 holds. As we derive from Lemma 3.5, it exists a non-
empty open interval (−ε, ε) where b , 0 holds. To determine the signs of e1 and e2 we
distinguish two cases:
a > 0⇒ e1 > 0 and e2 ≤ 0
a < 0⇒ e1 ≥ 0 and e2 < 0
For a > 0 we have e2 = 0 ⇔ b = 0 and for a < 0 we derive e1 = 0 ⇔ b = 0. For the case
a = 0 we conclude that
b , 0⇒ e1 > 0 and e2 < 0
holds. Thus, for all cases we have a non-empty open region where the Hessian is indefinite
and therefore f p(v,w) is neither convex nor concave. 
This allows us to prove the main result
Theorem 3.7. Given a pair of nodes v,w ∈ V(P) with an existing line {v,w} ∈ E(P), the
AC active power flow function fp(v,w) is neither convex nor concave.
Proof. For a function f : X → R to be convex on a convex set X the following must hold:
∀ x1, x2 ∈ X ∀t ∈ [0, 1] : f (tx1 + (1 − t)x2) ≤ t f (x1) + (1 − t) f (x2).
As the constraint must hold for all x1 ∈ X, a projection of convex function by fixing
variables results in convex function. From the previous lemma we know that there exists a
projection of fp(v,w) that is not convex. Therefore fp(v,w) cannot be convex. As a similar
condition holds for concave functions, the result follows. 
We like to stress the fact that the nonconvexity was shown to be located near the value
of the slack node’s voltage (Us = Uop, ϑs = 0). As this region is of great importance to our
system of nonlinear equations, it is not possible to restrict the domain of the functions in
order to achieve convexity.
Using the techniques from above, we show that the same holds for the reactive power
flow equation:
Theorem 3.8. For a given pair of nodes v,w ∈ V(P) with an existing line {v,w} ∈ E(P),
the AC reactive power flow function fq(v,w) is neither convex nor concave.
Proof. Using a proof similar to the one for Lemma 3.5 it is possible to show that there
exists no ϑw ∈ (−ε, ε) with
γvw cos(ϑw) − βvw sin(ϑw) = 0
when
ε = − arctan
(
γvw
βvw
)
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is chosen. We next prove that the projection f q(v,w) of fq(v,w) into R2 by setting Uv = Uop
and ϑv = 0 is neither convex nor concave as before. The function’s Hessian is given by
H( f q(v,w)) =
[
0 −βvwUop sin (ϑw) + γvwUop cos (ϑw)
−βvwUop sin (ϑw) + γvwUop cos (ϑw) −βvwUopUw cos (ϑw) − γvwUopUw sin (ϑw)
]
with eigenvalues
e1 =
1
2
Uop
(
a +
√
a2 + b2
)
and e2 =
1
2
Uop
(
a −
√
a2 + b2
)
where a and b are defined as
a B − βvwUw cos(ϑw) − γvwUw sin(ϑw)
b B2γvw cos(ϑw) − 2βvw sin(ϑw)
With the same arguments as before we conclude that fq(v,w) is neither convex nor concave.

Reconsider the power flow problem, stated in Definition 3.4. It consists of nonlinear
equations, linear inequalities and bounds on variables. Therefore, by solving the ACPF
we are determining the set of feasible solutions of a nonlinear program (NLP). As it is
generally impossible to determine the feasibility of an NLP by theoretical means [26], de-
termining this set is a hard problem. Nevertheless, there exists sophisticated software and
algorithms to find some feasible points. However, the ACPF is a nonconvex, nonlinear
program due to the nonconvexity of the power flow equations. Therefore, when consider-
ing optimization problems involving the ACPF, we lack software to determine a globally
optimal solution. We give some insight on such problems in the upcoming section.
Note that the feasibility of the ACPF mostly depends on the system given by equations
(3.2a) and (3.2b). Therefore, we further analyze this system in the upcoming section. If it
has a globally unique solution, the ACPF either has one as well or is infeasible. Both cases
can be easily determined by comparing the unique solution with the given variable bounds.
The question whether the ACPF is generally uniquely solvable is an open question. How-
ever, our computational analysis in upcoming section strongly indicates that there does
exist only one solution fulfilling all given constraints.
3.3. Solving the AC Power Flow
In this section we analyze the solution of the nonlinear system given by the equations
(3.2a) and (3.2b). In literature, this system is often considered in the case of the optimal
power flow problem (OPF). The OPF aims optimizing a function (e.g., minimizing power
losses) subject to the power flow equations and additional operational constraints (e.g.,
generator output limits, line capacities) and was introduced by Carpentier [21] in 1962.
Note that this problem is a generalization of the stated ACPF as it also aims at determining
the values of the generated active power at all generating nodes instead of treating them
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as constants. For more information on different OPF formulations and their drawbacks we
refer to the survey paper by Cain et al. [20]. Due to methodological and computational
advances in the last 50 years, the considered problems changed from being challenging
nonconvex, nonlinear programs to challenging nonconvex mixed integer nonlinear pro-
grams. However, although most of these problems contain the equations (3.2a) and (3.2b),
there does not seem to be any consent on the best method of solving the corresponding
system. Depending on their specific formulation authors propose “various forms of gradi-
ent methods, linear programming, quadratic programming and penalty methods” to solve
them, as stated by Cain et al. [20]. A second aspect is the non-convexity of the power flow
equations. This makes it even for state-of-the-art solvers difficult to derive globally opti-
mal solutions for OPF problems. While it is an open problem whether the system given by
equations (3.2a) and (3.2b) has more than one useful solution, many researchers believe
that the OPF does not have locally optimal solutions when considering a normal state of
operation. While it is known that locally optimal solutions arise when considering grids
under distress, these solutions generally have infeasible voltage levels [15]. However, in
their recent work Bukhsh et al. [15] give examples which “show that local optima of OPF
can exist [in non-stressed grids] and contradict the common belief that [the] OPF solution
in the feasible region is unique”. Nevertheless, they state that “these examples are hard
to find, so this may not be a major problem in practice”. This concurs with a result by
Lavaei and Low [63], who give an approach guaranteed to find global optimal solutions
based on solving the dual of the OPF. They state difficult to study conditions that allow for
finding a solution without duality gap, which therefore is also an optimal primal one. They
claim that these constraints “might hold widely in practice” and substantiate this claim by
studying several real world instances. However, as their approach is based on semidefinite
programming they also remark that “current SDP solvers can not handle OPF problems
with several thousand buses efficiently”. Due to this result, current research on OPF fo-
cuses on the usage of semidefinite programming, see the overview paper by Bienstock [10]
for more recent results.
Note that we are only interested in the solution for the ACPF in order to compare it
with the solutions gained by using the linearized power flow equations discussed in the
following chapters. Therefore, we solve the system described by (3.2a) and (3.2b) using
an implementation of the Damped Newton’s method [26]. This is a modification of the
classical Newton’s method for finding solutions for systems of nonlinear equations. While
this variant needs additional computations, it is expected to converge more likely than the
classical method [26]. In the following, we give a brief overview on Newton’s method and
our used variant of it.
Consider a system of equations in the form
f (x) = 0,
where f : Rn → Rn denotes a continuously differentiable function. Let ε denote the desired
tolerance, we aim at finding a vector xk, such that∥∥∥ f (xk)∥∥∥ ≤ ε
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holds for an appropriately chosen norm. Newton’s method is an iterative algorithm based
on the Jacobian f ′ of f and a starting vector x0. Instead of finding a solution to f (x) = 0
it aims at finding a solution to an approximation of f . Here, the approximation has to be
chosen such that finding a solution is easier than determining one for the original system
f (x) = 0. In addition, it has to guarantee that the sequence of generated solutions converges
to a solution for the original system. Netwon’s method uses the Taylor expansion to first
order as an approximation of f , therefore we are interested in finding a solution xk+1 for
the linear system
f (xk) + f ′(xk)(xk+1 − xk) = 0⇔ xk+1 = xk − f (xk)
(
f ′(xk)
)−1
,
assuming that f ′(xk) can be inverted. Depending on the quality of the starting value and
some properties of the function f the algorithm might converge quadratically to the solu-
tion, see [26] for further details. The algorithm is outlined in Figure 3.1. Note that the
number of iterations is limited by kmax. If this value is reached, the algorithm diverges and
does not find a solution. However, note that this does not imply that no solution exists.
The Damped Newton’s method is motivated by the fact that a Newton step might in-
crease the function value, resulting in a step where∥∥∥ f (xk+1)∥∥∥ ≥ ∥∥∥ f (xk)∥∥∥
holds. Thus additional steps for “going back” are necessary. While the classical Newton’s
method states the new solution as
xk+1 B xk + s
the Damped Newton’s method sets
xk+1 B xk + λs
for a suitable chosen λ ∈ (0, 1]. The algorithm that chooses the appropriate value is given in
Figure 3.2. To ensure termination, it limits the so-called dampening factor λ by λmax. Note,
that the comparison
∥∥∥ f (xk+1)∥∥∥ ≤ Cλ ∥∥∥ f (xk)∥∥∥ instead of ∥∥∥ f (xk+1)∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥ f (xk)∥∥∥ is necessary to
avoid rounding errors. For further information on Newton’s method and corresponding
theoretical results we refer to the book by Dahmen and Reusken [26].
We now state the function f and its Jacobian f ′ for the ACPF system. Let the vertices
of V(P) be denoted by v1, . . . , v|V(P)| with slack node vs. Then f is a function f : R2|V(P)| →
R2|V(P)|, where the sets of variables are given by
U B
{
Uvi
∣∣∣ vi ∈ V(P) \ G} , gp B {gpvs} ,
ϑ B
{
ϑvi
∣∣∣ vi ∈ V(P) \ {s}} , gq B {gqvi ∣∣∣ vi ∈ G} .
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x0, k B 0
solve the system
f ′(xk)s = − f (xk)
∥∥∥ f (xk)∥∥∥ ≤ ε?
algorithm
converges
k < kmax?
algorithm diverges
xk+1 B xk + s
yes
no
no
yes
k B k + 1
Figure 3.1.: Depiction of Newton’s method.
s, λ B 1
x B xk + λs
Cλ B 1 − λ4
∥∥∥ f (xk+1)∥∥∥ ≤
Cλ
∥∥∥ f (xk)∥∥∥?
xk+1 B x
λ ≥ λmin?
algorithm diverges
yes
no
λ B 12λ
no
yes
Figure 3.2.: The procedure that chooses the dampening factor λ.
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We define the i-th entry of f by
fi (U, ϑ, gp, gq) B

∑
w∈N(vi)
fp(vi,w) − dpvi 1 ≤ i ≤ |V(P)| , vi < G,∑
w∈N(vi)
fp(vi,w) − dpvi − Pvi 1 ≤ i ≤ |V(P)| , vi ∈ G \ {vs},∑
w∈N(vi)
fp(vi,w) − dpvi − gpvs i = s,∑
w∈N(v j)
fq(v j,w) − dqv j j B i − |V(P)| , 1 ≤ j ≤ |V(P)| , v j < G,∑
w∈N(v j)
fq(v j,w) − dqv j − gqv j j B i − |V(P)| , 1 ≤ j ≤ |V(P)| , v j ∈ G
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 2 |V(P)|}, where Uw = Uop holds for all w ∈ G and ϑs = 0. Note that we
thoroughly discuss the derivatives of fp(·) and fq(·) and thus the Jacobian in Theorem 4.1.
In order to analyze the performance of our Damped Newton’s method in different set-
tings, we need test instances with a variety of topological and physical properties. Due to
the lack of publicly available data sets, we need a way of generating topologies with dif-
ferent properties. We describe our process of generating these instances in the following.
3.3.1. Generation of Random Instances
As previously discussed, we lack realistic problem instances, due to the proprietary nature
of the data. Most publications refer to the IEEE test case data set [48] when discussing
power flows, where the largest instance has 300 nodes. In addition, there exist data sets on
two regions of the Brazilian power grid with 46 and 79 nodes respectively, based on data
from the early 80s and early 90s [75], used by several authors [2, 7, 33]. However, real
world power grids are much larger. The recently released data sets on the Polish power
grid consist of roughly 3,000 nodes and are considered “an interesting family of (prob-
ably) realistic small- to medium-size examples” [10]. The data on Poland’s power grid
can be found in the set of test cases of MATPOWER [108], an extension for MATLAB
for analyzing power flows. Other authors generate fictitious topologies based on classified
data, using publicly available data on the physical properties of the considered lines and
generators [67, 70, 77]. Sometimes aggregated data on physical properties is given, as
stated by Purchala et al. [82] for Belgium’s power grid.
As previously mentioned, we like to test our described method on a variety of test in-
stances. Therefore, we develop an algorithm with the following goal: Given a set of
randomly generated instances and a real-world instance we are not able to distinguish it
from the generated ones. Note that this idea is heavily influenced by what we consider
a “real-world” topology. We expect to derive a connected and possibly planar underlying
graph, where no two generating nodes are neighbored. This is due to the fact that these two
generators could be replaced by a single one. All of the IEEE test cases [48] fulfill these
properties. Note that we do not enforce additional constraints on the degrees of generat-
ing nodes or two-edge-connectivity. This is due to the fact that the considered test cases
include (generating) nodes with degree one. We generate instances based on the IEEE test
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cases and the aggregated physical data given by Purchala et al. [82] as follows:
1. Choose the number of nodes n, generation nodes g and lines l. Select the operational
level of voltage Uop from {70, 150, 220, 380} kV .
2. Generate a (planar) topology with n nodes, l edges and up to g generators:
a) Construct the complete graph Kn and choose a random spanning tree.
b) Randomly add l − (n − 1) edges to the graph, ensure its planarity if so desired.
In this case l ≤ 3n − 6 has to hold.
c) Pick a random node as slack node s. Choose up to g − 1 additional generation
nodes in a way, such that no two generation nodes are neighbored. Adjust the
value of g to the number of chosen generation nodes if necessary.
3. Generate active and reactive demands:
a) Choose active power demands dpv according to a given probability distribution
for all non-generating nodes v ∈ V \ G.
b) Determine reactive power demands dqv for each node v ∈ V \ {s} but the slack
based on a random linear function of the active demands. Divide this value by
a random value ranging from 1 to 2 for a random number of nodes (up to 30
percent).
4. Choose active power generation values:
a) Compute the active power demand of the grid, i.e.
∑
v∈V\G
dpv .
b) Split this value into g parts of arbitrary size each. Then assign one part to each
generating node that is not the slack node. Set these values as the correspond-
ing value of active power generation of this node.
5. Generate physical properties of the transmission lines:
a) Choose the length le of the lines e in kilometers according to a given probability
distribution.
b) Pick uniformly distributed R and A values in Ω/km according to Uop based on
the data given in Table 3.2.
c) Compute β and γ for each line e as
βe B
−(A · le)
(R · le)2 + (A · le)2 and γe B
R · le
(R · le)2 + (A · le)2 .
We give some remarks on this approach in the following. To check planarity in step 2b) we
use the algorithms implemented in the LEMON graph library [64]. Analyzing the demand
data for the 14, 30 57 and 118 node IEEE instances we realize, that it is justified to assume
that most of the reactive demands depend linearly on the active demands. Table 3.1 gives
an overview of the results we got by applying linear regression on the active power demand
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nodes considered linear regression line R2
IEEE-14 11 9 Q = 0.6009 · P − 1.3226 0.9045
IEEE-30 21 19 Q = 0.5711 · P − 0.7218 0.8473
IEEE-57 42 39 Q = 0.176 · P + 2.1077 0.7214
IEEE-118 91 91 Q = 0.3425 · P + 1.9961 0.7228
Table 3.1.: Linear correlation between active and reactive power demand
Uop R A A/R
380 [0.025, 0.038] [0.278, 0.353] [8.4, 12.5]
220 [0.038, 0.088] [0.184, 0.429] [3.5, 8.0]
150 [0.018, 0.292] [0.071, 1.458] [1.0, 12.0]
70 [0.034, 0.425] [0.034, 0.756] [0.8, 9.0]
Table 3.2.: The A and R values of the Belgian high voltage grid due to [82].
of the IEEE grids. Here the fourth column states the corresponding linear equation and the
last one the coefficient of determination R2. This value is a measure which indicates how
well the data fits the chosen linear equation. It ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 denotes that
there is no linear correlation between the points and 1 denotes that there is a perfect one.
We remark that we exclude some of the values in our analysis. The second column of
Table 3.1 gives the number of demand nodes of the instance while the third states the
considered ones. This is due to the fact, that the not considered values are large enough to
significantly influence the analysis. The corresponding coefficients of determination when
considering all demand nodes are 0.2677 for IEEE-14, 0.4772 for IEEE-30 and 0.0753 for
IEEE-57. Note that we consider the missing data points as spikes and we account for those
by modifying parts of the data afterwards in step 3b.
We are not able to determine a satisfying distribution for generating the active power
demands. Our generator uses a normal distribution with randomized values for its mean
and its standard variation. While the final results have properties similar to the ones given
by the IEEE instances, we stress the fact that their values do not satisfy a normal distri-
bution. In addition, we are not able to determine any fitting distribution for them, even
after utilizing statistical methods like kernel density estimation and Q-Q plots using the
software R [83]. In addition, we claim that choosing a normal distribution for the length of
the transmission lines produces results similar to ones given by the IEEE instances. Note
that we choose R and A uniformly such that A/R takes value in the interval given in the last
column of Table 3.2. Comparisons between the IEEE instances and similar sized generated
instances show that our algorithm fulfills the desired property for those instances: Given a
set of randomly generated instances and the IEEE instance, we are not able to distinguish
the real-world instance from the generated ones. While we are unable to derive a fitting
distribution for the active power demands, we still are able to model the correlation be-
tween active and reactive demands. Applying the method of linear regression on the data
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from the generated instances gives similar results than the ones stated above for the IEEE
instances. In addition, the derived topologies show no distinguishable characteristics when
compared with the underlying graphs of the IEEE test cases. However, due to the lack of
real-world instances we can not thoroughly analyze the performance of our generator. We
believe that the used random distributions could be vastly improved with additional data.
Nevertheless, we use the method to create instances for the remainder of this work. In
the following we test our Damped Newton’s method on a variety of settings for instances
generated by this algorithm.
3.3.2. Computational Results
In this section we analyze the ACPF computationally. One point of interest is to know
whether ACPF has a unique solution. In addition, we are interested in finding out how
Newton’s method performs on this system and in determining the influence of the starting
solution on the algorithm. The system of nonlinear equations has |V(P)| − 1 ϑ-variables,
|V(P)| − |G| U-variables, |G| gq-variables and one gp-variable. We compute a reference
starting solution r-S as follows: Set each ϑ-variable to 0, all U-variables to Uop, each gq
variable to QΣ/g and gp to PΣ. Here g denotes the number of generating nodes and PΣ and
QΣ are defined as follows:
PΣ B −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv
 , QΣ B −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dqv
 .
Note that due to the previously discussed nature of power grids, it is reasonable to expect
a solution to the power flow equations to have U-values close to Uop and ϑ-values close
to 0. We use the following tests to determine how different starting points influence the
process of solving the system with Newton’s method and to analyze the performance of
the algorithm in general. We refer to the solution derived by the Damped Newton’s method
when starting with r-S as the reference solution.
Given an instance created by our previously discussed generator, we consider five pos-
sible variations for choosing the value of each type of variable. The possible settings are
given in following list:
U-0: U is chosen as Uop,
U-5: U deviates from Uop by between 0 and 5 %,
U-10: U deviates from Uop by between 5 and 10 %,
U-15: U deviates from Uop by between 10 and 15 %,
U-20: U deviates from Uop by between 15 and 20 %,
ϑ-0: ϑ is chosen as 0,
ϑ-5: ϑ is chosen from [−0.001, 0) ∪ (0, 0.001],
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ϑ-10: ϑ is chosen from [−0.01,−0.001) ∪ (0.001, 0.01],
ϑ-15: ϑ is chosen from [−0.1,−0.01) ∪ (0.01, 0.1],
ϑ-20: ϑ is chosen from [−1,−0.1) ∪ (0.1, 1].
gp-0: gp is chosen as PΣ,
gp-5: gp deviates from PΣ by between 0 and 5 %,
gp-10: gp deviates from PΣ by between 5 and 10 %,
gp-15: gp deviates from PΣ by between 10 and 15 %,
gp-20: gp deviates from PΣ by between 15 and 20 %,
The settings gq-0, gq-5, gq-10, gq-15 and gq-20 are defined similarly to the classes for gp.
By taking all possible variations into account we get 54 = 625 different combinations for
starting solutions. For each combination we compute 5 uniformly distributed starting val-
ues according to the stated possibilities, as the goal of our study is to determine which type
of variable influences the solution processes the most. This leads to solving the system for
624 · 5 + 1 = 3121 different starting values for each instance, as the combination where
no variable deviates from r-S does not allow for any variation. We create 160 instances
using the previously discussed algorithm and consider this approach for each constructed
instance.
The created power grids have between 6 and 88 nodes, and the line to node ratio ranges
between 1.47 and 2.86 with an average of 2.15. Note that this value is an indicator for the
sparsity of the matrix which ranges between 1 − 1|V(P)| and 3 − 6|V(P)| as we only consider
connected, planar graphs. A histogram of the number of vertices and the density is given
in Figure 3.3. Note that these instances are not large but they still give the results known to
be typical for power grids. In addition, we do not know how good our instance generator
performs on instances larger than the IEEE ones as we have no comparable data. There-
fore, we restrict ourselves to instances where our generator gives real-world-like instances.
In the following, we discuss the results in detail. We use the Damped Newton’s method
described in the previous section and we limit the number of Newton steps by kmax = 100.
In addition, we accept a solution with a tolerance of ε = 10−12 and allow for a dampening
parameter up to λmax = 10−20. Note, that these small values are necessary to achieve
results, because the problem is numerically highly unstable, as we show further on. Out
of 160 instances, 156 converge by using the starting solution r-S . However, the solutions
for the four non-converging instances have an error smaller then 10−11. The fact that the
algorithm can not find a suitable value for λ is based on numerical problems due to the ill-
conditioned system. As the error is quite small, we consider the corresponding instances
as “solved” for the remainder of this analysis. Note, that all solutions gained by using r-S
obey the constraints on the variables’ domains which are given in Definition 3.4.
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Figure 3.3.: Overview of the topological properties of the instances.
Out of the 499.200 calculations, the Damped Newton’s method converges for 383.274
settings. Due to the numerical problems we need to take a closer look at the solutions
produced by the Damped Newton’s method. Note, that the algorithm generally does not
respect variable bounds. Therefore, we have to check whether a solution obeys the bounds
given in Definition 3.4. A solution that violates these bounds makes no sense considering
our models’ point of view, e.g. negative voltage magnitudes have no physical interpreta-
tion. We differ between the following scenarios:
1. The Damped Newton’s method converges:
a) The solution equals (with an error of 10−8) the reference solution gained by
using the starting value r-S . (Note, that the values for ϑ might be shifted by a
multiple of 2pi.)
b) The solution is close (error less than 10−4) to the one given by r-S .
c) The solution is mathematically valid but does not obey the bounds given in
Definition 3.4.
d) The solution obeys all bounds but differs significantly from the one given by
r-S .
2. The Damped Newton’s method does not converge:
a) The last found solution is close (error less than 10−4) to the one given by r-S
or by scenario 1d), i.e. a feasible solution.
b) The last found solution does not solve the system or does not obey the given
bounds.
At first, note that scenario 1d) does not occur for any considered starting value. In addition,
all solutions in scenario 2a) are close to the ones given by the reference solution. Therefore
the first observation is, that if an instance converges, it converges to the same solution for
all considered starting values. In addition, scenario 1b) occurs only 688 times. We give
an overview on the occurrence of the settings in Table 3.3. We observe, that most of the
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method converges method diverges
solution equals r-S 379,766 -
solution close to r-S 688 6,435
solution invalid 2,820 109,491
Table 3.3.: Overview on how the 499,200 calculations are distributed.
non converging settings have the maximal deviation for variable ϑ. Thus, if we neglect the
settings with starting points where the value of ϑ is chosen from [−1,−0.1) ∪ (0.1, 1], we
reduce the settings that diverge from 115,926 to 19,188. Later on, we discuss this fact in
more detail.
We now analyze the numerical issues stated before. An important criterion for the nu-
merical stability of Newton’s method is the condition number κ( f ′) of the Jacobian f ′ used
in the algorithm. Given a matrix A and a matrix norm ‖ · ‖, the condition number of A is
defined as
κ(A) B
∥∥∥A ∥∥∥· ∥∥∥A−1∥∥∥
This value gives insight on how sensitive a function is towards changes in the input data.
Systems with a small condition number are called well-conditioned while large numbers
represent ill-conditioned systems. A general rule of thumb is that for a condition number
κ(A) = 10k you lose up to k digits of numerical accuracy [26]. The systems in our study
are very ill-conditioned. The condition number for the matrices considered in the first
Newton step for the starting solution s-R range from 94, 648 to 1.99 ·1010 with a median of
3, 271, 355. This numerical instability results in settings which yield the above described
scenario 2a). In addition, the number of necessary Newton steps is 27.3 in average, which
is a large number. The initial error of the reference solution r-S ranges from 0.05 to 1, 039
with an average of 149.1. All these results are additional indications for a numerically
unstable system. This concurs with the general understanding of power flow problems:
They are “sometimes prone to serious ill-conditioning and difficult convergence” [46].
We now analyze the impact of the different starting values on our solution process. As
discussed above, we are interested in determining the type of variable which deviation
influences the solution processes at most. We therefore consider the following values for
each instance:
• the percentage of converged computations,
• the percentage of the converged computations which yield the same solution as ob-
tained by r-S ,
• the number of Newton steps needed till termination, for each converged computa-
tion,
• the condition number of the Jacobian in the first Newton step for each converged
computation,
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• the initial error for each starting solution for each converged computation.
In order to get comparable numbers for the last three values, we consider the relative
deviation from the corresponding value gained by starting with solution r-S . That is, let
vre f denote the value given by r-S and vset the second value, we compute the ratio
vset−vre f
vre f
.
In other words, we can say that vset is 1 +
vset−vre f
vre f
times the value of vre f .
Given an instance, recall that we have 3121 starting solutions. For each starting solution,
there exists four values i, j, k, l ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15, 20} such that the solution is contained in the
classes U-i, ϑ- j, gp-k and gq-l. Now consider the four different types of variables. For each
type we group the starting solutions according to their class. That means that for variable U
the 3121 solutions are sorted into the disjoint classes U-0, U-5, U-10, U-15 and U-20. We
then compute the above stated values for each class. For the last three considered values
we take the average value, resulting in five comparable numbers for each pair of instance
and variable class. As we are interested in finding the variable with the most impact on the
algorithm we need to determine the one where the five classes differ the most, i.e., where
the algorithm behaves significantly different for each class. To examine the classes, we
consider different quantiles for each class and study the results.
As an example we give the corresponding quantiles for the percentage of converged
computations in Figure 3.4. It can be seen, that the overall results for the variables U,
gp and gq are very similar and in addition, gp and gq show almost no differences between
their classes. We note that this behavior can be observed for all of the five considered
values: The results for gp and gq are close to identical and their classes do not differ
significantly. We thus conclude that neither the starting value for gp nor the one for gq has
a significant impact on the behavior of Newton’s method. This is not a surprising result
as the problems’ Jacobian does not depend on these values. They only influence the value
of f (U, ϑ, gp, gq). In addition, we observe that the class ϑ-20 significantly differs from all
other classes for ϑ for all five considered values. However, recall that out of the 99,840
computations using the maximal possible deviation of ϑ only 3,262 converge. Thus we
expect to see a significantly different behavior for this class. Note that we can not observe
significant differences in the remaining considered classes of ϑ. We thus conclude, that we
need to consider simultaneous deviations in U and ϑ variables and can neglect the classes
for gp and gq.
To analyze the simultaneous deviations, we regroup the 25 corresponding classes into
9 new classes as shown in Table 3.4. As before, we group the results for the instances
according to their classes an take the corresponding averages. We then consider the re-
spective quantiles, depicted in Figure 3.5 for all considered values. Note, that we neglect
the results for class C-IX in the diagram as the 0.9-quantile for its percentage of converged
computations is 3.28. Thus the results for the four remaining values are based on a small
set of numerically highly unstable settings. We thus conclude, that this class yields no rep-
resentative value and do not display it in the diagrams. To better illustrate the differences
in the classes we use a logarithmic y-axis in the last two diagrams. In addition, we neglect
C − I when considering the condition number. This is due to the fact that this value is 0
for all considered instances and thus can not be displayed in a logarithmic plot.
We see that the new classification separates the classes for converted instances better
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Figure 3.4.: The different classification of the variables and their respective quantiles.
class valid settings for U and ϑ
C-I (U-0,ϑ-0)
C-II (U-5,ϑ-0),(U-0,ϑ-5)
C-III (U-10,ϑ-0),(U-5,ϑ-5),(U-0,ϑ-10)
C-IV (U-15,ϑ-0),(U-10,ϑ-5),(U-5,ϑ-10),(U-0,ϑ-15)
C-V (U-20,ϑ-0),(U-15,ϑ-5),(U-10,ϑ-10),(U-5,ϑ-15),(U-0,ϑ-20)
C-VI (U-20,ϑ-5),(U-15,ϑ-10),(U-10,ϑ-15),(U-5,ϑ-20)
C-VII (U-20,ϑ-10),(U-15,ϑ-15),(U-10,ϑ-20)
C-VIII (U-20,ϑ-15),(U-15,ϑ-20)
C-IX (U-20,ϑ-20)
Table 3.4.: Overview of the different considered classes.
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Figure 3.5.: Quantiles for the considered values by simultaneously grouping U and ϑ.
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Figure 3.6.: The diagrams without considering classes containing settings ϑ-20 and U-20
than before. However, we also see that non-convergence is mostly due to maximal devi-
ation, i.e., classes containing settings U-20 or ϑ-20. These classes show a significantly
different behavior than the other ones. In addition, for class C-I, the results are usually
the same as for starting with r-S . The small differences are based on the deviations of gp
and gq. Considering the number of necessary Newton steps we see, that C-I outperforms
the other classes most of the time. However, there are cases in which a small deviation
from the value of r-S for U or ϑ yields a faster conversion. To better analyze the results
for the condition number and the error of the starting solution, we state the corresponding
diagrams without classes C-V to C-VIII in Figure 3.6.
We see, the condition number of the Jacobian for these classes depends on the Jacobian
associated with starting solution r-S . For class C-III, its value is at most 1.21 times the
value of Jacobian for r-S . Therefore we conclude, that as long as the deviation is rea-
sonably small, it does not influence the condition of our system significantly. However,
similar results can not be derived for the error of the starting solution. When deviating
from r-S we generally increase the error by a large magnitude, even though some of the
starting solutions yield the optimal solution faster. Note, that an error less than 1 represents
an improvement when compared with the r-S solution. As most values corresponding to
class C-I have an error less than 1, we derive that modifying the values of gp and gq yields
better starting solutions than varying the values for U and ϑ. In addition, the results indi-
cate that r-S is a good starting solution. The improvement made by changing gp and gq
is an expected behavior as our reference solutions r-S assumes that the system is loss-less
which is not true.
Summarizing the previous analysis, we derive the following information about the in-
fluence of the chosen starting value:
• The deviation of gp and qq from their value given in r-S has no significant impact
on the behavior of Newton’s method.
• Large deviations in U and ϑ lead to divergence of Newton’s method, almost all
settings involving ϑ-20 diverge.
• If we neglect large deviations in U and ϑ, Newton’s method converges towards the
same solution as starting with r-S .
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• In these settings, the condition number of the Jacobian in the first step does not
significantly differ from the one gained by using r-S as a starting solution.
• While the number of necessary Newton steps increase to up to a double for most of
the settings, there exist some settings which yield less steps than starting with r-S .
However, if we only deviate in gP and gq, the number of necessary Newton steps
does not change for most settings.
• The considered changes in U and ϑ are too drastic to have a positive effect on the
error of the starting solution. This is due to the fact, that under normal circumstances
the grid operates with nearly the same voltage magnitudes at each node with small
differences in the voltage angle. However, changes in the variables for the active and
reactive power supply can have positive impact on the error of the starting solution.
• Even so, we observe that a better starting solution does not necessarily result in a
faster solution process.
This concludes our analysis of the impact of the starting value.
As we have seen, the properties of the Jacobian do not significantly change for suitable
starting values. Therefore, we are interested in determining properties of the power grid
responsible for the ill-condition of the matrix. Note, that the number of non-zero entries
of the matrix depends on the number of edges of the corresponding graph. In general,
this number depends quadratically on the number of nodes of the graphs. However, as
we consider only planar graphs, the number of edges depends linearly on the number of
nodes. Thus we analyze our computations for linear dependencies between the following
values:
condition: The condition number of the Jacobian in the first Newton step, using r-S as a
starting solution.
|V(P)|: The number of nodes of the instance. Note, that the number of lines depends
linearly on |V(P)| as we consider only planar graphs.
r-S -sol: The percentage of converged computations which yield the same solution as
starting with r-S .
We therefore compute the correlation coefficient between the different values for each in-
stance, the results are given in Table 3.5. The correlation coefficient between two values
ranges between −1 and 1, where −1 and 1 denote linear dependence between the two val-
ues and 0 denotes linear independence. We remark, that this method can only be used to
determine linear dependencies and does not give any information on quadratic ones or the
like. As discussed above, the solution gained by starting with r-S is unique in the consid-
ered neighborhood. As expected, the condition number and the convergence towards this
solution depend on each other. The surprising result is, that there is no (linear) correla-
tion between the condition number and number of nodes. This holds for the convergence
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condition |V(P)|
|V(P)| 0.0417
r-S -sol -0.9406 0.0028
Table 3.5.: Correlation coefficients for parameters of Newton’s method
to the unique solution as well. Therefore we conclude that the conditioning and thus its
numerical problems of an instance does not depend on its size and the condition number
must depend on the value of the entries of the matrix. These numbers are determined by
the values γe and βe for each edge e ∈ E(P) and the operational level of voltage Uop.
We analyze this further by grouping the instances based on the operational level of
voltage. Recall that γ and β were chosen dependently of the value of Uop and thus we
can not compare values for different levels of voltage. Given an instance i we denote its
average γe value by γ(i). For each level of voltage we divide the instances into four disjoint
groups of equal size named γ− 1, γ− 2, γ− 3 and γ− 4. We construct the groups such that
the following holds:
max
i∈γ−k
γ(i) < min
i∈γ−k+1
γ(i) ∀ k ∈ 1, 2, 3
In Figure 3.7 we depict the relation between these groups and the corresponding condition
number. We note that classifying βe in a similar fashion gives near identical results. We
observe that there is an increase in the value of the condition number if we increase the
average γe or the voltage level. However, we can observe that in each diagram the red
and blue curves behave similarly. Note that these instances account for half of the overall
considered instances. Neglecting the extremal values (violet curves) we observe that we
can not derive a significant impact on the conditional number by considering the values
of γe. As stated before, a significant impact on the condition number is increasing or
decreasing it by multiples of 10. We observe, that most of the condition numbers for
Uop = 70 are 10 times smaller than for Uop = 380. We believe, that this is due to the fact
that the latter of the two is larger by a power of 10 and thus an expected result. We conclude
the following: Generally speaking, the underlying planar topology and the values of β and
γ have no considerable impact on the condition. While some numerical values increase
the condition number significantly, we lack a proper way of classifying those instances.
By choosing larger values for Uop we increase the condition number further. All these
results support our opinion that the power flow problems’ ill-conditioning is based on the
structure of its equations and not the values of the considered instances.
3.4. Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the theoretical and practical properties of the AC power flow
problem. While the problem is given by a nonconvex nonlinear program, its main part is a
system of 2|V(P)| nonlinear equations and 2|V(P)| variables. As our central focus lies on
designing a cost-optimal power grid, the usage of this NLP to model power flow behavior
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Figure 3.7.: Diagrams depicting the relation between γ-values and the condition number.
results in a nonconvex mixed integer nonlinear program. These problems are difficult to
solve to optimality and thus we replace the nonlinear description by linearized ones. To
compare the quality of different approximations we need a practical method for finding a
solution of the AC power flow problem.
As the main difficulty in the NLP is a 2|V(P)| × 2|V(P)| system of nonlinear equations,
we are able to use a variant of the classical Newton’s method to determine a solution for
it. In our computational analysis we showed that the system is ill-conditioned in general
and Newton’s method needs many steps to determine a solution with an acceptable error.
This coincides with the consensus about the difficulties when solving the AC power flow
problem. Our analysis indicates that these problems do not only depend on the numerical
values of an instance, the ill-conditioning is also based on the general structure of the non-
linear system. Despite the numerical problems, we were able to determine a solution to the
nonlinear system using the Damped Newton’s method. Furthermore, our study indicates
that there exists a unique solution fulfilling all bounds given in the NLP. In addition, we
showed that it is of vital importance for the convergence of Newton’s method to consider
a starting solution where the values for the U and ϑ variables are close to Uop and 0, re-
spectively. If the deviation from these values is too big, the algorithm tends to diverge.
However, if the modified starting values are closer to the solution, the algorithm might
converge faster.
In addition to discussing the properties of the AC power flow, we introduced a procedure
to create instances for the AC power flow problem. Due to the lack of publicly available
data, we are unable to determine the quality of the created instances when compared with
real world instances. However, the solutions to the AC power flow problem on the arti-
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ficial instances show all the know properties of power flows on real world instances. We
therefore claim that our created instances are useful when considering power flows and use
them through the remainder of this work.
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4.1. The AC-linear Flow
As our goal is to study the problem of designing a power grid, the usage of the previ-
ously stated model for the power flows results in a nonconvex mixed integer nonlinear
program (MINLP). Although there have been many improvements in finding globally op-
timal solutions of MINLPs in the last years and promising new solvers were developed,
the incorporation of nonconvex constraints is still a very difficult problem. Due to the non-
convexity, the possibility of local optima which are not global optima arises. Many current
solvers for MINLPs use a Branch-and-Bound approach to handle the integral variables and
thus compute corresponding NLP relaxations in every node of the Branch-and-Bound tree.
Due to the possibility of local optima, these solvers only work as heuristics for nonconvex
MINLPs [19]. In addition, not every solver is able to handle general MINLPs. Some of
the fastest solvers can only handle quadratic constraints and objective functions [19]. The
survey paper by Bussieck and Vigerske [19] gives an overview of state-of-the-art MINLP
solvers and their limitations. Note that despite these advancements, the AC power flow
equations are considered a very challenging problem when part of a MINLP. We briefly
discuss recent results for the power grid design problem when including the AC power
flow constraints in Section 8.2.
In order to overcome the drawbacks of MINLPs, we linearize the power flow equations
thus gaining a mixed integer linear program. The most common way of linearization is
to apply Taylor expansion to first degree about a specific point. As the quality of the
approximation is best in the neighborhood of the chosen point, it is important to choose
appropriate values. For our considered problem, it is suitable to take a value close to the
solution of the nonlinear system discussed in the previous chapter. Note that the chosen
point only depends on U and ϑ variables, as the power generation variables are not con-
sidered in the power flow equations. Thus we consider Uop for the voltage magnitudes and
0 for the angles as point of expansion.
Theorem 4.1. Given two nodes v,w ∈ V(P) and a corresponding edge {v,w} and let
fp(v,w) and fq(v,w) denote the active and reactive AC power flows. Then their Taylor
expansion to first order about the point Uv = Uw = Uop, ϑv = ϑw = 0 is given by:
f ACp (v,w) B Uopγvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opβvw(ϑv − ϑw) (4.1)
f ACq (v,w) B −Uopβvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opγvw(ϑv − ϑw). (4.2)
We call these equations the AC-linear power flow equations.
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Proof. The active flow is defined as
fp(v,w) = γvwU2v − γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
and we derive
∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uv
=2γvwUv − γvwUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUw sin (ϑv − ϑw),
∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uw
= − γvwUv cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUv sin (ϑv − ϑw),
∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑv
=γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw),
∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑw
= − γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) + βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw).
In the following, we denote inserting the value of the point of expansion (Uop, 0) by |(Uop,0).
At first we derive that
fp(v,w)
∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
= Uopγvw(Uop − Uop) − U2opβvw(0 − 0) = 0
holds. Inserting the value for the point of expansion we get
∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
=2γvwUop − γvwUop = γvwUop,
∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
= − γvwUop,
∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
= − βvwU2op,
∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
=βvwU2op,
therefore the Taylor expansion to first order is given by
f ACp (v,w) =
∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
· (Uv − Uop) + ∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
· (Uw − Uop)
+
∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
· (ϑv − 0) + ∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
· (ϑw − 0)
=γvwUop(Uv − Uw) − βvwU2op(ϑv − ϑw).
Similarly, we compute for the reactive flow
fq(v,w) = −βvwU2v + βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
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the corresponding derivatives as
∂ fq(v,w)
∂Uv
= − 2βvwUv + βvwUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUw sin (ϑv − ϑw),
∂ fq(v,w)
∂Uw
=βvwUv cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUv sin (ϑv − ϑw),
∂ fq(v,w)
∂ϑv
= − βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw),
∂ fq(v,w)
∂ϑw
=βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) + γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw).
Inserting the value we derive
∂ fq(v,w)
∂Uv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
= − 2βvwUop + βvwUop = −βvwUop,
∂ fq(v,w)
∂Uw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
=βvwUop,
∂ fq(v,w)
∂ϑv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
= − γvwU2op,
∂ fq(v,w)
∂ϑw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
=γvwU2op,
and as fq(v,w)
∣∣∣
(Uop,0)
= 0 holds, the Taylor expansion to first order is given by
f ACq (v,w) = − βvwUop(Uv − Uop) + βvwUop(Uw − Uop) − γvwU2opϑv + γvwU2opϑw
= − βvwUop(Uv − Uw) − γvwU2op(ϑv − ϑw).

The first thing to note is that the linearized equations behave significantly different than
the nonlinear ones:
Remark 4.2. Using the AC-linear power flow equations yield a lossless power flow, that
is f ACp (v,w) = − f ACp (w, v) and f ACq (v,w) = − f ACq (w, v) hold.
Note that while the absence of losses simplifies the problem, it also impacts the quality
of the approximation. We discuss the consequences of the lossless flow in detail in Chapter
7, when comparing the computational results for the approximations. While some authors
use these inequalities to approximate power flows, e.g., Moser [70] and Braun [14], a
much more common way to do so is using the DC approximation which we discuss in the
following section.
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4.2. The DC Flow
The most used linearization of the AC power flow equations is given by the so called
DC power flow equations. They are often used when interested in approximations of the
active flow values and the voltage angles, as they yield no information towards the voltage
magnitudes and reactive flows. Despite of this drawback this approximation is used in a
variety of different mathematical applications. We give an overview of these applications
in the beginning of the next chapter.
Normally, the equations are derived by making the following assumptions [107]: Under
normal operation conditions the system should not experience any large deviations from
the operational level of voltage and its voltage angle. Thus we assume ϑv − ϑw ≈ 0 for all
{v,w} ∈ E(P) and Uv ≈ Uop for each v ∈ V(P). From ϑv − ϑw ≈ 0 we derive
sin(ϑv − ϑw) ≈ ϑv − ϑw and cos(ϑv − ϑw) ≈ 1
and therefore the AC power flow equations fp(v,w) and fq(v,w) reduce to
fp(v,w) ≈ γvwU2op − γvwUopUop · 1 − βvwUopUop(ϑv − ϑw)
= −βvwU2op(ϑv − ϑw), (4.3)
fq(v,w) ≈ −βvwU2op + βvwUopUop · 1 − γvwUopUop(ϑv − ϑw)
= −γvwU2op(ϑv − ϑw). (4.4)
Although these assumptions already yield a linearization of the power flow equations,
using the above approximations results in a linear system which consists of 2|V(P)| con-
straints and only |V(P)|−1 ϑ variables, one gp variable and |G| gq variables. In general, this
system is overdetermined. In order to overcome this drawback, it is also assumed that the
resistance of the lines are negligible, i.e., re  ae holds for each line e ∈ E(P). Therefore
we derive
γe =
re
r2e + a2e
≈ 0 and βe = −aer2e + a2e
≈ −1
ae
and (4.3) and (4.4) reduce to the following equations:
Theorem 4.3. The DC power flow approximation of the active and reactive flows fp(v,w)
and fq(v,w) is given by
f DCp (v,w) B
U2op
avw
(ϑv − ϑw) , (4.5)
f DCq (v,w) B 0. (4.6)
Note that in order to derive a (possibly) feasible system when using the DC power flow
approximation, all reactive demands have to be set to zero. While the above made assump-
tions are generally valid for power grids that operate under normal conditions [4], Purchala
et al. [82] claim that it is questionable whether these constraints are always fulfilled. They
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state that “it seems that ... [these assumptions are] often taken for granted and the fact
that ... [they have] been established 30 years ago can lead to the misuse of ...[them]” [82].
Note the fact that the DC approximation is a special case of the previously stated AC-linear
approximation:
Corollary 4.4. The DC power flow equations are a special case of (4.1) and (4.2) if
Uv = Uop for each node v ∈ V(P) and re = 0 for all lines e ∈ E(P) are assumed. The latter
condition results in γe = 0 and βe = −1ae for each line e ∈ E(P).
It is important to note the fact that the equations do not compute direct current power
flows in the grid despite their name. Recall Ohm’s law for direct currents (2.2):
I =
∆U
R
.
Considering that U2op is a constant, then ϑv−ϑw can be interpreted as the potential difference
∆U, avw as the resistance R and f DCp (v,w) as the direct current I. Due to this resemblance
the name “DC approximation” was chosen [4].
It comes with no surprise that this approximation also does not yield any information on
active power losses, due to its symmetry:
Remark 4.5. The DC power flow equations yield a lossless power flow, i.e., f DCp (v,w) =
− f DCp (w, v) hold.
While the DC power flow approximation is the most common one, its major drawback
is the loss of information on reactive flows. Despite these drawback, the DC power flow
formulation is still the most widely used power flow linearization [91]. However, some
papers improve upon this formulation by approximating line losses and reactive flows.
They use so called hot-start models which use additional information gained from an AC
feasible solution to improve upon the solution given by the DC model. These hot-start
models are often used in settings where the network topology is stable, like in real time
dispatch. In this context, one is interested in a fast solution (therefore the use of the DC
model is preferred), however the solution is known to be close to a given AC feasible
solution (known from existing data). Studies show that a hot-start model can be used to
derive better approximated flows than the general DC model [24]. Studies by Coffrin and
Van Hentenryck [23] have shown promising results towards increasing the accuracy of
the DC model using this additional information [23, 24]. When no information about AC
feasibility is known, the corresponding models are called cold-start models. The power
grid design problem is one example of a cold-start model [24]. As our main focus lies
on the power grid design problem, we restrict ourselves to the use of cold-start models.
Therefore, we thoroughly discuss the two stated linearizations in the upcoming chapters.
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5.1. Properties of the DC Power Flow
In addition to being described by linear equations only, the DC power flows’ approxi-
mation of the value of active power flows is often good enough for the needed purpose
(cf. Chapter 7). This has made the DC approximation a frequently used tool to han-
dle power flows, disregarding its major drawback, the loss on information on the reactive
power flow. Note that the recent results on the OPF problem discussed in Section 3.3
tend for researchers to not use linearized flows when describing power flows. However,
when considering power flow problems involving integer variables, the usage of nonlinear
flows yields a nonconvex MINLP. We give an overview of current results on the usage
of MINLPs for the power grid design problem in Section 8.2. As those problems are
intractable for large instances, many researchers still use linearized power flows and there-
fore MILPs to model power flow problems involving integer variables. For many years the
DC power flow formulation has been the method of choice when modeling the behavior of
the flow [10]. We refer to the survey paper by Stott et al. [91] for an overview of different
uses of DC formulations in the context of power grids. The authors state that linearized
flows are still a necessity despite recent advancements in the field of nonlinear solvers.
This is especially true when considering problems where “only linear theory and/or cal-
culation techniques are available for certain (often market) applications” [91]. This can
be observed in the paper by Bautista et al. [9], where they model power flows in a market
setting using a nonlinear program. The authors state that “a disappointing performance is
observed. ... [They] suspect this poor performance is due to the highly nonconvex nature
of the model obtained in terms of trigonometric functions. As a result, the solvers sim-
ply fail to find local optima” [9]. Thus the DC model is still widely used by researchers.
However, the quality of the DC flow equations is still an open problem. This is due to the
fact that “it seems that a DC model’s performance on a non-small network can only be
assessed experimentally, by comparing the ... flows obtained from DC and AC power flow
solutions” [91]. This coincides with our experiences, as we failed to establish theoretical
bounds for the quality of our linear approximations. A study by Purchala et al. [82] ana-
lyzes the usefulness of the DC power flow as an approximation of the AC power flow for
the Belgian power grid. Their first observation is that the “assumption of negligible resis-
tance is ... impossible to be guaranteed” [82]. However, despite the fact that the theoretical
foundations for the DC model are violated, the authors conclude that “DC power flows
can give a good approximation of active power flows in the network” [82]. In addition,
they state that “care should be taken when drawing conclusions based on ...[calculations]
using this technique, as not every network is suitable of DC power flow calculations” [82].
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Nevertheless it is noteworthy to point out that the authors fail to derive a classification for
suitable or unsuitable networks. In this chapter we derive combinatorial properties of the
DC power flows in order to get insight into the structure of the power flow problem. We
analyze the quality of the linearization in our computational study in Chapter 7.
As described in the previous chapter, the DC power flow does not account for a reactive
flow. Thus, all reactive power demands dq and all reactive power generation values gq are
ignored if we restrict ourselves to the DC equations. At first, we state the DC power flow
problem in its most general form:
Definition 5.1. Given a power grid P, its the operational level of voltage Uop and the
constraints ∑
w∈N(v)
U2op
avw
(ϑv − ϑw) =dpv + gpv ∀v ∈ V(P) (5.1a)
gpv ≤gmaxv ∀v ∈ V(P) (5.1b)
Further, let G be the set of generation nodes G := {v ∈ V(P) ∣∣∣gmaxv > 0 } and s ∈ G a node
chosen as the slack node. The amount of generated active power Pv ≥ 0 is known for every
v ∈ G\{s}. Determining the set
DCPF(P) :=

(ϑ, g) ∈ R|V(P)| × R|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ, g) fulfills
(5.1a) and (5.1b)
gpv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
gpv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s}
ϑs = 0

.
is called the unbounded DC power flow problem of P.
Remark 5.2. Let e ∈ E(P) be a line of the power grid P. Usually, the power grid P only
has information on the values of the line’s susceptance βe and conductance γe. The line’s
reactance ae can be derived from these values as
ae =
−βe
γ2e + β
2
e
.
Note that ae ≥ 0 holds.
Note that as the DC power flows are lossless, the amount of needed active power is
known upfront. Therefore we state the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.3. Given a power grid P and a solution (ϑ, g) ∈ DCPF(P) to the unbounded
DC power flow problem, then
gps = −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv

holds, where s denotes the grid’s slack node.
Proof. We sum up the equations (5.1a) for all v ∈ V(P). As f DCp (v,w) = − f DCp (w, v) holds
for all {v,w} ∈ E(P) we get
0 =
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈V(P)
gpv .
For v ∈ V(P) \ {s} we have
gpv =
Pv v ∈ G \ {s}0 else
and the result follows. 
Therefore, the constraint imposed by the inequalities (5.1b) can be neglected, as all
values for g are known upfront. Thus, the unbounded DCPF is given by a system of linear
equations.
Definition 5.4. Given a power grid P and the power supply vector g ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 feasible for
DCPF(P), the system imposed by equations (5.1a) can be written as
L
(
U2op
a
)
·

ϑv1
...
ϑvn
 =

dpv1 + gv1
...
dpvn + gvn
 .
The matrix L(·) is given by
Li j B

∑
w∈N(vi)
U2op
aviw
if i = j,
−U
2
op
aviv j
if {vi, v j} ∈ E(P),
0 else
which represents a weighted Laplacian matrix of the underlying topology G(P).
The weighted Laplacian of a graph is defined as follows.
Definition 5.5. Given an undirected graph G with weights we for each edge e ∈ E(G). Its
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weighted adjacency matrix is defined as
A(w)i j B
wvi,v j if {i, j} ∈ E(G)0 else
and its weighted valency matrix as
V(w) B diag
 ∑
v j∈N(v1)
wv1,v j , . . . ,
∑
v j∈N(vn)
wvn,v j
 .
Then the weighted Laplacian matrix L(w) of G is given by
L(w) B V(w) − A(w).
A fundamental theorem for Laplacian matrices is the so-called Matrix-Tree-Theorem.
Theorem 5.6 (Kirchhoff,[57, 97]). Given a weighted graph G with weights we for each
e ∈ E(G) and its weighted Laplacian L(w). Let L(w)i denote the submatrix obtained by
removing the i-th row and column from L(w). The following holds
det (L(w)i) =
∑
T∈ST(G)
∏
e∈T
we,
where ST(G) is defined as
ST(G) B {T ⊆ E(G)|(V(G),T ) is a spanning tree of G},
the set of all spanning trees of G.
This theorem was originally stated by Kirchhoff in his paper “Ueber die Auflo¨sung der
Gleichungen, auf welche man bei der Untersuchung der linearen Vertheilung galvanischer
Stro¨me gefu¨hrt wird” in 1847 [57]. However, due to the lack of a common understanding
and notation of graph theory at this time, his original proof is difficult to understand. An
updated version of his theorem and proof, using the language of graph theory, can be
found in the book by Tutte [97]. Note that this theorem allows for computing the set of
all possible spanning trees of a graph: We need to compute the determinant of a symbolic
matrix where each edge has a unique symbolic weight.
The matrix L defined in Definition 5.4 represents a Laplacian of the underlying graph of
P with edge weights U2opae for each line e ∈ E(P). We use this to prove the following result:
Theorem 5.7. Given a power gridP and its unique feasible vector g ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 for DCPF(P).
There exists a unique ϑ ∈ R|V(P)| such that DCPF(P) = {(ϑ, g)} holds, i.e., the unbounded
DC power flow problem has a unique solution.
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Proof. Consider the previously defined linear system for the DCPF:
L
(
U2op
a
)
·

ϑv1
...
ϑvn
 =

dpv1 + gv1
...
dpvn + gvn
 .
As the columns of L
(
U2op
a
)
are linear dependent, this system does not have a unique solution.
Substituting ϑs = 0 for the slack node s results in a modified matrix where we removed
the column corresponding to node s. If we remove the row representing node s we get
a uniquely feasible system due to Theorem 5.6. This is derived from the fact that the
system has a positive determinant, as the weights
U2op
ae
are positive for all e ∈ E(P) and the
underlying graph contains at least one spanning tree.
Let ϑ denote this unique solution, we show that ϑ together with ϑs = 0 fulfill the constraint
associated with node s. Obviously, it fulfills
∑
w∈N(v)
ϑvU2op
avw
−
∑
w∈N(v)\{s}
ϑwU2op
avw
=dpv + gv ∀v ∈ V(P) \ {s}.
In the following, let 1vs denote the function that indicates whether {v, s} ∈ E(P) holds. If
we sum up all of the above equations, the left hand side yields
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
ϑvU2op · ∑
w∈N(v)
1
avw
−
∑
w∈N(v)\{s}
ϑwU2op
avw

=
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
 ∑
w∈N(v)\{s}
U2op(ϑv − ϑw)avw
 + U2opϑvavs · 1vs

=
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
 ∑
w∈N(v)\{s}
U2op(ϑv − ϑw)
avw
 + ∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
U2opϑv
avs
· 1vs
= 0 +
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
U2opϑv
avs
· 1vs =
∑
v∈N(s)
U2opϑv
avs
and the right hand side ∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
dpv +
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
gv = −gs − dps ,
due to Lemma 5.3. This results in:
∑
v∈N(s)
U2opϑv
avs
= −gs − dps
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⇔
∑
v∈N(s)
U2op(ϑv − 0)
avs
= −gs − dps
⇔
∑
v∈N(s)
U2op
avs
(0 − ϑv) = dps + gs.
As this is the row we removed from the system, we derive that ϑ and ϑs = 0 together with
g is the unique solution for DCPF(P). 
Note that the uniqueness of g ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 follows directly from Lemma 5.3. Thus we know
that in addition to an easy to compute power flow, using the DC equations yields a unique
solution for the corresponding flow problem. This fact simplifies many difficulties arising
in the corresponding power grid design problems as we discuss later on.
5.2. Solving the DC Flow Problem
As proven in the previous section, the DCPF has a unique solution. It is interesting from a
theoretical point of view, whether it is possible to state an explicit formula for determining
the values for ϑ without solving the corresponding system. This can be done by utilizing
Cramer’s rule.
Theorem 5.8 (Cramer’s rule). Consider a system of n linear equations and n variables,
represented in matrix form
Ax = b.
If the system has a unique solution, it is given by
xi =
det(Ai)
det(A)
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
where Ai is derived from matrix A by replacing its i-th column with the vector b.
A proof of this theorem can be found in most textbooks on linear algebra, see for ex-
ample the book by Lang [62]. Using Cramer’s rule, an explicit formula for solving the
DCPF was first stated by Friebel [35]. We start by introducing the necessary notation to
understand the result and afterwards reformulate it by using a more convenient notation.
Definition 5.9. Given a multigraph G = (V, E) with node set V = {v1, . . . , vn} and weights
αe for all e ∈ E. For a pair i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with i , j the shrinked multigraph G/{i, j} =
(V ′, E′) with weights α′e for all e ∈ E′ is defined by
V ′ = (V \ {vi, v j}) ∪ {vn+1}
E′ 3

e if e ∈ E ∧ vi < e ∧ v j < e
{vk, vn+1}i if {vk, vi} ∈ E
{vk, vn+1} j if {vk, v j} ∈ E
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v1
v2
v3
v5
v4
{v1, v2}
{v1, v3}
{v1, v5}
{v2, v3}
{v3, v4}
{v3, v5}
{v4, v5}
v6v2
v3
v4
{v2, v6}1
{v3, v6}1
{v2, v3}
{v3, v4}
{v3, v6}5 {v4, v6}5
Figure 5.1.: A graph G and its corresponding shrinked multigraph G/{1, 5}.
and
α′e′ B

α{vk ,vi} if e
′ = {vk, vn+1}i
α{vk ,v j} if e
′ = {vk, vn+1} j
α{vk ,vl} for the remaining e
′ = {vk, vl}.
In order to recover partial information about the unshrinked graph (information whether
the edge {vi, v j} existed is lost) we define the function ρi j : P (E′) → P (E), where P(·)
denotes the power set. Given a set T ′ ⊆ E′ we define
ρi j(T ′) 3

{vk, vi} if {vk, vn+1}i ∈ T ′
{vk, v j} if {vk, vn+1} j ∈ T ′
e remaining e ∈ T ′.
Note that ρ−1i j (T ) is well defined for each T ⊆ E with {vi, v j} < T .
To familiarize with this notation, we give the following example:
Example 5.10. Consider the graph G given in Figure 5.1 and its corresponding shrinked
multigraph G/{1, 5}. Let T ′ denote the following set of edges of the shrinked graph
T ′ B
{
{v2, v3}, {v2, v6}1, {v3, v6}1, {v3, v6}5
}
.
Then the set of corresponding edges in G is given by
ρ1,5
(
T ′
)
= {{v2, v3}, {v1, v2}, {v1, v3}, {v5, v3}}
and we have
ρ−11,5
(
ρ1,5
(
T ′
))
=
{
{v2, v3}, {v6, v2}1, {v6, v3}1, {v6, v3}5
}
= T ′.
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Before stating the formula, we further simplify our problem. Considering that the active
power generation in the power grid is given upfront, we state the following remark.
Remark 5.11. Given an instance of the DCPF and let Pv denote the amount of generated
active power for each v ∈ G\ {s}. We modify the problem by redefining the demand values
for each node v ∈ V(P) in the following way:
d
p
v B
dpv + Pv if v ∈ G \ {s},dpv else.
Using this redefinition, we transform the problem into an instance where the slack node
is the only generating node. Note that in order for this substitution to be valid, we need
to allow the demands to take positive values as well. However, this does not create any
conflicts.
For the remainder of this chapter, we only consider instances where the slack node is
the only generating node. Due to the above stated remark, this can be done without loss of
generality. Using the introduced notation we state the following theorem:
Theorem 5.12 (Friebel). Consider a power grid P with generating node vs and V(P) =
{v1, . . . , vn}. Let αe B U
2
op
ae
hold for each e ∈ E(P). Then the solution to its corresponding
DC power flow problem DCPF(P) is given by:
gpvs = −
∑
vi∈V(P)
dpvi
ϑvi = ϑvs +
1∑
T∈ST(G(P))
∏
e∈T
αe

∑
T∈ST(G(P)/{s,i})
dpvi ·
∏
e∈T
α′e +
n∑
j=1
j,i
j,s
∑
T∈ST(G(P)/{s,i}),
{v j,vn+1}i∈T or
ρis(T )∪{vi,v j}
contains a cycle
dpv j ·
∏
e∈T
α′e

for vi ∈ V(P) \ {vs}, with ϑvs = 0.
The proof of this theorem can be found in the bachelor’s thesis of Friebel [35]. We
illustrate the formula by considering the following example.
Example 5.13. Given the complete graph K4 with node set {vs, v2, v3, v4}, we compute the
important part of the formula for determining the value of ϑv2 . We state the labeled K4
and the necessary shrinked graph K4/{s, 2} in Figure 5.2. The set of spanning trees for the
shrinked graph is given by
ST(K4/{s, 2}) B
{
{{v5, v3}s, {v3, v4}} , {{v5, v3}s, {v5, v4}s} ,
{
{v5, v3}s, {v5, v4}2
}
,{
{v5, v3}2, {v3, v4}
}
,
{
{v5, v3}2, {v5, v4}s
}
,
{
{v5, v3}2, {v5, v4}2
}
{{v3, v4}, {v5, v4}s} ,
{
{v3, v4}, {v5, v4}2
}}
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vs
v2
v3
v4
{vs, v2}
{vs, v3}
{vs, v4}
{v2, v3}
{v2, v4}
{v3, v4}
v5
v3
v4
{v5, v3}s
{v5, v4}s
{v5, v3}2
{v5, v4}2
{v3, v4}
Figure 5.2.: The graph K4 and the corresponding shrinked graph K4/{s, 2}.
where v5 denotes the newly introduced node. For j = 3 we have{
T ∈ ST(K4/{s, 2})
∣∣∣{v3, v5}2 ∈ T or ρ2s(T ) ∪ {v2, v3} contains a cycle}
=
{{
{v5, v3}2, {v3, v4}
}
,
{
{v5, v3}2, {v5, v4}s
}
,
{
{v5, v3}2, {v5, v4}2
}
,
{
{v3, v4}, {v5, v4}2
}}
,
where the last element is contained because
ρ2s
({
{v3, v4}, {v5, v4}2
})
∪ {v2, v3} = {{v3, v4}, {v2, v4}, {v2, v3}}
represents a cycle. Similarly we derive the following set for j = 4:{
T ∈ ST(K4/{s, 2})
∣∣∣{v4, v5}2 ∈ T or ρ2s(T ) ∪ {v2, v4} contains a cycle}
=
{{
{v5, v3}s, {v5, v4}2
}
,
{
{v5, v3}2, {v5, v4}2
}
,
{
{v3, v4}, {v5, v4}2
}
,
{
{v5, v3}2, {v3, v4}
}}
.
To simplify notation, we denote α{vk ,vl} by αkl. Then the formula yields:∑
T∈ST(G/{s,2})
dpv2 ·
∏
e∈T
α′e +
∑
T∈ST(G/{s,2}),
{v3,v5}2∈T or
ρ2s(T )∪{v2,v3}
contains a cycle
dpv3 ·
∏
e∈T
α′e +
∑
T∈ST(G/{s,2}),
{v4,v5}2∈T or
ρ2s(T )∪{v2,v4}
contains a cycle
dpv4 ·
∏
e∈T
α′e
=dpv2 (αs3α34 + αs3αs4 + αs3α24 + α23α34 + α23αs4 + α23α24 + α34αs4 + α34α24)
+ dpv3 (α23α34 + α23αs4 + α23α24 + α34α24) + d
p
v4 (αs3α24 + α23α24 + α34α24 + α23α34)
=
(
dpv2 + d
p
v3 + d
p
v4
)
(α23α24 + α34α24 + α23α34) +
(
dpv3 + d
p
v2
)
(α23αs4) +
(
dpv4 + d
p
v2
)
(αs3α24)
+ dpv2 (αs3α34 + αs3αs4 + α34αs4)
=U4op
(
dpv2 + d
p
v3 + d
p
v4
) ( 1
a23a24
+
1
a34a24
+
1
a23a34
)
+
U4op(d
p
v3 + d
p
v2)
a23as4
+
U4op(d
p
v4 + d
p
v2)
as3a24
+ U4opd
p
v2
(
1
as3a34
+
1
as3as4
+
1
a34as4
)
.
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We now rewrite the formula without the usage of shrinked graphs. Therefore, we intro-
duce the following notation:
Definition 5.14. Given an edge set T ⊆ E(P) we define
Π(T ) B
∏
e∈T
U2op
ae
.
Instead of shrinked graphs the new formula depends on paths:
Definition 5.15. Given an acyclic graph G with node set V = {v1, . . . , vn} and a pair of
nodes vi, v j ∈ V , we define PG(i, j) as the set of edges of the (unique) path from node vi to
node v j in G. Note that we define PG(i, j) B ∅ if vi and v j are in two different connected
components of G or if i = j holds.
The following two sets define the essential sets of edges for the new formula:
Definition 5.16. Given a graph G = (V, E) and two nodes vi, v j ∈ V, vi , v j, we define the
following set
T (i, j) B {T \ {vk, vl} | T ∈ ST(G) ∧ {vk, vl} ∈ PT (i, j)} .
Given a third node vh ∈ V with vi , vh , v j, we define the following set
Th(i, j) B {T ′ ∈ T (i, j) | PT ′( j, h) , ∅} .
For a simpler notation, we define T (i, i) B ∅ and Th(i, i) B ∅.
In order to familiarize ourself with the new definitions, we reconsider the graph K4 in
the following example.
Example 5.17. The 16 spanning trees of K4 are given in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 gives an
overview of all the graphs that result from removing a single edge from the path from node
v2 to vs, i.e., the set T (s, 2). Now the corresponding subsets of graphs that still connect
node v2 and v3, i.e., the set T3(s, 2), is given by the graphs stated in Figure 5.5a and the
ones that still connect node v2 and v4, i.e., the elements of T4(s, 2), are given in Figure
5.5b. We therefore derive:
T (s, 2) ={{e24, e34}, {es3, e24}, {es3, e34}, {es3, es4}, {e23, e24}, {e23, e34},
{es4, e34}, {es4, e23}},
T3(s, 2) ={{e24, e34}, {e23, e24}, {e23, e34}, {es4, e23}},
T4(s, 2) ={{e24, e34}, {es3, e24}, {e23, e24}, {e23, e34}}.
The above introduced notations allow us to reformulate Theorem 5.12.
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vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
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v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
Figure 5.3.: The 16 spanning trees of K4.
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
Figure 5.4.: Removing a single edge from the path from v2 to vs.
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vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
(a) The elements of T3(s, 2).
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
vs v2
v3 v4
(b) The elements of T4(s, 2).
Figure 5.5.: The sets of graphs discussed in Example 5.17.
Theorem 5.18. Consider a power grid P with generating node vs and V(P) = {v1, . . . , vn}.
Then the solution to its corresponding DCPF(P) is given by:
gpvs = −
∑
vi∈V(P)
dpvi
ϑvi = ϑvs +
1∑
T∈ST(G(P))
Π(T )

∑
T∈T (s,i)
dpvi · Π(T ) +
n∑
j=1
j,i,s
dpv j
∑
T∈Tj(s,i)
Π(T )

for vi ∈ V(P) \ {vs}, with ϑs = 0.
Proof. As the edge {vs, vi} is not contained in any T ∈ ST(G(P)/{s, i}), we know that
ρsi is bijective on each element of ST(G(P)/{s, i}). Therefore we can replace the set
ST(G(P)/{s, i}) by
ρsi-ST(G(P)) B {ρsi(T ) | T ∈ ST(G/{s, i})}
without loss of generality. Now T ′ ⊆ E(P) holds for each T ′ ∈ ρsi-ST(G(P)) and∏
e∈ρsi(T )
αe =
∏
e∈T
α′e holds for each T ∈ ST(G(P)/{s, i}).
At first, we show that T (s, i) = ρsi-ST(G(P)) holds.
Given T ∈ ρsi-ST(G(P)), T is a spanning forest of G(P) with two connected components,
where node vs and node vi are in different components. Consider any edge {vk, vl} ∈ E(P)
with vk in the same component as node vs and vl in the same as node vi. Then the graph
T∪{vk, vl} is a spanning tree of G(P) and {vk, vl} ∈ PT∪{vk ,vl}(s, i) holds. Thereby, T ∈ T (s, i)
holds.
Let T ′ ∈ T (s, i) hold, then T ′ is again a spanning forest of G(P) with two connected com-
ponents and nodes vs and vi are in different components. As node vs and vi are not con-
nected in T ′ we know that ρ−1si (T
′) is a spanning tree of G(P)/{s, i}. Thus, ρsi
(
ρ−1si (T
′)
)
=
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T ′ ∈ ρi-ST(G(P)) holds and we conclude T (s, i) = ρi-ST().
Therefore the following holds:
{T ∈ ST(G(P)/{s, i}) | {v j, vn+1}i ∈ T or ρis(T ) ∪ {vi, v j} contains a cycle}
={T ′ ∈ ρsi-ST(G(P)) | {vi, v j} ∈ T ′ or T ′ ∪ {vi, v j} contains a cycle}.
It remains to show that the following is true for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j , i, s:
S j B{T ∈ ρsi-ST(G(P)) | {vi, v j} ∈ T or T ∪ {vi, v j} contains a cycle}
!
={T ∈ T (s, i) | PT (i, j) , ∅} C Tj(s, i).
If T ∈ S j with {vi, v j} ∈ T then PT (i, j) , ∅ trivially holds. Therefore, let T ∈ S j with
{vi, v j} < T where T ∪{vi, v j} contains a cycle. As T is a forest of G(P) with {vi, v j} < T and
as T ∪{vi, v j} contains a cycle, T contains a path from node vi to v j. Therefore PT (i, j) , ∅.
It follows, that S j ⊆ Tj(s, i) holds.
Now, let T ∈ T (s, i) with PT (i, j) , ∅. If {vi, v j} ∈ T holds then T ∈ S j follows, therefore
we assume {vi, v j} < T . As T contains a path from node vi to v j not including {vi, v j},
T ∪ {vi, v j} contains a cycle and therefore Tj(s, i) ⊆ S j. We conclude that S j = Tj(s, i)
holds.
Therefore we can show the equality of the two formulas by:
∑
T∈ST(G(P)/{s,i})
dpvi ·
∏
e∈T
α′e +
n∑
j=1
j,i
j,s
∑
T∈ST(G(P)/{s,i}),
{v j,vn+1}i∈T or
ρis(T )∪{vi,v j}
contains a cycle
dpv j ·
∏
e∈T
α′e
=
∑
T ′∈T (s,i)
dpvi ·
∏
e∈T ′
αe +
n∑
j=1
j,i,s
∑
T ′∈Tj(s,i)
dpv j ·
∏
e∈T ′
αe
=
∑
T ′∈T (s,i)
dpvi ·
∏
e∈T ′
U2op
ae
+
n∑
j=1
j,i,s
∑
T ′∈Tj(s,i)
dpv j ·
∏
e∈T ′
U2op
ae
=
∑
T ′∈T (s,i)
dpvi · Π(T ′) +
n∑
j=1
j,i,s
∑
T ′∈Tj(s,i)
dpv j · Π(T ′)

While this formula is significantly easier to compute than the one in Theorem 5.12,
it still involves the computation of all spanning trees of G(P). As this is more difficult
than just solving the given system of linear equations, this theorem is more helpful for
determining theoretical results than for actually solving the flow problem.
We revisit Example 5.13 and recalculate the value for the K4 using the new formula.
Example 5.19. Using the results from Example 5.17, we recalculate the value necessary
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to determine ϑv2 as in Example 5.13 using the new formula. Note that the value derived in
that example is the only difference when determining the value of ϑv2 using either of the
two formulas.
T (s, 2) ={{a24a34}, {as3a24}, {as3a34}, {as3as4}, {a23a24}, {a23a34},
{as4a34}, {as4a23}},
T3(s, 2) ={{e24, e34}, {e23, e24}, {e23, e34}, {es4, e23}},
T4(s, 2) ={{e24, e34}, {es3, e24}, {e23, e24}, {e23, e34}}.
∑
T∈T (s,2)
dpv2 · Π(T ) + dpv3
∑
T∈T3(s,2)
Π(T ) + dpv4
∑
T∈T4(s,2)
Π(T )
=dpv2U
4
op
(
1
a24a34
+
1
as3a24
+
1
as3a34
+
1
as3as4
+
1
a23a24
+
1
a23a34
+
1
as4a34
+
1
as4a23
)
+ dpv3U
4
op
(
1
a24a34
+
1
a23a24
+
1
a23a34
+
1
as4a23
)
+ dpv4U
4
op
(
1
a24a34
+
1
a23a24
+
1
a23a34
+
1
as3a24
)
=U4op
(
dpv2 + d
p
v3 + d
p
v4
) ( 1
a24a34
+
1
a23a24
+
1
a23a34
)
+
(
dpv2 + d
p
v3
)
U4op
as4a23
+
(
dpv2 + d
p
v4
)
U4op
as3a24
+ U4opd
p
v2
(
1
as3a34
+
1
as3as4
+
1
as4a34
)
This is the same value as previously computed.
The main difficulty for the use of Theorem 5.18 lies in the structure of the T (s, i) sets.
However, some special graphs yield sets with a simple structure.
Example 5.20. Consider the cycle graph Cn with node set V = {v1, . . . vn}, for a simpler
notation we define vn+1 B v1 and N B {1, . . . , n}. Without loss of generality let v1 be the
slack node, i.e., vs B v1. The spanning trees of Cn are given by
ST(Cn) B {E(Cn) \ {vi, vi+1} | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} .
Now let i , s hold and consider
T (s, i) = {T \ {vk, vk+1} | T ∈ ST(Cn) ∧ {vk, vk+1} ∈ PT (s, i)} .
Let T ∈ ST(Cn) be a spanning tree and let {vl, vl+1} denote the edge removed from Cn to
get a spanning tree, i.e., T = E(Cn) \ {vl, vl+1}. We now compute the subset S T ⊆ T (s, i)
S T B {T \ {vk, vk+1} | {vk, vk+1} ∈ PT (s, i)} .
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in order to determine all elements of T (s, i). If l < i holds, then
PT (s, i) = {{vi, vi+1}, . . . , {vn, vn+1}}
follows and from l ≥ i we get
PT (s, i) = {{v1, v2}, . . . , {vi−1, vi}}.
Therefore we derive for i , s
l < i ⇒ S T =
n⋃
k=i
{E(Cn) \ {{vl, vl+1}, {vk, vk+1}}}
l ≥ i ⇒ S T =
i−1⋃
k=1
{E(Cn) \ {{vl, vl+1}, {vk, vk+1}}},
which allows us to state the following:
T (s, i) = {E(Cn) \ {{vk, vk+1}, {vl, vl+1}} | ∀(k, l) ∈ N × N with l < i ≤ k}
and for j , i, s:
Tj(s, i) = {E(Cn) \ {{vk, vk+1}, {vl, vl+1}} | ∀(k, l) ∈ N × N with l < i ≤ k, l < j ≤ k} .
We use the stated formula to analyze the power flow in the case where the underlying
topology is a tree. This result is of great importance, as the DC power flows show a similar
behavior as general network flows in this case.
Example 5.21. Given a tree Tn with node set V = {v1, . . . vn} and generating node v1 = vs.
Without loss of generality we assume Tn to be rooted in vs and for a given note vi , vs we
denote its parent by pi(vi) and its set of descendants as σ(vi). We define σ(vs) B V \ {vs}.
As the graph is a tree ST(Tn) = {E(Tn)} holds. Now let vi , vs be a node of Tn and consider
T (s, i) = {E(Tn) \ {vk, vk+1} | {vk, vk+1} ∈ PTn(s, i)} .
For simplicity, we define vp B pi(vi) and derive
T (s, i) = T (s, p) unionmulti {E(Tn) \ {vi, vp}}.
Note that we defined T (s, s) = ∅. Given a second node v j ∈ V with v j < {vi, vs, vp}, we
derive
Tj(s, i) = {T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, i) ∧ PT ′(i, j) , ∅}
= {T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, p) ∧ PT ′(i, j) , ∅} unionmulti
{
T ′ | T ′ = E(Tn) \ {vi, vp} ∧ PT ′(i, j) , ∅
}
= Tj(s, p) unionmulti
{
E(Tn) \ {vi, vp} | PE(Tn)\{vi,vp}(i, j) , ∅
}
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where
{T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, p) ∧ PT ′(i, j) , ∅} = Tj(s, p)
holds due to the fact that every T ′ ∈ T (s, p) contains the edge {vi, vp}. Therefore T ′ has a
path from node vi to v j if and only if it has a path from vp to v j. In addition, the following
holds
{
E(Tn) \ {vi, vp} | PE(Tn)\{vi,vp}(i, j) , ∅
}
=
{E(Tn) \ {vi, vp}} if v j ∈ σ(vi)∅ if v j < σ(vi) .
Therefore the DCPF with underlying topology Tn is solved by:
ϑvi =ϑvs +
1∑
τ∈ST(Tn)
Π(τ)

∑
τ∈T (s,i)
dpvi · Π(τ) +
n∑
j=1
j,i,s
dpv j
∑
τ∈Tj(s,i)
Π(τ)

=ϑvs +
1
Π (E(Tn))
dpvi · Π (E(Tn) \ {vi, vp}) + ∑
τ∈T (s,p)
dpvi · Π(τ)
+
n∑
j=1
j,i,s,p
dpv j
 ∑
τ∈Tj(s,p)
Π(τ) + 1v j∈σ(vi) · Π
(
E(Tn) \ {vi, vp}
)

+
1
Π (E(Tn))
dpvp ∑
τ∈Tp(s,i)
Π(τ)

=ϑvs +
1
Π (E(Tn))

∑
τ∈T (s,p)
dpvp · Π(τ) +
n∑
j=1
j,i,s,p
dpv j
∑
τ∈Tj(s,p)
Π(τ)

+
Π (E(Tn))
Π (E(Tn)) · Π
(
{vi, vp}
) dpvi + ∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j

+
1
Π (E(Tn))
dpvp ∑
τ∈Tp(s,i)
Π(τ)

Note that
Ti(s, p) = {T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, p) ∧ PT ′(p, i) , ∅}
=
{
T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, p) ∧ {vp, vi} ∈ T ′
}
= T (s, p)
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and
Tp(s, i) = {T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, i) ∧ PT ′(i, p) , ∅}
=
{
T ′ | T ′ ∈ T (s, i) ∧ {vi, vp} ∈ T ′
}
= T (s, p).
hold. Using Ti(s, p) = T (s, p) we derive the following from the above equation:
ϑvi =ϑvs +
1
Π (E(Tn))

∑
τ∈T (s,p)
dpvp · Π(τ) +
n∑
j=1
j,i,s,p
dpv j
∑
τ∈Tj(s,p)
Π(τ)

+
1
Π
(
{vi, vp}
) dpvi + ∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j
 + 1Π (E(Tn))
dpvp ∑
τ∈Ti(s,p)
Π(τ)

=ϑvs +
1
Π (E(Tn))

∑
τ∈T (s,p)
dpvp · Π(τ) +
n∑
j=1
j,s,p
dpv j
∑
τ∈Tj(s,p)
Π(τ)

+
a{vi,vp}
U2op
dpvi + ∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j

= ϑvp +
a{vi,vp}
U2op
dpvi + ∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j

Using the values for ϑ we can compute the power flows as well. Given a node vi , vs ∈ V
and his parent vp B pi(vi) the flow from vp to vi is given by
f DCp (vp, vi) =
U2op
a{vp,vi}
(ϑvp − ϑvi)
=
U2op
a{vp,vi}
ϑvp − ϑvp − a{vi,vp}U2op
dpvi + ∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j


= − dpvi −
∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j
This is a result similar to general network flow problems.
From the above example we derive, that if the underlying topology is a tree, the power
flows behave like typical network flows. The outgoing flow of a node is the sum of the
demands of its children (note that dpv j ≤ 0 holds, thus the negative sign). Therefore, given
a grid where the topology is a tree, we can compute the power flows without computing
any ϑ values. We remark, that this result is of great importance when discussing the
computational complexity of the corresponding grid design problem.
While using the DC power flow formulation has a lot of advantages, its major drawback
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is the total loss of information on the voltage magnitudes and the reactive power flows. In
order to overcome this problem, we consider the previously introduced AC-linear formu-
lation in the next chapter. We show, that most advantages of using the DC formulation can
also be gained by using the more complex AC-linear formulation, while gaining insight on
the voltage magnitudes and reactive flows.
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6.1. Properties of the AC-linear Power Flow
As before we consider the power flow problem by using linearized equations. Reconsider
Definition 3.4 and the linearized power flow equations (4.1) and (4.2), then it follows:
Definition 6.1. Given a power grid P and the operational voltage level of the grid Uop,
consider the following equations:∑
w∈N(v)
(
Uopγvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opβvw(ϑv − ϑw)
)
=dpv + g
p
v ∀v ∈ V(P) (6.1a)∑
w∈N(v)
(
−Uopβvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opγvw(ϑv − ϑw)
)
=dqv + g
q
v ∀v ∈ V(P) (6.1b)
gpv + g
q
v ≤gmaxv ∀v ∈ V(P) (6.1c)
Further, let G be the set of generation nodes G := {v ∈ V(P) ∣∣∣gmaxv > 0 } and s ∈ G a node
chosen as the slack node. The amount of generated active power Pv ≥ 0 is known for every
v ∈ G\{s}. Then the unbounded AC-linear power flow problem of P is determining the set
ACLPF(P) :=

(ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ R|V(P)| × R3|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) fulfills
(6.1a), (6.1b) and (6.1c) and
Uv = Uop ∀v ∈ G
gpv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
gpv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s}
gqv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
ϑs = 0

As we showed in Theorem 4.1 the equations stated in (6.1a) and (6.1b) are derived from
the Taylor polynomial of degree one about a point x0
F(x0) + F′(x0)(x − x0).
As x0 equals the reference starting solution xr-S defined in Section 3.3.2, we compare the
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system of linear equations for the ACLPF with the one solved in the first Newton step for
the ACPF with starting solution xr-S .
Theorem 6.2. Consider the system of linear equations given by equations (6.1a) and
(6.1b) and the restrictions
gpv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G, gpv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s}, gqv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G,
Uv = Uop ∀v ∈ G, ϑs = 0.
Solving this system does not equal solving the system for the first Newton step for any
starting solution with Uv ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V(P). This is especially true for the reference
starting solution xr-S .
Proof. After fixing the variables in the system defined by equations (6.1a) and (6.1b) ac-
cording to the given restrictions, we derive a system of 2|V(P)| variables and 2|V(P)| linear
equations. We modify this system by moving all constant terms on the right-hand-side of
the equations. Then the left-hand-side equals the Jacobian considered in the first Newton
step, when solving the ACPF with starting solution xr-S . We conclude that any starting
solution that aims at solving the same system must have this Jacobian as left-hand-side.
We need to show that this implies some restrictions on the values of the starting solution.
Recalling the derivatives of the active and reactive power flow equations as discussed in
Theorem 4.1, we conclude that for a fixed v ∈ V(P) the constraints
∂ fp(v,w)
∂Uw
= − γvwUv cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βvwUv sin (ϑv − ϑw) != −γvwUop (6.2a)
∂ fp(v,w)
∂ϑw
= − γvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) + βvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) != βvwU2op, (6.2b)
∂ fq(v,w)
∂Uw
=βvwUv cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvwUv sin (ϑv − ϑw) != βvwUop, (6.2c)
∂ fq(v,w)
∂ϑw
=βvwUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw) + γvwUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) != γvwU2op (6.2d)
must hold for all w ∈ V(P), with w , v. By modifying equations (6.2a) and (6.2c) we
derive
Uop
(6.2a)
= Uv cos (ϑv − ϑw) + βvw
γvw
Uv sin (ϑv − ϑw)
(6.2c)
= Uv cos (ϑv − ϑw) − γvw
βvw
Uv sin (ϑv − ϑw)
and conclude that
βvw
γvw
Uv sin (ϑv − ϑw) = −γvw
βvw
Uv sin (ϑv − ϑw)
⇔
(
βvw
γvw
+
γvw
βvw
)
Uv sin (ϑv − ϑw) = 0
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must hold. As Uv = 0 contradicts equation (6.2a) and
βvw
γvw
+
γvw
βvw
, 0 holds we derive
ϑv − ϑw = npi with n ∈ Z. Using the non negativity of Uv we conclude that Uv = Uop and
cos (ϑv − ϑw) = 1 holds, thus we derive for all pairs v,w ∈ V(P) with {v,w} ∈ E(P) the
constraint ϑv − ϑw = 2npi with n ∈ Z. Exploiting these properties we obtain from equation
(6.2b) or (6.2d) that Uw = Uop must hold for all w ∈ V(P) with w , v. Therefore we
conclude that a system with this left-hand-side can only be by a solution (U, ϑ, gp, gq) that
fulfills Uv = Uop for all v ∈ V(P) and ϑv − ϑw = 2npi for all {v,w} ∈ E(P) with n ∈ Z.
Let xS denote a starting solution fulfilling this property. We now need to consider the
corresponding right-hand-sides for both linear systems.
The i-th entry of the right-hand-side for solution xS of the Newton step is given by
fi (xS ) B

− ∑
w∈N(vi)
fp(vi,w)
∣∣∣
xS
+ dpvi i ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, vi < G,
− ∑
w∈N(vi)
fp(vi,w)
∣∣∣
xS
+ dpvi + Pvi i ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, vi ∈ G \ {vs},
− ∑
w∈N(vi)
fp(vi,w)
∣∣∣
xS
+ dpvi + g
p
vs i = s,
− ∑
w∈N(v j)
fq(v j,w)
∣∣∣
xS
+ dqv j j B i − V(P) ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, v j < G,
− ∑
w∈N(v j)
fq(v j,w)
∣∣∣
xS
+ dqv j + g
q
v j j B i − V(P) ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, v j ∈ G,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 2 |V(P)|}. Recall, we assume that the starting solutions fulfills Uv = Uop for
all v ∈ V(P) and ϑv − ϑw = 2npi for all {v,w} ∈ E(P). Thus we derive that
fp(v,w)
∣∣∣
xS
= γvwU2op − γvwU2op cos (2npi) − βvwU2op sin (2npi) = 0
fq(v,w)
∣∣∣
xS
= −βvwU2op + βvwU2op cos (2npi) − γvwU2op sin (2npi) = 0
holds. Therefore, the i-th entry of the right-hand-side for the Newton step is given by
fi (xS ) =

dpvi i ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, vi < G,
dpvi + Pvi i ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, vi ∈ G \ {vs},
dpvi − gpvs i = s,
dqv j j B i − V(P) ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, v j < G,
dqv j + g
q
v j j B i − V(P) ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, v j ∈ G,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 2|V(P)|}. In contrast, the i-th entry of the right-hand-side of the previously
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stated system is given by
rhsi =

dpvi +
∑
vk∈N(vi)
vk∈G
U2opγvivk i ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, vi < G,
dpvi + Pvi −
∑
vk∈N(vi)
vk<G
U2opγvivk i ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, vi ∈ G \ {vs},
dpvi −
∑
vk∈N(vi)
vk<G
U2opγvivk i = s,
dqv j −
∑
vk∈N(vi)
vk∈G
U2opβvivk j B i − V(P) ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, v j < G,
dqv j +
∑
vk∈N(vi)
vk<G
U2opβvivk j B i − V(P) ∈ {1, . . . , |V(P)|}, v j ∈ G
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 2|V(P)|}. It is obvious that the right-hand-sides are different. Thus solving
this system does not equal the discussed Newton step. Recall that we can modifies the
starting values of gp and gq without changing the left-hand-side of the linear system con-
sidered in the Newton step. However, it is obvious that it is impossible to derive the same
right-hand-sides for any possible value for these variables. 
In the previous chapter we showed structural properties of the DCPF using the weighted
Laplacian L(·) of the grid’s underlying graph. Recall that solving the DCPF when given a
feasible power supply vector g ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 equals solving the following system:
L
(
U2op
a
)
·

ϑv1
...
ϑvn
 =

dv1 + gv1
...
dvn + gvn

A similar but more complex structure can be found when solving the ACLPF:
Corollary 6.3. Given a power grid P and two vectors gp ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 and gq ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 that are
feasible for its corresponding ACLPF, the linear system of equations (6.1a) and (6.1b) is
given by

L
(
Uopγ
)
L
(
−U2opβ
)
L
(
−Uopβ
)
L
(
−U2opγ
)

·

Uv1
...
Uvn
ϑv1
...
ϑvn

=

dpv1 + gpv1
...
dpvn + gpvn
dqv1 + gqv1
...
dqvn + gqvn

,
where L(·) denotes the corresponding weighted Laplacian.
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Although this system involves Laplacians, we can not reuse the proof of Kirchhoff to
show uniqueness of the solution. In order to do so, we need the following theorems:
Theorem 6.4 (Gershgorin). Given a (possible complex valued) matrix M, the Gershgorin
disc Gi associated with mii is given by Gi B
{
z ∈ C
∣∣∣∣∣∣ |z − mii| ≤ ∑j,i |mi j|
}
, the closed disc
centered at mii with radius
∑
j,i
|mi j|. Then, every eigenvalue of M is contained in ⋃
i
Gi.
A proof of this theorem can be found in Dahmen and Reusken [26].
Definition 6.5. Given a matrix M, we call M weakly diagonally dominant if and only if
|mii| ≥
∑
j,i
|mi j|
holds for each row i.
Using this, we prove the following:
Theorem 6.6. Given a symmetric, real-valued and weakly diagonally dominant matrix M.
If M has only positive diagonal elements mii, then M is positive semi-definite.
Proof. As M is symmetric and real-valued, it is sufficient to show that M has no negative
eigenvalues. As M is weakly diagonally dominant, |mii| ≥ ∑
j,i
|mi j| holds for every i. Every
mii is positive and therefore no Gershgorin disc Gi can contain a negative number. It
follows that every eigenvalue of M is non-negative. 
Therefore we derive:
Corollary 6.7. Let Ls(Uopγ) denote the Laplacian where the column and row associated
with node s are removed. This matrix is positive semi-definite.
To show the main result we use the following lemma:
Lemma 6.8. Given a non-symmetric matrix M, then the following holds:
xT Mx > 0 ∀x , 0⇒ det(M) , 0
Proof. Given a non-symmetric matrix M assume that xT Mx > 0 ∀x , 0 and det(M) = 0
holds. From det(M) = 0 it follows, that M has an eigenvector x , 0 with Mx = 0.
Therefore we get xT Mx = xT 0 = 0 which is a contradiction to xT Mx > 0 ∀x , 0. 
Using the above stated lemma and corollary we show the following:
Theorem 6.9. Given a connected power grid P with a single source node s ∈ V(P). As
the grid has only one source, the power generation values have to fulfill
gpv =
−
( ∑
w∈V(P)
dpw
)
v = s
0 else
and gqv =
−
( ∑
v∈V(P)
dqv
)
v = s
0 else.
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In addition, let gps + g
q
s ≤ gmaxs hold.
There exists unique ϑ ∈ R|V(P)| and U ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 with ϑs = 0 and Us = Uop for the slack
node s, such that ACLPF(P) = {(ϑ,U, gp, gq)}, i.e., the AC-linear power flow problem with
a single source has a unique solution.
Proof. We sum up the equations (6.1a) for all v ∈ V(P) \ {s} and get:∑
w∈N(s)
(
Uopγsw(Uw − Us) − U2opβsw(ϑw − ϑs)
)
=
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
dpv +
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
gpv
⇔ −
∑
w∈N(s)
(
Uopγsw(Us − Uw) − U2opβsw(ϑs − ϑw)
)
= − gps − dps + 0
⇔
∑
w∈N(s)
(
Uopγsw(Us − Uw) − U2opβsw(ϑs − ϑw)
)
=dps + g
p
s ,
which is equation (6.1a) for node s. The same holds for the reactive power flow equations
(6.1b). Thus, the equations for node s are redundant and can be ignored without interfering
with the set of solutions. In addition, we are allowed to choose values for two variables
without rendering the system infeasible. Thus setting ϑs = 0 and Us = Uop does not make
the system infeasible.
Consider the matrix derived from equations (6.1a) and (6.1b) without the columns asso-
ciated with variables ϑs and Us and without the two rows associated with node s. This
matrix is non-symmetric and has the following form, where Ls(·) is defined as in Corollary
6.7: 
Ls(Uopγ) Ls
(
−U2opβ
)
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
Ls
(
−U2opγ
)
 .
As Uop , 0 holds and from the multilinearity of the determinant it follows that this matrix
is regular if and only if the following matrix is regular:
Ls(Uopγ) Ls
(
Uopβ
)
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
Ls
(
Uopγ
)
 .
Note, that this matrix is not symmetric. We use the previously stated results to prove its
regularity. Let y1, y2 , 0 be fitting vectors, then we derive y1y2

T 
Ls(Uopγ) Ls
(
Uopβ
)
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
Ls
(
Uopγ
)

 y1y2

=
 y1y2

T 
Ls(Uopγ)y1 + Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y2
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
y1 + Ls
(
Uopγ
)
y2

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=yT1 Ls(Uopγ)y1 + y
T
1 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y2 + yT2 Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
y1 + yT2 Ls
(
Uopγ
)
y2
=yT1 Ls(Uopγ)y1 + y
T
1 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y2 − yT2 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y1 + yT2 Ls
(
Uopγ
)
y2
=yT1 Ls(Uopγ)y1 + y
T
1 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y2 − yT1 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y2 + yT2 Ls
(
Uopγ
)
y2
=yT1 Ls(Uopγ)y1 + y
T
2 Ls
(
Uopγ
)
y2,
where yT2 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y1 = yT1 Ls
(
Uopβ
)
y2 holds due to the symmetry of Ls
(
Uopβ
)
.
As we are considering a connected power grid we know from Kirchhoff’s theorem that
Ls
(
Uopγ
)
has full rank. From Corollary 6.7 we know that Ls
(
Uopγ
)
is positive semidefi-
nite. Therefore, Ls
(
Uopγ
)
is positive definite and
 y1y2

T 
Ls(Uopγ) Ls
(
Uopβ
)
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
Ls
(
Uopγ
)

 y1y2
 = yT1 Ls(Uopγ)y1 + yT2 Ls (Uopγ) y2 > 0
follows. From Lemma 6.8 we derive that this matrix is regular. Therefore the original
system has a unique solution. 
The matrix defined in the proof is of vital importance to our following studies.
Definition 6.10. The matrix
ACL B

Ls(Uopγ) Ls
(
−U2opβ
)
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
Ls
(
−U2opγ
)

defined in the previous proof is called ACL-matrix.
When considering multiple sources, the problem becomes more complicated. We can
not derive the values of gqv for the generation nodes without solving the linear system.
As the following example shows, they heavily depend on the physical properties of the
topology.
Example 6.11. Consider a power grid P∞ with three nodes V(P) = {v1, v2, v3} and two
edges E(P∞) = {{v1, v2}, {v2, v3}}. In addition, let gmaxv1 = gmaxv3 = 4 and gmaxv2 = 0 hold. The
power demands are given as dqv2 = d
p
v2 = −2 and zero for all other nodes. In addition, let
gpv3 = 1 hold. For simplicity, we set Uop = 10. Let βe = −14 hold for each e ∈ E(P∞)P and
consider conductances γ{v1,v2} =
1
4 and γ{v2,v3} =
1
2 . The system describing the AC-linear
power flow is given by
2.5(10 − Uv2) + 25(−ϑv2) = gpv1
2.5(Uv2 − 10) + 25(ϑv2) + 5(Uv2 − 10) + 25(ϑv2 − ϑv3) = −2
5(10 − Uv2) + 25(ϑv3 − ϑv2) = 1
2.5(10 − Uv2) − 25(−ϑv2) = gqv1
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2.5(Uv2 − 10) − 25(ϑv2) + 2.5(Uv2 − 10) − 50(ϑv2 − ϑv3) = −2
2.5(10 − Uv2) − 50(ϑv3 − ϑv2) = gqv3
and its unique solution is{
Uv2 =
68
7
, ϑv2 = −
2
175
, ϑv3 = −
1
35
, gpv1 = 1, g
q
v1 =
3
7
, gqv3 =
11
7
}
.
We consider a second power grid P∈, by changing the conductances to γ{v1,v2} = 34 and
γ{v2,v3} =
1
4 . Its linear system is given by
7.5(10 − Uv2) + 25(−ϑv2) = gpv1
7.5(Uv2 − 10) + 25(ϑv2) + 2.5(Uv2 − 10) + 25(ϑv2 − ϑv3) = −2
2.5(10 − Uv2) + 25(ϑv3 − ϑv2) = 1
2.5(10 − Uv2) − 75(−ϑv2) = gqv1
2.5(Uv2 − 10) − 75(ϑv2) + 2.5(Uv2 − 10) − 25(ϑv2 − ϑv3) = −2
2.5(10 − Uv2) − 25(ϑv3 − ϑv2) = gqv3
and the corresponding unique solution{
Uv2 =
49
5
, ϑv2 =
1
50
, ϑv3 =
1
25
, gpv1 = 1, g
q
v1 = 2, g
q
v3 = 0
}
.
This example illustrates the fact that the reactive power generation can not be computed
upfront without solving the linear system. We therefore state the following lemma.
Lemma 6.12. Given a power grid P and a solution (ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ ACLPF(P) to the
unbounded AC-linear power flow problem, then
gps = −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
gv
 and ∑
v∈G
gqv = −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dqv

hold, where s denotes the grid’s slack node and G the set of generation nodes.
Proof. We sum up the equations (6.1a) for all v ∈ V(P). As f ACp (v,w) = − f ACp (w, v) holds
for all {v,w} ∈ E(P) we get
0 =
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈V(P)
gpv . (6.3)
For v ∈ V(P) \ {s} we have
gpv =
Pv v ∈ G \ {s}0 else (6.4)
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and the result follows. In a similar fashion we add up all equations (6.1b) for all v ∈ V(P).
Despite demanding that Uv = Uop holds for all v ∈ G the equation f ACq (v,w) = − f ACq (w, v)
is still valid. Therefore, we get
0 =
∑
v∈V(P)
dqv +
∑
v∈V(P)
gqv =
∑
v∈V(P)
dqv +
∑
v∈G
gqv , (6.5)
which is the desired result. 
We can see that the computation of the active power demand does not differ from the
value gained by using the DC power flow equations. As the AC-linear power flow is
lossless, the value for the sum of all generated reactive power is the sum of all reactive
demands, as expected. If a grid has only a single generation node, its reactive power supply
is known upfront and the ACLPF has a unique solution. Although our computational
studies (cf. Chapter 7) suggest that the AC-linear problem is also uniquely feasible in the
case of multiple sources, we lack a proof for this theory.
Conjecture 6.13. Given a connected power grid P with a set of generating nodes G and
a selected slack node s ∈ V(P). There exists unique ϑ ∈ R|V(P)| and U, gp, gq ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 with
gpv = 0 ∀v ∈ V\G, gpv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s}, gqv = 0 ∀v ∈ V\G,
Uv = Uop ∀v ∈ G, ϑs = 0
that fulfill equations (6.1a) and (6.1b). If (ϑ,U, gp, gq) also fulfills inequalities (6.1c), it
is the unique solution of the AC-linear power flow problem. Otherwise ACLPF(P) = ∅
holds.
6.2. Solving the AC-linear Flow Problem
As the ACLPF has a unique solution when considering only a single generation node, we
are interested in deriving a formula for solving the problem as we did with the DCPF in
the previous chapter. Intensive knowledge of the determinant of the problem’s matrix and
its minors was necessary in order to apply Cramer’s rule and derive the result. Due to the
ACLPF’s more complex structure, it is not possible to get a similar result by applying the
same strategy as in the case of the DCPF. While we are not able to determine a closed for-
mula for the ACLPF, we give insight into the structure of the problem and its determinant
in this section.
We start with an topology where the solution to the ACLPF is easily obtainable. There-
fore, we consider a power grid which topology is a tree and that has only a single generat-
ing node.
Theorem 6.14. Given a power grid with a single generation node and a tree Tn as under-
lying topology. We denote its node set with V = {v1, . . . vn} and let v1 = vs be the slack
node. Without loss of generality, we assume Tn to be rooted in vs and given a note vk, k , s
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we denote its parent by pi(vk) and its set of descendants as σ(vk). Then the solution to the
corresponding ACLPF is given by:
ϑvk = ϑpi(vk) +
−βpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
− γpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk
,
Uvk = Upi(vk) +
γpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
− βpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
Uopγ2pi(vk)vk + Uopβ
2
pi(vk)vk
.
for all nodes vk , vs, where ϑvs and Uvs can be chosen arbitrarily.
In addition, the active power flow from pi(vk) to vk for vk , vs is given by
f ACp (pi(vk), vk) = −
dpvk + ∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv

and the reactive flow from pi(vk) to vk for vk , vs by
f ACq (pi(vk), vk) = −
dqvk + ∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
 .
Proof. We prove the validity of the values for Uv and ϑv later on, but assuming the claim
is correct, we take a look at the corresponding power flows. The active power flow from
pi(vk) to vk for vk , vs is given by:
f ACp (pi(vk), vk) = Uopγpi(vk)vk(Upi(vk) − Uvk) − U2opβpi(vk)vk(ϑpi(vk) − ϑvk)
= Uopγpi(vk)vk

−γpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
+ βpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
Uopγ2pi(vk)vk + Uopβ
2
pi(vk)vk

− U2opβpi(vk)vk

βpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
+ γpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk

=

−U2opγ2pi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
+ U2opγpi(vk)vkβpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk

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−

U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
+ U2opβpi(vk)vkγpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk

= −
dpvk + ∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
 .
For the reactive flow we get:
f ACq (pi(vk), vk) = − Uopβpi(vk)vk(Upi(vk) − Uvk) − U2opγpi(vk)vk(ϑpi(vk) − ϑvk)
= − Uopβpi(vk)vk

−γpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
+ βpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
Uopγ2pi(vk)vk + Uopβ
2
pi(vk)vk

− U2opγpi(vk)vk

βpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
+ γpi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk

=

U2opβpi(vk)vkγpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
− U2opβ2pi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk

+

−U2opγpi(vk)vkβpi(vk)vk
(
dpvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dpv
)
− U2opγ2pi(vk)vk
(
dqvk +
∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
)
U2opγ
2
pi(vk)vk
+ U2opβ
2
pi(vk)vk

= −
dqvk + ∑
v∈σ(vk)
dqv
 .
To prove the validity of the formula let vk denote a leaf of Tn. The corresponding equation
(6.1a) yields:
Uopγpi(vk)vk(Uvk − Upi(vk)) − U2opβpi(vk)vk(ϑvk − ϑpi(vk)) = dpvk
⇔ Uvk − Upi(vk) =
dpvk + U
2
opβpi(vk)vk(ϑvk − ϑpi(vk))
Uopγpi(vk)vk
(*)
Substituting (*) in the respective equation (6.1b), we derive
− Uopβpi(vk)vk
dpvk + U
2
opβpi(vk)vk(ϑvk − ϑpi(vk))
Uopγpi(vk)vk
− U2opγpi(vk)vk(ϑvk − ϑpi(vk)) = dqvk
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⇔ (ϑvk − ϑpi(vk))
−U2opβ2pi(vk)vk − U2opγ2pi(vk)vk
γpi(vk)vk
= dqvk +
dpvkβpi(vk)vk
γpi(vk)vk
⇔ (ϑvk − ϑpi(vk))
−U2op(β2pi(vk)vk + γ2pi(vk)vk)
γpi(vk)vk
=
dqvkγpi(vk)vk + d
p
vkβpi(vk)vk
γpi(vk)vk
⇔ ϑvk − ϑpi(vk) =
−dqvkγpi(vk)vk − dpvkβpi(vk)vk
U2op(β2pi(vk)vk + γ
2
pi(vk)vk
)
, (**)
which is the desired result. Substituting (**) in (*) results in
Uvk − Upi(vk) =
dpvk + U
2
opβpi(vk)vk
−dqvkγpi(vk )vk−d
p
vkβpi(vk )vk
U2op(β2pi(vk )vk
+γ2
pi(vk )vk
)
Uopγpi(vk)vk
⇔ Uvk − Upi(vk) =
dpvkγ
2
pi(vk )vk
−dqvkβpi(vk )vkγpi(vk )vk
β2
pi(vk )vk
+γ2
pi(vk )vk
Uopγpi(vk)vk
⇔ Uvk − Upi(vk) =
dpvkγpi(vk)vk − dqvkβpi(vk)vk
Uopβ2pi(vk)vk + Uopγ
2
pi(vk)vk
and thus the stated solution holds for the leaf nodes of Tn.
Now consider the parent node vl = pi(vk) of the previously discussed leaf, with vl , vs. For
the active power flow we derive∑
v∈σ(vl)
f ACp (vl, v) +
(
Uopγvlpi(vl)(Uvl − Upi(vl)) − U2opβvlpi(vl)(ϑvl − ϑpi(vl))
)
= dpvl
⇔
∑
v∈σ(vl)
−dpv +
(
Uopγvlpi(vl)(Uvl − Upi(vl)) − U2opβvlpi(vl)(ϑvl − ϑpi(vl))
)
= dpvl
⇔ Uvl − Upi(vl) =
dpvl +
∑
v∈σ(vl)
dpv + U2opβvlpi(vl)(ϑvl − ϑpi(vl))
Uopγvlpi(vl)
and the equation for the reactive flow yields∑
v∈σ(vl)
f ACq (vl, v) +
(
−Uopβvlpi(vl)(Uvl − Upi(vl)) − U2opγvlpi(vl)(ϑvl − ϑpi(vl))
)
= dqvl
⇔ ϑvl − ϑpi(vl) =
dqvl +
∑
v∈σ(vl)
dqv + Uopβvlpi(vl)(Uvl − Upi(vl))
−U2opγvlpi(vl)
.
In a similar fashion as for the leaves, we conclude that the stated solutions for Uv and ϑv
hold for each node v ∈ V(P) \ {s}. It remains to show, that the values Uvs and ϑvs can be
chosen arbitrarily. For vs and vm ∈ σ(vs) we conclude that
f ACp (vs, vl) = −dpvl −
∑
w∈σ(vl)
dpw and f
AC
q (vs, vl) = −dqvl −
∑
w∈σ(vl)
dqw
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hold. In case of the slack node, the we derive
dpvs + g
p
vs =
∑
v∈N(vs)
f ACp (vs, v) =
∑
v∈N(vs)
−dpv − ∑
vl∈σ(v)
dpvl
 = − ∑
v∈V(P)\{vs}
dpv
and
dqvs + g
q
vs =
∑
v∈N(vs)
f ACq (vs, v) =
∑
v∈N(vs)
−dqv − ∑
vl∈σ(v)
dqvl
 = − ∑
v∈V(P)\{vs}
dqv ,
which is the expected result for single source problems. As we did not impose any restric-
tions on Uvs and ϑvs , these values can be arbitrarily chosen. 
So like in the DC case, we see a behavior similar to general flow problems when con-
sidering trees: The flow from node pi(vk) is exactly the sum of demands of its descendants.
In the case of the DC power flow, we used an induction to show our conjecture for the
determinant. We made use of shrinked (multi-)graphs which was possible as the result
after applying Laplace expansion could be interpreted accordingly. We use the following
example to illustrate the fact that such an approach does not seem promising in the case of
the ACL-matrix. To simplify our computations, we define the following notation:
Definition 6.15. Consider the AC-linear Power Flow problem and its corresponding ACL-
matrix, then we define
mACL B
 Ls(γ) Ls (β)Ls (−β) Ls (γ)

as the corresponding modified ACL-matrix.
As we are interested in the determinant of the ACL-matrix, we make use of the following
result.
Theorem 6.16. The determinants of the ACL-matrix and its corresponding mACL-matrix
only differ by a constant factor:
det (ACL) = (−1)|V(P)|−1U3|V(P)|−3op det (mACL) = (−Uop)3|V(P)|−3det (mACL)
Proof. As the determinant is multilinear, we are allowed to factor scalars from columns.
As the ACL-matrix is defined as
ACL B

Ls(Uopγ) Ls
(
−U2opβ
)
Ls
(
−Uopβ
)
Ls
(
−U2opγ
)

we factor Uop from the first |V(P)| − 1 columns and −U2op from the remaining |V(P)| − 1
ones. 
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In the following we only consider the modified ACL-matrix. Obviously all results can
be derived for the ACL-matrix as well.
Example 6.17. Consider a power grid where C5 is the underlying topology. If we aim at
using an induction, we like to modify the problem in a way such that information on the
C4 (or in general graphs with 4 nodes or less) can be incorporated. Let V B {a, b, c, d, s}
hold, where s denotes the slack. Then the corresponding mACL-matrix is given by

γsa + γab −γab 0 0 βsa + βab −βab 0 0
−γab γab + γbc −γbc 0 −βab βab + βbc −βbc 0
0 −γbc γbc + γcd −γcd 0 −βbc βbc + βcd −βcd
0 0 −γcd γcd + γsd 0 0 −βcd βcd + βsd
−βsa − βab βab 0 0 γsa + γab −γab 0 0
βab −βab − βbc βbc 0 −γab γab + γbc −γbc 0
0 βbc −βbc − βcd βcd 0 −γbc γbc + γcd −γcd
0 0 βcd −βcd − βsd 0 0 −γcd γcd + γsd

In order to preserve structure we expand the matrix two times. At first we delete the first
column and afterwards the fifth one (using the enumeration of the original matrix). After
permuting the arising matrices, we derive the following
det(mACL) =
(
(γsa + γab)2 + (βsa + βab)2
)
det(mACL15) +
(
γ2ab + β
2
ab
)
det(mACL26)
+ 2 (βab (βsa + βab) + γab (γsa + γab)) det(mACL25)
+ 2 (βabγsa − βsaγab) det(mACL12)
where the corresponding matrices are given by:
mACL15 B

γab + γbc −γbc 0 βab + βbc −βbc 0
−γbc γbc + γcd −γcd −βbc βbc + βcd −βcd
0 −γcd γcd + γsd 0 −βcd βcd + βsd
−βab − βbc βbc 0 γab + γbc −γbc 0
βbc −βbc − βcd βcd −γbc γbc + γcd −γcd
0 βcd −βcd − βsd 0 −γcd γcd + γsd

,
mACL26 B

−γab 0 0 −βab 0 0
−γbc γbc + γcd −γcd −βbc βbc + βcd −βcd
0 −γcd γcd + γsd 0 −βcd βcd + βsd
βab 0 0 −γab 0 0
βbc −βbc − βcd βcd −γbc γbc + γcd −γcd
0 βcd −βcd − βsd 0 −γcd γcd + γsd

,
mACL25 B

−γab 0 0 −βab 0 0
−γbc γbc + γcd −γcd −βbc βbc + βcd −βcd
0 −γcd γcd + γsd 0 −βcd βcd + βsd
−βab − βbc βbc 0 γab + γbc −γbc 0
βbc −βbc − βcd βcd −γbc γbc + γcd −γcd
0 βcd −βcd − βsd 0 −γcd γcd + γsd

,
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mACL12 B

−γbc γbc + γcd −γcd −βbc βbc + βcd −βcd
0 −γcd γcd + γsd 0 −βcd βcd + βsd
βab 0 0 −γab 0 0
−βab − βbc βbc 0 γab + γbc −γbc 0
βbc −βbc − βcd βcd −γbc γbc + γcd −γcd
0 βcd −βcd − βsd 0 −γcd γcd + γsd

.
Here matrix mACL15 can be seen as the mACL matrix for C4 and mACL26 still has the
block structure of the initial mACL matrix. The two remaining matrices however lost all
previous structure.
Unless we overcome the problem described in this example, it is unlikely that a proof
using induction and Laplace expansion can be found to prove a given formula. In order
to further understand the structure of the determinant we use combinatorial arguments and
Leipniz’s formula to circumvent this problem as shown in Section 6.2.2. We believe that
this approach is more promising.
In Section 6.2.2 we use a class of graphs called bispanning graphs. To familiarize the
reader with this class we give an overview on the topic in the following subsection.
6.2.1. On Bispannable Graphs
We use this section to give an overview of the concept of bispanning and bispannable
graphs. Note that we make use of multisets and multisubsets in this section. To simplify
readability we extend the common notation for sets to multisets. That means that given
a multiset S we denote a multisubset s by s ⊆ S . However, we also allow for multisub-
sets of ordinary sets. In this case we consider the ordinary set as a multiset with infinite
multiplicity of each element. We stress the fact that we only consider finite multisubsets
of ordinary sets and in the considered cases a multiplicity of two is sufficient. Thus, the
(theoretical) infinite multiplicity does not create any problems.
The following notation is due to Baumgart [8]:
Definition 6.18. An undirected and connected multigraph G = (V, E) is called a bi-
spannable graph, if there exists a partition E(T1)unionmultiE(T2) = E(G) such that T1 = (V, E(T1))
and T2 = (V, E(T2)) are spanning trees of G. Given such a partition, the triple B =
(V, E(T1), E(T2) is called a bispanning graph.
Note, that a bispannable graph might yield different bispanning graphs. The graph K4 is
bispannable and Figure 6.1 states two different decompositions.
Figure 6.1.: Two partitions into spanning trees for the K4
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Obviously, every bispannable graph G contains 2(|V(G)| − 1) edges, but we can char-
acterize them further. We use the following theorem which was proven independently by
Nash-Williams [73] and Tutte [96].
Theorem 6.19 (Tutte, Nash-Williams). A multigraph G contains k edge-disjoint spanning
trees if and only if for all partitions V = V1 unionmulti V2 unionmulti . . . unionmulti Vr there exists at least k(r − 1)
cross edges. A cross edge is defined as an edge between two sets of the partition.
Proof. While proofs of this theorem can be found in [73] and [96], the given phrasing is
taken from the work of Nash-Williams [73]. 
This allows us to prove the following:
Theorem 6.20. Given a multigraph G = (V, E) with |E| = 2(|V(G)| − 1). E can be parti-
tioned into two spanning trees of G if and only if
|E[S ]| ≤ 2(|S | − 1) ∀ S ⊆ V (6.6)
holds.
Proof. Given E = E(T1) unionmulti E(T2) where T1 and T2 are edge-disjoint spanning trees of G.
As they are trees, we know that |E[S ]∩E(T1)| ≤ (|S |−1) and |E[S ]∩E(T2)| ≤ (|S |−1) hold
for all subsets S ⊆ V(G). As E(T1) and E(T2) are disjoint, we derive for all S ⊆ V(G):
|E[S ] = |E[S ] ∩ E|| = |E[S ] ∩ (E(T1) unionmulti E(T2))|
=|E[S ] ∩ E(T1)| + |E[S ] ∩ E(T2)| ≤ 2(|S | − 1).
For proving the other direction, we consider a partition V = V1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti Vr. By (6.6)
|E[Vi]| ≤ 2(|Vi| − 1) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r}
holds and define c as the number of edges of E which are cross edges of the partition:
c := |E| −
r∑
i=1
|E[Vi]| = 2(|V(G)| − 1) −
r∑
i=1
|E[Vi]|.
It holds:
c =2(|V(G)| − 1) −
r∑
i=1
|E[Vi]| ≥ 2(|V(G)| − 1) −
r∑
i=1
2(|Vi| − 1)
=2(|V(G)| − 1) − 2(|V(G)| − r) = 2(r − 1).
From Theorem 6.19 it follows that E can be partitioned into two edge-disjoint spanning
trees. 
The inequalities (6.6) are stronger than 2-connectivity as Figure 6.2 shows. As we need
to check every subset of nodes, we have exponentially many inequalities. Thus, while this
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1
2
3
5
6
4
Figure 6.2.: A 2-connected graph, where {1, 2, 3} violates inequalities (6.6).
theorem gives a classification of bispannable graphs, we can not derive a straight forward
polynomial time algorithm by checking whether a graph fulfills all equations (6.6). In
addition, Theorem 6.20 does not state how to derive the decomposition into two spanning
trees.
However, using ideas from matroid theory, one can derive an efficient algorithm that
recognizes whether a graph is bispannable or not. Algorithm 1 (see page 85) was stated
and proved by Andres et al. [5]. In the following, we discuss their algorithm and extend
their proof of correctness. The labeling algorithm starts with a spanning tree T . As long
as E \ T is not connected, it searches for two edges e ∈ T and f ∈ E \ T to interchange.
After this interchange, (T ∪ f ) \ e is a tree and (E \ (T ∪ f )) ∪ e has one component less
than E \ T or is a proof that the graph is not bispannable. Note, that this algorithm can not
give all possible decompositions, it only checks whether the graph is bispannable. If it is,
it provides a single decomposition.
Definition 6.21. Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph and E′ ⊆ E. We call ∂(E′) ⊆ E \ E′ the
boundary of E′ and define it in the following way:
∂(E′) B
{
e ∈ E \ E′ ∣∣∣ e connects two components of (V, E′)} .
Definition 6.22. Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph, T a spanning tree of G and e ∈ T . We
define the fundamental cut of e in T as D(T, e) := ∂(T \ e).
Consider the above stated algorithmic idea: If E \ T is not a tree then it must contain
a cycle C. The edge f which we remove from the set must be contained in C, otherwise
E \ (T ∪ f ) has more components than E \T . Then we need to choose an e ∈ ∂(E \ (T ∪ f ))
if we intend that (E \ (T ∪ f )) ∪ e has fewer components than E \ T . As f ∈ C holds,
∂(E \ (T ∪ f )) = ∂(E \T ) follows. In order to algorithmically find a fitting pair of edges we
might need to modify the existing spanning tree. Note, that we can interchange an edge
e ∈ T with any edge from D(T, e) without losing the property of being a spanning tree.
Algorithm 1 labels edges with “+” and “−” in order to find a sequence of edges that
can be interchanged without losing the property of being a spanning tree, while trying to
reduce the number of the components of the complement. The first edge of the sequence
is an element of ∂(E \ T ) and the last edge is part of a cycle in E \ T . After successively
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applying all swaps, we get the desired result. As ∂(C0) ⊆ T holds and only unlabeled
edges from ∂(CR) are labeled with “+”, every edge which gets label “+” is an element of
T and all edges with “−” are elements of E \ T .
To familiarize with the notation we apply the algorithm to the graph given in Figure 6.2.
This example shows how the algorithm proves that the graph is not bispannable. Note that
we do not give an index to the edges e ∈ E to improve readability. We therefore modify
the labels from (i,±) to (e,±).
Example 6.23. Consider the following partition into a spanning tree T and its comple-
mentary set:
1
2
3
5
6
4
T
1
2
3
5
6
4
E \ T
Then CR = C0 B {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 6}} and ∂ (C0) = {{4, 5}, {5, 6}} holds. We
label all elements of ∂ (C0) with (0,+) and set Q = {{4, 5}, {5, 6}}. Now consider edge
e = {4, 5} and remove it from Q. The dashed lines in the following figure give the elements
of D(T, {4, 5}):
1
2
3
5
6
4
None of the dashed lines intersects with the cycle in C0, thus we label {4, 6}with ({4, 5},−),
remove it from CR and add it to Q. We now remove {5, 6} from Q but as D(T, {5, 6})
neither intersects with the cycle, nor contains any unlabeled elements we do not modify
the set Q further and derive Q = {{4, 6}}. We now remove the “-”-labeled element {4, 6}
from Q. As ∂(CR) does not contain any unlabeled elements the algorithm terminates and
returns {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}}. Note that this edge set corresponds to the vertex set
{1, 2, 3, 4} and we have seen before that it violates inequality (6.6). Thus the graph can not
be partitioned into two spanning trees.
In order to further familiarize with the exchange of edges we consider a second example.
Note that we were unable to construct a small but non-trivial example of how the algorithm
operates. Therefore, we slightly modify the labeling of edges and the sequence in which
they are considered in order to illustrate the algorithm’s execution.
Example 6.24. Consider the bispannable graph depicted in Figure 6.3. We start with the
spanning tree given in Figure 6.4 and illustrate the labeling of Algorithm 1. As noted
before, we change the considered sequences as otherwise the algorithm terminates after
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for recognizing bispannable graphs.
input : Graph G = (V, E) with |E| = 2|V | − 2, E = {e1, . . . e2|V |−2}, a spanning tree
T ⊆ E of G
output : case I: a pair of spanning trees (T,C0)
case II: a spanning tree T ′ such that E \ T ′ has a component less than
E \ T
case III: a set CR that corresponds to a violated inequality (6.6)
C0 := E \ T , CR := C0;
Queue Q := ∅;
if C0 is connected then
return (T,C0) ; // case I
end
forall e ∈ ∂(C0) do
label e with (0,+);
Q := Q ∪ {e};
end
while Q , ∅ do
remove the first element ei from Q;
if ei is labeled with (∗,+) then
if ∃ cycle C ⊆ C0 and f ∈ D(T, ei) ∩C then
backtrack the labels from ei to an edge with label (0,+);
define S as this sequence;
S + := {e ∈ S with + label};
S − := {e ∈ S with - label} ∪ { f };
return (T ∪ S −) \ S + ; // case II
else
forall unlabeled e ∈ D(T, ei) do
label e with (i,−);
Q := Q ∪ {e};
CR := CR \ {e};
end
end
end
if ei is labeled with (∗,−) then
forall unlabeled e ∈ ∂(CR) do
label e with (i,+);
Q := Q ∪ {e};
end
end
end
return CR ; // case III
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Figure 6.3.: The bispannable graph considered in Example 6.24
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Figure 6.4.: The starting spanning tree for Example 6.24
the first step and does not create a non trivial sequence S .
The set C0 is given by C0 B {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {6, 7}, {6, 8}, {7, 8}} and thus E \ T
has three components as can be seen in Figure 6.4. We now consider edge {4, 7} ∈ ∂(C0),
label it with (0,+) and define Q B {{4, 7}}. We then proceed to analyzing set Q without
labeling and adding additional edges. As {4, 7} is labeled by “+” we now consider the
set D(T, {4, 7}) = {2, 5}, which is not part of any cycle in C0. Thus, we label {2, 5} with
({4, 7},−), define CR B {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 4}, {6, 7}, {6, 8}, {7, 8}} and set Q = {{2, 5}}. We
then process the “-” labeled edge {2, 5} and consider the unlabeled edge {1, 3} ∈ ∂(CR).
Therefore we label this edge with ({2, 5},+) and change Q = {{1, 3}} accordingly. We
process edge {1, 3} and derive D = (T, {1, 3}) = {{1, 2}, {1, 4}}. Let C denote the cycle
C B {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 4}} ⊆ C0, then f = {1, 4} ∈ C holds. The algorithm derives the
sequence S = {1, 3}, {2, 5}, {4, 7} and defines the corresponding sets
S + B {{4, 7}, {1, 3}} and S − B {{2, 5}, {1, 4}.
This results in the graphs given in Figure 6.5 and we can see that exchanging the edges
yields a tree T ′ and a set of edges E \ T ′ with only two connected components.
We now give a proof that Algorithm 1 is correct. Note that the sequence S constructed
in the algorithm has some special properties:
Remark 6.25. Let S := ei, . . . , ea be the sequence constructed by the algorithm, where ea
has label (0,+). The sequence alternates “+” and “−” labels and S contains an odd number
of elements, as ei also is labeled with “+”.
In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm we first show the following lemma:
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Figure 6.5.: The resulting spanning tree for Example 6.24
Lemma 6.26. Without loss of generality let S := e1, e2, . . . , e2l−1 be the sequence from the
algorithm in reverse order such that e2k has label (2k− 1,−) for k ∈ {1, . . . , l− 1} and e2k−1
has label (2k − 2,+) for k ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Let f ∈ D(T, ei) ∩ C be the corresponding edge.
We define e2l := f , S + := {e1, e3, . . . e2l−1} and S − := {e2, e4, . . . e2l}. Furthermore for all
0 ≤ j ≤ 2l :
S j :=
∅ if j = 0{e1, e2, . . . , e j} else
T j :=(T ∪ (S j ∩ S −)) \ (S j ∩ S +)
C j :=((E \ T ) ∪ (S j ∩ S +)) \ (S j ∩ S −).
The following holds:
(a) T2 j is a spanning tree for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l.
(b) C2 j−1 has one component less than E \ T for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
(c) The number of components of C2l−1 and C2l is equal.
Proof. (a) We prove this by induction. As T0 = T holds, T0 is a spanning tree. Now let
1 ≤ j ≤ l and assume that T2 j contains a cycle C. It follows T2 j = (T2 j−2 ∪ {e2 j}) \
{e2 j−1} where T2 j−2 is a spanning tree by induction hypothesis. Therefore e2 j ∈ C
must hold. As e2 j has label (2 j − 1,−) we know that e2 j ∈ D(T, e2 j−1) holds and
therefore (T ∪ {e2 j}) \ {e2 j−1} is a tree. This means that C needs to contain at least
one other “−” labeled edge, otherwise it would only contain edges from T and the
interchange of e2 j−1 and e2 j would create a cycle which contradicts (T∪{e2 j})\{e2 j−1}
being a tree.
Let e2i ∈ C be the edge with the smallest index and “−” label, therefore it has label
(2i − 1,−). We know that e2i ∈ D(T, e2i−1) and therefore D(T, e2i−1) ∩ C , ∅ holds.
As in a graph a cycle and a cut must have an even number of elements in common
or none, there it exists a second edge e2k ∈ C ∩ D(T, e2i−1) with “−” label. But as e2i
was the edge with the smallest index e2k also has label (2i − 1,−). This contradicts
the fact that all edges in the sequence have a unique label. Therefore T2 j is acyclic.
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(b) We can rewrite C j as follows:
C j =E \
T ∪
⋃
i≤ j
i even
{ei}
 ∪
⋃
i≤ j
i odd
{ei}
=
C j−1 \ {e j} if j is even,C j−1 ∪ {e j} if j is odd.
Again we show the claim by induction. As e1 ∈ ∂(E \ T ) holds we derive that
C1 = E \ T ∪ {e1} has one component less than E \ T . By induction hypothesis C2 j−3
has one component less than E \ T .
Note that the algorithm will not remove an edge from any cycle in E \T , otherwise it
would terminate. From the number of components in C2 j−3 we derive that the added
edges did not introduce new ones and therefore the cycles in C2 j−3 are the same as in
E \ T . As edge {e2 j−2} does not lie on a cycle in E \ T , it lies not on a cycle in C2 j−3
and therefore its removal will increase the number of components by one.
Now consider adding the edge e2 j−1 to C2 j−2. The edge was chosen from the unla-
beled edges of the following set:
e2 j−1 ∈ ∂
E \
T ∪
⋃
i≤2 j−1
i even
{ei}


Therefore this edge might create a cycle in C2 j−2 as the algorithm did not consider
previously added edges. As an unlabeled edge was chosen, we know that it was
added to the boundary due to the removal of e2 j−2. Therefore it will connect at least
one of the components created in the previous step and not create a cycle. Thus, the
number of components in C2 j−1 is one less than in C2 j−2 and therefore one less than
E \ T .
(c) As the edge f lies on a cycle in C2l−1 its removal will not increase the number of
components.

If the algorithm terminates in case II the resulting tree is T2l and E \ T2l = C2l holds.
Therefore, the algorithm gives the desired result. It remains to show that if the algorithm
terminates in case III we get a proof that G is not bispannable.
Lemma 6.27. Let CR be the output of the algorithm after terminating in case III, and let
Vr be the vertex set of some component of Cr ⊆ CR. Consider its induced subgraph of G,
G[Vr] = (Vr, Er), then (Vr, Er ∩ T ) is connected, where T is the initial spanning tree of G.
Proof. Assume that (Vr, Er ∩ T ) is disconnected and let C′ and C′′ be two of its compo-
nents. As G[Vr] is connected there exists an edge e ∈ Cr ∩ Er which connects C′ and
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C′′. As all edges in (Vr, Er ∩ T ) are part of the spanning tree T , there exists a path P ⊆ T
which connects C′ and C′′. As we assume the subgraph to be not connected the edges of
P are not part of G[Vr]. Let ei be the first edge on P. As ei ∈ ∂(CR) holds it was labeled
with “+” at some step of the algorithm. Therefore at some point every element in D(T, ei)
was considered and labeled with “−”. As e ∈ D(T, ei) holds, it was labeled as well. This
contradicts the fact that all elements in CR are unlabeled. 
If the algorithm terminates in case III, E \T is not connected and as no cycle was broken
CR still contains a cycle. Let Cr ⊆ CR be a component with a cycle, then we know that there
exists an induced graph G[Vr] = (Vr, Er) such that (Vr, Er ∩ T ) is connected. It follows
|Er| ≥ |Vr| + |Er ∩ T | ≥ |Vr| + |Vr| − 1 = 2|Vr| − 1.
But therefore we found a subset Vr ⊆ V such that
|E[Vr]| = |Er| ≥ 2|Vr| − 1 > 2(|Vr| − 1)
holds which contradicts inequality (6.6). Hence the algorithm delivers a proof that the
graph is not bispannable.
Therefore, repeated use of Algorithm 1 will compute a partition of G into two spanning
trees or prove that G is not bispannable. This can be done in cubic time [5]. Given a
bispannable graph, we have seen that there exist different pairs of edge-disjoint spanning
trees. Note that the above stated algorithm can not be used to enumerate all such pairs. The
following theorem shows that there can not exist a polynomial time algorithm to determine
the set of all pairs of such trees.
Theorem 6.28. Given a graph G = (V, E) with |E| = 2|V | − 2. Let BiSp(G) denote the set
of all pairs of edge-disjoint spanning trees of G
BiSp(G) B {(T1,T2) |T1,T2 ∈ ST(G) with E(T1) unionmulti E(T2) = E } .
Then the size of BiSp(G) can be at least exponential in |V |.
Proof. Given an i ∈ N, i ≥ 2 we consider a graph Gi constructed as depicted in Figure
6.6. Note that
V(Gi) = 4i and E(Gi) = 6i + 2(i − 1) = 8i − 2 = 2V(Gi) − 2
holds. Let K4 denote the complete graph on four nodes, it is easy to verify that
∣∣∣BiSp(K4)∣∣∣ =
12 holds. For every copy of K4 in Gi we can choose one pair from BiSp(K4) and we have
two possibilities for connecting each component. Thus we derive that∣∣∣BiSp(Gi)∣∣∣ = 12i · 2(i−1)
holds and therefore it depends exponentially on |V(Gi)|. 
We discuss an algorithm for computing BiSp(G) in the upcoming section.
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1 2 i
Figure 6.6.: A graph consisting of i connected copies of K4.
6.2.2. Properties of the Determinant of the Flow Problem
In order to derive a closed formula for the solution to the ACLPF problem, we believe
that further understanding of the combinatorial structure of the determinant of the mACL-
matrix is necessary. In the case of the DC power flow it was possible to derive a formula
for the solution by using Cramer’s rule after finding a description for the corresponding
determinant. Therefore, it is reasonable to investigate the structure of the determinant of
the modified ACL-matrix.
To rewrite the matrix in a compact way, we introduce the following notation:
Definition 6.29. Given the modified ACL-matrix and a node v ∈ V(P) \ {s} we define
γΣv B
∑
w∈N(v)
γvw and βΣv B
∑
w∈N(v)
βvw.
For simplicity, we introduce
−γΣv B −1 · γΣv and − βΣv B −1 · βΣv.
Furthermore, given a second vertex v′ and a corresponding edge {v, v′} we also define
γΣv \ γvv′ B
∑
w∈N(v)
γvw − γvv′ =
∑
w∈N(v)\v′
γvw
and
βΣv \ βvv′ B
∑
w∈N(v)
βvw − βvv′ =
∑
w∈N(v)\v′
βvw.
Using the new notation we prove the following:
Theorem 6.30. Each summand of the determinant of the modified ACL-matrix is a product
of 2(|V(P))| − 1) (not necessarily different) elements of the set {γe, βe | e ∈ E(P)}. Further-
more, no summand contains any element of{
γ4e , γ
3
e , γ
2
e · β2e , γ2e · βe, γe · β2e , γe · βe, β3e , β4e | e ∈ E(P)
}
.
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Proof. We show this by using Leibniz’ formula for the determinant of an n × n matrix A
which is given by
det(A) =
∑
σ∈S n
sgn(σ)
n∏
i=1
aσ(i)i,
where S n denotes the symmetric group on n elements and sgn(σ) the parity of the permu-
tation σ, for more information see the book by Lang [62].
The ACL-matrix has 2(|V(P)| −1) rows and columns and each entry is either an element
of {γe, βe | e ∈ E(P)} or a sum of such elements. Therefore, each summand in the determi-
nant (after expansion of the products of sums) is a product of 2(|V(P)| −1) (not necessarily
different) elements of {γe, βe | e ∈ E(P)}.
Using the multilinearity of the determinant we divide its computation into sums of dif-
ferent determinants. Note that we denote taking the determinant of a matrix by vertical
bars. Consider an edge {vm, vk} ∈ E(P) with vm, vk , vs and its corresponding weights
γvm,vk and βvm,vk . To improve readability, we refer to the vertices as m and k and to the
corresponding edge as {m, k}. Therefore, we denote the weights by γmk and βmk. We only
need to consider the 16 positions of the modified ACL-matrix which include the weights
for the given edge. We take a look at the four columns corresponding to the vertices m and
k. We denote the entries of a column we are not interested in by “*”.
det(mACL) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
γΣm −γmk βΣm −βmk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
−γmk γΣk −βmk βΣk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
−βΣm βmk γΣm −γmk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
βmk −βΣk −γmk γΣk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
We rewrite each column using the following idea:
∗
γΣm
∗
−γmk
∗
−βΣm
∗
βmk
∗

=

∗
γmk
∗
−γmk
∗
−βmk
∗
βmk
∗

+

0
γΣm \ γmk
0
−γmk
0
−βΣm \ βmk
0
βmk
0

.
We then utilize the multilinearity of the determinant to derive an alternative formulation
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for det(mACL). After applying some permutations, we get the following equation:
det(mACL) = det(A) + det(B) + 2 det(C) + 2 det(D) + 2 det(E)
+ 2 det(F) + det(G) + 2 det(H) + det(I) + 2 det(J),
where the corresponding matrices are given as
A B

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
γmk −γmk βmk −βmk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
−γmk γmk −βmk βmk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
−βmk βmk γmk −γmk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
βmk −βmk −γmk γmk
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

, B B

0 0 0 0
γΣm \ γmk 0 βΣm \ βmk 0
0 0 0 0
0 γΣm \ γmk 0 βΣk \ βmk
0 0 0 0
−βΣm \ βmk 0 γΣm \ γmk 0
0 0 0 0
0 −βΣm \ βmk 0 γΣk \ γmk
0 0 0 0

,
C B

∗ ∗ ∗ 0
γmk −γmk βmk 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0
−γmk γmk −βmk βΣk \ βmk
∗ ∗ ∗ 0
−βmk βmk γmk 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0
βmk −βmk −γmk γΣk \ γmk
∗ ∗ ∗ 0

, D B

0 ∗ 0 0
γΣm \ γmk −γmk βΣm \ βmk 0
0 ∗ 0 0
0 γmk 0 βΣk \ βmk
0 ∗ 0 0
−βΣm \ βmk βmk γΣm \ γmk 0
0 ∗ 0 0
0 −βmk 0 γΣk \ γmk
0 ∗ 0 0

,
E B

∗ ∗ 0 ∗
γmk −γmk βΣm \ βmk −βmk
∗ ∗ 0 ∗
−γmk γmk 0 βmk
∗ ∗ 0 ∗
−βmk βmk γΣm \ γmk −γmk
∗ ∗ 0 ∗
βmk −βmk 0 γmk
∗ ∗ 0 ∗

, F B

∗ 0 0 0
γmk 0 βΣm \ βmk 0
∗ 0 0 0
−γmk γΣk \ γmk 0 βΣk \ βmk
∗ 0 0 0
−βmk 0 γΣm \ γmk 0
∗ 0 0 0
βmk −βΣk \ βmk 0 γΣk \ γmk
∗ 0 0 0

,
G B

∗ 0 ∗ 0
γmk 0 βmk 0
∗ 0 ∗ 0
−γmk γΣk \ γmk −βmk βΣk \ βmk
∗ 0 ∗ 0
−βmk 0 γmk 0
∗ 0 ∗ 0
βmk −βΣk \ βmk −γmk γΣk \ γmk
∗ 0 ∗ 0

, H B

∗ 0 0 ∗
γmk 0 βΣm \ βmk −βmk
∗ 0 0 ∗
−γmk γΣk \ γmk 0 βmk
∗ 0 0 ∗
−βmk 0 γΣm \ γmk −γmk
∗ 0 0 ∗
βmk −βΣk \ βmk 0 γmk
∗ 0 0 ∗

,
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I B

0 ∗ 0 ∗
γΣm \ γmk −γmk βΣm \ βmk −βmk
0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 γmk 0 βmk
0 ∗ 0 ∗
−βΣm \ βmk βmk γΣm \ γmk −γmk
0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 −βmk 0 γmk
0 ∗ 0 ∗

, J B

∗ ∗ 0 0
γmk −γmk βΣm \ βmk 0
∗ ∗ 0 0
−γmk γmk 0 βΣk \ βmk
∗ ∗ 0 0
−βmk βmk γΣm \ γmk 0
∗ ∗ 0 0
βmk −βmk 0 γΣk \ γmk
∗ ∗ 0 0

.
To prove the theorem for all edges e ∈ E(P) with s < e we now show that each determi-
nant does not contain any summand with an element of the set{
γ4mk, γ
3
mk, γ
2
mk · β2mk, γ2mk · βmk, γmk · β2mk, γmk · βmk, β3mk, β4mk
}
.
Using Leibniz’ formula, we need to take an element from each column and multiply
them to derive a summand for the determinant. Furthermore, the elements have to be
chosen in a such a way that only one entry per row is considered. This means that some
elements of the set are impossible to appear in the determinants of some of the matrices.
Table 6.1 gives an overview over the impossible combinations.
γ4mk γ
3
mk γ
2
mk · β2mk γ2mk · βmk γmk · β2mk γmk · βmk β3mk β4mk
A
B X X X X X X X X
C X X X
D X X X X X X X X
E X X X
F X X X X X X X X
G X X X X X X X
H X X X X X X X
I X X X X X X X
J X X X X X X X
Table 6.1.: Trivially impossible elements denoted by “X”.
In order to prove the theorem we use the following approach: Consider a fixed permuta-
tion σ1 ∈ S 2(|V(P)|−1) with some desired properties, then we show, that there exists a second
permutation σ2 ∈ S 2(|V(P)|−1) where the following holds:
2(|V(P)|−1)∏
i=1
aσ1(i)i =
2(|V(P)|−1)∏
i=1
aσ2(i)i and sgn(σ1) = −sgn(σ2),
were ai j denotes an entry from the corresponding matrix. Therefore, the corresponding
summands in the determinant will cancel each other out. To simplify the notation we
denote the columns and rows that contain the entries for edge e = {m, k} in the previously
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stated matrices with m, k, n + m and n + k.
We consider each of the matrices and their remaining possible terms:
Matrix G: In order to get the term γmk · βmk the corresponding permutation σ must have
the following properties: Either {σ(m), σ(m + n)} = {m, k} or {σ(m), σ(m + n)} =
{m+n, k+n}must hold. For every permutation σ1 with σ1(m) = m and σ1(m+n) = k
there exists a permutation σ2 with σ2(m) = k and σ2(m + n) = m and σ1(i) =
σ2(i) ∀i , m,m + n. As those two permutations only differ in one transposition
we get sgn(σ1) = −sgn(σ2). In both permutations the multiplied elements have the
same sign and therefore
∏
i aσ1(i)i =
∏
i aσ2(i)i holds. As the same holds for the other
choice for σ1(m) the result follows for matrix G.
Matrix H: We get the desired result by using the same argumentation as for matrix G.
Matrix I: We get the desired result by using the same argumentation as for matrix G.
Matrix J: To get the term γmk · βmk the permutation σ needs to fulfill one of the following
properties:
σ(m) σ(k) coefficient
m n + m γmkβmk
n + m m γmkβmk
m n + k −γmkβmk
n + k m −γmkβmk
σ(m) σ(k) coefficient
k n + m −γmkβmk
n + m k −γmkβmk
k n + k γmkβmk
n + k k γmkβmk
Therefore these permutations come in pairs which yield the same summand and
only differ by one transposition. All those summands cancel each other out and the
determinant of J contains none of the stated summands.
Matrix A: We show that the permutations which yields the term γ3mk come in pairs. Let a
denote an arbitrary column of matrix A, then we get the following properties for σ:
σ(m) σ(k) σ(n + m) σ(n + k) coefficient
m k n + m a γ3mk
k m n + m a γ3mk
m k n + k a −γ3mk
k m n + k a −γ3mk
m k a n + k −γ3mk
k m a n + k −γ3mk
k m a n + m γ3mk
m k a n + m γ3mk
σ(m) σ(k) σ(n + m) σ(n + k) coefficient
m a n + m n + k γ3mk
m a n + k n + m γ3mk
k a n + m n + k −γ3mk
k a n + k n + m −γ3mk
a k n + m n + k γ3mk
a k n + k n + m γ3mk
a m n + m n + k −γ3mk
a m n + k n + m −γ3mk
Thus, the permutations can be considered as pairs which only differ in one transpo-
sition. As their corresponding summands are equal they cancel each other out. Note,
that for a fitting value for a the above permutations include the ones which yield the
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term γ4mk. Obviously, the same argumentation holds for the permutations creating
β4mk and β
3
mk.
We now consider permutations σ that create βmkγmk. To reduce the number of pos-
sible permutations that have to be considered we observe the following: A vital
part in making sure that the summands cancel each other out, is to show that the
two products
2(|V(P)|−1)∏
i=1
aσ1(i)i and
2(|V(P)|−1)∏
i=1
aσ2(i)i have the same sign, when considering
permutations with sgn(σ1) = −sgn(σ2). As the remaining factors are the same, the
sign of the product solely depends on the chosen ±γmk and ±βmk entries. Given two
arbitrary rows a and b, we consider a permutation σ ∈ S 2(|V(P)|−1) with σ(m) = a,
σ(k) ∈ {m, l,m + n, k + n}, σ(m + n) = b and σ(k + n) ∈ {m, k,m + n, k + n}. By
showing that no invalid summand arises for such permutations, we also know that
they do not arise for permutations with σ(m) ∈ {m, k,m + n, k + n} and σ(k) = a.
Although the factor corresponding to a is taken from a different set we noted before
that only the sign of the product βmkγmk is important. As all four entries in rows
{m, k,m + n, k + n} have opposing signs in columns m and k all summands will still
cancel each other out. Obviously, the same can be derived for the permutations with
σ(m + n) ∈ {m, k,m + n, k + n} and σ(k + n) = b and for the ones in which both cases
are combined.
Now let a and b denote two arbitrary rows, then the following table gives an overview
of the permutations which create the term βmkγmk:
σ(m) σ(k) σ(n + m) σ(n + k) coefficient
a m b k −γmkβmk
a k b m −γmkβmk
a b m n + m −γmkβmk
a b n + m m −γmkβmk
a b m n + k γmkβmk
a b n + k m γmkβmk
a b k n + m γmkβmk
a b n + m k γmkβmk
a b k n + k −γmkβmk
a b n + k k −γmkβmk
σ(m) σ(k) σ(n + m) σ(n + k) coefficient
a n + m b n + k γmkβmk
a n + k b n + m γmkβmk
m n + m a b γmkβmk
n + m m a b γmkβmk
m n + k a b −γmkβmk
n + k m a b −γmkβmk
k n + m a b −γmkβmk
n + m k a b −γmkβmk
k n + k a b γmkβmk
n + k k a b γmkβmk
Again, we see that the permutations arise in pairs which yield the same summand
but have a different signature. Therefore, the corresponding summands cancel each
other out. Note, that all six possible choices of columns that might create a sum-
mand including γmkβmk are considered in the stated table if we take the previously
discussed reduction of possibilities into account. As a and b where chosen arbitrar-
ily, we have also shown that no summand contains γ2mkβmk γmkβ
2
mk and γ
2
mkβ
2
mk.
Matrix C: We get the desired result by using the same argumentation as for matrix A.
Matrix E: We get the desired result by using the same argumentation as for matrix A.
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What remains to show, is that the statement also holds for any e ∈ E(P) with s ∈ e. Let
{m, s} be such an edge, then column m and n + m (recall the previous statement on labeling
the columns and rows) are the only one which contain γsm and βsm, respectively. Therefore,
the only case we have to consider is the term γsmβsm. It could only arise from permutations
σ ∈ S 2(|V(P)−1) with σ(m) ∈ {m, n + m}. As σ(m) = m yields γΣm we need to take βΣm
from column n + m. As it is located in row m the corresponding permutation has to fulfill
σ(n + m) = m which is a contradiction. The same holds for σ(m) = n + m and thus the
term γsmβsm does not arise in any summand. 
Given a summand S of the determinant of the modified ACL-matrix, denote the (multi-
)set of its factors with FS , i.e., FS ⊆ ⋃
e∈E(P)
{γe, βe}. Recall our remarks on taking multi-
subsets of ordinary sets from the beginning of Section 6.2.1. We define the (multi-)graph
G[FS ] induced by this set as
V(G[FS ]) B V(P), E(G[FS ]) B {e ∈ E(P) | ∀γe ∈ FS } ∪ {e ∈ E(P) | ∀βe ∈ FS } ,
where the universal quantifier respects the multiplicity of FS and the union is considered
as a union of multisets. We claim that G[FS ] is bispannable.
Conjecture 6.31. For each summand of the determinant of the modified ACL-matrix the
(multi-)set of its factors induces a bispannable subgraph of G = (V(P), E(P)).
We are not able to prove this conjecture due to the lack of a simple classification of
bispannable graphs. We know that the set of edges has the desired cardinality 2(V(P)− 1).
Furthermore, we know that each edge is contained at most twice in the graph. But as
we lack a way of verifying the inequality (6.6) or a different classification for this class
of graphs we are not able to show our conjecture. A computational verification however,
supports our conjecture and is discussed in Section 6.2.3.
In addition, our computations show that the summands have integral positive and neg-
ative coefficients. Recall, that the determinant of the DC matrix depends on enumerating
all spanning trees of the topology. As our summands also have negative coefficients it is
not possible to find a way of describing the determinant of the modified ACL-matrix in
terms of enumeration of bispanning trees of the topology. We strongly believe that the
coefficients depend on the different weights of the graph. In the following, we state our
results towards interpreting the summands and their coefficients.
Definition 6.32. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a (multi-)subset T ⊆ E. We define G[T ]
as the (multi-)graph corresponding to set T . Note that we use the notation for induced
subgraphs, although G[T ] represents a subgraph of G only if T is an ordinary set.
To formulate our conjecture, we introduce new notation.
Definition 6.33. Consider a graph G = (V, E). We define the set of bispannable edge sets
of G, B(G), as follows:
B(G) := {T ⊆ E : G[T ] is bispannable}
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Note, that T might be a multisubset of E. Each element of T has a multiplicity of at most
two.
As the decomposition of a bispannable graph into spanning trees might not be unique
we define:
Definition 6.34. Given an edge set T ∈ B(G), then Deco(T ) denotes the set of possible
decompositions (T1,T2) ∈ ST(G) × ST(G), such that T1 unionmulti T2 = T holds. Note that we
consider (T1,T2) and (T2,T1) as different pairs in the case of T1 , T2.
A simple way to construct all elements ofB(G) and determine its corresponding possible
decompositions is to consider all pairs of spanning trees of G. Therefore,∑
T∈B(G)
|Deco(T )| = |ST(G)|2 (6.7)
holds. Note that this approach yields a factorial time algorithm as a graph with n vertices
can have up to n(n−2) spanning trees, due to Cayley’s formula [53].
As stated before, we need to take into account that the edges corresponding to the sum-
mands might have two different weights.
Definition 6.35. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a multiset T ∈ B(G). We consider all
possible labeling functions w : T → {γe, βe | e ∈ T }, where either w(e) = βe or w(e) = γe
holds for each edge e ∈ T . Note that if e is contained twice in T , we demand that both
occurrences have the same label.
We call V(T ) the set of valid labels for T and we define w ∈ V(T ) if the following
holds: It exists T1 unionmulti T2 = T with T1,T2 ∈ ST(G) and
|{e ∈ T1 | w(e) = βe}| = |{e ∈ T2 | w(e) = βe}|.
Given a subset T1 ⊆ T we define nw(T1) as
nw(T1) := |{e ∈ T1 | w(e) = βe}|.
Given an edge e ∈ E(P) then from Theorem 6.30 it follows that the factor γeβe is not
contained in any summand. This motivates the previous definition, where we demand that
both (possible) occurrences of an edge need to have the same label. We note that the
proposed definition of a valid label might need to be changed. For further information, see
the discussion of our computational verification at the end of this chapter.
We give an example for a bispannable graph and the corresponding valid label for its
bispanning subgraphs.
Example 6.36. Consider the bispannable graph G given in Figure 6.7a and its two decom-
positions into spanning trees depicted in Figure 6.7b.
We now consider possible label functions for this edge set. For the sake of simplicity,
we color an edge e in blue to indicate that it has label βe and in red if it has label γe. Out
of the 25 = 32 possible colorings (edges {v2, v3} need to have the same color) only the 16
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v1
v2 v3 v4
(a) The considered graph G.
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
(b) The elements of B(G).
Figure 6.7.: The graph considered in Example 6.36 and its decompositions.
colorings depicted in Figure 6.8 represent valid labels, meaning that in at least one of the
two decompositions the numbers of blue edges in the spanning trees are equal.
As we have seen in the example the following holds:
Corollary 6.37. Let T ∈ B(G) be an edge set and w ∈ V(T ) a valid label, than the
complementary label w′ is also valid. It is defined as
w′ :=
γe if w(e) = βeβe if w(e) = γe .
We now define a relationship between possible decompositions and corresponding valid
labels:
Definition 6.38. Given an edge set T ∈ B(G) and a valid label w ∈ V(T ). We define the
set of valid decompositions of T Deco(T,w) as:
Deco(T,w) := {(T1,T2) | (T1,T2) ∈ Deco(T ) and nw(T1) = nw(T2)}.
We denote its cardinality with d(T,w) := |Deco(T,w)|.
Corollary 6.39. Let T ∈ B(G) be an edge set and w ∈ V(T ) a valid label. Then
Deco(T,w) = Deco(T,w′)
holds, where w′ denotes the complementary label of w.
Note that as w was chosen to be a valid label for T there exists at least one valid decom-
position and thus we have Deco(T,w) , ∅ for all chosen pairs of T and w. We illustrate
Definition 6.38 by reconsidering Example 6.36:
Example 6.40. By neglecting the complementary labels, we have to consider the eight
different colored graphs given in Figure 6.9. For the four graphs in Figure 6.9a both pairs
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v2 v3 v4
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v2 v3 v4
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Figure 6.8.: The valid labels for graph G from Example 6.36.
are valid decompositions and therefore d(T,w) = 4 = |Deco(T )| holds. For the remaining
graphs (depicted in Figure 6.9b) only one pair of spanning trees is valid and therefore
d(T,w) = 2 holds.
We can generalize what we have seen in the previous example.
Corollary 6.41. For any edge set T ∈ B(G) and a corresponding valid label w ∈ V(T )
with nw(T ) = 0 or nw(T ) = |T | we have d(T,w) = |Deco(T )|.
This corollary can be strengthened further.
Corollary 6.42. Given a multiset of edges T ∈ B(G), let D ⊂ T denote the double edges
in T . Given a valid label w ∈ V(T ) such that nw(T \ D) = 0 or nw(T \ D) = |T \ D| holds,
then d(T,w) = |Deco(T )| follows.
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
(a) Graphs with two valid decompositions.
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
v1
v2 v3 v4
(b) Graphs where one decomposition is valid.
Figure 6.9.: The graphs from Figure 6.8 without complementary labels.
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We propose an algorithm to compute all previously defined sets for a graph G. Note,
that our algorithm has factorial time and space complexity. This is due to the fact, that
the number of spanning trees of a graph is at most n(n−2) which can be approximated by n!
using Stirling’s formula. In order to decrease computation time it is interesting to know,
whether there exists a faster algorithm to compute all possible bispannable subgraphs of
a given graph and their corresponding decompositions into spanning trees. As of now, no
such algorithm is known to us. While Algorithm 1 can check in polynomial time whether a
given graph is bispannable and can compute a single decomposition, it can not be utilized
to compute all possible decompositions. Reconsidering equation (6.7), it is obvious that
B(G) has factorial size or that there exists a graph T ∈ B(G) where Deco(T ) is factorial
in size. Therefore, no polynomial or exponential time algorithm exists which computes
Deco(T ) and all corresponding sets Deco(T ).
Our proposed Algorithm 2 determines these sets and computes all sets Deco(T,w).
The algorithm simply enumerates all exponentially many possible colorings of the edges.
While we can not expect our algorithm to have polynomial or exponential time or space
complexity, we can decrease the number of iterated colorings by using the previously
stated corollaries.
Algorithm 2: Algorithm to compute all bispannable subgraphs and valid decompo-
sitions
input : Graph G = (V, E)
output : B(G), all sets Deco(T ), all sets Deco(T,w)
Initialize B(G) B ∅, Deco(T ) B ∅ and Deco(T,w) B ∅;
Compute ST(G), the set of all spanning trees of G;
Compute Q, the multiset of all pairs (T1,T2) with T1,T2 ∈ ST(G) and T1 , T2;
forall (T1,T2) ∈ Q do
Define the multiset T B T1 ∪ T2;
if T < B(G) then
Add T to B(G) ;
end
Add (T1,T2) to Deco(T );
end
forall T ∈ B(G) do
forall 22(|V |−1) possible labels w do
forall (T1,T2) ∈ Deco(T ) do
if nw(T1) = nw(T2) then
Add (T1,T2) to Deco(T,w);
end
end
end
end
return B(G), all non-empty Deco(T ) and all non-empty Deco(T,w);
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(a) Graph representing γv1v2γ
2
v2v3γv3v4βv1v4βv2v4 .
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(b) Graph representing γv1v2γ
2
v2v3γv1v4βv3v4βv2v4 .
Figure 6.10.: Summands and representing graphs discussed in Example 6.43.
We now use the previously defined sets to state a relationship between the determinant
of the modified ACL-matrix and the set of bispannable edge sets B(G). We believe the
summand’s of the determinant to depend on the possible and the valid decompositions of
its corresponding labeled bispannable graph. Consider the following example:
Example 6.43. Given the K4 as a topology, the following summands arise in the compu-
tation of the determinant:
0 · γv1v2γ2v2v3γv3v4βv1v4βv2v4 and 4 · γv1v2γ2v2v3γv1v4βv3v4βv2v4 .
Using the same coloring as stated above, they are represented by the graphs given in Figure
6.10. As seen before |Deco(T )| = 4 holds for these graphs and d(T,w) = 2 for the one
given in Figure 6.10a and d(T,w) = 4 for the one in Figure 6.10b. Their corresponding
coefficients can be computed as 2d(T,w) − |Deco(T )| = d(T,w) − (|Deco(T )| − d(T,w)).
The following summand with a negative coefficient is also part of the determinant
−4 · βv1v2βv3v4γv1v3γv1v4γv2v3γv2v4
and corresponds to the graph given in Figure 6.11a. Note that |Deco(T )| = 12 holds
for this graph and the two pairs stated in Figure 6.11b represent its only valid decom-
positions. Thus, we have d(T,w) = 4 and the coefficient can be stated as d(T,w) −
(|Deco(T )| − d(T,w)).
To simplify our theorem, we introduce the following notation:
Definition 6.44. Let T ∈ B(G) be an edge set and w ∈ V(T ) a corresponding valid label
such that d(T,w) , 0 holds. We define the number of defect decompositions d(T,w) as
d(T,w) B |Deco(T )| − d(T,w),
To further simplify our notation, we define d(T,w) B 0 if d(T,w) = 0 holds. The sum-
mands of the determinant are written as follows:
Π(T,w) B
∏
e∈T
w(e).
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(a) The considered graph.
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(b) The two valid decompositions.
Figure 6.11.: The graph corresponding to βv1v2βv3v4γv1v3γv1v4γv2v3γv2v4 and its valid decom-
positions.
We can not prove our main result by a pure mathematical analysis. Instead we rely on a
computer-assisted proof:
Theorem 6.45. Given a power gridP where G denotes its topology. If G equals the graphs
K3, K4, C5, C6 or C7 or one of their subgraphs, the following holds:
det(mACL) =
∑
T∈B(G)
∑
w∈V(T )
(
d(T,w) − d(T,w)
)
Π(T,w)
Note that if the formula holds for a graph G = (V, E), then it also holds for all G′ = (V, E′)
with E′ ⊆ E.
Proof. Consider the subgraph G′ as the original graph with edge labels γe = βe = 0 for
all e < E′. Using the correctness for the formula for G we get a result for the determi-
nant, where each summand that does not contain any e < E′ remains unchanged and all
summands containing at least one e ∈ E′ are equal to zero.
On the other hand, all T ∈ B(G) \ B(G′) contain at least one edge e ∈ E′ and none of
the T ∈ B(G′) does contain an edge e ∈ E′. Therefore this results equals the one discussed
before and we derive that correctness for a graph G = (V, E) implies correctness for all its
subgraphs.
Using Algorithm 2, we compute the corresponding sets B(G) and Deco(T,w) for all
possible T and w. Using the software Maple [66] we compute the determinant for the
corresponding symbolic modified ACL-matrix. A comparison of the summands yields the
desired result. These results are discussed in detail in Section 6.2.3. 
Note that the process of calculating symbolic determinants is very time and space con-
suming. This is a further bottleneck towards expanding our result for bigger graphs. Ob-
viously, the second bottleneck is our proposed Algorithm 2 which has factorial time and
space complexity.
In the following section we discuss our computational results in detail and try to extend
our calculations to larger graphs. But due to the factorial time and space complexity, we
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Figure 6.12.: The subgraphs of K6 considered in this study.
lack the computing power to extend our computations on graphs with more than 7 vertices.
However, we can show that our formula does not give correct results for K5 and some other
subgraphs of K6. We discuss possible changes to the formula in the following section, as
well.
6.2.3. Computational Studies
In this section we give an overview of our calculations using Algorithm 2 on different
graphs. As a correct formula for the Kn with general labels implies correctness for all it
subgraphs, we are interested in computing the results for as many complete graphs as pos-
sible. The determinant for the symbolic modified ACL-matrix is calculated on a computer
with six cores at 2.67 GHz and 12 GB RAM using version 16.10 of Maple. But due to
the factorial time and space complexity of the computation of a symbolic determinant, the
program is unable to compute it for K6. Therefore we shift our focus towards subgraphs
of K6 where the software does not fail.
As the modified ACL-matrix of Cn contains many zero entries we expect its determinant
to be easily computable. We start by considering C6 and add edges to the graph until the
computation of the determinant fails. The subgraphs of K6 depicted in Figure 6.12 are
considered in this study, where K3,3 denotes the complete bipartite graph on two vertex
sets with cardinality 3. Note, that the vertex labeled with vs is considered as the slack
node. An overview of our computational results is given in Table 6.2. The computations
where done on a computer with four cores at 3.40 GHz and 32 GB RAM. We state that
while the computation of the determinant corresponding to C8 was achievable by Maple,
our algorithm failed to compute a result to compare with due to the amount of memory
needed to create the sets. To give insight on the amount of needed iterations, the first
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columns of the table state the number of the summands of the determinant, the size of
the set of spanning trees and the size of all bispannable subgraphs, respectively. In the
column labeled “correct” we state how many of the summands computed by using the
formula from Theorem 6.30 are identical to the ones given in the determinant. Similarly,
we state the number of summands where the coefficient was computed incorrectly in the
column “false”. The last column gives insight on the summands that our formula stated
which are not given in the determinant. Note, that we could also consider those summands
as “false”, as the correct coefficient for the summand is zero. We stress the fact, that
all summands in the computed determinants relate to bispannable graphs, thus strongly
support our Conjecture 6.31.
# det(mACL) |ST(G)| |B(G)| correct false additional
K3 24 3 6 24 0 0
K4 832 16 101 832 0 0
C5 240 5 15 240 0 0
K5 61,760 125 3425 61,340 420 720
C6 672 6 21 672 0 0
m1-C6 13,376 36 406 13,376 0 0
K3,3 57,312 81 1,620 56,808 504 0
m2-C6 137,152 135 3,841 135,784 1,368 2,604
m3-C6 306,848 216 8,528 303,608 3,240 15,288
C7 1,792 7 28 1,792 0 0
Table 6.2.: Overview of the computational results
In order to understand the deficits of our formula for the stated graphs, we analyze the
incorrect summands further. To illustrate the graphs, we represent the edge labels with
colors, as introduced in the previous section.
We start our analysis by considering the graph K5, where we have 420 incorrect and
720 additional summands. By neglecting the different labels, one observes that the 420
incorrect summands are given by 15 different graphs and the 720 additional ones by 30
graphs. Furthermore we note, that both sets of graphs represent their respective isomor-
phism classes which are defined as follows:
Definition 6.46. Given a graph G and a subgraph H of G. We define the isomorphism
class iso(H) of H as the following set
iso(H) B
{
pi(H) | pi ∈ S |V(G)|, pi(H) is a subgraph of G} ,
where pi is considered as a permutation of the vertices of H.
Therefore, we derive that two isomorphism classes of graphs are responsible for the
differences in the summands. A representative for each class is given in Figure 6.13 and
we denote them by T420 and T720, respectively.
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vs
(a) T420
vs
(b) T720
Figure 6.13.: The two representative graphs.
The incorrect summands given by T420 can be divided into 3 groups depending on their
coefficients. The formula yields incorrect summands with coefficients −8, 0 and 8, but we
expected those summands to have coefficients −4, 4 and 12, respectively. Reconsidering
Theorem 6.30, the coefficient is computed as
d(T,w) − (|Deco(T )| − d(T,w)) = 2d(T,w) − |Deco(T )| .
As the value of |Deco(T )| does not depend on the label function, we need to increase
d(T420,w) by two for the corresponding groups to yield the correct results. As decomposi-
tions arise in pairs (unless both graphs are equal, which is not possible for T420) we need
to find one special decomposition which only arises in these cases. Otherwise, it would
change some correct summands as well. In the case of T720 we get the coefficient −4 but
we expected it to be 0. As before, we need to increase the number of valid decompositions
by two.
To further study the problematic graphs, we take a closer look at the previously defined
groups, their cardinalities are stated in Table 6.3. We use the label (a, b), where a gives the
computed coefficient and b the expected one.
(−8,−4) (0, 4) (8, 12) (−4, 0)
120 240 60 720
Table 6.3.: Cardinalities of the different groups
Considering that the graphs belong to the same isomorphism class, it is of particular
interest how the different labeled graphs behave with respect to this class. See Figure 6.14
for an example of two apparently different graphs which are isomorphic and thus have the
same label. Note, that the permutation is stated in the cycle notation.
It turns out, that taking the representative and a corresponding label and applying all
allowed permutations of vertices yields the entire groups (−8, 4) and (8, 12), respectively.
In addition, two labels are necessary to gain groups (0, 4) and six are needed for (−4, 7).
The representatives and the corresponding representative labels are given in Figures 6.15
and 6.16. This allows us to state the following: the 1140 incorrect terms for K5 are based
on two graphs with 4 and 6 labels, respectively.
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v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
Figure 6.14.: Applying the permutation (13245) to the second graph yields the first one.
vs
(−8,−4)
vs
(0, 4)
vs
(0, 4)
vs
(8, 12)
Figure 6.15.: Representative colorings for T420 for the stated groups.
In order to investigate which decompositions might be overlooked by our formula we
analyze the results for the remaining graphs in a similar fashion. By taking isomorphic
graphs and labels into account, we reduce the number of graphs where our formula fails
to manageable size. Thus consider the three subgraphs of K6 that yield false summands,
namely K3,3, m2-C6 and m3-C6. The cardinalities for the isomorphism classes respon-
sible for the false summands are stated in Table 6.4. We note, that C-I represents the
isomorphism class of all graphs isomorphic to K3,3. As K3,3 is a complete bipartite graph,
allowing for more edges does not change the isomorphism class, and our results show that
C-I contains the same graphs for K3,3, m2-C6 and m3-C6. The size of the classes C-II,
C-III and C-IV however, increases when considering m3-C6 instead of m2-C6 as the un-
derlying graph. Our computations show, that all subgraphs of m2-C6 in class C-II are also
contained in C-II of m3-C6. The same holds for classes C-III and C-IV. Representatives
for each class are given in Figure 6.17.
C-I C-II C-III C-IV C-V C-VI C-VII C-VIII
K3,3 504
m2-C6 504 336 336 192
m3-C6 504 672 672 384 168 336 336 168
Table 6.4.: Cardinalities of the isomorphism classes
We now consider the labeled subgraphs for each class and their corresponding coeffi-
cients. Once again, the labeled subgraphs can be partitioned into different groups, depend-
ing on the value of the calculated and the expected coefficient. We observe, that the defect
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vs vs vs vs vs vs
Figure 6.16.: The six representative colorings of T720.
vs
C-I
vs
C-II
vs
C-III
vs
C-IV
vs
C-V
vs
C-VI
vs
C-VII
vs
C-VIII
Figure 6.17.: The 8 representative graphs of m3-C6.
in our formula increases, we are now looking for up to 4 new valid decompositions. An
overview of the different cardinalities of the groups is stated in Table 6.5. As expected, the
number of representative labels does increase significantly. For the graph K3,3 we get 8 la-
bels, 86 for m2-C6, and 166 for m3-C6. As some of these labels only represent 6 incorrect
summands, we omit a complete description as given above for K5.
Considering that K3,3 is a subgraph of m2-C6 which is a subgraph of m3-C6 we are in-
terested in the changes towards the summands in the different determinants and computed
sums with respect to the subgraph property. As the graph class C-I does not change in
all three graphs we neither expect the groups and representatives to change. Our analysis
confirms this speculation. Furthermore, while the groups and classes increase in size, the
groups for m2-C6 are subsets of groups for m3-C6. That is, for each set of isomorphic
labeled graphs C that is contained in m2-C6 there exists a set of isomorphic labeled graphs
C′ in m3-C6 with C ⊆ C′. Furthermore, the corresponding expected coefficients and com-
puted factors remain the same. All these results show a strong connection between the
labeled subgraphs and the coefficients of the determinant. The fact that the incorrectly
computed coefficients respect isomorphism classes strongly supports our general hypoth-
esis: The coefficient depends on the number of decompositions of the respective labeled
bispannable graph.
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K3,3 m2-C6 m3-C6
(0, 4) 288 672 1344
(−8,−4) 144 336 672
(8, 12) 72 168 336
(−16,−8) 0 72 288
(0, 8) 0 72 432
K3,3 m2-C6 m3-C6
(8, 16) 0 24 48
(0, 16) 0 12 24
(−8, 8) 0 12 24
(16, 24) 0 0 72
Table 6.5.: Cardinalities of the different groups.
Instead of further analyzing and classifying the 2, 604 and 15, 288 remaining additional
summands for m2-C6 and m3-C6 we take a closer look on the representatives and their re-
spective labels to get an idea how to modify the definition of a valid decomposition. Due to
the many correctly computed summands, we believe that we need to extend the definition
and not change it entirely. However, we need to take into account that the changes do not
affect the previously correctly computed summands.
Consider the representative of T420 for the group (8, 12) stated in Figure 6.15. It can be
decomposed into 28 pairs of spanning trees, therefore we examine the corresponding 14
labeled decompositions. The graphs given in Figure 6.18 represent the 9 valid decomposi-
tions due to Definition 6.38 and Figure 6.19 states its remaining 5. As each pair represents
two decompositions we derive 2 · 9 − 2 · 5 = 8 as the corresponding coefficient.
vs vs vs vs vs vs
vs vs vs vs vs vs
vs vs vs vs vs vs
Figure 6.18.: The valid decompositions.
As noted before, we need to consider one decomposition which has a unique property
that does not arise in any graph which is computed correctly. The most remarkable pair is
the one given by the two mono-colored spanning trees. It seems reasonable to argue that
out of those 5 pairs one should choose this one. However, the case of two mono-colored
spanning trees also arises in the case of K4 and does not produce any problem in this in-
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vs vs vs vs vs vs
vs vs vs vs
Figure 6.19.: The invalid decompositions.
stance. See Figure 6.20 for an example. However, this graph contains an odd number of
edges with label β. Thus Deco(T,w) = ∅ holds for this example and the corresponding
summand’s coefficient is 0 as it is not considered in the formula. If we change the defini-
tion of valid decompositions to include mono-colored spanning trees, i.e., decompositions
(T1,T2) where nw(T1) = |V(P)| − 1 and nw(T2) = 0 or vice versa holds, our formula would
yield 2 − 10 = −8 fo this example which is incorrect. However, we could circumvent this
problem by demanding that a valid label must contain an even number of edges with label
β.
v1
v2
v3
v4
v1
v2
v3
v4
v1
v2
v3
v4
Figure 6.20.: Colored K4 and a corresponding possible decomposition.
Examining the remaining cases for K5 shows that all labels yield one decomposition
into two mono-labeled spanning trees as well. To further investigate the decompositions
we take a closer look at the labels in the case of K3,3.
As K3,3 has 9 edges and we consider multisubsets of cardinality 10, it is obvious that at
least one edge must be contained twice in the bispannable graph. As both occurrences of
the edge must have the same label it is impossible to get a pair of mono-labeled spanning
trees. However, we get an invalid decomposition where the spanning trees are mono-
labeled if we ignore the common edge, see Figure 6.21 for an example. This case arises in
every false calculated coloring. But it also occurs in K4 and by changing the definition of
valid decompositions to include this case we would invalidate the corresponding solution
as shown in Figure 6.22.
To further investigate the occurrence of mono-labeled spanning trees we do the follow-
ing recalculations: For each summand of the determinant and for all additional summands
we analyze the set of invalid decompositions. If the set contains decompositions where
for one of the spanning trees Ti either nw(T1) = 0 or nw(T1) = |V(P)| − 1 holds we count
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vs vs vs
Figure 6.21.: A possible decomposition for an element of class C-I.
v1
v2
v3
v4
v1
v2
v3
v4
v1
v2
v3
v4
v1
v2
v3
v4
v1
v2
v3
v4
Figure 6.22.: A coloring with coefficient 0 which has 1 valid and 1 invalid decomposition.
these decompositions as valid. Note, that problems as stated in Figure 6.20 do not arise in
this setting as we only consider labels w where Deco(T,w) , ∅ holds. The results of these
computations are stated in Table 6.6.
G summands false (old) become correct false (new)
K3 24 0 0 0
K4 832 0 0 30
C5 240 0 0 0
K5 62,480 1,140 1,140 4,140
C6 672 0 0 0
m1-C6 13,376 0 0 240
K3,3 57,312 504 504 2664
m2-C6 139,756 3,972 3,972 6,462
m3-C6 322,136 18,528 18,528 14,508
C7 1,792 0 0 0
Table 6.6.: Change due to counting mono-colored decompositions.
In this table we state the number of the considered summands and state how many of
the previously incorrect terms become correct by counting the new decompositions. In
addition, we state how many incorrect summands arise using the new method of counting.
Note, that we do no longer distinguish between additional and incorrect summands. This
is due to the fact that additional summands in the original computation also correspond to
incorrectly calculated coefficients. As expected, the new method of counting invalidates
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previously correctly computed coefficients, their number is given in the column “false
(new)”. However, the surprising result is that all previously incorrectly computed sum-
mands now yield the correct coefficients.
6.2.4. Concluding Remarks
We conclude our computational studies with an overview and interpretation of our results.
The computations support our Conjecture 6.31, which stated that every summand of the
determinant corresponds to a bispannable graph. In addition, we see a strong relation be-
tween the labels of these bispannable graphs and possible decompositions into spanning
trees. Furthermore, all incorrectly computed summands can be divided into isomorphism
classes, which further substantiates the hypothesis that decomposition into spanning trees
are connected to the desired coefficients. We believe that the coefficients depend on the
cardinality of a specific subset of the set of possible decompositions. As negative coeffi-
cients arise during the computation, the value has to depend on the difference between the
cardinality of this specific subset and a second subset in order to be able to be negative.
As seen in the computations, the use of Definition 6.38 to classify valid and invalid ele-
ments computes most of the coefficients correctly. However, we believe that the number
of incorrectly computed coefficients would increase for bigger graphs. In addition, while
our attempt to modify the existing definition fixed the previously incorrect coefficients, it
introduced new incorrectly computed ones. Thus, we conclude that there exists no easy fix
for the definition. However, due to the structure of the results, we see our hypothesis about
the involvement of decompositions confirmed. Furthermore, we believe that Theorem 6.30
can be extended to hold for all circular graphs Cn, although we are not able to prove this
claim.
To further analyze the structural properties, we need to overcome the following deficits:
On the computational side we lack algorithms to analyze graphs in reasonable time and
space. We are not able to use Algorithm 1 to find the set of all possible decompositions of
a bispannable graph and our current approach consumes an factorial amount of memory
and has a factorial running time. In addition, the enumeration of the exponentially many
possible labels is a very time consuming procedure. While we know that there does not
exist an efficient way to compute those values, it is of great interest to find methods for
speeding this process up. This might enable us to further analyze the class of circular
graphs, as their number of spanning trees is n. Thus, the cardinality of the set B(G) is
relatively small. Finally, in order to verify our results we need to calculate the determinant
of a symbolic matrix. While the computation of the determinant of a matrix with numerical
entries can be done in polynomial time [26], the same can not be said for matrices with
symbolic entries. As the result of this determinant is generally factorial in the input size
we can not expect the problem to be solved in polynomial time. Therefore, even if we
find a faster way of computing the previously mentioned sets, the computation of the
corresponding determinant will be a bottleneck for analyzing larger graphs. To circumvent
this problem we need to improve our knowledge on the properties of the modified ACL-
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matrix or restrict ourself to sparse matrices. The modified ACL-matrix for the previously
mentioned class of circular graphs Cn is sparse, as it consists of 4 · (3n−5) non-zero entries
out of (2n − 2)2 possible ones. However, as shown in Example 6.17 we need to overcome
the loss of structure after applying Laplace expansion to the modified ACL-matrix in order
to have the theoretical means to prove a claim. We strongly believe that the expansion of
this work on the class of circular graphs Cn is of particular interest.
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7.1. Analyzing the Quality of the Approximation
In the previous chapters we restricted ourselves to discussing only the theoretical differ-
ences between the nonlinear power flow and its two stated linearizations. In this chapter
we compare the qualities of the problems’ solutions from a practical point of view. Con-
sider the 160 instances for the nonlinear power flow problem considered in Section 3.3.
We are interested in how good the approximations obtained by the usage of the linearized
flow equations are. Therefore, we solve the DCPF and the ACLPF for these instance and
compare the solutions. Note, that we considered the nonlinear problems to have a unique
solution, cf. Section 3.3.2. As discussed, the DCPF has a unique solution as well. Our
studies show, that ACLPF has a unique solution for all considered instances, therefore we
expect to get comparable results. In addition, this supports our Conjecture 6.13.
In order to get insight into the quality of the approximations, we compare the values of
the obtained solutions, i.e., the values of voltage magnitude and angle and the amounts of
generated power for all three formulations. Recall that DCPF does not compute voltage
magnitudes and reactive power generation values. Secondly, we consider the computed
active and reactive flows in each formulation. This is due to the fact that a bad approx-
imation of the solution values does not imply a bad approximation of the flows, as each
formulation uses different formulas to compute the flows. As the DC formulation is widely
used to approximate active flow behavior (cf. the introduction of Chapter 5), we expect
it to result in a very good approximation of the nonlinear active flow. However, as the
DC formulation neglects reactive flows and demands, we expect that the AC-linear one
outperforms it.
For each instance we need to compare approximated values vapp gained by using a lin-
earization with the correct ones vopt from solving the nonlinear problem. As before, we
compute the relative error vrel as
vrel =
∣∣∣vopt − vapp∣∣∣∣∣∣vopt∣∣∣ .
Note that in order for this value to be useful, vopt and vapp need to have the same sign.
As we are interested in how good the approximations are, we group the variables into
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min [overall] max [overall] min [average] max [average]
ACLPF 3.65 × 10−10 4.22 × 10−3 3.66 × 10−9 1.56 × 10−3
DCPF 4.66 × 10−7 5.52 × 10−2 1.71 × 10−5 2.06 × 10−2
Table 7.1.: The values of the relative errors for the voltage magnitude U.
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Figure 7.1.: The different errors for approximation the voltage magnitude U.
four classes based in their physical interpretations. Thus, we compare the values for volt-
age magnitude, voltage angle, generated active power and generated reactive power sep-
arately. For each instance and each class of variables, we take the average value of the
relative errors of all computed values. This yields a single value of each of the four classes
of variables for each instance, allowing us to compare the results. We start our analysis by
comparing the values obtained for the voltage magnitudes.
7.1.1. The Quality of the Solution
At first, recall that the DCPF does not compute these values, it assumes them to be constant
and equal to Uop. Therefore, we compute the relative error between the nonlinear solution
and Uop to get an indicator for the quality of the DC approximation. In Table 7.1 we
give the minimal average error over all instances in the column “min [average]” and the
maximal value in the column “max [average]”. In order to underline that the average
value is a suitable indicator for the performance of an instance, we depict the minimal and
maximal error of each instance together with the average value in Figure 7.1. Note, that
the instances in this picture are sorted by increasing average errors. It is important to point
out that the ordering of the instances for the ACLPF is independent of the one for DCPF.
This is due to the fact that the focus of this study lies on determining the general quality
of both approximations, not a comparison of the DCPF and the ACLPF. Note that we use
a logarithmic scale in the diagrams to allow for a better readability of the values. We use
this type of diagram for the remainder of this section. The columns “min [overall]” and
“max [overall]” in Table 7.1 give the minimal and maximal errors of all computed values
in order to indicate the general range of encountered errors. Our final remark is that we
neglect the generating nodes in our study because their voltage magnitude is fixed to Uop.
As this value is fixed in all formulations, no error arises in the approximated solutions.
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Figure 7.2.: Comparison of the average errors for AC-linear and DC.
We observe, that taking the average is a valid indication for the behavior of the maximal
and minimal error. However, we note that the minimal error behaves more unpredictable
than the maximal error, that is for some instances a high average error does not imply a
high minimal error. In addition, we can see that the overall error is small.
Observation 7.1. When considering voltage magnitudes, more than 80% of the instances
yield an average error of less than 7 × 10−5 for the AC-linear flow. Less than 10% of the
instances yield a similar error when using the DC power flows instead. However, still
more than 80% of the instances have an error of less than 4 × 10−3 in the case of the DC
approximation.
It is not surprising that the AC-linear approximation yields far better results than using
the DC flows. However, it is surprising that the DC approximation yields such good results
as it assumes the magnitude to be constant. These observations substantiate the assumption
of a constant voltage magnitude, made when deriving the DC approximation [6].
The second observation is that all values for U are less or equal than Uop, when consider-
ing the nonlinear flow. Therefore, the value of the voltage magnitude decreases throughout
the system. This effect is called “voltage drop” and is an expected result for a power grid
operating under normal conditions [6]. However, we observe that all values relating to the
AC power flow are smaller than the values gained by computing the AC-linear flow. Thus,
if we use the AC-linear power flows to approximate the voltage magnitude, we expect the
values to be overestimated, but just with a small error. A direct comparison between the
AC-linear and the DC results for each instance can be found in Figure 7.2. Note, that we
take the average errors as representatives, as discussed above.
Observation 7.2. In each instance, using ACLPF gives a better approximation of the volt-
age magnitude than using DCPF. However, all values computed in the nonlinear model are
less or equal than the ones for ACLPF.
The fact that the value of the voltage magnitude is overestimated is problematic when
considering bounds: If grid abides the bounds for the AC-linear flow, the same must not
hold when considering the AC solution.
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min [overall] max [overall] min [average] max [average]
ACLPF 1.65 × 10−7 3.18 × 101 8.36 × 10−5 1.82 × 100
DCPF 2.49 × 10−5 1.57 × 102 2.34 × 10−3 9.87 × 100
Table 7.2.: The values of the relative errors for the voltage angle ϑ.
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Figure 7.3.: The different errors for approximation the voltage angle ϑ.
We now take at look at the approximated values ϑ for the voltage angles. As before,
we give the values for the corresponding errors in Table 7.2 and depict their values in
Figure 7.3. Note that we do not display errors less than 10−5 and larger than 5 for the
ACLPF to improve readability. For the same reasons we neglect values less than 0.005
and larger than 15 for the DCPF. The first observation is that the errors are much bigger
than in the case of the voltage magnitude. In addition, we can see that the errors behave
much more unpredictable than before. As we still consider the average errors to compare
the performance of the instances, we note that this error is not necessarily an indicator for
the behavior of the maximal and minimal errors.
When comparing the different approximated values for ϑ, we observe that using the
AC-linear equations instead of the DC ones will generally yield better results.
Observation 7.3. For the voltage angle, more than 60% of the instances yield an average
error of less than 2 × 10−2 when using AC-linear opposed to less than 10% for DC. The
60%-quantile of the errors when using the DCPF is 2.3 × 10−1.
As ϑ takes negative and positive values, it is more difficult to discuss the impact of an
over- oder underestimated value. Let ϑAC denote a single value of ϑ computed using the
nonlinear power flows. We define ϑDC and ϑAC−L accordingly. Our computations show
that the inequality ϑAC ≤ ϑAC−L holds for 99.6% of all nodes and ϑAC ≥ ϑDC for 72%.
Therefore, we can expect the voltage angles to be overestimated when using the AC-linear
equations and most of them to be underestimated when using the DC ones. As ϑ can
take positive and negative values we need to discuss this influence further. If we consider
upper (positive) and lower (negative) bounds on ϑ we can expect a positive valued ϑ to
respect the bounds when the approximated value using the AC-linear flow does. We can
not guarantee the same for the lower bound. The vice-versa claim can be made with a
high probability for using DC flows. Thus in terms of respecting bounds, none of the two
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Figure 7.4.: The errors for approximation the different power generation values.
formulations is superior. However, we remark that the values for the voltage angle using
AC-linear as an approximation behave much more predictable. The fact that none of the
two formulations is strictly superior when approximating the value of ϑ is underlined by
the direct comparison of the two average values of each instance as displayed in Figure
7.2.
Observation 7.4. Although the error of the approximation is often smaller when using
the AC-linear formulation, none of the two approximations is strictly superior in terms of
over- or underestimating the nonlinear solution. The error of approximating voltage angles
is much larger than the one of the magnitudes.
As stated in the previous chapters, the AC-linear equations and the DC ones compute
the active power generation in the same way. Therefore, we can not compare the two
formulations’ performance for this value. As the DC approximation does not calculate
reactive flows, the same holds when considering the reactive generation values. Therefore,
we only compare the quality of the approximation for the AC-linear formulation. The
corresponding results are depicted in Figure 7.4 and their respective values in Table 7.3.
Note, that we compute a single value gp for each instance, thus we have no average values.
In the case of gq, we see a similar behavior as in the case of the U-value, the average error
is a again a good indicator for the maximal error. The minimal error on the other hand
can behave different than the average error. As before we consider the average value as
a representative for the general error of an instance. We give a comparison of the two
different approximated generation values in Figure 7.5.
Observation 7.5. The approximation of the active power generation gp is slightly better
than the approximation of gq. While the 80%-quantile of the gp-value is 5.4 × 10−2, the
one for the average error of gq is 8.7 × 10−2. However, a good approximation of the active
generation value does not guarantee a good approximation of the reactive generation value.
By using the linearizations, we underestimate the value for the active power generation
for the nonlinear problem in all instances. This is an expected result, as the approximation
only supplies the sum of the demands of the grid. It does not account for any power losses
which are incorporated in the nonlinear model. The same is true for the reactive power
generation values gq. However, while we underestimate the sum of generated reactive
power of an instance, this is not necessarily true for each generating node.
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min [overall] max [overall] min [average] max [average]
active power 2.25 × 10−5 9.47 × 10−1 − −
reactive power 5.75 × 10−5 1.68 × 101 2.86 × 10−1 2.48 × 100
Table 7.3.: The values of the relative errors for the power generation.
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Figure 7.5.: Comparison for the errors for the different power generation values.
Observation 7.6. While the value of the active power generation and sum of all generated
reactive power is always underestimated, the individual reactive power generation at each
node is only underestimated for 85.4% of the generation nodes.
Note that if a linearized power flow is feasible it fulfills the inequality gpv + g
q
v ≤ gmaxv
for each generation node v. However, as these values underestimate the ones for the non-
linear power flow problem, it might be that the corresponding inequality is violated when
considering the nonlinear AC problem. Thus a grid which is feasible using the AC-linear
(or DC) approximation might be infeasible when considering the nonlinear formulation.
7.1.2. The Quality of the Flows
As the two approximations use different equations to determine the value of the active and
reactive flows, we need to evaluate how good they approximate the power flows regardless
of how good they approximate the solutions. We give an overview of the different errors
for the active flows in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.6. For a better readability we neglect values
less than 10−10 in the diagrams. The first thing to observe is that the errors are spread more
widely, there are even flows which yield an value identical to the one using the nonlinear
equation. In addition, we see that the AC-linear and DC approximations behave close to
identical. While some flows are better approximated using one or the other formulation,
this effect is too small to influence the average value for the instance. In fact, if we compare
the two linearizations we can observe no difference between the values with the naked eye,
see Figure 7.7.
Observation 7.7. Using either the AC-linear or the DC model does not result in a signifi-
cantly different power flow. Although the DC approximation is slightly better, the largest
difference between the two average errors of an instance is 10−4. The 80%-quantile of both
errors is 2.6 × 10−2.
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min [overall] max [overall] min [average] max [average]
ACLPF 0 3.22 × 102 1.30 × 10−5 3.03 × 100
DCPF 0 3.22 × 102 1.30 × 10−5 3.03 × 100
Table 7.4.: The values of the relative errors for approximating the active flow.
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Figure 7.6.: The different errors for approximation the active power flows.
Note that the power flows have negative and positive signs depending on their direction.
We therefore compare the flows absolute values. We see, that the absolute value of the
flow gained by using the AC-linear or the DC model is smaller or equal to the one from
using the nonlinear model for only about 48% of the lines. This is an expected result, as
the nonlinear system considers power losses. As the number of times where the flow is
underestimated nearly equals the number of times where it is overestimated, we are not
able to conclude whether the use of one of the linearizations generally yields an overes-
timation or an underestimation of the nonlinear power flows. The following observation
summarizes our analysis of the active power flow values.
Observation 7.8. As using the AC-linear model gives similar results than using the DC
model, it does not improve the approximation of the active power flows.
This fact underlines the main reason for the DC models’ popularity: An uncomplicated
linear system which gives a very good approximation of the active power flows.
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Figure 7.7.: A direct comparison between AC-linear and DC active flow errors.
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min [overall] max [overall] min [average] max [average]
ACLPF 2.86 × 10−16 2.56 × 102 2.06 × 10−4 1.26 × 100
Table 7.5.: The values of the relative errors for approximating the reactive flow.
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Figure 7.8.: The different errors for approximation the reactive power flows.
What remains to analyze is the quality of the approximation of the reactive flows when
using the AC-linear model. As before, we give an overview of the errors in Table 7.5
and Figure 7.8, as before we neglect values less than 10−10. As we can see, the errors are
larger than for approximating the active flows and once again cover a wide range. Some
lines yield flows close to the corresponding nonlinear value. We give a direct comparison
between the active and reactive power flow approximation in Figure 7.9. Note, that we
omit the active power flow approximation from the DC model in this picture. As discussed
before, its errors are similar to the errors of the AC-linear model.
Observation 7.9. The approximation of the reactive flow is slightly worse than the one of
the active flow. The 80%-quantile of its average errors is 4.6 × 10−2. In addition, we can
see that a good approximation of the active flow does not guarantee a good approximation
of the reactive flow.
Our final remark is that the AC-linear model underestimates the absolute value of the
reactive flow for about 77% percent of the considered lines. The underestimation of active
and reactive flows has a significant impact when considering bounds on the flows: When
the AC-linear flows satisfy given flow bounds, it does not guarantee that the nonlinear
flows do as well.
7.2. Revisiting the Damped Newton’s Method
We end our computational study with analyzing the impact on the Damped Newton’s
method when considering the solutions for the DC and AC-linear approximations as start-
ing solutions for solving the nonlinear AC power flow problem. We compare the behavior
of the algorithm when considering the reference starting solution r-S as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.2 with the behavior when considering the AC-linear or DC solution, respectively.
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Figure 7.9.: A direct comparison between active and reactive flow approximation.
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Figure 7.10.: Impact on Newtons’ method when using different starting solutions.
Note that the DC model gives no insight on the reactive power generation. We there-
fore use the same values as in r-S for the corresponding quantities. Figure 7.10 gives an
overview of the initial error and the number of steps necessary till convergence. We have
seen before that the AC-linear solution is a better approximation for the nonlinear solution
than the DC or the r-S one. Thus, it comes with no surprise that the corresponding initial
error is much smaller. Note that solutions r-S and for DC differ in the ϑ values. Neverthe-
less, we are unable to observe a significant difference in the initial error for these solutions
for most instances. There is only a single instance where the DC solution is better than the
AC-linear one. However, they are both outperformed by r-S in this instance. We derive
that the AC-linear solution is generally much better than the DC or r-S one when consid-
ered as a starting solution for a Newton’s method.
The second diagram in Figure 7.10 shows the number of necessary Newton steps when
starting with the considered solution. In order to derive comparable results, the instances
are sorted in the same way as in the previous diagram. It can be seen that we can not
quantify the impact on the algorithm by the starting solution. Even solutions with a small
error might need many Newton steps while solutions with larger errors (like the DC or r-S
one) result in a faster convergence. In addition, Figure 7.11 displays the necessary Newton
steps sorted by the steps needed when starting with the r-S solution. The figure underlines
our conclusion, that we can not quantify the impact on the Damped Newton’s method when
considering the linearized solutions as starting solutions. We believe that this behavior is
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Figure 7.11.: Impact on Newtons’ method when using different starting solutions.
due to fact that our algorithm spends a lot of time on decreasing the solution towards the
desired tolerance of ε = 10−12 while the system is ill-conditioned. Note that the initial
solution is far from the desired tolerance for all of the considered starting solutions. Thus,
while using the solution for the AC-linear model gives a better starting solution it has no
significant positive impact on the behavior of Newton’s method.
7.3. Conclusion
We conclude this part with an overview of our results for linearized power flows. Our
computational results underline the properties that make the DC power flow an often used
linearization when modeling the behavior of power flows: Solving a system of linear equa-
tions allows for computing an approximation of the nonlinear power flows. On the theo-
retical side we showed that the system has a unique solution which we can derive using
a combinatorial formula. The discussed AC-linear linearization involves solving a linear
system with twice as many constraints and variables. While we were able to show the
existence of a unique solution in a special case, our computational results indicate that the
problem is always uniquely solvable. However, we lack a deeper theoretical insight into
the problems structure as we discussed in the previous chapter.
Our computational analysis shows that the AC-linear model is superior to the DC model
when approximating the solution for the nonlinear model. The gained solution yields a
smaller error when compared with the nonlinear solution than the one from the DC model.
However, the AC-linear model generally does not yield a better approximated active power
flow than the DC model. Nevertheless, as the DC model neglects reactive flows and the
AC-linear model yields a more accurate solution to the nonlinear problem we claim that
the AC-linear model is superior to the DC model when considering linearized power flows.
As discussed before, only the active power can be monetized and thus some models are
only interested in the value of active flows. In these cases using the DC model yields a
sufficient approximation. On the other hand, reactive demands must be fulfilled in order
to guarantee a proper working power grid. Thus, the AC-linear model should be chosen
in cases where the stability of a power grid is important, e.g., the designing of new power
grids or the expansion of existing ones. We therefore discuss the design of power grids in
the remainder of this work.
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The Power Grid Design Problem
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8.1. The general network design problem
In this part we consider the construction of a cost-optimal feasible power grid. Recent
events, like the shift towards renewable energies and the large-scale power outages, have
called for mathematical methods to solve this problem. Incorporation of renewable power
sources demands the construction of additional power lines, as the location of the new
sources of energy is determined by nature. For example, the new German off-shore wind
parks are to be located in the North Sea, while their generated power should be available
for the entire German power grid [51]. This justifies the planned expansion of the German
grid. However, it is also possible to consider the construction of new grids without the
incorporation of existing grids, a so called greenfield construction. While these two prob-
lems are very different in the real world, their mathematical modeling is quite similar and
encounter the same difficulties as we will discuss later on. In addition, the recent outages
call for strategies that can counteract an eminent grid failure and methods that consider
possible outages already in the design stage of a grid. Here, the later is often considered as
an extension of the grid design problem and there are multiple ways of modeling it. De-
termining the optimal way of disrupting an existing network is a well researched problem
known as the Network Interdiction Problem [101]. Recently the results from the theory
of network interdiction have also been used to design a network that is protected against
failures, one example is the work done by Scaparra and Church [86]. In the following, we
discuss the general network design problem and show why the design of an optimal power
grid must be seen as an entirely different problem rather than a special case.
Planning a cost-optimal topology that fulfills given demands is a well known combina-
torial problem. Assume that we haven given a graph G = (V, E) as the potential topology
and a source node s ∈ V . Each node v ∈ V \ {s} has a known demand dv ∈ Q≥0, while
the source has a supply σ ∈ Q≥0. Obviously, σ ≥ ∑
v∈V\{s}
dv has to hold. In addition, every
possible line e ∈ E has a maximal capacity κe ∈ Q≥0. Considering that constructing a line
e ∈ E involves costs ce ∈ Q≥0, we are interested in finding a topology with minimal costs
that allows for a feasible flow. Here, a feasible flow is defined as typical in network flow
problems [53]: It has to respect the line bounds, supply every nodes’ demand and fulfill the
flow conservation constraints. In literature this problem is part of the class of Network De-
sign Problems. Note that the decision variant of above discussed problem is NP-complete
due to its resemblance with the Minimum Edge-Cost Flow Problem, which is known to be
NP-complete [38]. As Network Design Problems arise in many real world problems, they
are well studied and multiple variants of this problem have been considered. In the past,
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special algorithms were necessary for each different flow problem. The paper by Minoux
[68] from 1989 gives a small overview of different network design problems and special
strategies to solve these problems. However, due to the recent drastic improvements in
software for solving general MILPs, most network design problems are modeled as Mixed
Integer Programs nowadays. Using the above notation, the Network Design Problem is
given by the following MILP:
min
∑
e∈e
cexe
s.t.
∑
w∈N(v)
( fvw − fwv) =
σ v = s−dv else ∀v ∈ V
fvw + fwv ≤ κvwxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E
fvw, fwv ∈ Q≥0, xvw ∈ {0, 1} ∀{v,w} ∈ E
The big advantage of using MILPs to model problems is that it might be possible to trans-
fer results between different problems, utilizing the structure of the set of constraints. The
general idea is that advancements in any special network design problem might be mod-
ified in order to fit a different network design problem due to similarities in their MILP
formulation. Even more, once a problem is sufficiently understood it is common to con-
sider a more generalized variant while aiming at transferring knowledge gained from the
special case. Once again, this is possible by exploiting similarities in the respective MILP
formulations. A good example for this procedure can be found in the field of telecommu-
nication network design, we refer to the survey by Koster and Mun˜oz [59] for an overview
of recent advancements in this topic. For this problem, real world instances are considered
to be solvable in acceptable time when taking only static data is taken into account. Thus,
researchers tend towards analyzing more general variants of the problem like considering
reliable designs (e.g., protecting against equipment failure) or considering dynamic data
(e.g., uncertain data). Recent publications show that results from the static data case can
be extended to fit the more complicated generalized problems; see for example the book
by Kutschka [60] for an approach on robust telecommunication network design.
In the following we show that the power grid design problem differs significantly from
other well known network design problems. Despite some similarities in the respective
MILP formulations we can not transfer results from these problems to the power grid
design problem. This is it is generally assumed that a network design problem fulfills the
property stated in the following remark.
Remark 8.1. Let (x, f ) ∈ {0, 1}|E| × Q2|E|≥0 be a feasible solution of the Network Design
Problem. Then for any x˜ ∈ {0, 1}|E| with x˜e ≥ xe for all e ∈ E the solution (x˜, f ) is also
feasible. We call this the network design paradigm.
This paradigm underlines the most important property when considering network flows:
Given a topology, we can route the flow to our choosing, as long as it does not violate the
capacities and fulfills flow conservation. This is used in many of the above discussed
applications, e.g. traffic flow of telecommunication networks. However, as we showed in
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the previous part, the power flow in a grid is determined by the physical properties and can
not be routed as we choose. Therefore, it comes with no surprise that the network design
problem associated with finding the cost minimal power grid violates the paradigm, as
we show in the next chapter. For the remainder of this work we focus on the most basic
power grid design formulation and analyze its mathematical properties. This means that
we do not incorporate fluctuations in the power demands or supplies and do not consider
the failure of equipment. Instead, we consider the impact of the different linearized power
flows on the optimal grid.
8.2. The general power grid design problem
We now give a brief insight into the history of the power grid design problem. While it is
known under different names, mostly it is called Transmission Network Expansion Plan-
ning Problem (TEP). One of the first papers that derives a linear programming formulation
for this problem is the one by Garver [39], published in 1970. In the TEP we consider an
existing grid that needs to be extended to fulfill future demands.
We need to divide the progress on this problem into theoretical and practical results.
While the theoretical results focus on designing the optimal topology and on gaining in-
sight into the problem’s structure, the practical approaches focus on deriving feasible de-
signs for real-world sized instances in acceptable time. Often the theoretical results make
use of Integer Linear Programming methods or even Integer Nonlinear Programming ones.
While the ILP models can be solved to optimality, their solution times often are far from
practical. Therefore, practitioners tend to use heuristic approaches like genetic program-
ming [67, 77] or local search [92], which are able to produce feasible results in acceptable
time [25]. Obviously, the optimality of the solution can not be guaranteed when consider-
ing these methods. However, the more problematic cases are derived from instances where
the heuristic approach fails to determine a solution. It is undecidable whether the instance
is hard for the algorithm or infeasible. Using an ILP model for this instance could decide
those cases. This is one of the main motivations for researching models for TEP using
ILP formulations, although they are often outperformed by the heuristics on real-world
instances [67, 77, 92].
When considering an exact formulation using a MILP, the problem of the nonlinearity
of the power flow equations arises. The first approaches using linear formulations tended
to model the power flows using general network flows, exploiting knowledge of trans-
portation models. However, while the approach yields solutions in acceptable time, most
of the resulting designs are infeasible when analyzed using an AC power flow solver [78].
This is due to the fact that general flows do not violate the network design paradigm and
therefore they are an inappropriate choice when modeling power flows. Thus, we need a
model that respects the special properties of power flows. However, as we are interested
in linear models, we can not incorporate the nonlinear power flow equations, instead we
consider linearized flows. It is common practice to use the DC power flow linearization,
because it models the active flows with acceptable accuracy, as shown in Chapter 7. In
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addition, using the DC flow results in a model that does not fulfill the network design
paradigm and thus it incorporates the special property of power flows. Although the use
of the DC flow increases the problems difficulty, the designs derived by it outperform the
ones determined by using the transportation model. In their paper, Villlasana et al. [99]
compare optimal designs gained by using the transportation model with the ones of the DC
model. They consider their performance when analyzed using an AC power flow solver
and conclude that the DC model is far superior. Therefore, when considering the TEP, it is
usually written as the following program [71].
Definition 8.2. Consider a power grid P, where E(P) = E′ unionmulti E′′ is divided into potential
lines E′ and existing lines E′′. Let c : E′ → R≥0 denote a cost function for the potential
lines. Then the Transmission Network Expansion Planning Problem is given by
min
∑
e∈E′
cexe
s.t. gv ≤ gmaxv ∀v ∈ V(P) (8.1)∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
fvw −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
fwv = dv + gv ∀v ∈ V(P) (8.2)
fvw −
U2op
avw
(ϑv − ϑw) = 0 ∀{v,w} ∈ E′′ (8.3)
fvw −
U2op
avw
(ϑv − ϑw) x{v,w} = 0 ∀{v,w} ∈ E′ (8.4)
| fvw| ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (8.5)
xe ∈ {0, 1}, fe ∈ R ∀e ∈ E(P), gv ∈ R≥0, ϑv ∈ R ∀v ∈ V(P),,
where f maxe ≥ 0 bounds the flow on line e ∈ E(P).
Note that the aforementioned greenfield construction can be considered as the special
case E′′ = ∅.
The general way of handling the nonlinearities in equation (8.4) is by applying the Big-
M method [74]. However, determining the optimal value for this linearization is an open
problem, although some progress on theoretical bounds using longest paths was recently
made by Moulin et al. [71]. When solving the linearized TEP, most difficulties are consid-
ered to arise from an inadequately chosen Big-M value. As this often produces numerical
problems [34], attempts are made at circumventing the Big-M approach, for example by
using a stepwise linearization of the nonlinear equation [28]. In addition, some papers
show promising first results by applying a Benders decomposition approach [7, 13], where
the Big-M value is not needed. The incorporation of fitting metaheuristics seems to make
the Benders approach “a promising strategy to solve large scale problem instances, and
even to prove optimality” [7]. Note that we encounter similar problems when considering
our linearization, as discussed in Section 11.1.
With the recent improvements in software for solving nonlinear integer programs, many
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attempts are made at finding a good solution for the nonlinear TEP formulation. Ex-
periments using well established metaheuristics like PACE [30] and GRAPR [33] show
promising results in determining (sometimes optimal) solutions. In Silva et al. [88] the
authors claim that their algorithm based on a tabu search approach “has been used ex-
tensively in transmission expansion planning for the Colombian system. Considering the
huge number of scenarios to be analyzed (there are uncertainties related to load and gen-
eration), this tool has shown to be extremely useful since [the] computational burden is
considerably reduced” Silva et al. [88]. These promising results have encouraged authors
to improve their model further by replacing the DC power flows with the nonlinear AC
ones. This problem is generally referred to as ACTEP. The paper by Zhang et al. [104]
compares different formulations for ACTEP and their behavior on recent solvers. How-
ever, they encounter difficulties comparing their designs with the ones derived from the DC
variant of TEP. This is due to the fact that “due to the non-convex nature of the ACTEP
models, it is hard to judge the global optimality of the results” [104]. As the solutions to
ACTEP are very different from the ones obtained by TEP, “it should be pointed out that
the potential of [this approach] ... appears to be an open problem which requires more
research” [104].
With the development of faster computers and software for solving Mixed Integer Lin-
ear Programs, the focus also shifted towards improving the TEP, in order to better model
real-world power grids. Nowadays, a main focus lies on designing a reliable power grid
which can compensate for line disruptions or generator failure. Also, the handling of data
uncertainties in demands and supplies is of particular importance, as this models the usage
of renewable energies with uncertain power generation, like wind or solar power plants.
We give a small overview of changes that were made to TEP in order to consider some of
the aforementioned improvements. Note that our main focus lies on exact models, there-
fore we neglect research based on heuristics, like genetic algorithms.
As the power flows depend on the physical properties of the grid and can not be routed,
the optimal topology might be derived by removing existing lines before adding new ones.
Moulin et al. [71] introduce a problem called “TEP with re-design” where the removal of
existing lines is allowed. They show that allowing for removals might improve the optimal
design and is computationally tractable.
Recall that the DC linearization yields a lossless power flow and the power loss is described
by a nonlinear function as stated in Remark 2.2. Thus, attempts are made to incorporate
a linearized loss function into the design problem, for example by Alguacil et al. [2]. A
recent improvement and generalization of their work by Zhang et al. [105] underlines the
potential of this approach, however, their linearized model also depends on an adequately
chosen value for the discussed Big-M.
When considering fluctuating power sources like wind or solar power, it is of vital impor-
tance to ensure that the grid is feasible at all times. Therefore, batteries and conventional
power sources are also incorporated in the network. However, Kuznia et al. [61] show
that determining the optimal capacities of these sources and batteries is a very challenging
problem on its own. In their paper [89] the authors claim that there exists “very little lit-
erature related to transmission network expansion planning considering uncertainty”, the
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aforementioned challenge might be one cause for this. While Silva et al. [89] give a MILP
to model uncertainty in the demands, they relay on genetic algorithms to solve their prob-
lem. A similar result for uncertainty in supply and demand can be found in the work of
Escobar et al. [29]. They also state their problem as a MILP including the DC formu-
lation. Again, they solve their problem using genetic algorithms. Therefore, we lack a
proper understanding on how good current MILP solvers can handle the problem even for
small instances.
The second problem that is of great importance concerns the reliability of the power grid
when considering line or generator failure. The power companies demand that a grid is
n − 1 reliable, meaning that a single failure (line or generator) should not disrupt the grid
[70]. However, the n− 1 reliability can not protect against massive blackouts like the 2003
US blackout that stemmed from a failure of multiple lines. Thus it is of particular inter-
est to improve the grids reliability and there exist several different concepts to handle this
matter.
One way is applying results from the field of network interdiction, however, the resulting
models are prone to numerical problems and computationally challenging min-max prob-
lems [84]. The general agreement is that network interdiction theory is not practical when
considering power grid design [102]. This is mainly due to the fact that the used results
from network interdiction relay on the network design paradigm.
A different approach to handle line failure is to allow for upgrading existing line capacities
to handle flow uncertainty. Bienstock and Mattia [11] show that this method can be used
in the power grid design problem, to protect against multiple scenarios of failing lines.
However, recent results by Bienstock and Verma [12] show that a different approach might
be more applicable for real-world sized grids. They expand the n − 1 criterion to n − k
for a suitably chosen value of k and propose a game-theoretical approach to determine the
optimal value of k. While they present a MILP formulation to derive this value, it is outper-
formed by a nonlinear formulation, which shows promising first results. They currently
extend their formulation to a more complicated modeling of power flows and towards a
global optimum for the nonlinear formulation.
The last two presented approaches to counteract grid disruptions stem from countermea-
sures deployed by grid operators in case of failures: grid islanding and line switching.
When a disruption of the grid is imminent, the operator can decide to disconnect parts of
the grid from each other. While this might yield blackouts in some parts of the grid, the
desired effect is that a blackout of the entire grid is circumvented. This process is known
as islanding of the power grid [94]. A second countermeasure is to activate or deactivate
specific lines and reduce the supplied amount of power. While this results in unsatisfied
customers, the intended effect of this method is to prevent a breakdown of the entire grid.
This method is called line switching with load shedding [34]. Identifying the correct lines
to switch and loads to shed or the right part of the grid to isolate can prevent cascades.
Yang et al. [103] showed that a controlled islanding of the power grid could have circum-
vented the cascade that led to the 2003 blackout of the American East Coast. However, the
network operators lack the tools to react to an eminent line failure by computing the opti-
mal strategy. They rely on predefined reactions to counteract the disruption [44]. However,
these contingency plans do not include every possible combination of failing lines and thus
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recent research aims at finding feasible strategies using optimization tools.
In their recent paper, Trodden et al. [94] gave an optimization approach for controlled
islanding of a grid based on a MILP. They consider a given set of failing lines and a for-
mulation that yields the optimal islanding strategy, including modified generating values
for each island. They demonstrate the usefulness of their method in terms of computa-
tion time in order to respond to an eminent failure. However, they only considered a DC
approximation of the flow which yields infeasibility for some instances when considering
AC flows. They approved upon their approach in their recent paper [95], by considering a
piecewise linear approximation of the AC power flow equations, similar to the one stated
by Coffrin and Van Hentenryck [23]. While their new approach circumvents these infea-
sible solutions, its computational time is significantly increased due to the introduction of
new binary variables necessary to model the piecewise function.
Fisher et al. [34] proposed a MILP for finding an optimal strategy of lines to switch and
loads to shed. While they encounter numerical problems due to the linearization, recent
work has refined their approach. Hedman et al. [45] showed that these problems can be
overcome and they also incorporate additional security constraints for the resulting grid,
like n−1 reliability. A recent paper by Zhao and Zeng [106] considers a modified two-stage
formulation of the problem and shows “that it performs significantly better than existing
work and is promising for dealing with real-size power grids” [106].
In a recent paper, O’Neill et al. [76] proposed a stochastic two-stage mixed-integer
linear program as “a challenge to the mathematical programming community”, which in-
corporates many of the previously cited results. They present a model which includes the
DC approximation, line switching and n − 1 reliability as well as various economical and
ecological constraints in a addition to considering fluctuations in demand and supply as
well as in energy costs. While this model is unsolvable for real-word-sized instances, it
outlines the future need for linearized power flows despite the recent advancements in the
field of nonlinear integer programming.
As previously discussed, our work focuses on the mathematical properties of the power
grid design problem when considering the two proposed linearizations. We give an over-
view of their computational complexity and derive a class of polynomial time solvable
instances. In order to derive these classes we need to distinguish bounded and unbounded
power design problems. Here the bounded problems impose additional restrictions on
the flows, by enforcing voltage bounds or limiting the amount of flow on each line. The
unbounded problem neither restricts voltages nor line flows. We show that the grid design
problem with unbounded DC flows can be considered as partition problems without the
involvement of power flows. We conclude our work with a polyhedral study of the power
grid design polytope and a small insight on the performance of the problem on practical
instances.
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9.1. Single- and Multi-source Problems
As we consider network design problems for the remainder of this work we use the previ-
ously introduced notation in a newly fashion:
Remark 9.1. Given a power grid P = (G, β, γ, p, q, g), we refer to P as the potential
power grid and to G(P) as the potential topology of P.
Generally, we are interested in finding a feasible subgraph of G(P) with minimal costs.
Therefore, we consider a function c : E(P) → R>0 which states the costs of constructing
lines. As before, we mostly write ce instead of c(e) for a given e ∈ E(P). As it is custom-
ary in network design problems, we denote the binary decision variables relating to the
considered subgraph with “x”, i.e.,
xe =
1 line e is chosen,0 line e is not chosen.
There exist variants of the design problem where we can choose from a set of possible lines
with different physical properties and costs for each e ∈ E(P). For simplicity, we neglect
these variants in our studies, but most of the following results can be easily extended by
introducing additional decision variables for each possible choice. Another variant allows
for the construction of parallel lines, i.e., we have a multigraph as potential topology. Due
to nature of power flows, this variant can be rewritten as follows:
Theorem 9.2. Consider a topology G(P) containing two parallel lines e = {v,w} and
e′ = {v,w} with e , e′. We define a second power grid P′, where only the set of edges
differs from P. We remove lines e and e′ and replace them with a new line e′′ = {v,w} with
γe′′ B γe + γe′ and βe′′ B βe + βe′ .
Then the power flows on all lines in E(P) \ {e, e′} = E(P′) \ {e′′} are equal.
Proof. The flows on the lines depend on the voltage angle and magnitude of its end nodes
and the physical properties:
fp(e) B γeU2v − γeUvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βeUvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
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fp(e′) B γe′U2v − γe′UvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βe′UvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
When replacing the two lines by a single line e′′ with the described properties we derive
fp(e′′) B γe′′U2v − γe′′UvUw cos (ϑv − ϑw) − βe′′UvUw sin (ϑv − ϑw)
and thus
fp(e′′) = fp(e) + fp(e′)
The same results can be obtained for the reactive flow. Therefore, non of the values of
the voltage angles and magnitudes change and the flow on the remaining lines does not
change. 
Note that this lemma also holds when using the DC or AC-linear approximation.
We now start with the most basic version of the power grid design problem and gener-
alize it throughout the section. We introduce the following notation:
Definition 9.3. Consider a potential power grid P, its associated potential topology G(P)
and a vector x ∈ {0, 1}|E(P)|. Then P[x] denotes the induced power grid with topology
G(P)[x], i.e., V(G(P)[x]) B V(P) and E[G(P)[x]] B {e ∈ E(P) | xe = 1}.
In the power grid design problem, we are interested in determining the cost minimal
topology such that all the demands in the grid are fulfilled. Using the notation from Chapter
5 we state the problem as follows:
Definition 9.4. Given a potential power grid P and a cost function c : E(P) → R>0, the
unbounded DC power grid design problem is defined as
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. DCPF(P[x]) , ∅, xe ∈ {0, 1}
We denote this problem by DCDP(P, c).
Finding a feasible topology with minimal costs is a well known combinatorial problem
which has been studied intensively and has been proven to be NP-hard [38]. However, the
general network design problem relies on the paradigm stated in the previous chapter in
Remark 8.1. By considering the following example for DCDP, we show that a feasible
flow is not necessarily feasible anymore when adding a line to the grid.
Example 9.5. Consider the power grid with V(P) = {v1, v2, v3, v4}, E = {{v1, v2}, {v2, v3},
{v1, v4}}. For simplicity set Uop = 1 let ae = 1 hold for all e ∈ E. We consider the demands
dpv1 = 0, d
p
v2 = −4, dpv3 = −3, dpv4 = −2 and generation limits gmaxv1 = 9, gmaxv2 = gmaxv3 = gmaxv4 =
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v1
gmaxv1 = 9
v2
dpv2 = −4
v4
dpv4 = −2
v3
dpv3 = −3
2
3
7
(a) The original power flows.
v1
gmaxv1 = 9
v2
dpv2 = −4
v4
dpv4 = −2
v3
dpv3 = −3
4
1
5 2
(b) The flows after adding a line.
Figure 9.1.: The two power grids discussed in Example 9.5 and their unique solutions.
0, as depicted in Figure 9.1a. As shown in Example 5.21 the solution to this problem is
given by
ϑv2 = −7, ϑv3 = −10, ϑv4 = −2, gv1 = 9
and the power flows by
f DCp (v1, v2) = 7, f
DC
p (v1, v4) = 2, f
DC
p (v2, v3) = 3.
If we add the line {v3, v4} to the grid the unique solution for the DCPF is given by
ϑv2 = −5, ϑv3 = −6, ϑv4 = −4, gv1 = 9
and its corresponding flows are (see Figure 9.1b):
f DCp (v1, v2) = 5, f
DC
p (v1, v4) = 4, f
DC
p (v2, v3) = 1, f
DC
p (v4, v3) = 2.
As the system has a unique solution and the corresponding flows differ from the ones of
the previous grid, the initial flows are no longer feasible for the new grid. This contradicts
the paradigm for general network design problems.
Therefore, we can not utilize the results for the general network design problem re-
garding computational complexity to analyze our problem. We now introduce and discuss
different variations of the DCDP and analyze their computational complexity in the fol-
lowing section.
The first problem we consider, is the single source power grid. Theorem 5.7 states
that such grids have a unique power flow if and only if the corresponding topology is
connected and gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv holds for the slack node s. We show in the following that
some variants of the DCDP can be reformulated without using power flow equations. We
therefore introduce the following polytope defined by Gro¨tschel and Monma [41].
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Definition 9.6. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and x ∈ {0, 1}|E|, then we define the connected
subgraph polytope of G as
CON(G) B Conv
({
x ∈ {0, 1}|E| | G[x] is connected
})
A special case of the connected subgraph polytope is the following polytope:
Definition 9.7. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and x ∈ {0, 1}|E|, then we define the spanning
tree polytope of G as
ST(G) B Conv
({
x ∈ {0, 1}|E| | G[x] is a spanning tree
})
We first consider the case where all nodes v ∈ V(P), v , s have a nonzero active power
demand dpv , 0. In order to derive a feasible topology, all nodes have to be connected to
the source node. From Theorem 5.7 we derive the following corollary.
Corollary 9.8. Given a single source potential power grid P where gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv
holds for the slack node s. If dpv < 0 ∀v ∈ V(P), v , s holds, then given an x ∈ {0, 1}|E(P)|
we derive
DCPF(P[x]) , ∅ ⇔ x ∈ CON(G(P)).
Using this corollary allows for a reformulation of the considered power grid design
problem.
Theorem 9.9. Consider a single source potential power grid P where gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv
holds for the slack node s. In addition, let dpv < 0 ∀v ∈ V(P), v , s hold. Then DCDP(P, c)
is given by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. x ∈ ST(G(P))
where G(P) denotes the grids possible topology.
Proof. Using the result from the previous corollary, we know that determining the minimal
feasible topology for DCPF is equivalent to finding the connected subgraph with minimal
costs. As all weights ce are positive, we are searching for the minimal spanning tree of
G(P). 
Note that this reformulation implies that the this power grid design problem can be
solved in polynomial time. We give an in depth analysis of the computational complexity
of all considered variants of the problem in the next section. To include grids where some
nodes have no demand, we need to consider the generalization of the connected subgraph
polytope.
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Definition 9.10. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, x ∈ {0, 1}|E| and T ⊆ V a set of vertices (called
terminals) then we define the Steiner tree polytope of G as
STEIN(G,T ) B Conv
({
x ∈ {0, 1}|E| | G[x] is a tree and all v ∈ T are connected in G[x]
})
.
Using the Steiner tree polytope, we state a more general version of the previous theorem.
Theorem 9.11. Consider a single source power grid P where gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv holds for
the source node s. Let T denote the set of nodes which need to be connected, i.e.,
T B {v ∈ V(P) | dpv < 0} ∪ {s}.
Then DCDP(P, c) is given by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. x ∈ STEIN(G(P),T ).
Proof. The proof of this theorem is identical to the one of Theorem 9.9. 
If we consider multiple sources, the DC power flow problem requires knowledge on the
generation value Pv for all generation nodes except the slack node. Due to Remark 5.11 we
can reformulate such a problem into a single source one. However, the above formulations
do no longer work, as the resulting topology does not need to be connected. Still, we can
reformulate the power grid problem without using power flow equations. Note that we are
not allowed to modify the power output of a generation node. In addition, all generated
power has to be used.
Theorem 9.12. Consider a potential power grid P, its set of generating nodes G B {v ∈
V(P) | gmaxv > 0} and the slack node s ∈ G. Define n B |V(P)| and let values Pv ≥ 0 be
given for all v ∈ G \ {s}. The unbounded, multisource DC power grid design problem can
be stated as:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. V(P) = V1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti Vn∑
v∈Vi
dpv +
∑
v∈Vi∩G\{s}
Pv − 1s∈Vi
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv
 = 0 ∀i = {1, . . . , n − 1}∑
v∈Vn
dpv = 0
x(G(P)[Vi]) ∈ ST(G(P)[Vi]) ∀i = {1 . . . , n − 1}
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where x(G(P)[Vi]) denotes the elements of x included in the induced subgraph G(P)[Vi].
We denote this problem by DCDP(P, c,G).
Proof. The problem aims at finding a partition of V(P) into connected components, such
that each component can fulfill its own demands and the overall line costs are minimized.
As the DCPF has to be fulfilled, only the set containing s can compensate for additional
demands by giving gs an appropriate value. For all other sets of the partition the amount of
generated power must be equal to the absolute value of its demand. Thus, we use Lemma
5.3 to derive the amount of power generated at the slack node as
gs = −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv
 .
In order to fulfill the DCPF, every set containing a node with non-zero demand must be
connected. Thus we derive
x(G(P)[Vi]) ∈ CON(G(P)[Vi]) ∀i = {1 . . . , n − 1}.
As discussed before, the cost minimal topology is given by the minimum spanning tree on
the subgraph induced by the corresponding set. Note that we allow for one disconnected
component G(P)[Vn], where Vn only contains nodes without any demand. Note that Vi =
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} does not contradict any constraint. 
This problem can be reformulated as an integer nonlinear program as follows:
Theorem 9.13. Consider a potential power grid P, its set of generating nodes G B {v ∈
V(P) | gmaxv > 0} and the slack node s ∈ G. Let values Pv ≥ 0 for all v ∈ G \ {s} be given
and define n B |V(P)| and N B {1, . . . , n − 1}. Then DCDP(P, c,G) is given by:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t.
n∑
l=1
pvl = 1 ∀ v ∈ V(P) (9.1)
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvi +
∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv · pvi −
 ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv
 · psi = 0 ∀ i ∈ N (9.2)∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvn = 0 (9.3)∑
e∈E[S ]
e={v,w}
xe · pvi · pwi − mi ≤
∑
v∈S
pvi − 1 ∀ S ⊆ V(P), S , ∅, ∀ i ∈ N (9.4)
∑
e∈E(P)
e={v,w}
xe · pvi · pwi − mi =
∑
v∈V
pvi − 1 ∀ i ∈ N (9.5)
∑
v∈V(P)
pvi + mi · n ≤ n ∀ i ∈ N (9.6)
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∑
v∈V(P)
pvi + mi ≥ 1 ∀ i ∈ N (9.7)
xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), pvi, mi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N,∀v ∈ V(P)
Proof. Consider a partition of V(P) into up to n sets: V(P) = V1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti Vn. Then the
cost minimal topology is given by the minimum spanning trees on each induced subgraph
G(P)[Vi] for i , n. We define the following indicator variable for the partition
pvi B
1 if v ∈ Vi0 else ∀ v ∈ V(P), ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . n}.
Now equation (9.1) guarantees that each node is contained in exactly one set and (9.2)
forces all sets to have power generation equal to all demands. Note, that we do not force
this condition to hold for Vn. Instead (9.3) assures that only nodes with demand zero are
contained in Vn.
In order to get the cost minimal topology, we enforce subtour elimination constraints to
hold on the graphs induced by vertex set Vi for i , n. Given a subset S ⊆ Vi, S , ∅∑
e∈E[S ]
xe ≤ |S | − 1
has to hold. In addition, we demand that these graphs only consists of |Vi| − 1 edges.
Together with integrality, these constraints are a complete description of the spanning tree
polytope [27]. If we consider subsets S ′ ⊆ V(P), S ′ , ∅ of V(P) instead of subsets of Vi,
we can reformulate the above constraint as follows:∑
e∈E[S ′∩Vi]
xe ≤ |S ′ ∩ Vi| − 1
⇔
∑
e∈E[S ′]
e={v,w}
xe · 1v∈Vi · 1w∈Vi ≤
∑
v∈S ′
1v∈Vi − 1
⇔
∑
e∈E[S ′]
e={v,w}
xe · pvi · pwi ≤
∑
v∈S ′
pvi − 1.
In the case of Vi = ∅ this equation will always be violated. Therefore, we define the
variable mi as follows:
mi B
1 if Vi = ∅0 else ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . n − 1}.
Thus, (9.4) are valid subtour elimination constraints for all sets of the partition but Vn. In
addition, (9.5) forces the induced subgraph of Vi to be a tree for i , n. The remaining
equations (9.6) and (9.7) ensure that mi fulfills the above stated condition: If there exists a
v ∈ V(P) such that pvi = 1 holds, equation (9.6) forces mi = 0 and (9.7) is valid. On the
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other hand, if there exists an i , n with pvi = 0 ∀v ∈ V equation (9.7) yields mi = 1 and
(9.6) is valid. 
We can reformulate this by observing the properties of an optimal solution.
Corollary 9.14. By replacing the nonlinear inequalities (9.4) and (9.5) with
∑
e∈E[S ]
e={v,w}
xe − mi ≤
∑
v∈S
pvi − 1 ∀ S ⊆ V(P), S , ∅, ∀ i ∈ N (9.8)
∑
e∈E(P)
e={v,w}
xe − mi =
∑
v∈V
pvi − 1 ∀ i ∈ N (9.9)
and adding the constraints
xe − pvi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (9.10)
xe − pwi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (9.11)
we derive a integer linear program that models DCDP(P, c,G).
Proof. Note that no optimal solution constructs lines between nodes from different parti-
tions. Therefore, let x denote an optimal solution. We derive that if xvw = 1 holds for any
{v,w} ∈ E(P), there exists one set Vi ⊆ V(P) of the partition with v ∈ Vi and w ∈ Vi. Thus
for all xvw = 1 we know that pvi = pwi = 1 holds. We conclude that
xvw = 1 ⇒ pvi = pwi = 1 and pvi = 0 ∨ pwi = 0 ⇒ xvw = 0
holds for all optimal solutions. Thus, the linear constrains∑
e∈E[S ]
e={v,w}
xe − mi ≤
∑
v∈S
pvi − 1 ∀ S ⊆ V(P), S , ∅, ∀ i ∈ N
∑
e∈E(P)
e={v,w}
xe − mi =
∑
v∈V
pvi − 1 ∀ i ∈ N
xe − pvi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, e = {v,w} ∈ E(P)
xe − pwi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, e = {v,w} ∈ E(P)
can replace the nonlinear inequalities (9.4) and (9.5) without changing the optimal solution
of the program. 
Therefore, this design problem can be stated and considered without any knowledge of
power grids and the physics behind them as well. However, without the grid fulfilling a
special property, this multisource problem does not differ from the single source problem
as the next theorem shows.
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Lemma 9.15. Consider a potential power grid P and the set of generating nodes G. Let
gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv − ∑
v∈G\{s}
Pv hold for the source node s ∈ G and let T denote the set
T B {v ∈ V(P) | dpv < 0} ∪ G.
If there does not exists a subset V˜ ( V(P) with − ∑
v∈V˜
dpv =
∑
v∈V˜∩G\{s}
Pv then DCDP(P, c,G)
is given by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. x ∈ STEIN(G(P),T ).
Proof. Consider the previously discussed partition of the nodes V(P) = V1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti Vn.
Recall that for each Vi , Vn with s < Vi the equation∑
v∈Vi
dpv = −
∑
v∈Vi∩G\{s}
Pv
must hold. By assumption there does not exist a subset V˜ ( V(P) fulfilling this property.
We thus conclude for all Vi , Vn with s < Vi that Vi = ∅ holds. Therefore, all elements of
G are contained in one set of the partition. As this implies that all nodes v with demand
dpv , 0 must be contained in this set as well, we derive that it equals T . As all nodes in T
must be connected, the result follows. 
Note, that the physical properties of the lines have no influence on the optimal topology.
This is due to the fact that the optimal topology is a forest and thus the DC power flow
behaves like typical network flows on trees, as seen in Example 5.21. We need additional
constraints on the power flows or the voltage angle in order to get a problem involving the
physics of power flows (cf. Chapter 10).
To further extend our model, we consider a natural generalization where we are able to
choose the generating nodes and their power output as well.
Remark 9.16. Given a potential power grid P, we call G B {v ∈ V(P) | gmaxv > 0} the set
of possible generating nodes of P.
As before, we consider a cost function c˜ : G → R≥0 and the corresponding design
variable “z” which is defined as follows:
zv B
1 if v is chosen as generating node0 else ∀ v ∈ V(P).
Note, that we define zv for all v ∈ V(P) instead of G for convenience. We therefore extend
the previous notation to include this design variable.
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Definition 9.17. Given a potential power grid P, its associated potential topology G(P)
and a set of possible generation nodes G. Furthermore, we consider the vectors x ∈
{0, 1}|E(P)| and z ∈ {0, 1}|G|. Then G(P)[x] denotes the topology induced by x, that is
V(G(P)[x]) B V(P) and E[G(P)[x]] B {e ∈ E(P) | xe = 1}, and G[z] the set of con-
structed generation nodes, i.e., G[z] B {v ∈ V(P) | gmaxv > 0, zv = 1}. Given a node
s ∈ G[z] and a vector p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 with
−
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv =
∑
v∈G[z]
pv, pv ≤ gmaxv ∀v ∈ G[z] and pv = 0 ∀v < G[z] (9.12)
we denote by P[x, z, p, s] the induced power grid. The topology of P[x, z, p, s] is given
by G(P)[x], its generation nodes by G[z], the slack node by s and the values of generated
active power by Pv = pv for all v ∈ G[z] \ {s}. For simplicity, we set gmaxv = 0 for all
v ∈ G \ G[z] when talking about P[x, z, p, s].
Using the above definition, the corresponding design problem can be written as follows.
Definition 9.18. Consider a potential power grid P, its set of possible generating nodes G
and two cost functions c : E(P)→ R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0. Then the unbounded DC power
grid design problem with generator placement is given by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
such that ∃s ∈ G[z], p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 fulfilling properties (9.12)
and DCPF(P[x, z, p, s]) , ∅, with xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G
We denote this problem by DCDP(P, c,G, c˜).
We begin with considering the variant where we fix the set of constructed generating
nodes but allow for a change in their generated active power. We can rewrite the integer
linear program from Corollary 9.14 to model this problem.
Corollary 9.19. Consider a potential power grid P and the set of generating nodes G.
The design problem where we are allowed to change the output of generating nodes is
given by the ILP stated in Theorem 9.13 and Corollary 9.14, where the constraints (9.2)
are replaced by: ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvi +
∑
v∈G
gmaxv · pvi ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ N (9.13)
This problem can be identified with the special case DCDP(P, c,G, 0), where placing gen-
erators does not involve any costs.
We now formulate DCDP(P, c,G, c˜) as an ILP using the programs given in Corollary
Theorem 9.13 and 9.14 and the above modification:
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Theorem 9.20. Given a power grid P and the set of possible generating nodes G B {v ∈
V(P) | gmaxv > 0}. Let n B |V(P)| and N B {1, . . . , n − 1} hold, then DCDP(P, c,G, c˜) is
given by the following integer linear program:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
s.t.
n∑
l=1
pvl = 1 ∀ v ∈ V(P) (9.2)∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvi +
∑
v∈G
gmaxv · hvi ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ N (9.14)∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvn = 0 (9.3)∑
e∈E[S ]
e={v,w}
xe − mi ≤
∑
v∈S
pvi − 1 ∀ S ⊆ V, S , ∅, ∀ i ∈ N (9.8)
∑
e∈E(P)
e={v,w}
xe − mi =
∑
v∈V
pvi − 1 ∀ i ∈ N (9.9)
∑
v∈V(P)
pvi + mi · n ≤ n ∀ i ∈ N (9.6)∑
v∈V(P)
pvi + mi ≥ 1 ∀ i ∈ N (9.7)
xe − pvi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (9.10)
xe − pwi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (9.11)
hvi − zv ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, v ∈ V(P) (9.15)
hvi − pvi ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ N, v ∈ V(P) (9.16)
xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), pvi, mi, yvwi, hvi ∈ {0, 1} ∀v,w ∈ V(P), i ∈ N
Proof. We only need to change constraint (9.13) to incorporate the new decision variable:∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvi +
∑
v∈G
gmaxv · zv · pvi ≥ 0
This nonlinear constraint can be linearized by introducing an auxiliary variable hvi ∈ {0, 1}
for all v ∈ G, i ∈ N. We substitute the product zv · pvi with this variable, which results in∑
v∈V(P)
dpv · pvi −
∑
v∈G
gmaxv · hvi ≤ 0.
Adding the constraints
hvi ≤ zv
hvi ≤ pvi
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ensures that zv · pvi = hvi holds, as the value of hvi will be chosen as large as possible in
order to minimize the objective function. 
We remark that we can also use this ILP to model the simpler variants of the design
problem.
Remark 9.21. The unbounded single source DC power grid design problem can be con-
sidered as a special case of this problem:
DCDP(P, c, {s}, 0) = DCDP(P, c).
We stress the fact that although the cost minimal topologies are found using the above
stated programs, no solution to the corresponding DC power flow problem is computed.
That means that neither the voltage angles nor the actual power generations are computed.
The programs only guarantee the existence of feasible flows in the optimal topologies.
9.2. Computational Complexity
In the following, we study the computational complexity of the previously introduced
problems. While the general DC power grid design problem is NP-hard, there exists a
polynomial time solvable special case.
Theorem 9.22. Consider a single source potential power grid P where gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv
holds for the slack node s. In addition, let dpv > 0 ∀v ∈ V(P), v , s hold and let c :
E(P)→ R>0 be a cost function. Then DCDP(P, c) is solvable in polynomial time.
Proof. From Theorem 9.9 it follows that solving this instance of DCDP(P, c) equals solv-
ing the minimum spanning tree problem on the corresponding graph. As this can be done
in polynomial time, see for example Prim [81], the result follows. 
We note that the constraint gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv does not need to be fulfilled in order for
the problem to be solvable in polynomial time. In the case where it is violated, the given
instance is infeasible. We show in the following that the second constraint has a major
impact on the problem’s computational complexity.
Definition 9.23. Given a single source potential power grid P with corresponding cost
function c for constructing edges. We define k-DCDP(P, c) as the following decision prob-
lem: Does there exists a feasible solution for DCDP(P, c) with objective value k or less?
Given a multiple source potential power grid P with corresponding set of (possible) gener-
ation nodes G, we define the decision problems k-DCDP(P, c,G) and k-DCDP(P, c,G, 0)
accordingly.
The proof of the following theorem follows the proof given by Moulin et al. [71] for a
similar power grid design problem.
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Theorem 9.24. Consider a single source potential power grid P where gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv
holds for the source node s. In addition, let there be at least one node v ∈ V(P), v , s
such that dpv = 0 holds and let there exist at least two nodes w, z ∈ V(P) w , z with dw < 0
and dz < 0. Further, let c : E(P) → R>0 denote a cost function. Then k-DCDP(P, c) is
NP-complete.
Proof. Checking whether a given solution is feasible equals solving a 2|V(P)| × 2|V(P)|
system of linear equations. Therefore, k-DCDP(P, c) is in NP. Given a graph G = (V, E),
a terminal set T ⊆ V and a cost function c : E → R>0, the decision variant of the Steiner
tree problem asks whether there exists a connected subgraph of G that connects all vertices
from T and has cost smaller or equal than a given bound. This problem is known to be
NP-complete for |T | , 1, 2, |V | [38].
We proof the theorem by reducing an instance (G,T, c) of the Steiner tree problem to k-
DCDP(P, c):
Define a potential power grid P B (G, β, γ, p, q, g) where G is the given graph and βe B 1
and γe B 1 hold for all e ∈ E. Furthermore define dqv B 0 for all v ∈ V and
dpv B
−1 if v ∈ T0 else.
Given an arbitrary vertex s ∈ T set gmaxs B |T | and gmaxv B 0 for all v ∈ V, v , s.
Every feasible solution for k-DCDP(P, c) must connect all nodes from T to supply their
demand and from Theorem 9.11 that the set of feasible solutions for the design problem is
given by the set of all possible Steiner trees. As the cost function c has not been changed
we derive that k-DCDP(P, c) is a “yes” instance if and only if the corresponding Steiner
tree problem has solution with costs less or equal than k. 
As Steiner tree is NP-complete in the strong sense [37], we get the following result.
Corollary 9.25. DCDP(P, c) is strongly NP-hard.
As the DCDP(P, c,G) and DCDP(P, c,G, c˜) allow for nodes to have zero demand,
their NP-hardness follows from this result. While DCDP(P, c,G) can be used to solve
DCDP(P, c) by setting Pv = 0 ∀v ∈ G \ {s}, DCDP(P, c,G, c˜) can solve it due to Remark
9.21. To further analyze the structure of the problem, we assume that dpv , 0 holds for all
v ∈ V(P). We consider the following decision problem:
Definition 9.26. Given a set A of 3m elements, a bound B ∈ Z>0 and a value sa ∈ Z>0 for
each a ∈ A such that
B
4
< sa <
B
2
and
∑
a∈A
sa = m · B (9.17)
holds. The problem 3-PARTITION asks, whether there exists a partition A = A1 unionmulti . . .unionmulti Am
such that
∑
a∈Ai sa = B holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
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Note that due to equations (9.17) it is guaranteed that each set of the partition contains
exactly 3 elements.
Theorem 9.27. The problem 3-PARTITION is NP-complete in the strong sense.
Proof. More information on how to prove this statement can be found in the book by
Garey and Johnson [38]. 
Theorem 9.28. Consider a potential power grid P with the set of generating nodes G,
where dpv , 0 holds for all v ∈ V(P), v < G. Given a cost function c : E(P) → R>0,
k-DCDP(P, c,G) is NP-complete in the strong sense.
Proof. As shown in Theorem 9.24 membership in NP is obvious. Now consider an in-
stance of 3-PARTITION, we show that it can be decided using k-DCDP(P, c,G). Given
the set A, the bound B and values sa for all a ∈ A, we define a power grid the following
way: Consider a complete bipartite graph Km,3m as underlying possible topology with cost
function ce = 1 for all e ∈ E(Km,3m). Let V(Km,3m) = Vm unionmulti V3m hold, where Vm denotes the
color class with m elements and V3m the color class with 3m elements, respectively. We
define a bijective mapping α : V3m → A between the sets V3m and A. We set G B Vm and
define
dpv B
−sα(v) v ∈ V3m0 v ∈ Vm and Pv B
B v ∈ Vm0 v ∈ V3m .
As before, we define βe = γe B 1 for all e ∈ E(Km,3m) and dqv B 0 for all v ∈ V(Km,3m). We
give a depiction of this grid in Figure 9.2, where we state the demand and supply values
inside the vertices.
This constructions results in a valid and feasible instance of k-DCDP(P, c,G). If there
exists a solution to 3-PARTITION, it corresponds to a solution for DCDP(P, c,G) con-
sisting of m trees with 3 edges each. Due to equations (9.17), every feasible power grid
with 3m edges corresponds to a valid solution for 3-PARTITION. Thus, a “yes” instance
of 3-PARTITION corresponds to a “yes” instance of k-DCDP(P, c,G) for k = 3m and vice
versa. As 3-PARTITION is NP-complete the result follows. 
From Theorem 9.27 we derive the following result.
Corollary 9.29. DCDP(P, c,G) is strongly NP-hard.
If we consider Lemma 9.15, we know that DCDP(P, c,G) has a subset of polynomial
time solvable instances. However, we remark that deciding whether the constraint given in
Lemma 9.15 holds requires solving a subset-sum problem. It remains to show NP-hardness
for DCDP(P, c,G, c).
Theorem 9.30. Given a power grid P, a set of possible generating nodes G and a cost
function c : E(P) → R>0. Furthermore, let dpv , 0 hold for all v ∈ V(P). Then k-
DCDP(P, c,G, 0) is NP-complete in the strong sense.
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B B B· · ·
−sα(v1) −sα(v2) −sα(v3) −sα(v4) −sα(v3m)· · ·
Figure 9.2.: The grid constructed from an instance of 3-PARTITION.
@v , s ∈ V(P) dpv = 0 ∃v , s ∈ V(P) dpv = 0
DCDP(P, c) polynomial time strongly NP-hard
DCDP(P, c,G) strongly NP-hard strongly NP-hard
DCDP(P, c,G, c) strongly NP-hard strongly NP-hard
Table 9.1.: Overview of the different problems and their complexity.
Proof. As before, membership of NP is obvious. We reuse the NP-completeness proof
from Theorem 9.28 where we change the demand and maximal generation values in the
following way:
dpv B
−sv v ∈ V3m−1 v ∈ Vm and gmaxv B
B + 1 v ∈ Vm0 v ∈ V3m .
This is necessary as we need to insure hat dpv , 0 holds for all v ∈ V(P). Using the same
argumentation as before the result follows. 
Thus, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 9.31. DCDP(P, c,G, 0) is strongly NP-hard.
As DCDP(P, c,G, 0) is a special case of DCDP(P, c,G, c), we derive the following re-
sult.
Corollary 9.32. Given a power grid P and a set of possible generating nodes G and two
cost functions c : E(P) → R>0 and c : V(P) → R≥0. Then DCDP(P, c,G, c) is strongly
NP-hard, even if cg = 0 ∀g ∈ G and dpv , 0 ∀v ∈ V(P) hold.
We give an overview of the results in Table 9.1. As shown in this section, the unbounded
DC power grid design problems are generally strongly NP-hard. However, none of the
discussed problems involves the usage of any power flow equation. The most used property
in this section is the existence of a lossless flow. As shown in the previous part, using the
AC-linear equation yields a lossless flow as well. However, we are not able to derive
formulations without the usage of the power flow equations for this problem. This is due
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to the fact that we have to account for two dependent flows (cf. Chapter 11). In order to
get results special to power flows for the DC problem, we need to enforce restrictions as
we do in the upcoming chapter.
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10.1. Bounds on Power Flows and Voltage Angles
A real world power grid does not only have to distribute power according to the nodes’
demands, it must also take the physical properties of the lines into account. Each line has a
maximal amount of power it can safely transport, otherwise the operators risk line failures
due to overheating [4]. This may lead to cascades and blackouts, because after the loss of
a line the flows changes to adapt to the new topology. This might result in a new line that
starts overheating and the effect continues. The typical methods to counteract this process
are to activate secondary lines that where not used before (line switching) or decrease de-
mands of specific nodes to change the flows (load shedding). Therefore, it is necessary to
guarantee that the power flows do not exceed given bounds.
As discussed in the introduction, we separate the computation of power flows for the dif-
ferent voltage levels of a grid. We therefore need to guarantee, that the voltage supplied
at a node does not fall below given bounds. Otherwise, the transformer necessary to scale
down the voltage for the underlying grid can not operate properly. To get a model that
better fits real world applications, we incorporate bounds on the deviation of the voltage
from it operational level and discuss the impact of flow bounds on the design problem in
this section.
We now reformulate the DC power flow problems to incorporate bounds, starting with
flow bounds. Let f max : E(P) → R>0 be a function that represents bounds for the power
flow on a line, for simplicity we denote f max(e) B f maxe for all e ∈ E(P). Note that f max
bounds the sum of flow on a line, i.e., it bounds active and reactive flows. To increase
readability, we introduce the following abbreviation.
Definition 10.1. Given a power grid P, its set of generation nodes G and the slack node
s ∈ G. We denote the amount of generated active power for every v ∈ G\{s} by Pv ≥ 0. We
refer to the following set as equations (*):
gv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
gv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s} (*)
ϑs = 0
This allows us to formulate the following problem.
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Definition 10.2. Given a power grid P, a flow bound function f max : E(P)→ R>0 and the
constraints ∑
w∈N(v)
U2op
avw
(ϑv − ϑw) =dpv − gpv ∀v ∈ V(P) (5.1a)
gv ≤gmaxv ∀v ∈ V(P) (5.1b)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U
2
op
avw
(ϑv − ϑw)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (10.1)
The flow-bounded DC power flow problem of P is defined as determining the set
f-DCPF(P, f max) :=
(ϑ, g) ∈ R|V(P)| × R|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (ϑ, g) fulfills (5.1a),(5.1b), (10.1) and (*)
 .
On the other hand, we can impose bounds on the voltage (here only the voltage angle).
Note that the voltage bounds do not differ on when considering different nodes of the grid.
Thus, let ϑmax denote the maximal allowed deviation for ϑ, then we define the following
problem.
Definition 10.3. Given a power grid P and a maximal allowed deviation ϑmax. The
voltage-bounded DC power flow problem of P is defined as determining the set
ϑ-DCPF(P, ϑmax) :=

(ϑ, gp) ∈ R|V(P)| × R|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ, g) fulfills (5.1a),
(5.1b) and (*)
ϑ ∈ [−ϑmax, ϑmax]|V(P)|

.
If we combine both problems we derive the general bounded design problem.
Definition 10.4. Given a power grid P, a maximal allowed deviation ϑmax and a flow
bound function f max : E(P)→ R>0. The bounded DC power flow problem of P is defined
as determining the set
b-DCPF(P, ϑmax, f ) :=

(ϑ, gp) ∈ R|V(P)| × R|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ, g) fulfills (5.1a),
(5.1b), (10.1) and (*)
ϑ ∈ [−ϑmax, ϑmax]|V(P)|

.
As shown in Theorem 5.7, DCPF(P) has a unique solution for every connected power
grid P. Obviously, introducing variable and flow bounds does not interfere with the
uniqueness. However, not every connected power grid yields a feasible solution due to
the bounds.
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Example 10.5. Given a power grid P that has a tree Tn as an underlying topology. As
before, we assume Tn to be rooted in the generating node v1 = vs and label V = {v1, . . . vn}.
We know due to Example 5.21 that the power flow from pi(vi) to vi by
f DCp (pi(vi), vi) = −dpvi −
∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j
where pi(vi) denotes the parent of vi ∈ V(P) and σ(vi) its set of descendants. Thus, a
necessary condition for b-DCPF(P, ϑmax, f max) being not-empty is
f max{pi(vi),vi} ≥ −dpvi −
∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j ∀ {pi(vi), vi} ∈ E(P),
which can be easily verified.
As shown in Example 5.21, the voltage angle of vi , vs is given by
ϑvi = ϑpi(vi) +
a{vi,pi(vi)}
U2op
dpvi + ∑
v j∈σ(vi)
dpv j
 . (10.2)
In order to derive a similar result for ϑmax note that ϑvi ≤ ϑpi(vi) and ϑvi ≤ 0 hold for all
vi ∈ V(P) \ {vs}. Therefore, the node vi with maximal value |ϑvi |, is a leaf of Tn. in order to
derive a closed formula for ϑmax, we solve the recursion (10.2). Let V(s, i) denote the set
of vertices of the unique path from vs to vi and denote its set of edges by P(s, i). Given a
node vi , vs, using ϑvs = 0 we derive:
ϑvi = ϑpi(vi) +
a{vi,pi(vi)}
U2op
dpvi + ∑
vl∈σ(vi)
dpvl
 = ∑
v j∈V(s,i)
v j,vs
a{v j,pi(v j)}
U2op
dpv j + ∑
vl∈σ(v j)
dpvl

Note that the value dpv j for v j ∈ V(s, i)\{vs} arises multiple times in the formula, as it is also
considered in all sets σ(vl) with vl ∈ V(s, j). In order to circumvent this problem, we need
to rewrite the formula. As discussed, the value dpv j for any v j ∈ V(s, i) \ {vs}, is multiplied
by the sum of all ae with e ∈ P(s, j). Note that we have to consider all vk ∈ N(v j) \ V(s, i)
as well. Thus we derive that
ϑvi =
1
U2op
∑
v j∈V(s,i)
v j,vs

 ∑
e∈P(s, j)
ae

dpv j +
∑
vk∈N(v j)
vk<V(s,i)
∑
vl∈σ(vk)
dpvl


holds. Note that all ϑ values are negative and the minimal value will be taken in one of
the leaf nodes. We denote the set of leaves of the subtree induced by vertex vi by L(vi) and
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therefore conclude that
U2op · ϑmax ≥ maxvu∈N(vs) maxvw∈L(vu)

∑
v j∈V(s,w)
v,s

 ∑
e∈P(s, j)
ae


∣∣∣∣dpv j ∣∣∣∣ + ∑
vk∈N(v j)
vk<V(s,i)
∑
vl∈σ(vk)
∣∣∣dpvl ∣∣∣



is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution. Note, we are allowed to consider
absolute values without loss of generality as dpvi ≤ 0 holds for all vi ∈ V(Tn). If both con-
ditions are fulfilled, b-DCPF(P, ϑmax, f max) has a unique solution, otherwise it has none.
Note that we are not able to derive similar conditions for general topologies. Based
on the bounded power flow problems we formulate the corresponding bounded design
problems.
Definition 10.6. Given a power grid P, the set of possible generating nodes G, a flow
bound function f max : E(P) → R>0 and two cost functions c : E(P) → R>0 and c˜ : G →
R≥0.
Then the flow-bounded DC power grid design problem with generator placement is given
by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
such that ∃s ∈ G[z], p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 fulfilling properties (9.12)
and f-DCPF(P[x, z, p, s], f max) , ∅,
with xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G
We denote this problem by f-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, f max).
We define the voltage-bounded DC power grid design problem with generator place-
ment ϑ-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax) and the bounded DC power grid design problem with gen-
erator placement b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f max) accordingly. Obviously, it is possible to
define the corresponding bounded problems for DCDP(P, c) and DCDP(P, c,G) as well.
The violation of the previously stated paradigm for network design problems increases if
we introduce bounds. Note that the following holds for general network design problems,
it follows directly from the paradigm stated in Remark 8.1.
Remark 10.7. Let (x, f ) ∈ {0, 1}|E| × Q2|E|≥0 be a feasible solution of the Network Design
Problem. Then for any x˜ ∈ {0, 1}|E| with x˜e ≥ xe for all e ∈ E the topology induced by x˜
contains a feasible flow f˜ ∈ Q2|E|≥0 .
While adding a line to a feasible unbounded grid invalidates the corresponding solution
to the power flow problem and changes the flows, there still exists a feasible solution for
the resulting grid. However, when considering bounds, the resulting topology might be
infeasible as the following example shows.
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vs
gmaxvs = 14
v1
dpv1 = −3
v3
dpv3 = −3
v2
dpv2 = −8
3
8
11
(a) The unique solution that respects all bounds.
vs
gmaxvs = 10
v3
dpv3 = −5
v1
dpv1 = −2
v2
dpv2 = −3
3
1
4
1
2
13
4
15
4
3
4
(b) A feasible solution.
Figure 10.1.: The graphs discussed in Examples 10.8 and 10.9.
Example 10.8. Consider the power grid P with V(P) = {vs, v1, v2, v3} and E(P) = {{vs, v1},
{vs, v3}, {v1, v2}}. Furthermore, let vs denote the slack node and dpvs = 0, dpv1 = −3, dpv2 = −8
and dpv3 = −3 hold. In addition, we set gmaxvs = 14 and gmaxv1 = gmaxv2 = gmaxv3 = 0. For
simplicity, we set Uop = 1 and assume that ae = 1 holds ∀e ∈ E(P). Consider that the
following bounds are given:
f max{vs,v1} = 11, f
max
{vs,v3} = 3, f
max
{v1,v2} = 8.
This grid is feasible and the corresponding flows are given in Figure 10.1a. By adding line
{v2, v3} to the grid the corresponding grid becomes infeasible. Its power flow problem is
given by
−ϑ1 −ϑ3 = 14
2ϑ1 −ϑ2 = −3
−ϑ1 (1 + a{v2,v3})ϑ2 −a{v2,v3}ϑ3 = −8
−a{v2,v3}ϑ2 (1 + a{v2,v3})ϑ3 = −3
and its solution is
ϑ1 =
−11 − 17a{v2,v3}
1 + 3a{v2,v3}
, ϑ2 =
−19 − 25a{v2,v3}
1 + 3a{v2,v3}
, ϑ3 =
−3 − 25a{v2,v3}
1 + 3a{v2,v3}
.
Therefore, we derive
f DCp (vs, v3) =
3 + 25a{v2,v3}
1 + 3a{v2,v3}
= 3 +
16a{v2,v3}
1 + 3a{v2,v3}
.
As a{v2,v3} > 0 holds, we get f
DC
p (vs, v3) > 3 = f
max
{vs,v3} and thus the grid is infeasible.
The following example shows that the power flow equations can not be neglected any-
more, as spanning trees might no longer be feasible topologies.
Example 10.9. Consider a DC power grid design problem where we need to find a feasible
subgraph of K4. We assume that there exists a single source vs and three nodes with
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demands dpv1 = −2, dpv2 = −3 and dpv3 = −5. For simplicity, we set Uop = 1 and assume that
ae = 1 holds ∀e ∈ E(P). Furthermore, we have bounds f maxe = 4 for all e ∈ E(P). Due
to the bounds, v3 needs to be supplied by more than one flow from the source. Therefore,
no tree can solve this design problem. However, as seen in Figure 10.1b, there exists a
feasible solution to the problem.
The above stated bounded problems can be written as mixed integer programs. We
discuss the modeling in detail for the AC-linear power flow equation in Chapter 11, as
these models can easily be modified to be used for corresponding DC problems.
10.2. Computational Complexity
Obviously, the computational complexity of the bounded design problems depends on the
complexity of the corresponding unbounded problems as they are more general. As most
of the unbounded problems are NP-hard the more generalized ones are as well. This is due
to the fact, that the decision variant of the bounded DC power flow problem can be used to
decide the corresponding design problems when setting the bounds sufficiently large. We
derive the following remark.
Remark 10.10. The problems f-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, f ), ϑ-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax),
b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f ), f-DCDP(P, c,G, f ), ϑ-DCDP(P, c,G, ϑmax),
b-DCDP(P, c,G, ϑmax, f ), f-DCDP(P, c, f ), ϑ-DCDP(P, c, ϑmax), b-DCDP(P, c, ϑmax, f ) are
strongly NP-hard.
We showed that DCDP(P, c) contains a subset of instances that are solvable in polyno-
mial time. We therefore discuss the effect of introducing bounds and consider the corre-
sponding decision problem.
Definition 10.11. Given a power grid P with flow bound function f and line construction
cost function c. Let s ∈ V(P) be the only node in V(P) with gmaxs > 0 and let gmaxs ≥
− ∑
v∈V(P)
dv hold. In addition, we assume dv < 0 holds for all v ∈ V(P), v , s. Then the k-
cost flow-bounded single source DC power grid design problem decides whether there
exists an induced power grid P[x] with f-DCPF(P[x], f ) , ∅ and costs ∑
e∈E(G(P)[x])
ce ≤ k.
We abbreviate it with k-f-DCDP(P, c, f ).
In order to show that this problem is NP-complete we consider an auxiliary problem.
Definition 10.12. Given a graph G = (V, E) with a source node v1 with a positive supply
s(v1) ∈ Q>0. Every other node vi ∈ V is a sink and has a positive demand d(vi) ∈ Q>0. In
addition every edge e has a positive capacity κ(e) ∈ Q>0. A spanning distribution tree of
G is a directed network flow T that supplies every sink with its desired demand, fulfills flow
conservation in every node and the flow capacity constraints on every edge. In addition,
T must be a spanning tree of G rooted in v1. The question whether G contains such a
spanning distribution tree is called the Spanning Distribution Tree Problem (SDTP).
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vg
n∑
i=1
si + 2
s1
s2
sn
11 va2va1
...
n∑
i=1
si
2
+ 1
n∑
i=1
si
2
+ 1
s1s1
s2s2
snsn
Figure 10.2.: The graph constructed from an instance of PARTITION.
The following theorem was proven by Kawabata and Nishizeki [55].
Theorem 10.13. SDTP is NP-complete.
Proof. We show this by reducing PARTITION to SPDT. Given a set S of n positive rational
numbers si, PARTITION ask whether S can be partitioned into two sets S 1 and S 2 where
the sum of the elements in S 1 equals the sum of the elements in S 2.
We construct the following graph G = (V, E) with
V B {vg, va1 , va2} ∪ {vi | i = 1, . . . , n}
and
E B {{vg, va1}, {vg, va2}} ∪ {{va1 , vi}, {va2 , vi} | i = 1, . . . n}.
Let vg be the source node with supply
n∑
i=1
si + 2 and let va1 and va2 have demand 1. Each
node vi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has demand si. Define the edges capacities as follows:
κ({vg, va1}) B 1 +
1
2
n∑
i=1
si and κ({vg, va2}) B 1 +
1
2
n∑
i=1
si
and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
κ({va1 , vi}) = si and κ({va2 , vi}) = si
See Figure 10.2 for reference. Here we denote the supply and demand values inside the
vertices. Now consider a spanning distribution tree T ⊆ E for G, then due to the capacities
of κ({vg, va1}) and κ({vg, va1}) the following sets yield the desired partition:
S 1 B
{
si ∈ S |{va1 , vi} ∈ T
}
and S 2 B
{
si ∈ S |{va2 , vi} ∈ T
}
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For the same reason, every feasible partition for S corresponds to a spanning distribution
tree of G. As SDTP is in NP, we conclude that SDTP is NP-complete. 
We need a second auxiliary problem to reduce our design problem to.
Definition 10.14. Given a power grid P with flow bound function f . Let s ∈ V(P) be the
only node in V(P) with gmaxs > 0 and let gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dv hold. In addition, we assume
dv < 0 holds for all v ∈ V(P), v , s. The tree-solution flow-bounded single source DC
power grid design problem asks whether there exists an induced power grid P[x] with
f-DCPF(P[x], f ) , ∅ such that G(P)[x] is a spanning tree of G(P). We denote it with
tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ).
Theorem 10.15. tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ) is NP-complete.
Proof. Consider an instance of SDTP, i.e. a graph G = (V, E) with a single source vs ∈ V ,
capacities κe and demands dv for all v ∈ V, v , vs and a supply ps. We transform it into a
power grid P with G as potential topology, Uop B 1, βe B 1 and γe B 1 for all e ∈ E. We
set the flow bound function f as f maxe B κe and transfer the active demands and the supply
values accordingly (with respective signs). We set all reactive demands to zero. Consider
the solution to tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ) for this instance. Let T denote the solution in the case
that such a tree exists. As there are no nodes without demand, T is a spanning tree of G.
In this tree, the power flow to vk from its parent pi(vk) is given by
f DCp (pi(vk), vk) = −dvk −
∑
v j∈σ(vk)
dv j ,
whereσ(vk) denotes the set of successors of vk, as we showed in Example 5.21. In addition,
f DCp (v,w) ≤ f max{v,w} = κ{v,w} ∀ {v,w} ∈ E(T )
holds. As flow conservation constraints are fulfilled in every node, T corresponds to a
spanning distribution tree of G.
Assume that there exist a spanning distribution tree T , we show that a corresponding solu-
tion to f-DCPF(T, f ) can be constructed. Let t(v,w) > 0 denote the spanning distribution
trees’ flow from node v to w, then we define the following for all vi ∈ V:
ϑvi B
0 if vi = vs−a{pi(vi),vi}U2op t(pi(vi), vi) + ϑpi(vi) else.
The capacity constraint t(pi(vi), vi) ≤ κ{pi(vi),vi} for line {pi(vi), vi} ∈ E(P) yields∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ U
2
op
a{pi(vi),vi}
(
ϑpi(vi) − ϑvi
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ U
2
op
a{pi(vi),vi}
(
ϑpi(vi) +
a{pi(vi),vi}
U2op
t(pi(vi), vi) − ϑpi(vi)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=t(pi(vi), vi) ≤ f max{pi(vk),vk} = κ{pi(vi),vi}
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and therefore the capacity constraint of f-DCPF is fulfilled. For each vm , vs the DC power
flow equations yield:
dvm =
U2op
a{pi(vm),vm}
(ϑvm − ϑpi(vm)) +
∑
vk∈N(vm)\pi(vm)
U2op
a{vk ,vm}
(ϑvm − ϑvk)
= − t (pi(vm), vm) +
∑
vk∈σ(vm)
U2op
a{vk ,vm}
(
ϑvm +
a{vk ,vm}
U2op
t(vm, vk) − ϑvm
)
= − t(pi(vm), vm) +
∑
vk∈σ(vm)
t(vm, vk).
As T fulfills the flow conservation constraints at every node and supplies every node with
its demand, the power flow equation is fulfilled. Note that all demands for SDTP are
positive while they are negative for DCPF. For vs the flow equation yields:
dvs + gvs =
∑
vk∈N(vs)
U2op
a{vk ,vs}
(ϑvs − ϑvk)
=
∑
vk∈N(vs)
U2op
a{vk ,vs}
(
0 +
a{vk ,vs}
U2op
t(vs, vk)
)
=
∑
vk∈N(vs)
t(vs, vk)
As T fulfills all demands and has only one source, the constraint is fulfilled.
Therefore, SDTP instances can be decided using tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ). 
Thus, we derive the following theorem.
Theorem 10.16. k-f-DCDP(P, c, f ) is NP-complete.
Proof. Given a power grid P and a flow bound function f . We use k-f-DCDP(P, c, f ) to
decide an instance of tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ).
Consider the cost function ce = 1 ∀e ∈ E(P), we ask if there exists a feasible induced
topology with costs k = |V(P)| − 1. Note that for k < |V(P)| − 1 all instances are infeasible
as there are no nodes without demand. If such a topology exists it must be a tree and
therefore corresponds to a “yes” instance of tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ). If no such topology
exists it corresponds to a “no” instance of tree-f-DCDP(P, c, f ) as every tree would have
costs |V(P)| − 1. Therefore k-f-DCDP(P, c, f ) is NP-complete. 
Theorem 10.17. Given a power grid P with flow bound function f and line construction
cost function c. Let s ∈ V(P) be the only node in V(P) with gmaxs > 0 and let gmaxs ≥
− ∑
v∈V(P)
dv hold. In addition, we assume dv < 0 holds for all v ∈ V(P), v , s. For these
instances f-DCDP(P, c, f ) is weakly NP-hard.
Proof. As PARTITION is NP-complete in the weak sense the result follows from the pre-
vious theorems. 
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Note that we are unable to determine the complexity of ϑ-DCDP(P, c, ϑmax) when con-
sidering single-source problems with the discussed properties. This is due to the fact that
we are unable to obtain a formulation of this problem where we transform the node bounds
into edge bounds or a formulation without needing to solve the linear system. In order to
determine the complexity, we need to find a related NP-complete problem which we can
decide using the decision variant of ϑ-DCDP(P, c, ϑmax). Thus we need a reformulation
of the problem without the use of power flows. In Example 10.5 we showed that deter-
mining the value of ϑ without solving the corresponding system results in a formula that
depends on the structure of the topology in a non-trivial way. As we do not know any
NP-complete problem related to this property, we are unable to investigate the complexity
of ϑ-DCDP(P, c, ϑmax). However, we strongly believe this special case to be NP-hard as
well.
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11.1. Unbounded Problems
In this section we discuss the power grid design problem when using the AC-linear ap-
proximation for the power flows. As before, we define the general problem.
Definition 11.1. Given a potential power grid P and a cost function c : E(P) → R>0, the
unbounded AC-linear power grid design problem is defined as
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. ACLPF(P[x]) , ∅, xe ∈ {0, 1}
We denote this problem by ACLDP(P, c).
As before, we denote the design problems with multiple sources as ACLDP(P, c,G)
and with generator placement as ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜). We showed in Theorem 6.9 that the
single source power flow problem has a unique solution and we can compute the power
generation values upfront using Lemma 6.12. As the system is feasible if and only if all
nodes with demand are connected to the slack node, we derive the following theorem.
Theorem 11.2. Consider a single source potential power grid P and assume that gmaxs ≥
− ∑
v∈V(P)
(
dpv + d
q
v
)
holds for the slack node s. Let T denote the set of nodes which need to be
connected, i.e.,
T B {v ∈ V(P) | dpv + dqv < 0} ∪ {s}.
Then ACLDP(P, c) can be written as
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t. x ∈ STEIN(G(P),T )
where G(P) denotes the grid’s possible topology. If T = V(P) holds, the problem can be
rewritten as
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
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s.t. x ∈ ST(G(P))
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 6.9 analog to the DC design problem in
Theorems 9.9 and 9.11. 
When considering multiple sources, it was possible to derive formulations for the DCDP
without using the power flow equations. These formulations aim at finding a partition of
the nodes, such that each partition has sufficient power supply to fulfill its demands. In
the ACPF the power supply must be used to fulfill active and reactive demands, where the
reactive supply values heavily depend on the topology, as shown in Example 6.11. We
reuse this example to show that a feasible partition does not yield a feasible power grid
when considering AC-linear flows.
Example 11.3. Reconsider the two power grids P2 and P2 from Example 6.11. We depict
the properties of these grids in Figure 11.1. Recall, that the two solutions’ generation
values were given as
S 1 =
{
gpv1 = 1, g
p
v3 = 1, g
q
v1 =
3
7
, gqv3 =
11
7
}
,
S 2 =
{
gpv1 = 1, g
p
v3 = 1, g
q
v1 = 2, g
q
v3 = 0
}
.
Furthermore, the only node with demand was v2 and they were stated as d
p
v2 = −2 and
dqv2 = −2.
Now consider the maximal generation limits of v1 and v2 which we set to gmaxv1 = 2 and
gmaxv3 = 3. In Theorem 9.20 we showed, that fulfillment of inequality∑
v∈Vi
dpv +
∑
v∈G∩Vi
gmaxv ≥ 0
for all elements Vi ⊆ V(P) of the partition of V(P) is sufficient to guarantee feasibility.
Extending this inequality to reactive flows yields∑
v∈Vi
dpv +
∑
v∈Vi
dqv +
∑
v∈G∩Vi
gmaxv ≥ 0
Note that for both grids the inequality dpv2 + d
q
v2 = −4 ≥ −5 = −gmaxv1 −gmaxv3 holds. However,
for P2 the inequalities gpv1 +gqv1 ≤ gmaxv1 and gpv3 +gqv3 ≤ gmaxv3 are violated, thus the fulfillment
of the partition inequality does not imply a feasible power grid.
Note that we are not able to determine the values gqv without solving the power flow
equations. Thus, the example illustrates why there does not exist an easy reformulation of
the ACLDP as a node partition problem. Using the notation from Chapter 9 we define the
general version of this problem in the following way.
Definition 11.4. Consider a potential power grid P, its set of possible generating nodes G
and two cost functions c : E(P)→ R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0. Then the unbounded AC-linear
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v1
dpv1 = d
q
v1 = 0
v3
dpv3 = d
q
v3 = 0
v2
dpv2 = d
q
v2 = −2
β = −14
γ = 14
β = − 14
γ = 12
(a) The power grid P1.
v1
dpv1 = d
q
v1 = 0
v3
dpv3 = d
q
v3 = 0
v2
dpv2 = d
q
v2 = −2
β = −14
γ = 34
β = − 14
γ = 14
(b) The power grid P2.
Figure 11.1.: The grids discussed in Example 11.3.
power grid design problem with generator placement is given by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
such that ∃s ∈ G[z], p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 fulfilling properties (9.12)
and ACLPF(P[x, z, p, s]) , ∅, with xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G
We denote this problem by ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜).
The most convenient way of modeling this problem is to write it as a mixed integer
nonlinear program (MINLP). Recall that we defined gmaxv B 0 for all v ∈ V(P) \ G.
Theorem 11.5. Given a potential power grid P and the set of possible generating nodes
G. Furthermore, consider two cost functions c : E(P) → R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0. Then
ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜) is given by the following MINLP:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
s.t. gpv + g
q
v ≤ gmaxv zv ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.1)∑
w∈N(v)
(
Uopγvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opβvw(ϑv − ϑw)
)
x{v,w} = dpv + g
p
v ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.2)∑
w∈N(v)
(
−Uopβvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opγvw(ϑv − ϑw)
)
x{v,w} = dqv + g
q
v ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.3)
Uv − (1 − zv)MU ≤ Uop ∀v ∈ G (11.4)
Uv + (1 − zv)Uop ≥ Uop ∀v ∈ G (11.5)
sv − zv ≤ 0 ∀v ∈ G (11.6)∑
v∈G
sv = 1 (11.7)
ϑv − (1 − sv)Mϑ ≤ 0 ∀v ∈ G (11.8)
ϑv + (1 − sv)Mϑ ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G (11.9)
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xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), sv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G, zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ V(P),
Uv, gpv , g
q
v ∈ R≥0 ∀v ∈ V(P), ϑv ∈ R ∀v ∈ V(P)
Note that Mϑ > 0 and MU > 0 must be chosen suitable large.
Proof. Note that (11.1), (11.2) and (11.3) are the fundamental equations and inequalities
for ACLPF with included decision variables xe and zv. As we defined gmaxv B 0 for all
v ∈ V(P) \ G we can demand these inequalities to hold for all v ∈ V(P) and do not need
to distinguish between the sets G and V(P) \ G. In addition, we need to guarantee that
Uv = Uop holds for each v ∈ G[z] and that there exists a slack node s ∈ G[z] with ϑs = 0.
Assume that U ∈ [0,MU] holds for a suitable large MU > 0. Thus, consider inequalities
(11.4) and (11.4) for a single node v ∈ G:
Uv ≤ Uop + (1 − zv)MU and Uv ≥ Uop − (1 − zv)Uop.
Let zv = 1 hold, then these inequalities force Uv = Uop. For zv = 0 the inequalities are
valid. The variable sv ∈ {0, 1} defines the slack node for the power grid. (11.6) and (11.7)
guarantee that exactly one node where a generator is chosen for is defined as the slack
node. The remaining inequalities (11.8) and (11.9) assure that ϑs = 0 holds for the slack
node s. For the remaining nodes these inequalities force ϑv ∈ [−Mϑ,Mϑ], thus Mϑ > 0
must be chosen adequately large. 
In order to rewrite this problem as a mixed integer program we need to linearize equa-
tions (11.2) and (11.3). Usually, this can be done by forcing f ACp (v,w) = 0 and f
AC
q (v,w) =
0 if x{v,w} = 0 holds. However, we need to make sure that we do not influence the values
Uv,Uw, ϑv and ϑw in the process. Generally, demanding f ACp (v,w) = 0 and f
AC
q (v,w) = 0
yields Uv = Uw and ϑv = ϑw which is not the desired result. In order to circumvent these
problems we introduce new auxiliary variables. At first, let A(P) denote the following set
of arcs:
A(P) B {(v,w) ∈ V(P) × V(P) | {v,w} ∈ E(P)} .
We introduce auxiliary variables ∆U(v,w) and ∆ϑ(v,w) for each (v,w) ∈ A(P), denoting
∆U(v,w) =
Uv − Uw + ∆U˜(v,w) if x{v,w} = 1,0 if x{v,w} = 0
and
∆ϑ(v,w) =
ϑv − ϑw + ∆ϑ˜(v,w) if x{v,w} = 1,0 if x{v,w} = 0.
Using these new variables, we derive the following mixed integer linear program.
Theorem 11.6. Given a potential power grid P and the set of possible generating nodes
G. Furthermore, consider two cost functions c : E(P) → R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0. Then
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ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜) is given by the following MILP:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
s.t. gpv + g
q
v ≤ gmaxv zv ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.1)∑
w∈N(v)
Uopγvw∆U(v,w) − U2opβvw∆ϑ(v,w) = dpv + gpv ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.10)∑
w∈N(v)
−Uopβvw∆U(v,w) − U2opγvw∆ϑ(v,w) = dqv + gqv ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.11)
Uv − (1 − zv)MU ≤ Uop ∀v ∈ G (11.4)
Uv + (1 − zv)Uop ≥ Uop ∀v ∈ G (11.5)
sv ≤ zv ∀v ∈ G (11.6)∑
v∈G
sv = 1 (11.7)
ϑv − (1 − sv)Mϑ ≤ 0 ∀v ∈ G (11.8)
ϑv + (1 − sv)Mϑ ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G (11.9)
∆U(v,w) − Uv + Uw − ∆U˜(v,w) = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.12)
∆ϑ(v,w) − ϑv + ϑw − ∆ϑ˜(v,w) = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.13)
∆U(v,w) − MU x{v,w} ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.14)
∆U(v,w) + MU x{v,w} ≥ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.15)
∆U˜(v,w) − MU(1 − x{v,w}) ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.16)
∆U˜(v,w) + MU(1 − x{v,w}) ≥ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.17)
∆ϑ(v,w) − 2Mϑx{v,w} ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.18)
∆ϑ(v,w) + 2Mϑx{v,w} ≥ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.19)
∆ϑ˜(v,w) − 2Mϑ(1 − x{v,w}) ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.20)
∆ϑ˜(v,w) + 2Mϑ(1 − x{v,w}) ≥ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P) (11.21)
xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), sv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G, zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ V(P),
Uv, gpv , g
q
v ∈ R≥0 ∀v ∈ V(P), ϑv ∈ R ∀v ∈ V(P)
∆U(v,w),∆U˜(v,w),∆ϑ(v,w),∆ϑ˜(v,w) ∈ R ∀(v,w) ∈ A(P)
Note that Mϑ > 0 and MU > 0 must be chosen suitable large.
Proof. Note that inequality (11.1) forces gpv = 0 and g
q
v = 0 if zv = 0 holds. Therefore,
(11.10) and (11.11) yield valid linearizations of equations (11.2) and (11.3) of the MINLP
given in the previous theorem. Equations (11.12) and (11.13) define the values of ∆U(v,w)
and ∆ϑ(v,w) as discussed before the theorem. Note that Uv − Uw takes values from −MU
to MU , where MU has to be chosen sufficiently large. As ϑv is allowed to take negative
values, we derive that ϑv−ϑw can take values from −2Mϑ to 2Mϑ. Therefore, the following
inequalities guarantee that the auxiliary variables ∆U˜(v,w) and ∆ϑ˜(v,w) may take a value
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different from zero only if x{v,w} = 1 holds:
− MU(1 − x{v,w}) ≤ ∆U˜(v,w) ≤ MU(1 − x{v,w})
− 2Mϑ(1 − x{v,w}) ≤ ∆ϑ˜(v,w) ≤ 2Mϑ(1 − x{v,w})
These inequalities are given by (11.16), (11.17), (11.20) and (11.21). The remaining in-
equalities (11.14), (11.15), (11.18) and (11.19) guarantee that ∆U(v,w) and ∆ϑ(v,w) are set to
zero if the corresponding line is not chosen. 
We remark that this program can be easily modified in order to solve ACLDP(P, c) or
ACLDP(P, c,G) by fixing some of the variables. Note that these programs use Mϑ and
MU to bound the values of Uv and ϑv. However, these vales are (theoretically) unbounded.
Therefore, the above stated program is prone to numerical problems when used to solve
the unbounded design problem. This corresponds with the general understanding of the
Transmission Expansion Planing Problem as discussed in Section 8.2. The necessary pa-
rameter Mϑ to derive the linearization is vital for the numerical stability and there are not
many practical bounds known, see for example the paper by Moulin et al. [71]. Note that
our model has an additional parameter MU . However, our computational studies show that
deriving a tight bound for Mϑ is more important for the problem’s tractability than the
value of MU , see Chapter 13 for further information.
11.2. Bounded Problems
As we did with the DC power grid design problem before, we now introduce bounded
versions of these problems. We thus introduce the flow bounded and voltage bounded
problems for AC-linear flows. For a simpler notation we extend the abbreviation from the
DC power flows.
Definition 11.7. Given a power grid P, its set of generation nodes G and the slack node
s ∈ G. We denote the amount of generated active power for every v ∈ G\{s} by Pv ≥ 0. We
label the following set as inequalities (**):
Uv = Uop ∀v ∈ G
gpv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
gpv = Pv ∀v ∈ G\{s} (**)
gqv = 0 ∀v ∈ V(P)\G
ϑs = 0
This allows for a more compact formulation of the flow-bounded design problem.
Definition 11.8. Given a power grid P, a flow bound function f max : E(P)→ R>0 and the
constraints∑
w∈N(v)
Uopγvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opβvw(ϑv − ϑw) =dpv + gpv ∀v ∈ V(P) (6.1a)
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∑
w∈N(v)
−Uopβvw(Uv − Uw) − U2opγvw(ϑv − ϑw) =dqv + gqv ∀v ∈ V(P) (6.1b)
gpv + g
q
v ≤gmaxv ∀v ∈ V(P) (6.1c)∣∣∣ f ACp (v,w)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣ f ACq (v,w)∣∣∣ ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (11.22)
The flow-bounded AC-linear power flow problem of P is given by
f-ACLPF(P, f max) :=
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ R|V(P)| × R3|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (ϑ,U, gp, gq) fulfills (6.1a),(6.1b) (6.1c), (11.22) and (**)
 .
Let ϑmax > 0 and Umax > 0 denote the maximal allowed deviations for ϑ and U. Note
that a meaningful definition of Umax implies Umax < Uop. For a simpler notation we define
Umax+ B Uop + U
max and Umax− B Uop − Umax.
We now define the voltage bounded design problem.
Definition 11.9. Given a power grid P and the maximal allowed deviations ϑmax and Umax.
The voltage-bounded AC-linear power flow problem of P is given by
ϑ-ACLPF(P, ϑmax,Umax) :=

(ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ R|V(P)| × R3|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) fulfills (6.1a),
(6.1b) (6.1c) and (**)
ϑ ∈ [−ϑmax, ϑmax]|V(P)|
U ∈ [Umax− ,Umax+ ]|V(P)|

.
Note that we use the notation with preceding “ϑ” as in the case of the DC formulation.
However, we always bound the domain of voltage angle and magnitude.
Combining the two problems yields the general bounded flow problem.
Definition 11.10. Given a power grid P, the maximal allowed deviations ϑmax and Umax
and a flow bound function f max : E(P) → R>0. The bounded AC-linear power flow
problem of P is given by
b-ACLPF(P, ϑmax,Umax, f max) :=

(ϑ,U, gp, gq) ∈ R|V(P)| × R3|V(P)|≥0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(ϑ,U, gp, gq) fulfills
(6.1a), (6.1b) (6.1c),
(11.22) and (**)
ϑ ∈ [−ϑmax, ϑmax]|V(P)|
U ∈ [Umax− ,Umax+ ]|V(P)|

.
Using the above definitions we can state corresponding design problems.
Definition 11.11. Given a power grid P, the set of possible generating nodes G := {v ∈
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V(P) | gmaxv > 0}, a flow bound function f max : E(P) → R>0 and two cost functions
c : E(P)→ R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0.
Then the flow-bounded AC-linear power grid design problem with generator placement
is given by
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
such that ∃s ∈ G[z], p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 fulfilling properties (9.12)
and f-ACLPF(P[x, z, p, s], f max) , ∅,
with xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G
We denote this problem by f-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, f max).
We define the voltage-bounded AC-linear power grid design problem with generator
placement ϑ-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax) and the bounded AC-linear power grid design
problem with generator placement b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f ) accordingly.
We now discuss the modeling of the bounded flow problems as mixed integer linear
programs by modifying the one given in Theorem 11.6. Note that using bounds for voltage
angle and magnitude significantly improves its numerical stability.
Theorem 11.12. Given a potential power grid P and the set of possible generating nodes
G. Furthermore, consider two cost functions c : E(P) → R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0. In
addition, let f max : E(P) → R>0 denote a flow bound function and ϑmax and Umax the
maximal allowed deviations for ϑ and U from the operational level of voltage. Then we can
model the problem b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f max) by considering the MILP stated
in Theorem 11.6, where we set
Mϑ = ϑmax and MU = Umax+ , (11.23)
modify the domain of U and ϑ by demanding
Uv ∈ [Umax− ,Umax+ ], ϑv ∈ [−ϑmax, ϑmax] ∀v ∈ V(P) (11.24)
and add the following constraints:
Uop(γvw − βvw)∆U(v,w) − U2op(βvw + γvw)∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (11.25)
Uop(−γvw − βvw)∆U(v,w) − U2op(−βvw + γvw)∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (11.26)
Uop(γvw + βvw)∆U(v,w) − U2op(βvw − γvw)∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (11.27)
Uop(−γvw + βvw)∆U(v,w) − U2op(−βvw − γvw)∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P) (11.28)
Proof. As the values of MU and Mϑ were chosen larger than the possible value of Uv and
ϑv, setting the values as defined in (11.23) does not interfere with the systems’ feasibility.
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Recall that the inequality that bounds the flow contains absolute values is given as:∣∣∣ f ACp (v,w)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣ f ACq (v,w)∣∣∣ ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P). (11.22)
In order to linearize this equation consider that f ACp (v,w) and f
AC
p (v,w) may take positive
and negative values. Therefore, we introduce the following four inequalities to linearize
(11.22):
f ACp (v,w) + f
AC
q (v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P)
− f ACp (v,w) + f ACq (v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P)
f ACp (v,w) − f ACq (v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P)
− f ACp (v,w) − f ACq (v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀{v,w} ∈ E(P)
By substituting f ACp (v,w) and f
AC
q (v,w) with their respective flow equations (4.1) and (4.2)
we derive the inequalities (11.25)-(11.26). 
Obviously, the above stated program can be modified in order to model the problems
f-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, f max) or ϑ-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax), by adding the correspond-
ing constraints to the MILP given in Theorem 11.6. Using Corollary 4.4 we can also
modify this MILP in order to model all DC power grid design problems. As before, we
now consider the new problems’ complexity.
11.3. Computational Complexity
Due to Corollary 4.4 we know that the DC power flow problem is a special case of the
AC-linear one. We therefore derive the following remark.
Theorem 11.13. ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜), ACLDP(P, c,G) and ACLDP(P, c) are strongly NP-
complete.
Proof. From Corollary 4.4 we know that we can decide an instance of a DC design prob-
lem by solving the corresponding AC-linear design problem with Uv = Uop and d
q
v = 0 for
all v ∈ V(P) and βe = −1ae and γe = 0 for all e ∈ E(P). The results follow from the theorems
discussed in Section 9.2. 
We derive a similar result for the bounded problems.
Corollary 11.14. The flow bounded problems
f-ACLDP(P, c, f max), f-ACLDP(P, c,G, f max), f-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, f max)
and the voltage bounded problems
ϑ-ACLDP(P, c, ϑmax,Umax), ϑ-ACLDP(P, c,G, ϑmax,Umax),
ϑ-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax)
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are strongly NP-hard. In addition, the bounded problems
b-ACLDP(P, c, ϑmax,Umax, f max), b-ACLDP(P, c,G, ϑmax,Umax, f max),
b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f max)
are also strongly NP-hard.
Recall that the DC design problem DCDP(P, c) with source node s ∈ V(P) is polyno-
mial time solvable when @v ∈ V(P) \ {s} such that dv = 0 holds.
Lemma 11.15. Consider a single source power grid P where gmaxs ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
(
dpv + d
q
v
)
holds for the slack node s. Furthermore, let dv , 0 hold for each v ∈ V(P), v , s. Then
the problem ACLDP(P, c) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 11.2, as this problem equals the problem of
finding a minimal spanning tree. 
For the corresponding flow-bounded problem we derive the similar result as for the DC
problem.
Theorem 11.16. Given a potential power grid P with flow bound function f max and line
construction cost function c. Let s ∈ V(P) be the only node in V(P) with gmaxs > 0 and let
gmaxs ≥
∑
v∈V(P)
−dpv −dqv hold. In addition, we assume dpv +dq < 0 holds for all v ∈ V(P), v , s.
For these instances f-ACLDP(P, c, f max) is weakly NP-hard.
Proof. As before, the result follows from Corollary 4.4 and the weak NP-hardness of the
corresponding DC problem shown in Theorem 10.17. 
Thus, complexity-wise, the AC-linear design problems behave identical to their DC
counterparts.
11.4. Conclusion
In the previous chapters we showed that designing a power grid using either the DC or AC-
linear linearizations is in general an NP-hard problem. However, there exists a polynomial
time solvable class of subproblems when considering single-source unbounded problems.
We showed that using the more general AC-linear flows instead of the DC linearization
does not change the problems’ computational complexity. However, there exists alterna-
tive descriptions of the set of feasible power grid designs when considering unbounded DC
flows. In Chapter 9 we showed the existence of formulations which only depend on well
known combinatorial problems, e.g., partition problems. We illustrated why we can not
derive similar formulations when using AC-linear flows. While this fact does not change
the problems’ theoretical complexity, we believe that it has an impact when considering
solving the problems by using MILP solvers. We discuss this further when considering
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our computational studies, cf. Chapter 13.
Note that we do not consider the computational complexity of the AC power grid design
problem. This problem can be easily modeled as a non-convex Mixed Integer Nonlinear
Program by modifying the model given in Theorem 11.5. Disregarding the fact that solv-
ing such a program is problematic at best, the theoretical computational complexity of the
class MINLP is difficult to handle. It is obvious that MINLP can be used to decide Integer
Linear Program, a well known class of NP-complete problems [54]. Therefore we know
that MINLP is NP-hard. However, Jeroslow [52] proved that MINLP can not be decided,
even for only quadratically constraint programs. Note, that we have a model involving
trigonometric constraints which complicates this even further. Therefore, MINLP is not in
the class NP.
To further understand the structure of the design problems and the impact of using
bounds on flows and voltages, we consider the properties of the problems corresponding
design polytopes in the next chapter.
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12. On the Power Grid Design
Polytope
12.1. The General Power Grid Design Polytope
Reconsider the design problems discussed in the previous chapters. Generally speaking,
we are interested in finding a formulation for DCDP and ACLDP having the following
structure:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
s.t. (x, z) ∈ Poly(P),
where Poly(P) is an integral polyhedron. Obviously, we are interested in deriving a com-
plete description of Poly(P). In Theorems 9.11 and 11.2 we showed that the unbounded,
single-source DCDP and the unbounded, single-source ACLDP can be rewritten by using
the Steiner tree polytope.
Definition 12.1. Consider a potential power grid P, a set G of potential generation nodes
and two cost functions c : E(P) → R>0 and c˜ : G → R≥0. In addition, we have a
formulation of DCDP(P, c,G, c˜) of the form
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
s.t. (x, z) ∈ DC-Poly(P,G),
where DC-Poly(P,G) is a polytope. Then DC-Poly(P,G) is called the (unbounded) DC
power grid design polytope.
Note that we denote the corresponding power grid design problems of AC-linear and
bounded problems in a similar fashion. Using the notation from the previous chapters we
can rewrite the design polytope as follows.
Remark 12.2. Define the set
XDC B
(x, z) ∈ {0, 1}
|E(P)| × {0, 1}|G|
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃s ∈ G[z], p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 ,
with p fulfilling properties (9.12)
such that DCPF(P[x, z, p, s]) , ∅
 .
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Then the unbounded DC power grid design polytope can be written as
DC-Poly(P,G) B Conv (XDC)
In the previous chapters we discussed mixed integer linear programs that model whether
DCPF(P[x, z, p, s]) , ∅ holds. Using the MILPs we are able to derive descriptions for the
different design polytopes. We refine these MILPs according to the following definitions
which are based on the ones given in the book by Wolsey [100].
Definition 12.3. A polyhedron P ⊆ Rn+p is a formulation for a set X ⊆ Zn ×Rp if and only
if X = P ∩ (Zn × Rp). Given two formulations P1 and P2 for X, P1 is a better formulation
than P2 if P1 ( P2.
Definition 12.4. Consider A1 ∈ Rm1×(n+p), A2 ∈ Rm2×(n+p), b1 ∈ Rm1 and b2 ∈ Rm2 and two
sets
X1 B {x ∈ Zn × Rp | A1x ≤ b1} and X2 B {x ∈ Zn × Rp | A2x ≤ b2}
with X1 = X2. We say that X1 yields a tighter LP-relaxation than X2 if XLP1 is a better
formulation than XLP2 , where
XLP1 B
{
x ∈ Rn+p | A1x ≤ b1} and XLP2 B {x ∈ Rn+p | A2x ≤ b2}
holds.
Describing sets of feasible points using MILPs often involves the usage of auxiliary
variables. To compare formulations of different dimensions, we define a projection onto a
subspace of variables.
Definition 12.5. Consider A1 ∈ Rm1×(n1+p), A2 ∈ Rm1×n2 and b ∈ Rm1 and a set
X B {(x, y) ∈ (Zn1 × Rp) × Rn2 | A1x + A2y ≤ b} .
Then the projection of X onto the subspace Zn1 × Rp, denoted by projxX is defined as
projxX B {x ∈ Zn1 × Rp | ∃y ∈ Rn2 with (x, y) ∈ X} .
Note that if we consider a formulation P for X and apply the projection for projx to the
formulation, we derive a formulation Px for projx. Using this projection we can compare
the tightness of LP-relaxations even if the constraints involve auxiliary variables. This is
essential, as the sets of feasible designs are given in the space of x and z variables, while
our constraints describing these sets need additional variables to ensure the existence of
feasible power flows. Note, that this is not the case for the unbounded, single-source
problems as they can be described using only x variables. Thus it is easy to derive a
complete description of their design polytopes as shown in the previous chapters. We
introduce the following notation.
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Definition 12.6. Let the set of feasible power grid designs be given by
X B
(x, z) ∈ {0, 1}
|E(P)|+|G|
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃s ∈ G[z], p ∈ R|V(P)|≥0 ,
with p fulfilling properties (9.12)
and P[x, z, p, s] has a feasible power flow
 .
We say the polytope P is a formulation for X in the space of design variables, if P can be
written as
P =
{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| ∣∣∣ ∃y ∈ Rn2≥0 with A1x + A2y + A3z ≤ b} ,
where A1 ∈ Rm1×|E(P)|, A2 ∈ Rm1×n2 and A3 ∈ Rm1×|G| are appropriately chosen matrices,
b ∈ Rm1 a fitting vector, y ∈ Rn2≥0 an auxiliary variable, and P ∩
(
{0, 1}|E(P)|+|G|
)
= X holds.
Note that we lack an explicit description for the formulation of the set of feasible power
grids for the power grid design problem. While such a formulation consists of a finite
number of linear inequalities we are unable to model the existential quantifier using linear
constraints. However, we can consider feasibility of the corresponding grid design prob-
lem which can be stated as a MILP. Therefore, we now improve the sets of constraints
stated in the MILPs describing feasible power grids. We discuss changes such that these
sets yield stronger formulations when considering the projection onto the space of design
variables. In the following, we introduce modifications for the bounded DC and AC-linear
problems. All these results are easily transferable to the less general variants.
At first, we remove symmetries and reduce the number of necessary variables. Let there
exist a strict ordering on the set V(P). We define the following set of arcs:
A˜(P) B {(v,w) ∈ V(P) × V(P) | {v,w} ∈ E(P), v < w} .
We now modify the constraints according to the new set of arcs and illustrate their effect
on b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f max).
Remark 12.7. Given a potential power grid P, the set of possible generating nodes G and
two cost functions c and c˜. Let f max denote a flow bound function and ϑmax the maximal
allowed deviation from 0 for the voltage angle. Then b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f max) is
given by the following MILP:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe +
∑
v∈G
c˜vzv
s.t. gpv ≤ gmaxv zv ∀v ∈ V(P) (12.1)∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
U2op
avw
∆ϑ(v,w) −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
U2op
avw
∆ϑ(w,v) = dpv + g
p
v ∀v ∈ V(P) (12.2)
sv ≤ zv ∀v ∈ G (12.3)
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∑
v∈G
sv = 1 (12.4)
ϑv − (1 − sv)ϑmax ≤ 0 ∀v ∈ G (12.5)
ϑv + (1 − sv)ϑmax ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G (12.6)
∆ϑ(v,w) − ϑv + ϑw − ∆ϑ˜(v,w) = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.7)
∆ϑ(v,w) − 2ϑmaxx{v,w} ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.8)
∆ϑ(v,w) + 2ϑmaxx{v,w} ≥ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.9)
∆ϑ˜(v,w) − 2ϑmax(1 − x{v,w}) ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.10)
∆ϑ˜(v,w) + 2ϑmax(1 − x{v,w}) ≥ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.11)
U2op
avw
∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.12)
− U
2
op
avw
∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.13)
xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), sv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G, gpv ∈ R≥0, zv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ G,
ϑv ∈ [−ϑmax, ϑmax] ∀v ∈ V(P), ∆ϑ(v,w),∆ϑ˜(v,w) ∈ R ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
While this modification greatly reduces the number of necessary variables, it does not
improve upon the tightness of the LP-relaxation when considering the corresponding pro-
jection onto the space of design variables. This is due to the fact that the modification
does not change the information given by the set of constraints. It only removes implicitly
defined equalities. To tighten the formulation we modify constraints (12.12) and (12.13).
Remark 12.8. The constraints stated in Remark12.7 yield a tighter LP-relaxation if we
replace (12.12) and (12.13) by
U2op
avw
∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw xv,w ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.12a)
− U
2
op
avw
∆ϑ(v,w) ≤ f maxvw xv,w ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.13b)
It is obvious that every feasible solution has to fulfill the inequalities introduced in Re-
mark 12.8, but we illustrate that they strengthen the relaxation in the following example.
Example 12.9. Consider the following possible power grid P. Let G(P) = K3 be the
underlying topology with source node s = v1 and the properties depicted in Figure 12.1.
Furthermore, we assume that
U2op
ae
= 1 holds for each e ∈ E(P) and set ϑmax = 16. The set
of feasible designs is given by
XDC =
{{
x{v1,v2} = 1, x{v1,v3} = 1, x{v2,v3} = 0
}
,
{
x{v1,v2} = 0, x{v1,v3} = 1, x{v2,v3} = 1
}
,{
x{v1,v2} = 1, x{v1,v3} = 1, x{v2,v3} = 1
}}
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and thus the corresponding power grid design polytope can be written as
b-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max) =
x ∈ R
3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x{v1,v2} +x{v2,v3} ≥ 1
x{v1,v2} ≤ 1
x{v1,v2} = 1
x{v2,v3} ≤ 1
 .
The following computations can be done by using appropriate softwares like polymake
[79] or porta [80]. We consider the LP-relaxation of the set of feasible points defined by
the constraints given in Remark 12.7. Its projection onto the space of the design variables
x is given by the following polytope:
x ∈ R3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
16x{v1,v3} +16x{v2,v3} ≥ 5
8x{v1,v2} +8x{v1,v3} ≥ 3
16x{v1,v3} ≥ 3
16x{v1,v2} +16x{v2,v3} ≥ 1
x{v1,v2} ≥ 0
x{v2,v3} ≥ 0
x{v1,v2} ≤ 1
x{v1,v3} ≤ 1
x{v2,v3} ≤ 1

.
In Figure 12.2, this polytope is colored in gray while the considered power grid design
polytope b-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max) is given in blue. Note that we omit axis labels that
obscure the view. When changing the constraints according to Remark 12.8 the corre-
sponding projection is given by
x ∈ R3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
6x{v1,v3} +2x{v2,v3} ≥ 5
x{v1,v2} +x{v1,v3} ≥ 1
6x{v1,v2} +2x{v2,v3} ≥ 1
x{v2,v3} ≥ 0
x{v1,v2} ≤ 1
x{v1,v3} ≤ 1
x{v2,v3} ≤ 1

.
This polytope is depicted in Figure 12.3 together with the design polytope. In Figure 12.4
we give a comparison between the two LP-relaxations. As can be seen, the latter relaxation
is much tighter but still far from optimal.
12.2. Valid Inequalities for the Design Variables
To further tighten the formulations, we are interested in finding valid inequalities for the
design polytopes. Note that the only variables with relevance in the polytopes are x and z
and thus of major importance. We aim at constructing valid inequalities which depend on
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gmaxv1 = 12, d
p
v1 = 0
v1
v2 v3
dpv2 = −2 dpv3 = −10
fmax{v1,v2} = 12 f
max
{v1,v3} = 12
fmax{v2,v3} = 4
Figure 12.1.: The potential power grid considered in Example 12.9.
x{v1 ,v2}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
Figure 12.2.: The polytope derived from considering the unmodified MILP.
x{v1 ,v2}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
Figure 12.3.: The polytope derived from considering the modified MILP.
x{v1 ,v2}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
Figure 12.4.: A comparison of the two considered polytopes.
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these x and z variables and use an approach based on Farkas’ Lemma.
Theorem 12.10 (Farkas). Given a matrix A ∈ Rm×n and a vector b ∈ Rm. Then exactly one
of the following statements is true:
1.
{
x ∈ Rn≥0
∣∣∣ Ax ≤ b} , ∅ holds,
2. there exists v ∈ Rm≥0 with AT v ≥ 0 such that bT v < 0 holds.
Proof. A proof of this theorem can be found in the book by Nemhauser and Wolsey [74].

We use this to derive valid inequalities for the design polytope based on the technique
shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 12.11. Let Poly(P) be a formulation for the set of feasible power grids in the
space of design variables, i.e., it can be written as
Poly(P) =
{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| ∣∣∣ ∃y ∈ Rn2≥0 with A1x + A2y + A3z ≤ b} ,
with appropriately chosen A1 ∈ Rm1×|E(P)|, A2 ∈ Rm1×n2 , A3 ∈ Rm1×|G| and b ∈ Rm1 . Given a
vector (x∗, z∗) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G|, let there exist an element α∗ of the set
A(x∗,z∗) B
{
α ∈ Rm1≥0
∣∣∣ AT2α ≥ 0 and (b − A1x∗ − A3z∗)T α < 0} .
Then (x∗, z∗) < Poly(P) holds and (b − A1x − A3z)T α∗ ≥ 0 is a valid inequality for Poly(P).
Proof. Note that (x∗, z∗) ∈ Poly(P) is equivalent to
{
y ∈ Rn2≥0
∣∣∣ A2y ≤ b − A1x∗ − A3z∗} , ∅.
Using Farkas’ Lemma, we conclude that
(x∗, z∗) < Poly(P)⇔
{
α ∈ Rm1≥0
∣∣∣ AT2α ≥ 0 and (b − A1x∗ − A3z∗)T α < 0} , ∅
holds. Thus, the existence of an element α∗ ∈ A(x∗,z∗) implies (x∗, z∗) < Poly(P).
Given a feasible (x, z) ∈ Poly(P), Farkas’ Lemma implies that (b − A1x − A3z)T α ≥ 0
holds for all α ∈ Rm1≥0 with AT2α ≥ 0. Thus, it especially holds for α∗ and therefore the
inequality is valid for all (x, z) ∈ Poly(P). 
It is clear that checking for the existence of α∗ equals determining whether the linear
program
min (b − A1x∗ − A3z∗)T α
s.t. AT2α ≥ 0
α ≥ 0
has a negative solution. For practical reasons we need to bound the possible value of α, as
strong duality implies that the optimal value of this LP is either 0 or −∞. We use Theorem
12.11 to derive an alternate description for the formulation in the space of design variables.
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Theorem 12.12. Given a formulation Poly(P) for the set of feasible power grids as defined
in Theorem 12.11 and define the set
A B
{
α ∈ Rm1≥0
∣∣∣ ∃(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| with α ∈ A(x,z) } .
Then Poly(P) can be written as
Poly(P) =
{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| ∣∣∣ (b − A1x − A3z)T α ≥ 0 ∀α ∈ A} .
Proof. Poly(P) is defined as
Poly(P) B
{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| ∣∣∣ ∃y ∈ Rm2≥0 with A1x + A2y + A3z ≤ b}
and Poly′(P) as
Poly′(P) B
{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]m ∣∣∣ (b − A1x − A3z)T α ≥ 0 ∀α ∈ A} .
Now let (x∗, z∗) ∈ Poly(P) hold and let there exist α∗ ∈ A with (b − A1x∗ − A3z∗)T α∗ < 0.
From Farkas’ Lemma we derive that
{
y ∈ Rm2≥0
∣∣∣ A2y ≤ b − A1x∗ − A3z∗} = ∅ is equivalent
to the existence of α∗ and therefore (x∗, z∗) < Poly(P) follows. This is a contradiction and
thus we derive that Poly(P) ⊆ Poly′(P) holds.
Given a vector (x∗, z∗) ∈ Poly′(P) and let A2y > b − A1x∗ − A3z∗ hold for all y ∈ Rm2≥0.
Therefore
{
y ∈ Rm2≥0
∣∣∣ A2y ≤ b − A1x∗ − A3z∗} = ∅ holds and from Farkas’ Lemma we de-
rive that there exists α∗ ∈ Rm1≥0 with AT2α∗ ≥ 0 and (b − A1x∗ − sA3z∗)T α∗ < 0. Therefore
α∗ ∈ A holds, i.e., it exists α∗ ∈ A with (b − A1x∗ − A3z∗)T α∗ < 0 which contradicts
(x∗, z∗) ∈ Poly′(P). Thus we derive Poly′(P) ⊆ Poly(P) and equality of the two formula-
tions follows. 
Although A might not be finite, there must exist a finite subset A′ ( A that describes
Poly(P), i.e.
Poly(P) =
{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| ∣∣∣ (b − A1x − A3z)T α ≥ 0 ∀α ∈ A′ }
holds. Otherwise the set{
(x, z) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|+|G| ∣∣∣ (b − A1x − A3z)T α ≥ 0 ∀α ∈ A}
is not a polytope. Note that we lack an explicit formulation for the power grid design
polytope, as previously discussed. If we are able to determine a well structured (and
possible finite) subsetA′, this results in the desired explicit formulation.
This approach was successfully used by Lomonosov [65] for the multi-commodity net-
work flow problem. He was able to determine a way of modeling feasibility of flows
using inequalities based only on capacities. The result was extend by Avella et al. [6] for
the network design problem. They were able to model feasibility of possible designs by
considering constraints based solely on the design variables. As these inequalities involve
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metrics, this class of constraints is generally referred to as “metric inequalities”. We now
analyze the effectiveness of this approach in the context of the power grid design problem.
We illustrate the method by applying it to the single-source variant of the bounded DC
design problem. We need to reformulate the ILP given by Remark 12.7 and Remark 12.8 as
Theorem 12.11 requires the variable y to be non-negative. Thus we replace each variable
∆ϑ(v,w) with the term ∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w), where ∆ϑ+(v,w) and ∆ϑ−(v,w) are positive variables,
representing
∆ϑ+(v,w) =
∆ϑ(v,w) if ∆ϑ(v,w) > 0,0 else, and ∆ϑ−(v,w) =
−∆ϑ(v,w) if ∆ϑ(v,w) < 0,0 else.
In a similar fashion we introduce the positive variables ∆ϑ˜+(v,w) and ∆ϑ˜
−
(v,w). As the problem
only has a single-source node s, we eliminate the variables zv and sv and set
d
p
v =
d
p
v if v , s
− ∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
dpv if v = s
Example 12.13. The single-source bounded DC design problem is given by the following
MILP:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
cexe
s.t.
∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
U2op
avw
(
∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w)
)
−
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
U2op
avw
(
∆ϑ+(w,v) − ∆ϑ−(w,v)
)
= d
p
v ∀v ∈ V(P) [α]
(
∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w)
)
− (ϑ+v − ϑ−v )
+
(
ϑ+w − ϑ−w
) − (∆ϑ˜+(v,w) − ∆ϑ˜−(v,w)) = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [ε](
∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w)
)
− 2ϑmaxx{v,w} ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [η]
−
(
∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w)
)
− 2ϑmaxx{v,w} ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [κ](
∆ϑ˜+(v,w) − ∆ϑ˜−(v,w)
)
+ 2ϑmaxx{v,w} ≤ 2ϑmax ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [µ]
−
(
∆ϑ˜+(v,w) − ∆ϑ˜−(v,w)
)
+ 2ϑmaxx{v,w} ≤ 2ϑmax ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [ν]
ϑ+s − ϑ−s = 0 [τ]
ϑ+v ≤ ϑmax ∀v ∈ V(P) [ζ]
ϑ−v ≤ ϑmax ∀v ∈ V(P) [φ]
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U2op
avw
(
∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w)
)
− f maxvw x(v,w) ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [χ]
− U
2
op
avw
(
∆ϑ+(v,w) − ∆ϑ−(v,w)
)
− f maxvw x(v,w) ≤ 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) [ψ]
xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), ϑ+v , ϑ−v ∈ R≥0 ∀v ∈ V(P),
∆ϑ+(v,w),∆ϑ
−
(v,w),∆ϑ˜
+
(v,w),∆ϑ˜
−
(v,w) ∈ R≥0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
Note that the corresponding dual variables are denoted in the brackets. Given a design
x∗e ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), we need to check whether there exists a solution to the system
U2op
avw
(αv − αw + χvw − ψvw) + εvw + ηvw − κvw = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.14)∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv + φv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V(P) \ {s} (12.15)
∑
w∈N(s)
s<w
εsw −
∑
w∈N(s)
s>w
εws − τ + φs ≥ 0 (12.16)
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv −
∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw + ζv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V(P) \ {s} (12.17)
∑
w∈N(s)
s>w
εws −
∑
w∈N(s)
s<w
εsw + τ + ζs ≥ 0 (12.18)
− εvw + µvw − νvw = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P) (12.19)
αv ∈ R ∀v ∈ V(P), εvw ∈ R ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P), τ ∈ R
ηvw, κvw, µvw, νvw, ψvw, χvw ∈ R≥0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P), ζv, φv ∈ R≥0 ∀v ∈ V(P)
where∑
v∈V(P)
d
p
vαv + 2ϑ
max
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
x∗vw (ηvw + κvw) + 2ϑ
max
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
(1 − x∗vw) (µvw + νvw)
+
∑
v∈V(P)
ϑmax (ζv + φv) +
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
f maxvw x
∗
vw (χvw + ψvw) < 0
holds. As we minimize this objective function and all coefficients except d
p
s are positive,
we can rewrite the problem using a more compact formulation. However, the modified
problem is no longer a Mixed Integer Linear Program. Note that equation (12.19) yields
εvw = µvw − νvw and as we minimize we can replace the term µvw + νvw in the objective
function by |εvw|. Furthermore, inequalities (12.15) and (12.17) yield
−φv = min

∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv, 0
 and − ζv = min

∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv −
∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw, 0

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and therefore
φv + ζv =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
holds. As τ ∈ R holds and because it has coefficient 0 in the objective function we derive
τ =
∑
w∈N(s)
s>w
εws −
∑
w∈N(s)
s<w
εsw and φs = ζs = 0
from inequalities (12.16) and (12.18). Thus the problem to determine infeasibility can be
rewritten as
min
∑
v∈V(P)
d
p
vαv + 2ϑ
max
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
x∗vw (ηvw + κvw) + 2ϑ
max
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
(1 − x∗vw) |εvw|
+
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
ϑmax
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ +
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
f maxvw x
∗
vw (χvw + ψvw)
s.t.
U2op
avw
(αv − αw + χvw − ψvw) + εvw + ηvw − κvw = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
αv ∈ R ∀v ∈ V(P), εvw ∈ R , ηvw, κvw, ψvw, χvw ∈ R≥0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
Given a solution (α∗, ε∗, η∗, κ∗, ψ∗, χ∗) with negative objective value, a valid inequality for
the design polytope is given by∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
(
2ϑmax (ηvw + κvw − |εvw|) + f maxvw (χvw + ψvw)
)
xvw
≥ −dpsα∗s − 2ϑmax
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
|εvw| −
∑
v∈V(P)\{s}
(
ϑmax |∆εv| + dpvα∗v
)
where ∆εv is defined as
∆εv B
∑
w∈N(v)
v<w
εvw −
∑
w∈N(v)
v>w
εwv.
While we only consider vectors x∗e ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P) in this example, we can obviously
extend this procedure to vectors x∗e ∈ [0, 1] ∀e ∈ E(P).
From an algorithmic point of view, this reformulation can be used to determine an opti-
mal topology by consecutively adding violated inequalities in a branch-and-cut framework.
If we find an integer solution x∗ with minimal costs that does not yield a negative objec-
tive value in the above stated MINLP, the design is optimal. Such an approach might be
favorable, as the MILP discussed in Remark 12.7 can be prone to numerical problems due
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to the use of several big-Ms. One noteworthy problem arising when using the discussed
approach comes from the unboundedness of the problem. As stated above, the optimal
solution of the minimization problem is either 0 or −∞. Thus we need to restrict ourselves
to solutions with a finite objective without restricting the solution space. For example in
Avella et al. [6] this is done by considering a normalized reformulation of the correspond-
ing problem.
Recall, that our primal motivation for this approach was to derive structure of the un-
derlying polytope. Therefore, it is more interesting to restrict ourselves to violated in-
equalities derived from integer solutions. These solutions represent proper designs and
the corresponding inequality might indicate why it is infeasible, e.g., the grid is not con-
nected or flow bounds are violated for all possible flows. Often structural properties of the
problem are discovered as the space of design variables might be much smaller. The aim
is to derive inequalities based on well know combinatorial constructs like paths and cuts.
We discuss the problems arising in the use of this approach in the context of power grid
design problems in the following. Note that although we restrict ourselves to DC design
problems, similar difficulties arise when considering AC-linear ones due to the similarity
in their descriptions as MILPs.
Given an integer solution x∗ and the corresponding MINLP, it is possible to derive mul-
tiple optimal solutions or to derive different solutions when considering various bounds to
ensure a finite objective. Note that some solutions might yield the same objective value but
reveal entirely different structures or none at all. In addition, there is no reason to assume
that the optimal solution of the minimization problem is the one which contains the most
information on the problems’ structure. Note that every solution with a negative objective
value in the dual will result in a violated valid inequality. We illustrate these problems
by further analyzing the system derived in Example 12.13 and using it to determine valid
inequalities for the polytope of Example 12.9.
Example 12.14. Reconsider the design problem discussed in Example 12.9 and the infea-
sible design {{
x{v1,v2} = 1, x{v1,v3} = 0, x{v2,v3} = 1,
}}
.
Using this infeasible design, we compute solutions to the corresponding dual optimization
problem for different variable bounds. We bound the value of the α variables, as they are
the only one with negative coefficients in the objective function. The following table shows
some optimal solutions when considering the stated bounds. Note that we abbreviate ver-
tex vi with i and edge {vi, v j} with i j when considering indices. Variables that are not stated
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in the solution have value 0.
bound obj solution
(A) α ∈ [−1, 0] -6 α1 = α2 = −1, η13 = 1, µ12 = ν12 = 1.875,
µ23 = ν23 = 1.125, χ23 = 1
(B) α ∈ [−1, 1] -12 α1 = α2 = −1, α3 = 1, η13 = 2, µ12 = ν12 = 3.75,
µ23 = ν23 = 2.25, χ23 = 2
(C) α ∈ [−10, 10] −120 α1 = α2 = −10, α3 = 10, η13 = 20, χ23 = 20
(D) α ∈ [0, 1] -6 α3 = 1, η13 = 1, µ12 = ν12 = 1.875,
µ23 = ν23 = 1.125, χ23 = 1
(E) α ∈ [0, 1] −6 α3 = 1, χ13 = 1, χ23 = 1
(F) α ∈ [0, 1] −6 α3 = 1, η13 = 1, µ23 = ν23 = 1.125, χ23 = 1
The corresponding valid inequalities are given as follows:
valid inequality
(A) −120x{v1,v2} +32x{v1,v3} −68x{v2,v3} ≥ −182
(B) −240x{v1,v2} +64x{v1,v3} −136x{v2,v3} ≥ −364
(C) 640x{v1,v3} +80x{v2,v3} ≥ 200
(D) −120x{v1,v2} +32x{v1,v3} −68x{v2,v3} ≥ −182
(E) 12x{v1,v3} +4x{v2,v3} ≥ 10
(F) 32x{v1,v3} −68x{v2,v3} ≥ −62
The first thing to notice is that (A), (B) and (D) yield the same inequality. Note that many
of these inequalities reveal no structural properties. The considered design is infeasible as
the voltage bound is violated for v3 and the maximal flow value is violated on line {v2, v3}.
The only inequality with recognizable structural properties is (E). This inequality can be
written as f max{v1,v3}x{v1,v3} + f
max
{v2,v3}x{v2,v3} ≥ −d
p
v3 .
The example illustrates the problems arising when considering the approach in the con-
text of the power grid design problem. The objective function of the dual (and therefore
the potential valid inequality) allows for multiple variations in a solution without changing
the objective value. This makes it difficult to find structural properties without imposing
additional variable bounds. In addition, the bounds that arise in the objective function cor-
respond to big-M values when considering the unbounded cases. Therefore, this approach
is impractical in the unbounded case. However, it can be used to verify the correctness of
valid inequalities as we show in the next theorem.
Theorem 12.15. Consider a potential power grid P with a single source s and let there
exist a subset C ⊆ V(P) \ {s} such that ∑
v∈C
dpv < 0 holds. Let δ(C) define the cut-set of C,
that is
δ(C) B {{v,w} ∈ E(P) | v ∈ V(P) \C, w ∈ C} .
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Then ∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe xe ≥ −
∑
v∈C
dpv
is a valid inequality for the single-source bounded DC power grid design polytope
b-DC-Poly(P, {s}, ϑmax, f max).
Proof. At first we show, that the inequality can be obtained by considering a solution of
the considered dual problem with
εvw = ηvw = κvw = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
Using the simplifications derived in Example 12.13 this reduces the dual problem to
min
∑
v∈V(P)
d
p
vαv +
∑
(v,w)∈ A˜(P)
f maxvw x
∗
vw (χvw + ψvw)
s.t.
U2op
avw
(αv − αw + χvw − ψvw) = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
αv ∈ R ∀v ∈ V(P), ψvw, χvw ∈ R≥0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
A feasible solution is given by
αv =
1 if v ∈ C,0 if v ∈ V(P) \C
and
χvw =
1 if v ∈ C,w ∈ V(P) \C,0 else , ψvw =
1 if v ∈ V(P) \C,w ∈ C,0 if v ∈ C.
and the corresponding objective value is∑
v∈C
d
p
v +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
f maxvw x
∗
vw.
Now assume that there exists a point x ∈ {0, 1}|E(P)| in the polytope that violates the con-
sidered constraint, i.e, ∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe xe +
∑
v∈C
dpv < 0
holds. As C does not contain the generating node we know that d
p
v = d
p
v holds for each v ∈
C. As x is feasible, the optimal solution of the considered dual program has objective value
0. However, the solution constructed above has a negative value which is a contradiction.
Thus every feasible point fulfills the inequality and therefore it is valid. 
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While there exists far simpler proofs that the considered inequality is valid, the above
proof illustrates how the knowledge of the dual program can be used to show validity of
certain inequalities. In addition, it underlines that upfront information on the considered
solution space might be necessary to derive useful results. Here, we needed to consider
solutions where
εvw = ηvw = κvw = 0 ∀(v,w) ∈ A˜(P)
holds. We conclude this subsection by generalizing the above stated inequalities.
Theorem 12.16. Consider a potential power grid P and a subset C ⊆ V(P). Then∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv zv ≥ −
∑
v∈C
dpv (12.20)
is a valid inequality for b-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max). We call this class of inequalities
cut-set inequalities.
Proof. If
∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv zv ≥ 0 holds, inequality (12.20) is trivially fulfilled. Therefore,
let
∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv zv < 0 hold which means that the set C needs to be supplied externally.
Thus, in every feasible solution the power that flows through the lines of the set δ(C) is at
least −
(∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv zv
)
. As the amount of power on a line e is limited by f maxe we
derive ∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe xe ≥ −
∑
v∈C
dpv −
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv zv (12.21)
and inequality (12.20) is valid. 
Note that this inequality can also be derived by a linear combination of the equations
and inequalities given in Remarks 12.7 and 12.8. Thus, adding these inequalities will not
tighten the LP-relaxation. We derive corresponding inequalities for the AC-linear problem.
Theorem 12.17. Consider a potential power grid P and a subset C ⊆ V(P). Then∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv zv ≥ −
∑
v∈C
(
dpv + d
q
v
)
(12.22)
is a valid inequality for b-ACL-Poly(P,G, ϑmax,Umax, f max). We call this class of inequali-
ties cut-set inequalities.
Proof. The argumentation is equivalent to the one given in the proof of the previous theo-
rem. 
Note that we lack an explicit formulation for the set of feasible power grid designs.
Thus when using the previously discussed branch-and-cut method, we need a separation
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algorithm in order to make use of the valid inequalities. The concept of separating maxi-
mally violated inequalities is a well established and researched algorithmic procedure and
information on it can be found in any textbook on integer programming, see for example
the book by Nemhauser and Wolsey [74]. Nevertheless, we briefly introduce this concept
using the inequalities established in Theorem 12.16.
Definition 12.18. Given a vector (x∗, z∗) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)|×[0, 1]|G| and letF denote the set of all
cut-set inequalities (12.20) for P. We define cs-sepa((x∗, z∗)) as the separating procedure
that returns a maximally violated cut-set for the grid P. That is, cs-sepa((x∗, z∗)) aims at
finding the inequality pi1x + pi2z ≥ pi3 ∈ F which maximizes vio B pi3 − pi1x∗ − pi2z∗.
We remark the following.
Remark 12.19. Consider b-DCDP-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max) and a given vector (x∗, z∗) ∈
[0, 1]|E(P)|+|G|. Then determining whether there exists a cut set C∗ ⊆ V(P) such that (x∗, z∗)
violates an inequality (12.20) equals deciding whether σ < 0 holds, where σ is defined as
σ B min
C⊆V(P)
∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe x
∗
e +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv z
∗
v +
∑
v∈C
dpv .
This problem equals finding a minimum s-t cut in the graph G(P)′ with
V
(
G(P)′) B V(P) ∪ {s, t} and E (G(P)′) B E(P) ∪ {{s, v}, {{v, t} | v ∈ V(P)}
and edge weights
cvw =

0 if v = s,
dpv + gmaxv z
∗
v if w = t and v ∈ G,
dpv if w = t and v < G,
f max{v,w}x
∗
{v,w} if {v,w} ∈ E(P).
This is the case, as every s-t cut C ⊆ V(P) ∪ {s} in G(P)′ with s ∈ C has value∑
w∈V(P)\C
csw +
∑
v∈C
cvt +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
v,w<{s,t}
cvw =
∑
v∈C\G
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
(
dpv + g
max
v z
∗
v
)
+
∑
e∈δ(C)∪E(P)
f maxe x
∗
e.
Note that G(P)′ has edges with negative weights. Therefore solving a minimum cut
problem is not a trivial task, i.e., the problem is NP-hard in general. In our case however,
the minimum cut can be found in polynomial time.
Theorem 12.20. The minimum cut problem introduced in Remark 12.19 can be solved
in polynomial time, i.e., the cut-set inequalities for b-DCDP-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max) can be
separated in polynomial time.
Proof. Note that only edges {w, t} might have a negative weight. As the all edges incident
to s have weight 0, it is intuitive to expect that a change of these two weights might result
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in a graph with an equivalent minimum cut. For these edges we modify the weights of
{s,w} and {w, t} in order to have a graph without negative weights. We define new edge
weights c˜vw ≥ 0 for {v,w} ∈ E (G(P)′) as follows:
c˜vw =

−cwt if v = s and cwt < 0
0 if w = t and cvt < 0
cvw else.
Note that all weights c˜vw are positive, thus finding the minimum s-t cut in G(P)′ with
respect to c˜ can be done in polynomial time. Let C denote an s-t cut in G(P)′ with s ∈ C.
For the cuts’ cost the following holds:∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
c˜vw =
∑
w∈V(P)\C
c˜sw +
∑
w∈C
c˜wt +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
v,w<{s,t}
c˜vw
=
∑
w∈V(P)\C
cwt<0
−cwt +
∑
w∈C
cwt≥0
cwt +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
v,w<{s,t}
cvw
= −
∑
w∈V(P)\C
cwt<0
cwt +
∑
w∈C
cwt≥0
cwt +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
v,w<{s,t}
cvw +
∑
w∈C
cwt<0
cwt −
∑
w∈C
cwt<0
cwt
= −
∑
w∈V(P)
cwt<0
cwt +
∑
w∈C
cwt +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
v,w<{s,t}
cvw
= −
∑
w∈V(P)
cwt<0
cwt +
∑
{v,w}∈δ(C)
cvw
As
∑
w∈V(P)
cwt<0
cwt is a constant, we can find a minimum s-t cut in G(P)′ with respect to c by
finding one with respect to c˜. As stated above, this can be done in polynomial time. 
In order to tighten the LP-relaxations, we need to strengthen the above stated inequalities
by considering that the x and z variables only have binary values.
Theorem 12.21. Given a subset C ⊆ V(P), a corresponding valid cut-set inequality and a
value α ∈ R≥0. Then a valid inequality for b-DCDP-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max) is given by
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌈
f maxe
α
⌉
xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
⌈
gmaxv
α
⌉
zv ≥

− ∑
v∈C
dpv
α
 (12.23)
We call this class of inequalities rounded cut-set inequalities
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Proof. As α > 0, f maxe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E(P) and gmaxv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G and hold, we derive∑
e∈δ(C)
⌈
f maxe
α
⌉
xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
⌈
gmaxv
α
⌉
zv ≥
∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe
α
xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
gmaxv
α
zv.
Therefore
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌈
f maxe
α
⌉
xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
⌈
gmaxv
α
⌉
zv ≥
− ∑
v∈C
dpv
α
is a valid inequality. As the left-hand-side of the inequality is integer and the right-hand-
side is positive, we can round it up without losing feasibility. Thus, inequality (12.23) is
valid. 
Obviously, the same improvement can be done when considering the cut-set inequalities
for b-ACL-Poly(P,G, ϑmax,Umax, f max). Note that these inequalities are only stronger than
the cut-set inequalities when the right-hand-side is not integer. Furthermore, the value of α
must be suitably chosen. Note that if we increase coefficients on the left-hand-side of the
inequality by rounding up, we lose information. Thus in order to keep as much information
as possible, it is suitable to chose values for α that give integral coefficients for as many
variables on the left-hand-side without the need of rounding up. Therefore choosing α
from the set { f maxe |e ∈ E(P)} ∪ {gmaxv |v ∈ V(P)} is a sensible decision. These inequalities
can be separated by using a MILP, as the rounding of the right hand side can be modeled
as a linear constraint, cf. Chapter 13. However, we strongly believe that separating these
inequalities is NP-hard, although we lack a proper proof. This is due to the fact, that the
problem bears a strong resemblance to the Minimum Cut with Bounded Size Problem,
where we aim at finding a minimal cut with a bounded number of nodes. This problem is
known to be NP-hard [36].
We continue Example 12.9, in order to show that the rounded cut-set inequalities im-
prove the relaxation.
Example 12.22. Recall, that the strongest formulation determined in Example 12.9 was
given by 
x ∈ R3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
6x{v1,v3} +2x{v2,v3} ≥ 5
x{v1,v2} +x{v1,v3} ≥ 1
6x{v1,v2} +2x{v2,v3} ≥ 1
x{v2,v3} ≥ 0
x{v1,v2} ≤ 1
x{v1,v3} ≤ 1
x{v2,v3} ≤ 1

.
The following three vertex sets are the only ones which induce positive right-hand-sides
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x{v1 ,v2}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
Figure 12.5.: The polytope derived from adding the rounded cut-set inequalities.
when considering the corresponding cut-set inequalities:
{v2} , {v3} and {v2, v3} .
The corresponding inequalities are
{v2} : 12x{v1,v2} +4x{v2,v3} ≥ 2
{v3} : 12x{v1,v3} +4x{v2,v3} ≥ 12
{v2, v3} : 12x{v1,v2} +12x{v1,v3} ≥ 12
.
It is obvious that adding these inequalities will not strengthen the formulation as they are
facets of defined the polytope. However, by adding the rounded inequalities for α = 4 and
α = 12, we derive the formulation
x ∈ R3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x{v1,v2} +x{v1,v3} ≥ 1
x{v1,v2} +x{v2,v3} ≥ 1
3x{v1,v3} +x{v2,v3} ≥ 3
x{v1,v2} ≤ 1
x{v1,v3} ≤ 1
x{v2,v3} ≤ 1

.
Figure 12.5 shows this new polytope, while Figure 12.6 gives a comparison between it and
the previous one. It is obvious that adding the new constraints improves the formulation.
We now further improve these constraints by considering the real-valued variable gpv for
v ∈ G. Note that these variables do not arise when considering the power grid design
polytope. However, they are vital to the MILP that is used to determine feasibility, as
discussed in Remark 12.7. In order to derive a new inequality, we use mixed-integer-
rounding. For further information on this technique we refer to the book by Nemhauser
and Wolsey [74].
Theorem 12.23. Consider a potential power grid P and a subset C ⊆ V(P). Then
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe − 11 − f ∑
v∈C∩G
gpv ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv
 (12.24)
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x{v1 ,v2}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
x{v1 ,v3}
x{v2 ,v3}
Figure 12.6.: The two polytopes with and without the cut-set inequalities.
with f B
∑
v∈C
dpv −
⌊∑
v∈C
dpv
⌋
is a valid inequality for the MILP stated in Remark 12.7.
Proof. With the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 12.16 we derive that∑
e∈δ(C)
f maxe xe +
∑
v∈C∩G
gv ≥ −
∑
v∈C
dpv
is a valid inequality for the MILP. Therefore, the inequality∑
e∈δ(C)
− f maxe xe −
∑
v∈C∩G
gv ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv (*)
is also valid.
Assume that − ∑
v∈C∩G
gv > f − 1 holds. Then
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe ≤ ∑
e∈δ(C)
− f maxe xe
(*)≤
∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gv <
∑
v∈C
dpv − f + 1 =
∑
v∈C
dpv
 + 1
holds and as
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe is integer we have
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv
 . (**)
In addition we derive
− 1
1 − f
∑
v∈C∩G
gpv ≤ 0 (***)
from
∑
v∈C∩G
gpv ≥ 0. Adding (**) and (***) yields inequality (12.24).
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Now suppose that − ∑
v∈C∩G
gv ≤ f − 1 holds. We derive
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe − 11 − f ∑
v∈C∩G
gpv ≤
∑
e∈δ(C)
− f maxe xe −
1
1 − f
∑
v∈C∩G
gpv
(*)≤
∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gv − 11 − f
∑
v∈C∩G
gpv =
∑
v∈C
dpv +
 ∑
v∈C∩G
gv
 (1 − 11 − f
)
=
∑
v∈C
dpv +
 ∑
v∈C∩G
gv
 ( − f1 − f
)
≤
∑
v∈C
dpv + (1 − f )
( − f
1 − f
)
=
∑
v∈C
dpv
 .
Note that  ∑
v∈C∩G
gv
 ( − f1 − f
)
≤ (1 − f )
( − f
1 − f
)
holds as − f1− f is negative and we assume that
∑
v∈C∩G
gv ≥ 1 − f holds. 
Note that we currently do not know how to separate these inequalities exactly. This is
due to the fact that we have no way of handling the nonlinear term
1
1 − f
∑
v∈C∩G
gpv ,
as f and the sum depend on C. Observe that similar constraints can be derived for the poly-
tope using the AC-linear constraints. In addition, we remark that f is generally considered
as the fractional part of the right-hand-side. As
∑
v∈C
dpv is negative, this interpretation is not
correct. Nevertheless, the value f is of vital importance to these inequalities. In order to
derive (possibly) stronger inequalities, one could multiply the inequality by
1
α
, α > 0 as
done in Theorem 12.21. Note that we can also strengthen the inequalities by partitioning
δ(C) into two sets, depending on the fractional part of f maxe . In order to give an elegant
proof of the following theorem, we make use of a remark stated in the book by Wolsey
[100].
Corollary 12.24. If X B {(x, y) ∈ R≥0 × Z | y ≤ b + x} with b ∈ R, and f = b − bbc, the
inequality
y ≤ bbc + x
1 − f
Proof. The proof of this corollary is found in the book by Wolsey [100]. 
Thus we state the following strengthened valid inequalities.
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Theorem 12.25. Consider a potential power grid P and a subset C ⊆ V(P). We define
f parte B − f maxe −
⌊− f maxe ⌋ ∀e ∈ δ(C) and f B ∑
v∈C
dpv −
∑
v∈C
dpv
 .
In addition, we partition δ(C) into two sets E1 and E2, which are defined as
E1 B
{
e ∈ δ(C) | f parte ≤ f
}
and E2 B
{
e ∈ δ(C) | f parte > f
}
.
Then∑
e∈E1
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe + ∑
e∈E2
(⌊− f maxe ⌋ + f parte − f1 − f
)
xe − 11 − f
∑
v∈C∩G
gv ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv
 (12.25)
is a valid inequality for the MILP stated in Remark 12.7.
Proof. As in the previous theorem we conclude that∑
e∈δ(C)
− f maxe xe −
∑
v∈C∩G
gv ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv
is a valid inequality for the MILP and thus∑
e∈E1
− f maxe xe +
∑
e∈E2
− f maxe xe ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gv
is valid as well. Thus we derive the valid inequality∑
e∈E1
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe + ∑
e∈E2
(⌈− f maxe ⌉ + f parte − 1) xe ≤∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gv, (*)
as − f maxe =
⌈− f maxe ⌉ + f parte − 1 holds. In order to apply Corollary 12.24, we rewrite
inequality (*) in the following way:∑
e∈E1
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe + ∑
e∈E2
⌈− f maxe ⌉ xe ≤∑
v∈C
dpv +
∑
v∈C∩G
gv +
∑
e∈E2
(
1 − f parte
)
xe.
We use Corollary 12.24 with
y B
∑
e∈E1
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe + ∑
e∈E2
⌈− f maxe ⌉ xe
x B
∑
v∈C∩G
gv +
∑
e∈E2
(
1 − f parte
)
xe
b B
∑
v∈C
dpv
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and conclude that∑
e∈E1
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe + ∑
e∈E2
⌈− f maxe ⌉ xe ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv
 + 11 − f ∑
v∈C∩G
gv +
∑
e∈E2
1 − f parte
1 − f xe
is valid for the MILP. Note that for all e ∈ E2 we have that f maxe ∈ R \Z and thus
⌈− f maxe ⌉ =⌊− f maxe ⌋ + 1 holds. Using this we derive that∑
e∈E1
⌊− f maxe ⌋ xe + ∑
e∈E2
(⌊− f maxe ⌋ + f parte − f1 − f
)
xe ≤
∑
v∈C
dpv
 + 11 − f ∑
v∈C∩G
gv
is a valid inequality for the MILP. 
While our considered inequalities improve the LP-relaxations, the theoretical impact
of the inequalities remains unclear. In general, we are not able to decide whether these
inequalities describe facets as we have no information on the dimension of the design
polytope. Determining the dimension of the polytope is not an easy task, as even deciding
whether a given polytope is empty is a difficult problem. Therefore, we restrict ourselves
to a class of subproblems for which determining the polytope’s dimension is easy.
12.3. The Unbounded DC Power Grid Design Polytope
In the following, we discuss the polyhedral structure of the power grid design polytope for
the unbounded DCDP for 2-edge-connected graphs. The following theorem underlines the
importance of this special polytope.
Theorem 12.26. Reconsider the unbounded power grid design polytope DC-Poly(P,G)
as stated in Remark 12.2. Given a potential power grid P with an underlying 2-edge-
connected graph where∑
v∈S
gmaxv ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv ∀S ⊆ G with |S | = |G| − 1 (12.26)
holds. Then DC-Poly(P,G) is a full-dimensional polytope.
Proof. As every vertex of DC-Poly(P,G) is sn element of {0, 1}|E(P)|+|G|, we need to con-
struct |E(P)| + |G| + 1 feasible and affinely independent points. As G(P) is 2-edge-
connected, every design where one edge is not chosen is feasible if sufficient power is
supplied. As every subset of |G| − 1 generators is feasible, the |E(P)| + |G| + 1 points Pi
given in Table 12.1 represent power grid designs that allow for a feasible flow. Note that
computing P|E(P)|+|G|+1 − Pi for i ∈ {1, . . . , |E(P)| + |G|} yields the unit vectors of R|E(P)|+|G|.
As they are linearly independent, the points stated in Table 12.1 are affinely independent
and the result follows. 
Without imposing further restrictions, the 2-edge-connectivity of the underlying graph
is necessary for the full-dimensionality of DC-Poly(P,G).
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x-variables z-variables︷                               ︸︸                               ︷︷                               ︸︸                               ︷
P1 0 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
P2 1 0 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
...
...
P|E(P)|−1 1 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
P|E(P)| 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 0 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
P|E(P)|+1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 0 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
P|E(P)|+2 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 0 1 · · · 1 1 1
...
...
P|E(P)|+|G|−1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 0 1
P|E(P)|+|G| 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 0
P|E(P)|+|G|+1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
Table 12.1.: |E(P)| + |G| + 1 feasible points for DC-Poly(P,G).
Remark 12.27. Consider a potential power gridPwhere the underlying topology contains
a single bridge {va, vb}. Furthermore, let Va ⊆ V(P) and Vb ⊆ V(P) with Va unionmulti Vb = V(P)
denote the partition derived by the removal of the bridge. If one of the inequalities
−
∑
v∈Va
dpv ≤
∑
v∈Va∩G
gmaxv or −
∑
v∈VB
dpv ≤
∑
v∈Vb∩G
gmaxv
is violated, the bridge must be contained in all feasible designs. Thus x{va,vb} = 1 is valid
equation for DC-Poly(P,G) and the polytope is not full-dimensional.
The same result can be derived for inequalities (12.26).
Remark 12.28. If there exits a node v ∈ G such that∑
w∈G\{v}
gmaxw ≤ −
∑
w∈V(P)
dpw
holds, we know that in all feasible designs v must be chosen as a generating node. Thus,
we derive the valid equation zv = 1 and DC-Poly(P,G) is not full-dimensional.
As shown in the previous chapters, the feasibility of the unbounded DCDP does not
depend on the physical properties of the power lines. Thus, we can use combinatorial
arguments to decide whether a given design is feasible without solving the corresponding
power flow problem. The same can not be said for the bounded problems or the AC-linear
flows as discussed in the previous chapters. Examples 6.11 and 11.3 illustrate the fact
that deciding whether an instance of the unbounded ACLPF is feasible can not be done
without solving the corresponding linear system. As we lack a way of deciding feasibility
without solving the power flow equations, we lack the tools for determining the dimension
of the corresponding polytopes. This is the main reason for restricting ourselves to the
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unbounded DCDP. However, all valid inequalities for this polytope remain valid for the
bounded versions of DCDP.
Corollary 12.29. Consider the unbounded DC-Poly(P,G) with an underlying 2-edge-con-
nected graph and let inequalities (12.26) hold. Then the inequalities
xe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E(P) and zv ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ G
define facets of DC-Poly(P,G).
Proof. Obviously, the inequalities are valid. In addition, exactly |E(P)| + |G| of the points
stated in Table 12.1 fulfill each inequality with equality. As those points are affinely inde-
pendent the result follows. 
In general, the constraints
xe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E(P) and zv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G
do not define facets of DC-Poly(P,G). This can be seen in Example 12.34 which is dis-
cussed later on.
Theorem 12.30. Let ∑
e∈E(P)
αexe +
∑
v∈G
βvzv ≥ c (12.27)
denote a facet-defining inequality of DC-Poly(P,G). For c = 0 it holds:
|{e ∈ E(P) | αe > 0}| + |{v ∈ G | βv > 0}| = 1.
If c > 0 holds, we derive
αe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E(P), βv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G.
Proof. Let inequality (12.27) define a facet and let Π ∈ DC-Poly(P,G) denote the set of
the |E(P)|+ |G| vertices of DC-Poly(P,G) that fulfill the inequality with equality. We know
that for all e′ ∈ E(P) there must exist a vertex (x∗, z∗) ∈ Π where xe′ = 0 holds, otherwise
the facet would equal a trivial facet defined in Corollary 12.29. In addition, we know that
(x∗ + 1e′ , z∗) is a feasible point of the polytope that must fulfill the inequality (12.27) and
derive
αe′ +
∑
e∈E(P)
αex∗e +
∑
v∈G
βvz∗v = αe′ + c
!≥ c.
Therefore we conclude αe′ ≥ 0. As the same argument can be made for any v′ ∈ G, we
derive that
αe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E(P) and βv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G
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holds.
Now assume that c < 0 holds. From αe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E(P) and βv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G we conclude
that no vertex (x, y) ∈ DC-Poly(P,G) can fulfill inequality (12.27) with equality and thus
it does not define a facet. Therefore, c ≥ 0 must hold. If c = 0 holds, we know that the
corresponding inequality can be derived as a affine combination of the valid inequalities
xe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E(P) and zv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ G
and therefore it can not define a facet. Note that this is only true if
|{e ∈ E(P) | αe > 0}| + |{v ∈ G | βv > 0}| > 1.
holds. We thus conclude c > 0. 
Note that this proof relies on the fact that adding a line or a generator to a feasible power
grid results in a feasible grid. As previously shown, this does not hold for the bounded DC
or any AC-linear problem. Therefore, we can not extend this result to either of these
problems’ polytopes.
The following theorem states facets involving only the z-variables, which can be found
by considering facets of the knapsack polytope.
Theorem 12.31. Consider the unbounded DC-Poly(P,G) with an underlying 2-edge-con-
nected graph and let inequalities (12.26) hold. Furthermore, letKg be the following knap-
sack polytope:
Kg B Conv

κ ∈ {0, 1}|G|
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∑v∈G gmaxv κv ≤
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G
gmaxv

 .
If the inequality
∑
v∈G
αvκv ≤ β is a facet of Kg, the inequality ∑
v∈G
αv (1 − zv) ≤ β is a facet of
DC-Poly(P,G).
Proof. Transforming the knapsack constraint yields:∑
v∈G
gmaxv κv ≤
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv +
∑
v∈G
gmaxv
⇔
∑
v∈G
gmaxv (κv − 1) ≤
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv
⇔
∑
v∈G
gmaxv (1 − κv) ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv
We know from inequality (12.26) that this inequality holds for each κ ∈ {e1, . . . , e|G|, 0},
where ei denotes the i-th unit vector. Thus, the polytope Kg is full-dimensional [56].
In the following, let 1|G| denote the vector of length |G| consisting of all ones. Consider
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x-variables z-variables︷                               ︸︸                               ︷︷                    ︸︸                    ︷
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (z1)T
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (z2)T
...
...
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (z|G|−1)T
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (z|G|)T
0 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (z1)T
1 0 1 · · · 1 1 1 (z1)T
...
...
1 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 (z1)T
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 0 (z1)T
Table 12.2.: |G|+ |E(P)| feasible points for DC-Poly(P,G), derived from a knapsack facet.
any feasible point κi of Kg, by setting zi = 1 − κi we get a point that fulfills∑
v∈G
gmaxv z
i
v ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv . (12.28)
Therefore, zi represents a selection of generating nodes that allow for a feasible power flow
if we consider a connected grid. Thus any point of Kg can be transformed into a feasible
selection of generation nodes for DCPF(P).
Given any facet
∑
v∈G
αvκv ≤ β of Kg, we know that there exists |G| affinely independent
vectors which fulfill the equation with equality. Let
{
κ1, . . . , κ|G|
}
denote these points, then
the transformation zi = 1 − κi yields a set of |G| affinely independent vectors which fulfill∑
v∈G
αv(1 − zv) ≤ β with equality. We extend the vectors zi to derive the |E(P)| + |G| fea-
sible points for DC-Poly(P,G) stated in Table 12.2. Due to the 2-edge-connectivity and
inequality (12.28), each point we derive is an element of DC-Poly(P,G). By construction,
each point fulfills
∑
v∈G
αv(1 − zv) ≤ β with equality and all |G| + |E(P)| points are affinely
independent.
As we considered a facet of Kg, there exists a feasible point of Kg that does not fulfill
the inequality with equality. We transfer it to a feasible point for DC-Poly(P,G) using
the above stated modifications. Thus, there exists a point in DC-Poly(P,G) that does not
fulfill the inequality with equality and we conclude that the inequality defines a facet. 
Note that this theorem allows us transform well researched valid inequalities for Knap-
sack to DC-Poly(P,G). For more information on valid inequalities for the knapsack poly-
tope see for example the book by Nemhauser and Wolsey [74].
Reconsider the connected subgraph polytope stated in Definition 9.6. For a special class
of graphs, a complete formulation for this polytope is known.
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Theorem 12.32 (Gro¨tschel, Monma). Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph and let CON(G)
denote the connected subgraph polytope of G. Then CON(G) is full-dimensional and its
facets are given by:
1
2
p∑
i=1
∑
e∈δ(Vi)
xe ≥ p − 1 for all partitions V1, . . . ,Vp of V(G), p ≥ 2, such that each
subgraph (Vi, E[Vi]) is 2-edge-connected and the graph
obtained by contracting every Vi, i = 1, . . . , p to a single
node is 2-node-connected,
xe ≤ 1 for all e ∈ E(G),
xe ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E(G) such that G − e is 2-edge-connected.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is given in [41]. 
We use this result to derive facet-defining inequalities for our polytope.
Theorem 12.33. Consider the unbounded DC-Poly(P,G) with an underlying 2-edge-con-
nected graph and let inequalities (12.26) hold. Let S ⊆ V(P) \ G be a subset which does
not contain a generating node and let G(P)[V(P) \ S ] be 2-edge-connected. Furthermore,
dpv , 0 holds for all v ∈ S . Consider the following auxiliary (multi-)graph G(P)′:
V(G(P)′) B S ∪ {vaux},
E(G(P)′) B
{
{vaux, vi} | ∃ v j ∈ V(P) \ S with
{
vi, v j
}
∈ δ(S )
}
∪ E[S ],
where E(G(P)′) is a multi-set. The inequality∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S | (12.29)
is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G). If G(P)′ is 2-node-connected, it defines a facet.
Proof. As every node in S must be connected and as S does not contain a generating node
every feasible design needs to contain at least |S | edges from E[S ] ∪ δ(S ). Therefore, the
inequality is valid.
In order to show that inequality (12.29) describes a facet, we use Theorem 12.32. Consider
the auxiliary graph G(P)′ and the partition of V(G(P)′) into sets Vi that contain a single
node. Obviously, each subgraph is 2-edge-connected and by assumption the graph is 2-
node-connected. Thus,
1
2
|V(G(P)′)|∑
i=1
∑
e∈δ(Vi)
xe ≥ |V(G(P)′)| − 1 ⇔
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe ≥ |S |
is a facet of CON(G(P)′). As CON(G(P)′) is full-dimensional, there exists |δ(S )| + |E[S ]|
affinely independent points c1, . . . , c|δ(S )|+|E[S ]| that fulfill the inequality with equality.
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x-variables z-variables︷                                                      ︸︸                                                      ︷︷                               ︸︸                               ︷
E[V(P) \ S ] E[S ] ∪ δ(S )︷                           ︸︸                           ︷ ︷            ︸︸            ︷
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c2)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
...
...
...
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c|δ(S )|+|E[S ]|−1)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c|δ(S )|+|E[S ]|)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
0 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
1 0 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
...
...
...
1 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 (c1)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 0 (c1)T 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T d 0 1 1 · · · 1 1 1
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T d 1 0 1 · · · 1 1 1
...
...
...
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T d 1 1 1 · · · 1 0 1
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 (c1)T d 1 1 1 · · · 1 1 0
Table 12.3.: |E[S ] ∪ δ(S )| + |E[V(P) \ S ]| + |G| feasible points for DC-Poly(P,G).
We extend these vectors in order to get feasible points for DC-Poly(P,G) as shown in
Table 12.3. By construction, these points are affinely independent and fulfill inequality
(12.29) with equality. The vector 1|E(P)|+|G| does not fulfill inequality (12.29) with equality
but is an element of DC-Poly(P,G). Thus the inequality defines a facet of DC-Poly(P,G).

Note that demanding 2-node-connectivity for the auxiliary graph allows for the use of
the results of Gro¨tschel and Monma [41]. While it might be possible to restrict the node-
connectivity to specific nodes of V(G(P)′) it can not be entirely neglected as the following
example shows.
Example 12.34. Consider the graph depicted in Figure 12.7. We construct a potential
power gridPwith this graph as underlying topology and demands dv = −5 for all v ∈ V(P)
and generating nodes G = {v1, v2, v3} with supply gmaxv = 20 for all v ∈ G. Using polymake,
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v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
Figure 12.7.: A potential power grid where the auxiliary graph is not 2-node-connected.
we compute the facets of DC-Poly(P,G). The inequalities
x1,2 +x1,3 +x2,3 +x2,4 +z1 +z2 +2z3 ≥ 4
x1,2 +x1,3 +x2,3 +x3,4 +z1 +2z2 +z3 ≥ 4
x1,2 +x1,3 +z1 +z2 +z3 ≥ 3
x1,2 +x2,3 +x2,4 +z1 +z2 +z3 ≥ 3
x1,2 +x2,3 +x2,4 +x3,4 +z2 ≥ 2
x1,3 +x2,3 +x3,4 +z1 +z2 +z3 ≥ 3
x1,3 +x2,3 +x2,4 +x3,4 +z3 ≥ 2
x2,4 +x3,4 ≥ 1
x4,5 +x4,6 +x5,6 ≥ 2
z1 +z2 +z3 ≥ 2
x1,2 ≥ 0
x1,3 ≥ 0
x2,3 ≥ 0
together with
xe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E(P) and zv ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ G
describe all facets of the polytope. Consider S = {v4, v5, v6}, then the corresponding aux-
iliary graph is not 2-node-connected, because removing v4 disconnects the graph. As we
can see, the corresponding valid inequality x2,4 + x3,4 + x4,5 + x4,6 + x5,6 ≥ 3 is not a facet of
DC-Poly(P,G). As expected, the inequality x4,5 + x4,6 + x5,6 ≥ 2 derived from S = {v5, v6}
is a facet, because the corresponding auxiliary graph is 2-node-connected.
In addition, we can not neglect the demand for 2-edge-connectivity for G(P)[V(P) \ S ]
as the following example illustrates.
Example 12.35. Consider the graph depicted in Figure 12.8. As before, we construct a
potential power grid P with this graph as underlying topology and demands dv = −5 for
all v ∈ V(P) and generating nodes G = {v1, v2, v3} with supply gmaxv = 20 for all v ∈ G.
Using polymake, we derive that all facets of DC-Poly(P,G) which depend only on the x
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v1
v2
v3
v5
v6
v7
v4
Figure 12.8.: A graph illustrating that 2-edge-connectivity for G(P)[V(P)\S ] is necessary.
variables are given by the inequalities
x1,2 +x3,7 ≥ 1
x1,3 +x2,4 +x2,5 ≥ 1
x2,4 +x2,5 +x3,7 +x4,5 ≥ 2
x2,4 +x2,5 +x3,7 +x4,5 +x5,6 +x5,7 +x6,7 ≥ 4 (A)
x2,4 +x4,5 ≥ 1 (B)
x3,7 +x5,6 +x5,7 +x6,7 ≥ 2 (C)
x5,6 +x6,7 ≥ 1 (D)
x1,3 ≥ 0
x2,5 ≥ 0
x5,7 ≥ 0
and xe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E(P). We can see that the sets {v4}, {v6} and {v6, v7} induce the facets
(B), (C) and (D). The set {v5, v6, v7} does not induce a facet and G(P)[{v1, v2, v3, v4}]
is not 2-edge-connected. However, the set {v4, v5, v6, v7} induces facet (A), although the
graph G(P)[{v1, v2, v3}] is not 2-edge-connected. We believe this to be a special case, as
G(P)[{v1, v2, v3}] only consists of generating nodes.
In the following, we strengthen the previously defined inequalities by lifting additional
variables into the constraints. An overview of the theoretical results of the lifting procedure
can be found in most textbooks about integer programming (see for example the book by
Nemhauser and Wolsey [74]). As the knowledge of lifting procedures is not necessary
to understand our reasoning, we refrain from introducing the theory behind lifting valid
inequalities. However, the following theorems can be also be proven by applying results
from lifting theory.
Theorem 12.36. Consider the unbounded DC-Poly(P,G) with an underlying 2-edge-con-
nected graph and let inequalities (12.26) hold. Let G(P)′ be defined as in Theorem 12.33
with the restriction that there exists a single generating node vi ∈ G in S , i.e., S ∩G = {vi}.
Furthermore, let there exist a non-empty subset S ′ ⊆ S , vi ∈ S ′ with∑
v∈S ′
dpv + g
max
vi ≥ 0
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and let G(P)′ [S ′] and G(P)′ [{vaux} ∪ (S \ S ′)] be edge-connected. Then the inequality
zi +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S | (12.30)
is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G) and defines a facet if G(P)′ is 2-node-connected
and ∑
v∈S ′′
gmaxv ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv ∀S ′′ ⊆ G \ {vi} with |S ′′| = |G| − 2 (12.31)
holds.
Proof. Consider the following optimization problem:
β B min
 ∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (x, z) ∈ DC-Poly(P,G), zi = 1
 .
Due to the assumptions, there exists a partition of G(P)′ into two connected components
that allows for a feasible power flow. One component is supplied by vi and the remaining
nodes can be supplied by other generating nodes, i.e., they must be connected to vaux ∈
V(G(P)′). As every node in S has a non-zero demand it must be either connected to vaux or
vi. Therefore it does not exist a partition of S into more than two connected components
with a feasible solution and from V(G(P)′) = |S | + 1 nodes we conclude β = |S | − 1.
Consider the inequality
αzi +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S | . (*)
We need to determine a value for α such that (*) is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G).
We know that (*) is valid for zi = 0 as S does not contain an additional generating node
and therefore all |S | nodes need to be supplied from G(P)[V(P) \ S ]. As every node has a
non-zero demand, we need at least |S | lines to supply every node. If we consider the case
zi = 1, then (*) is valid if
α + β ≥ |S |
holds, where β is defined as previously stated. As discussed above, β = |S | − 1 holds and
therefore α ≥ 1 follows. Thus (12.30) is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G).
It remains to show that (12.30) defines a facet if the given constraints hold. We define the
following polytope:
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0} B Conv
({(
x, z) ∈ {0, 1}|E(P)|+|G|
∣∣∣ DCPF(P[x, z]) , ∅, zi = 0}) .
As inequalities (12.31) hold,
Dim
(
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0}) = |E(P)| + |G| − 1
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follows from Theorem 12.26. Note that we do not consider vi as a generating node when
analyzing DC-Poly(P,G)∩{zi = 0}, thus we know from Theorem 12.33 that (12.30) defines
a facet of this polytope. Thus we know that there exist |E(P)|+ |G|−1 affinely independent
points of DC-Poly(P,G) with zi = 0, that fulfill (12.30) with equality. We now construct
a valid point of DC-Poly(P,G) with zi = 1 that fulfills (12.30) with equality. As zi = 0
holds for the previously determined |E(P)| + |G| − 1 points, we get |E(P)| + |G| affinely
independent points and thus prove that (12.30) defines a facet of DC-Poly(P,G). Due
to the assumptions made, we know that G(P)′ has a spanning forest with two connected
components that allows for a feasible solution. This spanning forest fulfills
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +∑
e∈δ(S )
xe = |S | − 1 and with zi = 1 we can construct a feasible point of DC-Poly(P,G) that
fulfills (12.30) with equality. Therefore, the inequality defines a facet. 
The existence of the subset S ′ in the assumptions made in Theorem 12.36 is necessary
for (12.30) being a facet as the following remark shows.
Remark 12.37. If there does not exists a subset S ′ with the desired properties the opti-
mization problem used in the proof yields β = |S | as there does not exist a feasible partition
of G(P)′ into two connected components. Therefore, ∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S | is a valid in-
equality for DC-Poly(P,G). As (12.30) is a weaker inequality it can not define a facet of
the polytope.
In addition, the fulfillment of inequalities (12.31) makes it possible to prove that in-
equality (12.30) defines a facet without distinguishing multiple cases.
Remark 12.38. If inequalities (12.31) do not hold, the set
G′ B
vk ∈ G \ {vi}
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∑v∈G\{vi,vk} gmaxv < −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv

is non-empty. As setting zi = 0 implies z j = 1 for all j ∈ G′ we get
Dim
(
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0}) ≤ |E(P)| + |G \ G′| − 1.
Therefore, we lose the information on the exact dimension of the polytope. Note that it is
even possible that Dim = −1 holds, for example in the case of |G| = 2, i.e., there does not
exist a feasible design.
The next logical step in strengthening the inequality is considering sets S that contain
multiple generators.
Theorem 12.39. Consider the unbounded DC-Poly(P,G) with an underlying 2-edge-con-
nected graph and let inequalities (12.26) hold. Let S ⊆ V(P) be a subset of nodes and let
Γ ⊆ G be the set of generators contained in S , i.e., Γ ⊆ S . Without loss of generality we
assume Γ B
{
v1, . . . , vg
}
. Let G(P)[V(P) \ S ] be 2-edge-connected and let dv , 0 hold for
all v ∈ S .
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In addition, we assume that for each vi ∈ Γ there exist a non-empty subset S i ⊆ S , vi ∈ S i
where ∑
v∈S i
dpv + g
max
vi ≥ 0
holds. We also demand that G(P)′ [S i] and G(P)′ [vaux ∪ (S \ S i)] are edge-connected for
each vi ∈ Γ. Then ∑
v∈Γ
zv +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S | (12.32)
is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G). If G(P)′ is 2-node-connected and∑
v∈S ′
gmaxv ≥ −
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv ∀S ′ ⊆ G \ Γ with |S ′| = |G| − |Γ| − 1
holds, it defines a facet. Here G(P)′ denotes the auxiliary graph constructed as in Theorem
12.33.
Proof. As before, we consider the optimization problem
β1 B min
 ∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (x, z) ∈ DC-Poly(P,G), z1 = 1, zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ \ {v1}
 ,
which yields β1 = |S | − 1. We therefore derive that
z1 +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S |
is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ \ {v1}}. Here the polytope is de-
fined according to the one in the previous proof. We now successively lift the missing zi
values into the constraint. For the next step we need solve the problem
β2 B min
z1 + ∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ z2 = 1, zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ \ {v1, v2}
 ,
for (x, z) ∈ DC-Poly(P,G) in order to find a feasible value α2 for
α2z2 + z1 +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S | .
Without using generating node z1, we need |S | − 1 lines to ensure a feasible power flow
in G(P)′. However, depending on the structure of the sets S 1 and S 2 it might be possible
to use generating node z1 and derive three connected components. In this case we need
|S | − 2 lines to get a feasible flow. Both options yield β2 = |S | − 1 and a smaller value is
not possible as every node in S has a non-zero demand. As before, we derive that α2 = 1
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holds. Using the same arguments, this process can be repeated for each variable zi, vi ∈ Γ.
Furthermore, the result does not matter on the order in which we consider the nodes. Thus
we derive that ∑
v∈Γ
zv +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S |
is a valid inequality for DC-Poly(P,G).
To prove that (12.32) defines a facet, we make use of the fact that
Dim
(
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ}) = |E(P)| + |G| − |Γ|
Dim
(
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ \ {v1}}) = |E(P)| + |G| − (|Γ| − 1)
Dim
(
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ \ {v1, v2}}) = |E(P)| + |G| − (|Γ| − 2)
...
Dim
(
DC-Poly(P,G) ∩
{
zg = 0
})
= |E(P)| + |G| − 1
holds. Note that this result can be derived for any ordering of the elements of Γ. Using
Theorem 12.33 we know that ∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S |
defines a facet of DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ}. Using the arguments from the proof
of Theorem 12.36 we conclude that
z1 +
∑
e∈E[S ]
xe +
∑
e∈δ(S )
xe ≥ |S |
defines a facet of DC-Poly(P,G) ∩ {zi = 0 ∀vi ∈ Γ \ {v1}}. As the same arguments can be
used for each newly lifted variable, we conclude from the dimensions of the above stated
polytopes that (12.32) defines a facet of DC-Poly(P,G). 
12.4. Conclusion
In this Chapter we gave insight on the polyhedral structure of the power grid design prob-
lem. We showed, that we can derive valid inequalities for the bounded polytopes regardless
of the chosen linearization. We consider the computational impact of these inequalities in
the upcoming chapter. We also underline, that finding valid inequalities is very important
for the power grid design problem. This is due to the fact that the LP relaxation of the
problem appears to be very weak. That fact coincides with the general consensus that
choosing a proper value for the big-M value of the linearization is of vital importance
for the feasibility of this problem. In addition, we underlined the fact that the violation
of the network design paradigm has a major influence when considering the polytope for
bounded problems. As we lack a way of determining the feasibility of a design without
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solving each power flow problem, we are unable to derive results on the dimension of
the general power grid design polytope, regardless of the chosen linearization. Without
knowing the dimension of the polytope we are unable to determine the theoretical impact
of the discussed valid inequalities. However, when considering the special case of the
unbounded DC design polytope theoretical results can be derived. While the class of con-
sidered possible power grids is very restrictive, we showed that loosening those restrictions
yields the same problems as discussed before and we are no longer able to determine the
exact dimension. However, it is not possible to derive similar results using the AC-linear
linearization. This is closely related to the fact that there exists no partition-based formu-
lation for the unbounded AC-linear formulation. While we lack a complete formulation of
the design polytope, we were able to derive several classes of facet-defining inequalities.
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Design Problem
In this chapter we analyze the practical tractability of the previously discussed design
problems. Note that we have already shown that the AC-linear model yields a superior
approximation of the nonlinear problem than the DC one. However this comes with the
drawback of additional variables and the loss of a combinatorial interpretation. Therefore,
we expect that state-of-the-art MILP solvers are able to handle the DC formulation better.
Nevertheless, the grids corresponding to the optimal DC solution will most likely violate
flow bounds when considering the flows corresponding to the nonlinear AC problem. This
is due to the fact that the DC problem neglects any reactive flows.
13.1. Generation of Random Instances
As with the power flow problems we have to overcome the problem of lacking publicly
available instances for the problems. We therefore modify the algorithm stated in Section
3.3.1 in order to be able to generate random instances for the power grid design problem.
In order to generate usable instances we need to derive suitable values for voltage magni-
tude and angle bounds, generator limits and power flow bounds. In addition we need to
use fitting cost functions for the construction of lines and the placement of generators. We
use the data stated in [14, 67, 70, 77] for the European 110kV power grid. An overview
of the data on transmission lines is given in Table 13.1 and the data on generators is stated
in Table 13.2. The values marked with † are converted from DM to e using the official
exchange rate [17]. The first observation is that while the cost of a line depends on its
length, the maximal allowed flow f max does not. As we consider only one possible type
of line for each power grid P, we derive that f maxe is equal for each line e ∈ E(P). From
Table 13.1 we derive that the average line cost per kilometer are 163, 863.5e. In Table
13.2 we can see that generator power outputs are given in multiples of 100MW and the
average cost per MW is derived as 19, 380.2e. Note that we only have information on
lines and generators for grids with an operational level of voltage Uop = 110kV . As we
have seen in the previous chapters, the power flow problem does not behave significantly
different for different values of Uop. As we can only generate demands for operational
levels of 70, 150, 220 or 380kV , we restrict ourselves to instances of the design problem
with Uop = 150kV as we believe that the ratio between the costs for 110kV grids are close
to the one for 150kV .
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In order to derive instances for the Power Grid Design Problem, we modify the algo-
rithm stated in Section 3.3.1 as follows:
1. Choose the number of nodes n, generating nodes g ≥ 3 and lines l, with l ≥ 2(n− 1).
2. Generate a topology with n nodes, l edges and g generators:
a) Construct the complete graph Kn and choose two random, edge-disjoint span-
ning trees, then randomly add l − 2(n − 1) additional edges to the graph.
b) Choose g potential generating nodes at random, position them in the topology
such that no two potential generating nodes are connected as long as this is pos-
sible. The remaining nodes are positioned randomly among the non generating
nodes.
3. Generation of active and reactive demands is unchanged.
4. Choosing of power generation limits:
a) Compute the power demand of the grid as D B − ∑
v∈V(P)
dpv + d
q
v .
b) For each v ∈ G generate a uniformly distributed value pv ∈ [0.1, 0.67] such that∑
v∈G
pv ≥ 2 holds. Note that in the case of g = {3, 4} the value of pv is chosen
from [0.1, 0.8] in order to generate feasible values.
c) Set the generation limit for each v ∈ G to
gmaxv B
⌈ pv · D
100
⌉
· 100MW,
i.e., at most
⌈
g
2
⌉
generators are necessary to have sufficient power to supply all
demands.
5. Generate the physical properties βe, γe and the lengths le of each transmission line
e ∈ E(P) as before.
6. Define line construction cost as ce B 165, 000·le for each e ∈ E(P), where le denotes
its length in kilometers. Set generator construction cost to c˜v = 20, 000·gmaxv for each
v ∈ G.
7. Choose the value for f max as f max = µ + σ2, where µ and σ2 are the parameters of
the normal distribution used in step 3.
The design of the algorithm is heavily influenced by our idea of a potential topology. As
we want at least two possible ways to connect a node to the grid we ensure that the potential
topology contains at least two different spanning tree. The second idea is that we ensure
the existence of multiple different generator placements that allow for sufficient power
supply. Our way of generating the generation limits allows for this variety as we need
at most
⌈
g
2
⌉
generators to supply all demands. Finally, we need to address the method of
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name of line type cost per km [e] f max [MW] source
A1/St185/30 127, 823† 58.85 [14, 70]
A1/St265/35 160, 000 74.8 [67, 77]
A1/St265/35 143, 162† 74.8 [70]
A1/St265/35 153, 388† 74.8 [14]
A1/St2*265/35 194, 291† 149.6 [70]
A1/St2*265/35 204, 517† 149.6 [14]
Table 13.1.: Different values for some types of transmission line from literature.
output [MW] costs [e] costs per MW source
100 3, 067, 751† 30,677 [14, 70]
200 4, 090, 335† 20,451 [14, 70]
200 3, 250, 000 16,250 [67, 77]
300 4, 857, 273† 16,190 [14, 70]
300 4, 000, 000 13,333 [67, 77]
Table 13.2.: Different cost values for some types of generators from literature.
finding a suitable value for f max. Note that if f max is chosen too big, the problem might be
equivalent to the spanning tree problem as previously discussed, depending on the voltage
bounds. If the value is too small, the instance might be infeasible. Our approach based on
the distribution of the power grid’s demand seems to derive suitable values for the bound,
i.e., for most instances the optimal solution is not a spanning tree. We discuss this further
when considering instances generated with the above stated algorithm. We state that our
chosen factors for line and generator costs are close to the previously stated average values
and we consider rounded up values for aesthetic purposes. The remaining bounds we
need to determine are the maximal value of voltage magnitude and angle. Considering the
literature on 110kV , we derive that acceptable voltages range between 108kV and 120kV .
However, if we consider grids under distress, the voltage may even drop to 100kV [14].
We conclude that 147kV is a suitable lower bound for the voltage magnitude of 150kV and
160kV a useful upper bounds. As we have seen in Chapter 7, the deviation is generally
far from these bounds. Furthermore, we demand that the voltage angle lies in the interval
[−pi2 , pi2 ], as similarly chosen by Coffrin and Van Hentenryck [23] and recommended by
Bienstock [10].
13.2. Solving the Design Problem
In this section we analyze the performance of cplex [47] on the power grid design problem.
In addition, we are interested in the differences between the DC and AC-linear optimal
solutions. Recall that both linear problems are considered to be approximations for the
nonlinear design problem. It is therefore of vital interest to determine how the derived
designs perform when analyzed using AC power flows. Due to the lack of real-world
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instances, we use the previously stated algorithm to generate random instances for the
design problems.
All of the following computations are done on an Intel CPU with four cores at 3.40 GHz
and 32 GB RAM, utilizing up to eight threads using Hyper-Threading Technology [50].
We use AMPL [3] for modeling the power grid design problems as MILPs and cplex 12.4
for solving them. Therefore, this computational study gives insight on the performance
of the discussed design problems on state-of-the-art desktop computers using state-of-the-
art software. For the first test we compute instances with 10 and 15 nodes and different
numbers of possible generating nodes and lines. The goal of this study is to give a general
idea of the performance of the two linearizations. In a second test we analyze larger
instances to further study their behavior.
We compute possible grids with different numbers of lines, ranging from 18 to 45 for
the 10 node instance and from 28 to 105 for the 15 node instance, respectively. We give an
overview of all considered numbers of lines and the corresponding density in Figure 13.1.
Recall that the density of a graph G = (V, E) ranges from 0 to 1 and is defined as
density(G) B
2|E|
|V |(|V | − 1) .
In addition, we consider the placement of three or four generators for the 10 node instances
and five and six generators for the 15 node instance. Recall from the previous chapters
that generator placement and line construction account for nearly all integer variables in
the corresponding MILP. The remaining binary variables are only necessary to determine
the slack node. For each triple of number of nodes, lines and generators we compute four
possible topologies using the above stated algorithm. We then solve the AC-linear and the
DC design problem for the 136 instances, enforcing a time limit of 12 hours. Note that we
model the design problems using the strengthened formulation stated in Remarks 12.7 and
12.8 for the DC model. However, we include additional valid inequalities, as they have
proven to speed up the solution process.
Remark 13.1. Let COMP denote the set of vertices of P that need to be supplied by a
generating node, i.e.
COMP B
{
v ∈ V(P) \ G ∣∣∣ dpv , 0 or dqv , 0} .
Then the inequalities∑
e∈E(P)
xe ≥ |COMP| and
∑
e∈δ(v)
xe ≥ 1 ∀v ∈ COMP
are valid for the AC-linear power grid design model.
Obviously the inequalities can be used for the DC model by adjusting the set COMP.
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Figure 13.1.: Overview of the number of lines and the corresponding density of the in-
stances.
13.2.1. Solving times
We give an overview of the results for the AC-linear model in Figure 13.2 and for the DC
model in Figure 13.3. The first observation is that 22 instances are not solved to optimality
in the given time limit when using the AC-linear model. As the number of integer variables
of the model is just about the sum of possible lines and number of generators, this is a
surprising result. Although our instances are considered small and have only few integer
variables, the solver has severe problems in determining the optimal solution. On the other
hand, the DC model is solved for all but one instances to optimality, despite having the
same number of integer variables. This is a first indicator for the fact that the DC model
is computationally more tractable than the AC-linear one. The second observation is that
nine instances are infeasible when considered in the AC-linear model as opposed to only
one in DC. Note that the instance that is infeasible in the DC model is also infeasible in
the AC-linear one. We believe that the infeasibility indicates a drawback of our instance
generator: The problematic instances have too few choices for possible lines and thus
the flow bounds are too restrictive to allow for a feasible flow. As only one instance is
infeasible when using the DC model, we have a first indicator for our second conclusion:
The DC solution differs substantially from the AC-linear one. It is notable that while the
DC models solves more instances to optimality, it is also significantly faster than the AC-
linear model. We state the needed solving times in Figure 13.4 for the instances with 10
node and in Figure 13.5 for 15 nodes, respectively. Note that we neglect the instances
which could not be solved to optimality in the given time limit and the infeasible ones in
the diagrams. For convenience’s sake, we state that 12 hours equals 43,200 seconds. We
can see that the solving time increases when considering larger instances, especially with
regards to increased density. The influence of additional possible generating nodes can not
be quantified. However, it is obvious that the DC model outperforms the AC-linear one.
In order to quantify the difference in performance, we consider the following definition of
speed-up.
Definition 13.2. Given an instance i with solving time tDCi for the DC model and solving
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Figure 13.2.: Performance of cplex for the AC-linear model.
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Figure 13.3.: Performance of cplex for the DC model.
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Figure 13.4.: The difference in solving times for the 10 nodes instances.
time tAC−li for the AC-linear model. Let t
DC
i ≤ tAC−li hold, then we define the DC-speed-up
as
tAC−li − tDCi
tAC−li
· 100%.
Note that this value ranges from 0 to 100%. We define AC-speed-up in a similar fashion
in the case of tDCi > t
AC−l
i .
From the total of 136 instances, we only consider the 127 ones feasible for the AC-
linear model. For 123 of those the DC model is faster than the AC one. In Table 13.3
we give statistical information on the speed-ups of the DC model. The four considered
AC-speed-ups are 7.69%, 49.23%, 84.68% and 87.43%.
While the values for the AC-speed-up seem to indicate that the AC-speed-up can com-
pete with the DC one, the actual time differences for the four instances are 0.01, 0.32, 2.1
and 6.05 seconds. For the DC-speed-up on the other hand, the highest time reduction for an
instance solved to optimality for AC-linear and DC is 41, 637.42 seconds, from 42, 384.21
seconds down to 746.79 seconds.
In addition, we can see that the optimality gap for the AC-linear instances that can not be
solved to optimality is far from small. Figure 13.6 gives an overview of the gap, the values
range from 0.60% to 24.78%. The final observation is that the generated branch-and-
bound trees are huge. The maximum number of considered nodes is 129, 595, 590, with a
median of 341, 568 for all feasible instances when considering the AC-linear model. On
the other hand, the largest tree arising in the DC model consists of 397, 338, 649 nodes
with a median of 28, 821 nodes for all feasible instances. It is noteworthy that the instance
with the large number of necessary nodes is also the slowest one, with a needed solving
time of 33172.19 seconds. However, this huge number of necessary nodes is an exception,
for 100 of the 127 feasible instances the DC model needs fewer branch-and-bound nodes
than the AC-linear one. All the considered results lead to the conclusion that the AC-linear
model is significantly more challenging to handle than the DC one.
We remark that this observed behavior does not depend on the chosen solver. To under-
line this, we consider 6 instances where the DC model vastly outperforms the AC-linear
model. We solve the corresponding design problems using scip 3.1 [87] with cplex as
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Figure 13.5.: The difference in solving times for the 15 nodes instances.
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Figure 13.6.: Gaps for the instances which could not be solved to optimality in 12 hours.
minimum [%] maximum [%] average [%] median [%]
7.69 99.98 84.77 95.15
Table 13.3.: Statistical information on the DC-speed-ups.
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underlying LP solver and gurobi 5.6 [42]. As we compare the results using default set-
tings for these solvers, we resolve the instances with the default settings of cplex as well,
removing the possible influences of AMPL. As scip only utilizes a single core, we rerun
the instances using cplex on a single core for a fair comparison. Note that gurobi also
uses all eight threads and thus its performance can be compared to cplex on eight threads.
In Table 13.4 we compare the performance of cplex and gurobi on the AC-linear model,
both using eight threads. We state the time needed to solve to optimality in seconds and
the number of branch-and-bound nodes. In addition, we give the number of cuts consid-
ered to improve the root node and the optimality gap in percent before starting to branch.
In Table 13.5 the corresponding results are given for using the DC model. Note that we
abbreviate the instances by their number of nodes, lines and generators to indicate their
size. The performance of scip and cplex on a single core is given in Table 13.6 for the
AC-linear model and in Table 13.7 for the DC model. The first observation is that the DC
model outperforms the AC-linear one regardless of the used solver. We state the speed-ups
using the above definition in Table 13.8. While there is no significant difference in the
DC-speed-ups of the three solvers, the same can not be said when comparing the perfor-
mance of the solvers with each other. We thus compute the speed-up gained by solving the
AC-linear model on cplex with eight threads. We state the corresponding results in Table
13.9. Note that large numbers indicate a worse performance when compared with cplex
on eight threads. In addition, values about 75% speed up when switching from one thread
in cplex to eight are expected, as the used computer has only four physical cores. Al-
though the Hyper-Threading Technology emulates four additional cores, they do not have
the same processing power than four physical cores. However, the increased performance
on instance 15-105-6 can be credited to the smaller branch-and-bound tree. When utilizing
additional cores, the resulting tree is a third of the size.
Thus using multiple cores can increase the performance of the model beyond expecta-
tion. The most surprising result is the significantly better behavior of cplex when com-
pared to the commercial solver gurobi. The results indicate, that cplex performs better
on instances of the power grid design problem, as it finds more cutting planes and has a
smaller optimality gap when starting to branch. Thus we conclude, that our previously
discussed results indicate the performance of the power grid design problem on state-
of-the-art solvers. In addition, the results once again underline the fact the that the DC
problem is significantly easier to handle than the AC-linear one.
13.2.2. Quality of the Solution
Despite the fact that the DC model outperforms the AC-linear one, none of the optimal DC
designs equals its AC-linear counterpart. As the DC model ignores reactive flows, this is
an expected result. However, this makes it necessary to discuss the quality of the derived
designs. In addition, we are interested in how close the designs resemble our interpretation
of a good design. This is a second indicator for the quality of our instance generator. While
we did not specifically enforce these properties, we expect that the derived topology is a
connected, planar graph that is not a spanning tree. As previously shown, if we choose the
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instance
cplex [8 threads] gurobi [8 threads]
time nodes cuts root gap time nodes cuts root gap
10-35-3 52.87 226,321 82 66.4 981.27 617,057 0 69.3
10-45-3-A 81.21 325,228 76 51.8 921.99 682,732 2 65.3
10-45-3-B 84.05 374,826 63 62.3 295.20 843,837 3 63.3
10-30-4 23.31 122,075 184 68.0 173.08 179,539 5 61.3
10-40-4 57.70 257,233 111 47.5 990.13 242,745 1 63.2
15-105-6 145.72 347,628 41 37.0 6,476.59 4,938,260 8 56.7
Table 13.4.: The performance of cplex and gurobi on the AC-linear model.
instance
cplex [8 threads] gurobi [8 threads]
time nodes cuts root gap time nodes cuts root gap
10-35-3 0.36 3,607 18 45.4 0.55 6,307 3 63.3
10-45-3-A 0.12 553 14 9.9 0.19 1,562 16 65.2
10-45-3-B 0.15 1,460 15 4.7 0.27 2,476 4 67.5
10-30-4 0.15 1,458 14 37.1 0.22 1,899 13 72.2
10-40-4 0.38 6,139 15 6.2 0.33 3,069 7 26.9
15-105-6 2.89 37,433 19 17.3 3.71 29,807 5 46.8
Table 13.5.: The performance of cplex and gurobi on DC model.
instance
cplex [1 thread] scip [1 thread]
time nodes cuts root gap time nodes cuts root gap
10-35-3 231.6 217,289 119 66.0 581.8 500,187 8 61.3
10-45-3-A 383.9 343,900 129 52.0 1219.1 964,535 34 108.7
10-45-3-B 345.8 308,108 103 65.0 2405.2 2,020,678 19 116.4
10-30-4 127.6 169,262 139 68.3 173.9 172,349 74 91.0
10-40-4 282.5 249,993 97 47.5 1162.7 846,200 35 79.0
15-105-6 1,869.3 915,858 53 37.0 11,572.6 3,213,706 70 81.3
Table 13.6.: The performance of cplex and scip on the AC-linear model.
instance
cplex [1 thread] scip [1 thread]
time nodes cuts root gap time nodes cuts root gap
10-35-3 0.65 3,737 21 73.7 1.39 3,773 7 169.7
10-45-3-A 0.12 601 13 9.9 0.95 1,297 60 122.5
10-45-3-B 0.18 1,079 14 5.9 0.39 368 1 3.0
10-30-4 0.20 1,842 14 37.1 0.20 153 4 2.6
10-40-4 0.67 4,592 6 25.2 0.69 1,213 59 28.5
15-105-6 12.98 45,248 20 26.9 18.5 16,246 123 29.1
Table 13.7.: The performance of cplex and scip on the DC model
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instances
cplex cplex
gurobi scip
[8 threads] [1 thread]
10-35-3 99.32 99.72 99.94 99.76
10-45-3-A 99.85 99.97 99.98 99.92
10-45-3-B 99.82 99.95 99.91 99.98
10-30-4 99.36 99.84 99.87 99.88
10-40-4 99.34 99.76 99.97 99.94
15-105-6 98.02 99.31 99.94 99.84
Table 13.8.: The DC-speed-up of the different solvers in percent.
instances
cplex
gurobi scip
[1 thread]
10-35-3 77.18 94.61 90.91
10-45-3-A 78.84 91.19 93.34
10-45-3-B 75.69 71.53 96.51
10-30-4 81.73 86.53 86.59
10-40-4 79.58 94.17 95.04
15-105-6 92.20 97.75 98.74
Table 13.9.: The speed-up of the AC-linear model by using cplex [8 threads].
value of f max too large, the optimal topology is a spanning tree or forest. Recall that we
have 135 feasible designs from the use of the DC model and 127 from using the AC-linear
one. 131 out of the 135 and 122 out of 127 designs are connected. For the following
analysis of the quality of our approach we restrict ourselves to these connected designs.
As mentioned before, the lower the number of feasible designs that are spanning trees, the
better is our proposed generator. We depict the number of lines for each feasible, connected
topology when using the AC-linear model in Figure 13.7. In the figures every topology
is indicated by a point, where the topologies are grouped by the number of possible lines
and increasingly sorted by the number of constructed lines. The green line indicates that
a topology is a spanning tree. We observe, that out of the 122 instances only 5 result in a
spanning tree and the topologies are spares. As 115 of the instances yield a planar graph
as well, we conclude that out generator produces satisfying instances for the AC-linear
power grid design problem. The same depiction is given for the use of the DC model in
Figure 13.8, where the instances are ordered as mentioned before. As the ordering of the
instances in two the figures is not the same, no direct comparison between the models can
be derived from them. However, we conclude that 9 instances are spanning trees and the
graphs are much more sparse when using the DC model. Note that now 45 of the 10-node
instances yield designs with less or equal than 12 nodes, compared to 23 when using the
AC-linear model. As the DC model neglects reactive demands, its power flows are smaller
than the one of the AC-linear model and thus less lines are necessary in order to derive
a feasible instance. However, the huge difference in the final designs lets us question the
quality of the solution of the DC model.
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Figure 13.7.: Overview of the topological properties of the AC-linear feasible designs.
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Figure 13.8.: Overview of the topological properties of the DC feasible designs.
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Figure 13.9.: Comparing the number of lines for the 10-node instances.
To further analyze the variation of the two models we depict the difference in the number
of constructed lines for each instance in Figures 13.9 and 13.10. Here the number of lines
constructed in the AC-linear models serves as a baseline, depicted by the green line. Note
that the instances are again grouped by their number of possible lines and sorted with
increasing number of constructed lines in the AC-linear model, i.e., they are given in the
same order as in Figure 13.7. In case of the same number of lines in the AC-linear solution
we sort the instances increasingly by their number of lines in the DC solution. In order to
differentiate between instances with the same number of constructed lines and those where
no comparison is possible, we depict the later ones by full-length bars. They are colored
based on the reason of non-comparability. The figures outline the fact that the DC models
tend to construct less lines than the AC-linear model. In order to substantiate our claim
that the resulting topologies are very different, we display the percentage of identical lines
for each comparable instance in Figures 13.11 and 13.12. It can be seen that the overall
percentage of same lines is small. To highlight this fact, we consider instances where the
final topologies contain a similar number of lines, i.e. we restrict ourselves to topologies
where the difference in number of lines is either 0, 1 or 2. The results for these instances
are shown in Table 13.10. Here we state the number of identical lines in a similar fashion
as in Figures 13.9 and 13.10. It can be seen that while for some instances we construct
a great share of same lines, the same can not be said for the majorities of the considered
instances. All these results underline the fact, that the topology given by the AC linear
and the DC model differ significantly. As expected, similar results can be derived for the
placement of generators.
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Figure 13.10.: Comparing the number of lines for the 15-node instances.
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Figure 13.11.: Identical lines in the two topologies for the 10-node instances.
line difference # instances maximum[%] minimum [%] median [%]
2 5 70.00 23.08 50.00
1 7 70.59 53.85 60.00
0 15 75.00 23.53 41.67
-1 15 85.71 50.00 66.67
-2 17 90.00 11.76 60.00
Table 13.10.: Identical lines in the topologies with near equal size.
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Figure 13.12.: Identical lines in the two topologies for the 15-node instances.
13.2.3. AC feasibility
We now analyze the feasibility of the AC power flow problem for the constructed topolo-
gies. As before, we restrict ourselves to the connected topologies and use the Damped
Newton’s method as discussed in Section 3.3. We use the slack node given by the design
and consider the active flow generation values for the remaining generation nodes as given
by the AC-linear or DC power flow solution. Note that Newton’s method converges in
all but 5 cases, however again this is due to not being able to reach the desired tolerance.
As before, we also consider these instances as “solved”. In order to derive results about
feasibility we consider the following three criteria:
• Does the power grid fulfill inequalities (3.2c) for the power generation limit?
• Does the AC power flow abide the given bounds for voltage angle and magnitude?
• Does the AC power flow violate the lines’ flow bounds?
In Chapter 7 we showed that the AC-linearization yields a better approximation for the
voltage magnitude and angle and the error when compared to the AC values are small. As
the magnitudes and angles for the AC-linear power flows are far from the given bounds,
we expect our designs to fulfill the second criterion. However, we also showed that the
power flow generation is generally underestimated, thus we expect some instances to vio-
late the first criterion. Recall that the amount of available power at a generator is given as
a multiple of 100. Therefore, even when underestimating the power demand, a topology
can still allow for a feasible AC power flow if sufficient power supply is installed.
Note that we are not able to determine any connection between an instance’s parame-
ters and the quality of the approximation. As in Chapter 7 we lack an a-priori condition
for deciding whether the approximation is good or bad. Thus we no longer differentiate
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# instances generation limit voltage bound flow bounds
AC-linear 122 82 122 25
DC 131 22 131 0
Table 13.11.: Feasibility of the AC power flow for the different models.
between the instances with 10 or 15 nodes or the number of possible lines. Recall that
we consider 122 instances for the AC-linear and 131 for the DC model. We state the
number of instances feasible with respect to the above stated criteria in Table 13.11. As
expected, all designs using the AC-linear model abide the voltage magnitude and angle
bounds. Surprisingly, the same is true for the usage of the DC model.
In order to quantify and compare the violation of the remaining bounds, we use the
relative error defined in Chapter 7. In Figure 13.13 we state the relative errors for each
instance that violates the generation limits for the AC-linear and DC model. Note that the
number of violated generation nodes at each instance is low, they range from 1 to 2 for
the AC-linear model and from 1 to 3 for the DC one. Thus instead of displaying average
values, each given point represents a violated generation node. The instances are sorted
by the maximum violation of one of their nodes, multiple points per instance indicate a
violation of multiple generation nodes as previously discussed. Note that we are unable to
derive a connection between violated AC-linear instances and their respective DC coun-
terpart. Thus the only conclusion we can draw from these results is that the violation in
the DC model is significantly higher than in the AC-linear one. The median of the relative
errors of the violated generation nodes for the DC model is about 200-times the one of the
AC-linear model. However, this is an expected result, as the DC model neglects any reac-
tive power demands. As the error of the AC-linear design is very small, we conclude that
using the AC-linear model for the power grid design problems gives a far better approxi-
mation of a cost minimal AC feasible power grid than the DC model. As stated before, the
generators chosen for construction differ significantly in the DC and AC-model. Note that
it is possible to modify the DC design in order to derive AC-feasible generation bounds
by adding additional generators. However, due to the existing differences, the resulting
design differs significantly from the AC-linear one. It comes with no surprise that the
costs of the optimal DC and AC-linear topology also differ significantly. On average, the
AC-linear optimal topology is 41% more expensive than the DC one. In every instance,
the DC optimal grid is cheaper than the AC-linear one.
We finalize our comparison by analyzing the third criterion stated above. The first in-
formation derived from Table 13.11 is that all DC designs violate the flow bounds. In
addition, the number of violating lines per instance differs in the AC-linear and DC model.
Table 13.12 gives information on statistical data for the two models for the violated in-
stances. When considering these values, it is obvious that the DC model is outperformed
by the AC-linear one significantly. In addition, we depict information on the relative errors
of the violated bounds in Figure 13.14. Here the instances are ordered by increasing av-
erage relative error. As we are unable to determine a relationship between the magnitude
of the violation in the DC and the AC-linear model, the instances are ordered differently
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Figure 13.13.: The errors of violated generation bounds.
minimum maximum median
AC-linear 1 6 2
DC 4 28 16
Table 13.12.: Number of lines with violated flow bounds per instance.
in the two diagrams. As we have discussed in Chapter 7, the average value is unsuited
for analyzing the performance of an instance when considering power flows. However, it
makes it obvious that in addition to violating more lines, the DC models’ violations are
much more severe when compared with the AC-linear model. The median of the average
error of the DC model is 150-times larger than the one of the AC-linear model.
Using these test results, we conclude that the AC-linear model is a much better candi-
date, when interested in finding an approximation to the AC power grid design problem.
This is mostly due to the fact that the DC model neglects any information on the reactive
flows. However, as both models do not account for power losses, we expect the AC-
linear model to derive designs which violate AC power flow constraints. Nevertheless, our
study shows that these violations are very small. While the approximation of the flows is
better handled using the AC-linear model, this comes with the drawback of significantly
increased solving times even for small instances. In order to quantify this problem further,
we now consider a set of significantly larger instances.
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Figure 13.14.: The errors of violated flow bounds.
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13.2.4. Performance on Larger Instances
We consider 15 different configurations for number nodes, possible generators and maxi-
mum number of lines. An overview of the 15 values is given in Table 13.13. Note that the
parameters are chosen in such a fashion that we avoid too dense as well as too sparse poten-
tial topologies. In addition the number of possible generators allows for multiple feasible
configurations. For all these configurations we derive three instances for the power grid
design problem using our previously stated algorithm. As before, we solve the instances
using AMPL and cplex on the earlier stated computer with a 12 hour time limit. We report
the performance of cplex in Figure 13.15. Here we state the results of the computation,
where each instance is represented by a pair of colored blocks. For each instance, the left
block indicates the performance of the AC-linear model, while the right block represents
the DC one. Note that the red blocks indicate that no feasible solution was found in the
given time which does not imply infeasibility of the instance. In case of insufficient mem-
ory, cplex utilizes available disc space to store information. We stress the fact that the
branch-and-bound trees in the two orange colored instances were bigger than 70 GB and
thus cplex was no longer able to handle them.
A detailed overview of the solvers’ performance can be found in Table 13.14. Here we
display information on the optimality gap of the root node labeled with “root”, the number
of considered branch-and-bound nodes and the optimality gap after terminating, denoted
by “final”. Note, that we give the average of the comparable values for each setting. That
is, we do not consider gaps for instances where no feasible solution was found and we
neglect the final gap of instances solved to optimality. In order to avoid any confusion, we
consider the following definition of optimality gap.
Definition 13.3. Given a MILP, let zdual denote the value of the best known dual solution
and zprimal the value of its best known primal solution. We define the value∣∣∣zdual − zprimal∣∣∣∣∣∣zprimal∣∣∣ · 100%
as the optimality gap of the solutions corresponding to zdual and zprimal.
As the values show, the DC model outperforms the AC-linear one. It is able to solve
more instances to optimality and generally achieves a smaller optimality gap when ter-
minating. In addition, no instances fail in providing feasible solutions when considering
the DC model. When comparing the instances where neither model is able to derive an
optimal solution, we see that more branch-and-bound nodes are considered when using
the DC model. In average, the solver allows for processing about 25-times the number of
nodes when considering the DC model instead of the AC-linear one. If we restrict our-
selves further and also consider only instances where a feasible primal solution is found,
we derive that the final gap of the DC model is in average about 2.6-times smaller than the
one of the AC-linear model. While the AC-linear model is still more difficult to handle, we
can see that larger instances are also more problematic when considering the DC model.
Note, that the solver shows a similar behavior for either model: The significant gap after
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nodes max generators max lines
20 7 50, 60, 70
30 11 110, 135, 160
40 14 200, 240, 280
50 17 310, 380, 430
60 21 450, 550, 620
Table 13.13.: Topological properties of the instances.
50 60︸         ︷︷         ︸
20 nodes
70 110 135︸          ︷︷          ︸
30 nodes
200 240 135︸          ︷︷          ︸
40 nodes
280 310 380︸          ︷︷          ︸
50 nodes
430 450 550︸          ︷︷          ︸
60 nodes
620
1st instance
2nd instance
3rd instance
optimum found time limit reached
no feasible solution memory exceeded
Figure 13.15.: AC-linear and DC comparison of cplex performance on large instances.
leaving the root node is generally only improved upon by finding feasible primal solutions.
We illustrate this in Figure 13.16, where we display the values of the best known primal
and dual solutions with increasing number of processed branch-and-bound nodes for one
instance with 60 nodes and 620 possible lines. While the best known primal solution im-
proves significantly during the computation, the dual solution’s value is increased from
9.06 × 107 to 9.33 × 107. In order to improve the performance of the solver, we can add
valid inequalities in order to derive a better dual solution for the root node.
13.3. Improving the Problem Formulation
When considering a standard LP-based branch-and-bound algorithm, the value of the dual
solution after leaving the root node is the LP-relaxation of the considered problem [74].
In modern solvers however, this value is significantly improved upon, e.g., by cuts or
preprocessing. Nevertheless the quality of the LP-relaxation is still of importance when
interested in improving the performance of a MILP. In order to quantify the quality of the
relaxation, we consider the following definition.
Definition 13.4. Given a MILP, let zLP denote the value of its LP-relaxation and zopt the
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nodes lines
AC-linear model DC model
root [%] final [%] B&B nodes root [%] final [%] B&B nodes
20
50 65.04 11.37 51,123,274 33.65 - 3,181,186
60 66.46 14.68 72,369,024 50.36 17.18 175,604,010
70 69.97 19.26 37,983,831 47.64 - 40,496,085
30
110 69.06 25.22 19,502,010 62.40 5.34 276,140,127
135 73.93 25.45 24,102,566 59.81 13.40 262,520,741
160 82.17 22.18 21,605,010 73.74 15.24 225,163,261
40
200 78.51 28.31 11,925,116 69.39 11.67 150,397,102
240 81.12 28.89 10,421,902 55.52 12.62 156,398,859
280 80.40 36.08 5,887,374 72.85 18.01 137,572,790
50
310 79.18 27.48 3,946,151 63.66 18.47 125,891,575
380 80.15 31.06 2,953,967 64.45 24.77 54,461,655
430 80.36 38.03 2,665,726 77.40 14.08 84,809,563
60
450 80.92 42.60 1,756,435 70.87 28.11 56,696,562
550 81.61 41.23 1,660,375 68.04 14.44 65,856,088
620 78.92 38.93 1,491,150 77.00 25.83 57,989,726
Table 13.14.: Differences between AC-linear and DC model.
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Figure 13.16.: The performance of cplex for 60 nodes and 620 lines (AC-linear).
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minimum maximum average median
AC-linear 0.045 0.567 0.284 0.290
DC 0.026 0.438 0.200 0.184
Table 13.15.: The integrality gap for the small instances.
value of its optimal solution. We define the value
zopt − zLP
zopt
as the problem’s integrality gap.
As we consider minimization problems with positive objective values, the integrality
gap is a value between zero and one. The better the quality of the LP-relaxation is, the
closer to zero the value is. While the integrality gap allows for a quantification of the
LP-relaxation’s quality, it is an a posteriori method that requires knowledge of the optimal
solution. As we lack the optimal solutions for the larger instances, we can only compute
the gap for some of previously considered the smaller instances. We state some statistical
data on the gaps for the different models in Table 13.15. As the integrality gap is often
large, we consider improving upon the LP-relaxation of the problem. Recall the rounded
cut-set inequalities introduced in Theorem 12.21 for the DC design problem. As previously
showed, these inequalities improve the LP-relaxation and they can also be derived for the
AC-linear problem. Thus we consider these inequalities and analyze their practical benefits
when considered in the context of the large instances. This is due to the fact, that we want
to outline the effects on the AC-linear and DC model and the later one is sophisticatedly
handled when considering the small instances.
In Example 12.22 we showed that introducing the rounded cut-set inequalities can im-
prove the corresponding LP relaxation. Although we introduce more complexity in the
model, we expect the solver to profit from this additional information. However, introduc-
ing additional constraints might imply the failure of some of the previously used heuristics
and will very likely result in a different branch-and-bound tree. Therefore, analyzing the
improvement gained from adding additional constraints comes not without difficulties.
The second problem we need to address is the number of newly added inequalities. As
the inequalities introduced in Theorem 12.21 are exponentially many, we add only the
maximally violated ones to our problem formulation. We denote by rcs-sepa((x∗, z∗), ε)
the separating procedure that returns a maximally violated rounded cut-set inequality as
stated in Theorem 12.21. Note that this procedure only returns a inequality if its violation is
bigger than ε > 0, this tolerance has to be introduced in order to avoid numerical problems.
For our implementation we set ε B 9 × 10−8. Recall, that the inequalities depend on a
parameter α ∈ R≥0 that we need to choose upfront. For our studies we consider α B
max
{
f max,max
v∈G
{
gmaxv
}}
.
We include the separation procedure in a branch-and-bound framework in the usual
fashion. Therefore, let DP(C) denote the design problem’s MILP formulation including
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rounded cut-set inequalities for the set C ⊆ F (α). We use the cut-and-branch implemen-
tation outlined in Algorithm 3, for more information on this approach see again the book
by Nemhauser and Wolsey [74]. As before, we use ampl to set up the cut-and-branch
framework and cplex to solve the LPs and MILPs.
Algorithm 3: A cut-and-branch framework for the power grid design problem.
C B ∅;
solve LP-relaxation of DP(C) with solution solLP;
let (x∗, z∗) be the part of solLP corresponding to variables x and z;
while rcs-sepa((x∗, z∗), ε) returns inequality f do
C B C ∪ { f };
solve LP-relaxation of DP(C) with solution solLP;
set (x∗, z∗) to the part of solLP corresponding to variables x and z;
end
solve DP(C) using branch-and-bound;
As previously discussed, it is possible to state an ILP in order to find a maximally
violated rounded cut-set inequality. We outline this program in the following, using the
same approach as Claßen et al. [22].
Theorem 13.5. Given a vector (x∗, z∗) ∈ [0, 1]|E(P)| × [0, 1]|G| and α > 0, consider the
following ILP for a suitably small chosen ε > 0:
min
∑
e∈E(P)
⌈
f maxe
α
⌉
x∗eκe +
∑
v∈G
⌈
gmaxv
α
⌉
z∗vρv − R
s.t. ρv − ρw ≤ κe ∀e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (13.1)
− ρv + ρw ≤ κe ∀e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (13.2)
ρv + ρw ≥ κe ∀e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (13.3)
2 − ρv − ρw ≥ κe ∀e = {v,w} ∈ E(P) (13.4)
− 1
α
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv ρv ≤ R (13.5)
1 − ε − 1
α
∑
v∈V(P)
dpv ρv ≥ R (13.6)
κe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(P), ρv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ V(P), R ∈ Z
Any feasible solution with negative objective value corresponds to a rounded cut-set in-
equality violated by (x∗, z∗).
Proof. Given the vector (x∗, z∗), recall that a violated cut is given by a subset C ⊆ V(P)
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with
∑
e∈δ(C)
⌈
f maxe
α
⌉
x∗e +
∑
v∈C∩G
⌈
gmaxv
α
⌉
z∗v −

− ∑
v∈C
dpv
α
 < 0.
In order to model the cut C, we introduce binary variables κvw ∈ {0, 1} for all {v,w} ∈ E(P)
and ρv ∈ {0, 1} for all v ∈ V(P) with
κvw =
1 if v ∈ C,w < C or v < C,w ∈ C,0 else and ρv =
1 if v ∈ C,0 else.
Note that inequalities (13.1) to (13.4) are a linearization of the nonlinear equation κvw =
ρv(1−ρw)+ρw(1−ρv). This equation models the condition that kvw = 1 holds if and only if
ρv(1 − ρw) = 1 or ρw(1 − ρv) = 1 holds. Thus κ models the cut-set of the cut C. In order to
model the equation R =
⌈
−1
α
∑
v∈C
dpv
⌉
, note that R is given by the only integer in the interval
−1α ∑
v∈C
dpv , 1 − ε +
−1
α
∑
v∈C
dpv

for a suitably small ε > 0. Thus we derive inequalities (13.5) and (13.6) and the result
follows. 
Note that the chosen value for ε determines the accuracy of this ILP. If the considered
value is too large, the program fails to find all violated cuts. For our problems we consid-
ered ε B 1
α
which gives satisfying results.
The previously stated approach for realizing rcs-sepa((x∗, z∗), ε) delivers fast results for
either the DC or AC-linear model. For all considered instances the procedure finds in av-
erage 11 violated inequalities for the AC-linear model and 18 for the DC one. In addition,
the average time spend in the while-loop of Algorithm 3 is 7 seconds for the DC model
and 13 seconds for the AC-linear one. Thus we conclude that the necessary computational
resources for considering the cuts are neglectable in contrast to the branch-and-bound pro-
cess necessary to solve the design problem.
In order to analyze the influence of the cuts we consider the following comparison: We
run Algorithm 3 with a time limit of 60 seconds for the final step, i.e. solving the modified
MILP using branch-and-bound. We then consider the time the unmodified model needs to
reach a similar result, that is a equal or better gap in case of an existing primal solution
or a better or equal dual bound otherwise. As expected, the behavior of the branch-and-
bound algorithm changes, and some instances are improved while some show a decline
of performance. We illustrate the improvement in Figure 13.17. Here we display the
additional time necessary for the regular model for gaining an equal or better solution than
the cut-and-branch approach. Note that we also consider the time spend in the while-
loop of Algorithm 3. We further stress the fact, that some times can only be estimated,
as cplex states its current solving time in irregular intervals. Despite using estimations,
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our cut-and-branch algorithm shows significant improvement for the DC and AC-linear
model. For three instances we derive results in less than 65 seconds which need about
39,000 seconds in the regular model. In addition, by using the improved model we are
able to derive a feasible solution for one the instances where the regular AC-linear model
fails to provide one. However, some of the instances yield a decline in performance,
that is the unmodified model derives a better or equal solution faster. We depict those
instances in Figure 13.18. Here we display the number of seconds we lost by using the
modified model, as the unmodified one yields the same result faster. Note that there are
even instances where the primal heuristics find better solutions already in the root node.
However, these results show that we can expect smaller final gaps when using the rounded
cut-set inequalities, most of the time. Although these inequalities tend to improve the
solution process and come at low computational cost, we note that the derived values are
still far from optimal.
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Figure 13.17.: Instances that are improved by using the rounded cut-set inequalities
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Figure 13.18.: Instances that perform worse by using the rounded cut-set inequalities
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13.4. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we discussed the practical performance of the two power grid design prob-
lems with state-of-the-art MILP software. The first problem when considering the power
grid design problem is the lack of existing instances and data. Thus we introduced a
procedure for generating instances based on publicly available data. Our computational
experiments showed that the derived instances generally perform acceptable when allow-
ing for sufficient possible lines. The resulting instances are connected and contain cycles
most of the time. In addition, many designs are planar and generally sparse. Thus we
conclude that the generator creates instances which are suitable for our problem.
The comparison of the performance of the AC-linear and DC model shows that the DC
model significantly outperforms the AC-linear one. Large instances however, are prob-
lematic even for the less complicated DC model. We showed that finding a set of suitable
inequalities to improve the model’s LP relaxation might yield to a significantly faster per-
formance. This holds for the DC model as well as for the AC-linear one. While the DC
model is much faster than the AC-linear one, its final design can not be considered as
approximations of solutions for the AC power grid design problem. We showed that its
designs violate many bounds of the AC power flow significantly. The AC-linear model
however yields a solution with an acceptable error. These computations underline our
main claim that the DC problem is unsuitable for considering the green-field planning of
power grids. As it does not consider reactive demands and flows, the resulting designs
are not usable in context of AC power flows. Our discussed AC-linear formulation on
the other hand can be used to perform this task. While it is significantly more difficult to
handle in practice, it is very suitable to derive designs which are close to feasible for AC
power flows, which is the ultimate goal of linearized power grid design.
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We conclude our work by briefly summarizing our findings and discussing open questions.
We then proceed to given an outlook on possible future research topics.
Recall that we were able to derive a closed combinatorial formula for solving the DC
power flow in Chapter 5 but were unable to derive a similar result for the AC-linear case in
Chapter 6. The remaining open question in this part regards the graph theoretical structures
behind the discussed determinant. We were able to show a strong connection to the class
of bispanning trees, however we were not able to state a sound conjecture regarding the
determinant. We strongly believe that knowledge of the structure behind this determinant
can be used to derive a combinatorial formula for solving the AC-linear power flow. We
discuss the usefulness of such a formula further down when considering possible further
research topics. Recall that the computational study in Chapter 7 showed that the AC-linear
system is uniquely feasible for all considered instances. However, we lack a proof that this
is always the case when considering more than one generator. Once again, additional
information on the previously discussed determinant might be useful to prove this claim.
When discussing the linearized power grid design problem, we were able to derive re-
sults on computational complexity for many of the considered variants. In addition, we
showed that the unbounded DC design problem can be rewritten as a partition problem
and discussed why this is not possible for the AC-linear case. Furthermore, we were able
to determine a nontrivial subclass of problems that are polynomial-time solvable. How-
ever, we were unable to prove the NP-hardness of ϑ-DCDP(P, c, ϑmax) when considering
a special class of single-source instances. As previously discussed, this is due to the fact
that we are not able to derive a reformulation of this problem which resembles a known
NP-hard problem. Nevertheless, we strongly believe that this problem is NP-hard as well
and the computational study done in Chapter 13 does not contradict our intuition.
Recall our generators for deriving random instances for the power flow and power grid
design problem introduced in Chapters 3 and 13. As we discussed in the corresponding
sections, the distributions’ parameter and the distributions themselves are questionable as
they are derived from very little real-world data. In addition, we combine several sources
of data to derive the physical and economical properties of the grid. Note that it is un-
known to us how good these instances resemble real-world ones, although the problems’
performance on our instances corresponds with reports from other groups on their topolo-
gies [23]. This underlines a major issue when talking about the power flow problem, the
existence of available instances. While there exists the IEEE dataset [48] and the sets in-
volving the Polish grid [108], these instances can only be used to compute power flows.
There does not exist a corresponding dataset for the power grid design or expansion prob-
lem. Thus the results derived by various authors on differently generated instances are
difficult to compare. Our stated algorithm is a first approach in stating a framework to
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construct comparable design instances with real-world like properties.
We conclude this chapter by discussing possible improvements and refinements to our
models and problems and indicate what the current research of other groups is focused
upon. Recall that we did not make use of the formula derived for the DC power flow
except for demonstrating it’s application on a grid where the topology is a tree. However,
we believe that this formula can be used to analyze the change in flow when adding an
additional line to the topology. This is due to the fact that it allows us to state a line’s power
flow with regards to the considered topology. Note that such insight might be helpful when
interested in determining infeasibility of a power grid without solving the corresponding
system of linear equations. The absence of such a criterion is the main reason for the
impossibility of determining the dimension of the power grid design polytopes in case of
the bounded DC model. A similar formula for the AC-linear model could be used to derive
respective results for the AC-linear polytope. These aspects underline the importance of
the presented formula and should encourage further research in this area.
In addition to considering the power grid design polytope for different linearizations and
bounds, it might be possible to improve the special case of the design polytope discussed
in Section 12.3. Recall that a complete description of the underlying topology’s connected
subgraph polytope is known due to Gro¨tschel and Monma [41]. We were able to derive
some facets for the considered power grid design polytope using this description. However,
it may be possible to derive additional facets by utilizing the remaining constraints of the
connected subgraph polytope. In addition, we showed that the unbounded DC power grid
design problem resembles a partition problem. Thus additional facets might be derived by
considering polytopes for partition problems.
Note that our computational studies revealed the weakness of the design problem’s LP
relaxation. In order to strengthen it we are interested in finding additional valid inequalities
which introduce more structure to the model. Our results stated in Chapter 13 show that
adding additional constraints to the model can speed up the solution process. However,
as mentioned in the corresponding section, even the improved model’s LP relaxation is
far from strong. Thus additional research on the design polytope might be helpful for this
problem as well.
All the above stated research topics deal with gaining additional information on the dis-
cussed models. However, it is also possible to further improve the models with regards to a
more accurate approximation of the real-world power flows. Recall that both linearizations
neglect power losses. Currently, there are attempts to extend the DC model by incorporat-
ing information on the losses [105]. It might be possible to derive a similar formulation
using the AC-linear flows. Although the approximation given by our model is already very
good it could be possible to improve it further by including information on power losses.
A second improvement of the design problems would be to include uncertainties. Note
that variation in power demands arise in real-world power grids, e.g., due to the change of
demand during various periods of the day and between the different seasons of a year. For
example, due to longer times of daylight and increased demand of air conditioning, the
necessary power in winter and summer months is expected to be far from equal. In addi-
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tion, the power supply of most renewable energy sources fluctuates as well. For instance,
the output of wind turbines depends on the actual wind velocity and solar power plants re-
quire sunlight in order to produce electrical power. There are multiple ways to incorporate
this into our existing system. For example the works by Silva et al. [89] and Escobar et al.
[29] model this problem as a MILP using the DC formulation while considering demand
and generation values as variables within given bounds. However, in both papers the cor-
responding problem is solved using genetic algorithms. Thus we have no information on
the performance of exact algorithms on these problems. When recalling the results from
Chapter 13, it can be expected that an out-of-the-box approach using cplex might perform
poorly. As the authors fail to give a comparison of their results with the necessary memory
and time consumption of using MILP solvers, we lack an insight on this problem’s perfor-
mance when compared with the deterministic model. However, we strongly believe that
significant improvement in solving both the AC-linear and DC deterministic model have
to be made before considering a model with uncertainties in demands or supplies.
As it is possible that lines are disrupted due to exterior events, it is vital to protect grids
against blackouts in case of line failures. Usually this is done by considering the n-1 crite-
rion discussed in Section 8.2. As this constraint increases the models’ complexity further,
it is of particular interest how the AC-linear performs when adding this constraints. Note
that some research groups already consider improved criteria like so-called n-k reliability
[12]. As they use the DC model to account for power flows, it might be easily possible to
replace it with the AC-linear one and analyze the performance and compare the quality of
the solution. However, once again we believe that considerably more effort has to be made
with regard to the regular model’s performance before introducing additional complexity.
Due to the recent theoretical advancements on the nonlinear power flow problem [63],
many researchers now consider semi-definite programming when interested in solving the
optimal nonlinear power flow problem [10]. Future breakthroughs on SDP solvers might
increase this transition even more. However, the performance of modern solvers when
using the nonlinear power flow formulation in the power grid expansion and design prob-
lems is still far from useful. In addition, Zhang et al. [104] report that the solutions de-
rived from these solvers are also questionable. Recall that the model recently proposed by
O’Neill et al. [76] as a challenge for future research only uses the DC power flow formu-
lation. Thus using linearized power flows is still the preferred way of handling the design
problem when interested in using exact solution processes. Our proposed model can be
considered as an improvement in this field, utilizing the power of current MILP solvers
while giving a better approximation of the AC nonlinear power grid design problem.
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List of Power Flow Problems
ACLPF(P): The unbounded AC-linear power flow problem of the power grid P.
b-ACLPF(P, ϑmax,Umax, f max): The bounded AC-linear power flow problem of the power
gridPwith maximal allowed deviation ϑmax and Umax and flow bound function f max.
f-ACLPF(P, f max): The flow-bounded AC-linear power flow problem, for the parameters
see b-ACLPF(P, ϑmax,Umax, f max).
ϑ-ACLPF(P, ϑmax,Umax): The voltage-bounded AC-linear power flow problem, for the
parameters see b-ACLPF(P, ϑmax,Umax, f max).
ACPF(P): The AC (unbounded) nonlinear power flow problem of the power grid P.
DCPF(P): The unbounded DC power flow problem of the power grid P.
b-DCPF(P, ϑmax, f max): The bounded DC power flow problem of the power grid P with
maximal allowed deviation ϑmax and flow bound function f max.
f-DCPF(P, f max): The flow-bounded DC power flow problem, for information on the pa-
rameters see b-DCPF(P, ϑmax, f max).
ϑ-DCPF(P, ϑmax): The voltage-bounded DC power flow problem, for the parameters see
b-DCPF(P, ϑmax, f max).
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List of Power Grid Design Problems
ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜): The unbounded AC-linear power grid design problem for parameters
see b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f ).
b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f max): The bounded AC-linear power grid design prob-
lem for the grid P, line cost function c, set of possible generators G, generator cost
function c˜, maximal allowed deviations ϑmax and Umax and flow bound function f max.
If c˜ is not given, we assume that all generators in the topology are constructed and
if G is empty as well, we assume that all active power generation values are known
upfront.
f-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, f max): The flow-bounded AC-linear power grid design problem, for
the parameters see b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f max).
ϑ-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax): The voltage-bounded AC-linear power grid design prob-
lem, for the parameters see b-ACLDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax,Umax, f max).
DCDP(P, c,G, c˜): The unbounded DC power grid design problem, for the parameters see
b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f ).
b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f max): The bounded DC power grid design problem for the grid
P, line cost function c, set of possible generators G, generator cost function c˜, max-
imal allowed deviation ϑmax and flow bound function f max. If c˜ is empty we assume
that all generators in the topology are constructed and if G is empty as well, we
assume that all active power generation values are known upfront.
f-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, f max): The flow-bounded DC power grid design problem, for the pa-
rameters see b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f max)
ϑ-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax): The voltage-bounded DC power grid design problem, for the
parameters see b-DCDP(P, c,G, c˜, ϑmax, f max).
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List of Polytopes
ACL-Poly(P,G): The unbounded AC-linear power grid design polytope of the power grid
P with the set of generating nodes G.
b-ACL-Poly(P,G, ϑmax,Umax, f max): The bounded AC-linear power grid design polytope
of the power grid P and the set of generating nodes G, with flow bounds f max and
maximal voltage angle deviation ϑmax and magnitude deviation Umax.
f-ACL-Poly(P,G, f max): The flow-bounded AC-linear power grid design polytope, for the
parameters see b-ACL-Poly(P,G, ϑmax,Umax, f max).
ϑ-ACL-Poly(P,G, ϑmax,Umax): The voltage-bounded AC-linear power grid design poly-
tope, for the parameters see b-ACL-Poly(P,G, ϑmax,Umax, f max).
CON(G): The connected subgraph polytope of the graph G.
DC-Poly(P,G): The unbounded DC power grid design polytope of the power grid P with
the set of generating nodes G.
b-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max): The bounded DC power grid design polytope of the power
gridP and the set of generating nodesG, with flow bounds f max and maximal voltage
angle deviation ϑmax.
f-DC-Poly(P,G, f max): The flow-bounded DC power grid design polytope, for the param-
eters see b-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max).
ϑ-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax): The voltage-bounded DC power grid design polytope, for the pa-
rameters see b-DC-Poly(P,G, ϑmax, f max)
ST(G): The spanning tree polytope of the graph G.
STEIN(G,T ): The Steiner tree polytope of the graph G and set of terminals T .
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List of Symbols
ae: The reactance of line e.
βe: The susceptance of line e.
γe: The conductance of line e.
re: The resistance of line e.
E[S ]: The set {{v,w} ∈ E | v,w ∈ S } for S ⊆ V .
f DCp (v,w): The DC active power flow from node v to w.
f DCq (v,w): The DC reactive power flow from node v to w.
f ACp (v,w): The AC-linear active power flow from node v to w.
f ACq (v,w): The AC-linear reactive power flow from node v to w.
fp(v,w): The active AC nonlinear power flow from node v to w.
fq(v,w): The reactive AC nonlinear power flow from node v to w.
f maxe : The maximal allowed power flow on line e.
G: The grid’s set of generation nodes.
δ(v): The set of edges incident with v ∈ V .
δ(C): The set of cut-edges induced by C ⊂ V , i.e., {{v,w} ∈ E |v ∈ C and w ∈ V \C }
N(v): The set of vertices adjacent to v ∈ V .
P: A (potential) power grid defined as the six-tupel P := (G, β, γ, p, q, g).
P[x]: The power grid induced by the vector x ⊆ {0, 1}E(P).
ϑmax: The maximal allowed deviation of the voltage angle from the value 0.
Umax: The maximal allowed deviation of the voltage magnitude from the value Uop.
Uop: The operational voltage level (magnitude) of a power grid.
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List of Symbols
dpv : The active power demand of node v.
dqv : The reactive power demand of node v.
gmaxv : The maximal power supply of node v.
ϑv: The phase angle at node v.
Uv: The voltage magnitude at node v.
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